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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Environmental Report (ER) is submitted by USEC Inc. (USEC), the applicant for'a
license to construct and operate the American Centrifuge Plant at the U.S. Department of Energy.
(DOE) reservation located in Piketon, Ohio"(the DOE reservation) in accordance with the Atomic
EnergyAct of 1954, as'amended, 10 Code oFederal Regulations .(CFR) Parts 70, 40 and 30,
and other applicable laws and regulations. USEC is the parent company of the United States
Enrichment Corporation, which is the current holder of a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

'(NRC) Certificate of Compliance issued under 10 CFR Part 76.

This ER is organized in accordance with'the guidance in NUREG-1748, Environmental
Review GuidanceforLicensingActions Associated with NMSSPrograms.

Introduction

The American Centrifuge Plant (ACP).encompasses the construction, manufacturing,
start-up, operation and maintenance of a 'uranium enrichment'process using American Centrifuge
technology. Th'e license requested is for the' construction and' operation of an 3;5 million
*separative work unit .(SWU) plant but this ER has.also examined 'the impacts'of an annual
capacity of 7 million'SWU (four process buildings' and support facilities) to facilitate licensing
for' future expansion from 'a 3.5 'million SWU licensed plant. Thus, the anticipated
environmental impacts descrited in this" ER- are conservative with respect to. the initial
construction activities' and plant operations 'authorized by the license currently being requested
by USEC. USEC would .seek future license. amendments, as needed, to authorize additional
construction 'or operation authority, but expects the environmentil'impacts of such additional

'activities tobe bounded by the analysis in this ER. This advanced second-generation enrichment
technologyvwas originally developed by DOE. USEC has updated the gas centrifuge technology
from that used in. the GCEP program, ' bt'' the American Centrifuge components remain

* compatible "with 'existing infrastructure and buildings/facilities. It is USEC's plan to utilize'
existing buildings and adjacent areas that weie previously designated, designed and improved as
part of earlier construction in the 1980s for a DOE centrifuge uranium enrichment plant, located
on the DOE reservation, which includes the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant.(PORTS)
facilities that.were built to support the gaseous diffusion process'begun in the 1950s. 'PORTS is
operated by USEC's wholly owned subsidiary, United States Enrichment Corporation, under
a Certificate of Compliance issued by the NRC pursuant to 10 CR Part 76.'

.'.USEC .is the douly' n'on-govermeit corporation providing enrichment services to the
-nuclear ,industry and the only U.S.- producer of euriched uranium. Deployment of the ACI is
important to advancing'the national energy security goals. of maintaining a reliable and
'economical domestic'source of enriched uranium. Secretary Spencer Abraham, U.S.' Secretary
of Energy, has stated: "As -a clean, affordable'and reliable energy source, nuclear energy is
important to the nation's future~energy supply....USEC, and its partners in the nuclear industry,
continue' to take important steps enhancing :'inational energy security with private. sector
development of advanced American technology.". In creating USEC and privatizing the-U.S.
government's enrichment operations, Congress intended that USEC would, among other things,

1..
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conduct research and development as required, to evaluate alternative technologies for uranium
enrichment, and help maintain a reliable and economical domestic source of enriched uranium.
Deployment of the ACP is also important for meeting the commercial needs of the. corporation to
replace higher cost and aging production with new lower cost production.

To support these statutory and commercial objectives, on June 17, 2002, USEC and the
U.S. government, represented by the DOE, entered into an agreement (DOE-USEC Agreement),
which has, as one of its fundamental objectives, to facilitate the deployment of cost effective
centrifuge enrichment technology in the United States. Assuming the successful demonstration
of the technology, the DOE-USEC Agreement requires that USEC begin operation of a
commercial centrifuge enrichment plant with an annual capacity of 1 million SWU in accordance
with certain milestones.

The DOE-USEC Agreement contemplates three steps toward the deployment of a
commercial centrifuge enrichment plant, as discussed below. -

The first step, which is already-underway, is to upgrade existing American Centrifuge
technology. and demonstrate an economically attractive gas centrifuge machine and enrichment
process using American Centrifuge technology. This is being accomplished through a
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement between USEC and University of
Tennessee-Battelle through which USEC's demonstration activities in Oak Ridge, Tennessee and
Lead Cascade activities in Piketon, Ohio are supported. DOE regulates centrifuge activities in
Oak Ridge. DOE prepared an Environmental Assessment regarding USEC's work in Oak Ridge
in October 2002 and issued a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) (DOE 2002b).

The second step in the DOE-USEC Agreement is to install and operate a gas centrifuge
Lead Cascade inside existing buildings at the DOE reservation based on up to 240 full-scale gas
centrifuge machines and components. NRC has performed an Environmental Assessment
(USEC 2004b), which resulted in a FONSI. In order to operate the American Centrifuge
Demonstration Facility (Lead Cascade), a 10 CFR Part 70 license was issued to USEC on
February 24, 2004 to possess and use small quantities of enriched uranium [This information
has been withheld pursuant to* 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of this
Environmental Report.]

While the purpose of the testing in Oak Ridge is focused on the centrifuge machine only,
the purpose of the Lead Cascade is to provide'reliability, performance, cost, and other vital data
of the enrichment process as a full-scale system. The Lead Cascade will not produce enriched
uranium for sale to customers. The cascade will operate in a recycling "closed loop" mode
where the enriched product stream is.recombined with the depleted uranium stream prior to
being re-fed in to the'cascade. No enriched material will be withdrawn, with the exception of
laboratory samples that will be used to assess the performance of the cascade. The information
provided during system testing is the principal benefit of the Lead Cascade.

The final step under the DOE-USEC Agreement is to construct and operate a commercial
centrifuge plant using American Centrifuge technology.

2
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Proposed Action

A license application for the ACP is being 'submitted pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954 as amnended, 10 CFR Part 70,'and :other applicable laws and regulations. The ACP is
designed to enrich and safely contain and handle UF6 up to 10-weight (wt.) percent uranium-235
(U-235). USEC is submitting this ER to support the NRC's preparation of an Environrniental
Impact Statement (EIS) for the commercial centrifuge plant. Deployment of the ACP supports
the national energy security. goal of maintaining a reliable and econo'mical domestic -source of
enriched uranium. It also meets the corporation's need to replace aging production facilities with
more efficient technology.

. Accordingly, the Proposed Action that is the subject of this ER is the licensing of the
ACP in Piketon, Ohio. .In this ER, the ProposedAction is compared to a range of reasonable'
alternatives. These alternatives include: the No Action Alternative (i.e., not licensing the ACP)
and the siting alterriative.6f Paducah, Kentucky:. 'Since the DOE-!USEC Agreernentfrequires 'that
the ACP be sited either at the DOE 'reseirvation in Piketon,' Ohio, or the Paducah Gas'eo'us
Diffusion Plant'(PGDP) in Paducah, Kentutcky, the' only sitingialtermative considered was PGDP.

Results of Analyses - . --

The results of the analyses in this ER can' be summarized as follows. The Proposed
Action'will satisfy the national energy security goal of maintaining a reliable and economical
domestic source of uranium enrichment'as well" as corporation's commercial need for a new
production facility. There is a clear need for the Proposed Action. The No Action Alternative
will not meet the national energy goal, will have serious economic impact. on the region around
the proposed ACP and wilt not meet the commercial needs of the corporation.

Consideration of reasonable alter atives demonstrates that no alternate enrichment
technology, and no other site, is 'obviously superior to an ACP at the Piketon, DOE reservation.
USEC considered alternate technologies-Atomic .Vapor Laser Isotopic Separation (AVLIS) and
Separation of Isoto'pes' by Laser.,Exciationr(SILEX)that utilize lasers 'to enrich uranium.
USEC determind 'in 1999 that AVLIS ' was not an economicilly viable' technology,'. anid
suspended its .develppment. USEC .ended its funding for research and development of the
SILEX laser-based uranium enrichment process in 'April 2003 with the decision' ;to 'focus
advanced technology resources on the demonstration and deployment "of the Americatn

-Centrifuge uranium'enrichmeht technology. For siting, the DOE-USEC Agreement requires that
the ACP be locatediat either the DOE reservationmin Piketon, Ohio, or PGDP. Regardless, no

. sites other than the DOE reservation in Pikel'ton, Ohio, or PGDP offer the unique combination of
* existing skilled work force, 'andexisting environmental data, iegulatory programs and
infrastructure-relevant to uranium enrichment. Both the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio and
PGDP. sites are' environmentally suitable. UF6 production will ultimately,'cease at PGDP if the
Proposed Action is approved and 'becomes operationil, resulting in reduced emissions and
resource use at PGDP. The ACP can bie' lo6cated "in Piketon, Ohio, within existing buildings,.
newly constructed facilities and adjacent areas that were previously designated, designed and

. . - !. - I
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improved as part of earlier construction in the 1980s for a DOE centrifuge uranium enrichment
plant (ERDA 1977). PGDP could only accommodate the ACP with the construction of a new,
114,380 square meter (1,231,172 square foot) process building and additional buildings for feed,
withdrawal and other support functions, and associated infrastructure. This construction would
add cost and increase schedule risk, compared to siting the ACP at the DOE reservation in
Piketon, Ohio. Accordingly, Piketon, Ohio was chosen as the site for the ACP.

Impacts

Analyses conducted as part of this ER demonstrate that there are no significant
environmental impacts resulting from the Proposed Action. The ACP will be located in newly
constructed facilities and within several existing buildings and adjacent areas that were
previously designated, designed and improved as part of earlier construction in the 1980s for a
DOE centrifuge uranium enrichment plant at the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio. The
uranium enrichment production and operations facilities currently located on -the DOE
reservation are leased to the United States Enrichment Corporation by the DOE, and comprise
about 223 hectares (ha) (550 acres) within the approximately 1,497 ha (3,700 acres) DOE
reservation. Although uranium enrichment operations at the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio,
ceased in May 2001, the area remains industrialized as it has been since enrichment operations
began in the 1950s. Uranium enrichment equipment and facilities are being maintained in a Cold
Standby status. The area is largely devoid of trees, with grass and paved roadways dominating
the open space.

Site utility usage would increase slightly but would still be within existing capacities and
historic usages. Existing facilities will be refurbished and a few new buildings constructed to
accommodate the ACP.

There are no wetlands, critical habitat, cultural, historical or visual resources that will be
adversely affected by the refurbishment, construction or operation of the ACP at the DOE
reservation in Piketon, Ohio. Modeling indicates that the maximally exposed individual (MEl) is
a hypothetical individual living on the DOE reservation boundary 1.1-kilometers (0.68 mile)
south-southwest of the ACP. The maximum individual effective dose equivalent (EDE) rate at
this location is' modeled to be 0.55 millirem (mrem)/year (yr). The maximum individual EDE
rate for the on-reservation tenant organizations is 0.27 mrdm/yr. The calculated MEI doses are
well below the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) limit of 10 mrem/yr and the NRC Total Effective Dose
Equivalent (TEDE) limit of 100 mrem/yr.

Wastes generated during manufacturing and operation will include classified and
unclassified low-level radioactive wastes, non-regulated wastes and wastes regulated under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, including low-level mixed wastes.

Precautions will be taken in accordance with applicable laws and best management
practices to avoid accidental releases to the environment (i.e., liquid effluent tanks, holding
ponds with oil diversion devices, spill response and equipment, procedures, training, etc).

There are no environmental justice issues associated with the ACP.
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Connected to the Proposed Action is the commercial manufacture of centrifuge
components. The manufacturing/assembly process will be'an ongoing activity through the
production of approximately 12,000 completed machines for a 3.5 million SWU plant and
24,000 completed machines and sufficient spares to operate a 7 million SWU plant. The
production rate capability will be developed to ramp up to.approximately 20 completed machines
per day. Manufacturing impacts are evaluated in this ER.

Refurbishment and construction of the ACP will create approximately 518 construction
contractor jobs for the 3.5 million SWU plant and 1,036 construction contractor jobs for the 7
million SWU plant. The projected level of employment for the operations phase is projected to
be approximately 500 for .a 3.5 million SWU plant and 600 full-time equivalents (FTEs) for a 7
million SWU plant.

Conclusion

* In conclusion, the environmental impacts of the Proposed Action are clearly outweighed
by the benefits of supporting the national energy security goal of maintaining a reliable and
economical domestic source of enriched uranium and meeting the corporation's need for a new
production facility. The No Action Alternative is denial of a license to construct and operate the
ACP at 'the DOE reservation. The consequence of the No Action Alternative is that the
demonstrated need for a 'domestic advanced technology uranium enrichment facility will not be
met. Long-term national energy security goals will be in jeopardy and it will have a significant
impact on the reliability of an adequate nuclear fuel supply in the global marketplace and the
K corporation's need .to replace higher cost ageing production will not be met. The No Action
Alternative will adversely impact national energy security. The primary benefit of the No Action
Alternative is the avoidance of the few insignificant impacts associated with the Proposed
Action. The alternative of siting the ACP at PGDP would also meet the need but would result in
slightly greater environmental impacts due to the need to construct a larger number of buildings
and supporting infrastructure. There would also be cost and schedule impacts associated with
constructing the ACP at PGDP. Piketon, Ohio was chosen as the site for theACP on the basis of
USEC's overall assessment of how to meet the. need for such a facility considering
environmental and.* other impacts, and cost and schedule. This ER demonstrates that .the
preferred alternative is clearly the construction and operation of the ACP at the selected location
on the Piketon, Ohio DOE reservation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

USEC Inc. (USEC) is the applicant for a license to construct and operate'a uranium
enrichment facility. USEC is the only private' corporation providing enrichment services to the
nuclear industry and the only U.S. producer of enriched uranium. The license authorizes USEC
to possess and use' special nuclear, source, and by-product material in the American Centrifuge
Plant (ACP). As'required by 10 Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR) Part 51j this Environmental
Report (ER) is being submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission' (NRC) by USEC to
support licensing of the ACP. The ACP is an important step toward -advancing the national
energy security goals of maintaining a reliable' and economical domestic source of enriched
uranium. USEC propoes -as the Proposed Action -to locate the ACP at the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) reservation in Piketon, Ohio in accordance with the Atomic Energy
Act of- 1954, as' amended, 10 CFR Parts 70, 40, and 30, and other applicable laws and
regulations. .USEC is'the parent company ofthe United States Enrichment Corporation; which is
the current holder ofaNRCCertificate of Compiiance issued under 10 CFR Part 76.

- - - ' ' This ER is organized in accordance'with the' guidance contained in NUREG-1748,
-.: Environmental Review Guidancefor Licensing Actions ksociated with .NMSS Programs, dated

August2003.' Chapter .1.0 provides an introduction and background on the history of the site,
and discusses why USEC is requesting, from the'NRC,' a license to construct and operate a
uranium enrichment facility. .'Chapter 2.0-discusses the Proposed Action and alternatives.:
including the No Action Alternative and siting alter'natives. Chapter 3.0 discusses the existing

: environmental conditions at-the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio, and Chapter 4.0 discusses
K - how-those conditions would-be modified,,if any, by the ACP. Chapter 5.0 discusses any

mitigation measures employed by the ACP. Chapter* 6.0 discusses the environmental-
measurement and monitoring program utilized for the ACP. Chapter 7.0 discusses the Cost-

' Benefit Analysis. Chapter 8.0 provides the'summary of any environmental consequences from
deployment Zof the ACP.' Chapters 9.0. and ,10.0 contain a list of references and preparers,
respectively. Chapter 11.0 contains a Glos-saryof terms used in this ER 'Appendices contain'
Acronyms and' AbbreViations; -Cheiicals and Units of Measure; 'Metric/English Conversion

.': Chart; Metr -Prefixes; Consultation- Letters:Environmental Impact of'Decommissioning',
Proprietary Cost-Benefit Analysis; and ER Tables and Figures. - -

'This ER has bounded the size and schedule of the ACP atan annual 7 million SWU (four
process buildings and support facilities) to facilitate the license amendment process for future
-expansion from a 3.5 million SWU licensed plant.

. ..;

1.0.1 Background

The DOE reservation is located at latitude 39°00'30" north and longitude 83°00'00" west
measured at the center of the DOE'reservation on approximately 1,497 ha (3,700 acres)' in Pike
County, Ohio, one of the 'state's lesser populated counties. - The DOE reservation is located
between Chillicothe and Portsinouth;, Ohio, approximately 113 kilometers (Iam) (70 milles [mi])'
south of Columbus, Ohio. .' - ; ' '

I I -
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The general location is an area of steep to gently rolling hills, with average elevations of
37 meters (m) (120 feet [ft]) above the Scioto River valley. The steep hills characteristically are
forested, while the rolling hills provide marginal farmland. With the exception of the Scioto
River and its floodplain, the floodplains and valleys are narrow and are occupied by small farms.

There are no unrelated industrial, commercial, institutional, or residential structures
within the DOE reservation. DOE leases facilities on the DOE reservation to the Ohio National
Guard. The Ohio National Guard does not store weapons on the DOE reservation. There are no
other military installations located near the DOE reservation.

Roadways within the fenced limited access or protected area of the DOE reservation
consist of several miles of paved surface. Several paved roads branch out from the DOE
reservation to the Perimeter Road that surrounds the limited access area. The west access to the
DOE reservation extends from U.S. 23 to the Perimeter Road. Shyville Road connects U.S.
32/124 to the north side of the-DOE reservation. Other access roads connect to secondary county
roads. Access to the DOE reservation is controlled at the west access point. Other access points

'to the DOE reservation are currently secured.

Rail and roadways are available for cylinder movements to the DOE reservation. The rail'
spur enters the DOE reservation from the north and branches to several areas inside the limited
access area. In addition, cylinders are transported around the DOE reservation using a variety of
devices, including cylinder carriers, stackers, rail cars, forklifts, trucks, and wagons.

Rivers or major streams do not traverse the DOE reservation area. However, Big Beaver
Creek and Little Beaver Creek cross the northern edge of the DOE reservation. Runoff water
flows from the area through three streams: Little Beaver Creek, Big Run Creek, and a drainage
ditch to the Scioto River.

The DOE reservation consists. of approximately 1,497 ha (3,700 acres) ,with
approximately a 526 ha (1,300 acres) central area surrounded by the Perimeter Road. The DOE
reservation land outside the Perimeter Road is used for a variety of purposes, including a water
treatment plant; lagoons for the process wastewater treatment plant; sanitary and inert landfills;.
and open and forested buffer areas.

Most of the improvements are located within the fenced core area. The core area is
largely devoid of trees, with grass and paved roadways dominating the open space.

The ACP is situated on approximately 81 ha (200 acres) of the southwest quadrant of the
Controlled'Access Aream

The gaseous diffusion plant (GDP) occupies approximately 223 ha (550 acres) of the
remaining Controlled Access Area. The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PORTS) has been
in operation since the mid-1950s as an active uranium enrichment, facility supplying enriched
uranium for government and commercial use. The process buildings were constructed from
1952 to 1954 as gaseous diffusion facilities for the isotopic enrichment of uranium and are
designed to operate at a capacity of 8.6 million separative work units (SWU). The GDP process
buildings contain approximately 763,000 square meters (n2) (8,210,000 gross square feet [fly]).
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In the late 1970s, the DOE reservation was the site selected by the DOE for a new.enrichment
K- facility using gas centrifuge 'technology. 'Construction of the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant.

(GCEP) began 'in 1979, but was' halted in'1985 because the'projected demand for enriched
uranium decreased. Figure 1.0.1-1 shows"the regional area surrounding the DOE reservation.
Figure 1.0.1-2 (located in Appendix D ofthis Enivironmental Report) shows the DOE reservation
in Piketon,'Ohio. "

In 1991, DOE suspended production of highly enriched uranium (HEU) at PORTS. The
plant continued to'produce low enriched uranium (LEU) for use by commercial nuclear power
plants until May 2001.

In accordance with the Energy Policy. Act of 1992, the United States Enrichment
Corporation, a newly created government corporation, assumed full responsibility for uranium
enrichment operations at PORTS on Julyl, 1993. DOE retains. certain responsibilities for
decontamination and' decommissioning, waste management, depleted uranium hexafluoride
cylinders,' and environmental remediation. The NRC granted the United States Enrichment
Corporation a Certificate of Compliance for operation of the GDP pursuant to 10 CFR Part 76 on
November 26, 1996 and the GDP was officially transferred to NRC oversight on March 3; 1997.
USEC subsequently became a publicly held private corporation on July 28, 1998.

The DOE leases the uranium enrichment production and operations facilities to the
United States Enrichment Corporation. In addition to the GDP buildings, extensive support
facilities are required to maintain the diffusion process. The support facilities include -
administration buildings, a steam plant, electrical switchyards, cooling towers, cleaning and
decontamination facilities, water and wastewater treatment plants, fire and security headquarters,
maintenance shops, warehouses, and laboratory facilities.

In May 2001, the United States Enrichment Corporation ceased uranium enrichment
operations at PORTS and consolidated enrichment operations at its Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant (PGDP). The United States Enrichment Corporation continued to operate its transfer and
shipping activities at the PORTS DOE reservation until July 2002 in support of its enrichment
business. At the request'of DOE, the cascade was placed in cold standby, a condition under
which the plant could be returned to a portion of its previous production in approximately 18 -
24 months if DOE determines that additional domestic enrichment capacity is necessary.

GDP enrichment operations' are now in cold standby status, which involves maintaining
those portions of the gaseous diffusion plant needed for 3 million SWU per year production

-capacity in a'nor-operational condition. lii addition, necessary surveillance and maintenance
-activities must be conducted to retain 'the ability to. resume :operations after a set of restart
activities are conducted (USEC 2004b).

The GDP currently operates in accordance with an NRC Certificate of Compliance issued
pursuant to 10 CFR Part 76 requirements. These operations include maintaining the GDP in cold
standby status under a contract with DOE, performing uranium deposit removal activities in the
cascade facilities, and removing technetium-99 (&Tc) from potentially contaminated uranium
feed in accordance with the June 17, 2002, agreement between USEC and DOE.
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On January 27, 2004, the NRC published an Environmental Assessment in the Federal
Register (69 Federal Register 3956) for the Lead Cascade Demonstration Facility. The
Environmental Assessment resulted in a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) (USEC

-2004c, USEC 2004b). On February 24, 2004, a license was issued to USEC to possess and use
special nuclear, source, and by-product material in the Lead Cascade Demonstration Facility in
Piketon, Ohio. The Lead Cascade Demonstration Facility is a test and demonstration facility
designed to provide information on American Centrifuge technology that will factor into the
operation of the ACP. Operation of the Lead Cascade Demonstration Facility is scheduled to
begin in 2005.
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Source: DOE 2001b.

Figure 1.0.1-1 Location of Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in relation to the
geographic region
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This figure is withheld pursuant to IO CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this ;
Environmental Report -

1. . -.

I
I. . I . -Figure 1.0.1-2 U.S. Department of Energy Reservation

- .Piketon, Ohio
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1.0.2 American Centrifuge Plant Program Overview

Following the suspension of development of the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotopic Separation
(AVLIS) enrichment technology in June 1999, USEC began an evaluation of centrifuge and
other technologies to replace its gaseous diffusion technology. Gaseous diffusion technology
requires large amounts of power. These power requirements significantly affect the cost of
production of enriched uranium. Since the use of foreign centrifuge technology and other third
generation technologies including the Separation of Isotopes by Laser Excitation (SILEX), a
laser-based technology under development in Australia, have the potential to lower the cost of
production, these alternative enrichment technologies were also investigated. As part of the
evaluation, USEC, in partnership with University of Tennessee-Battelle, the operator of DOE's
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, undertook to refine gas centrifuge technology under a DOE
approved Cooperative Research and Develop Agreement (CRADA).

USEC- began design of an improved centrifuge machine by taking advantage of
commercial advances in materials of construction and manufacturing methods. The improved
centrifuge technology is intended to achieve performance levels approximately equivalent to
those demonstrated in DOE's earlier testing programs, but at a substantially reduced cost.

On June 17, 2002, USEC and the U.S. Government, represented by the DOE, entered into
an agreement, which has as one of its fundamental objectives to facilitate the deployment of new,
cost effective centrifuge enrichment technology in the U.S. (DOE-USEC Agreement). Assuming
successful demonstration of the technology, the DOE-USEC Agreement requires that USEC
begin operation of a commercial enrichment plant with annual capacity of 1 million SWU in
accordance with certain milestones.

The DOE-USEC Agreement contemplates three steps towards the development of a
Commercial Centrifuge Plant, as discussed below. The environmental impacts of the first step,
research and development of the centrifuge components (Demonstration Project) in Oak Ridge,
were examined in a DOE Environmental Assessment (DOE 2002b) and a FONSI was issued on
October 18, 2002. The environmental impacts of the second step, deployment and system testing
through a Lead Cascade Demonstration Facility, were covered in a NRC Environmental
Assessment (USEC 2004b) and a FONSI was issued on February 24, 2004. The environmental
impacts of an independent third step, a Commercial Centrifuge Plant, are the subject of this ER.

Demonstration Project

The Demonstration Project will demonstrate centrifuge performance in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee under DOE regulatory oversight. The standard measure of enrichment in the uranium
enrichment industry is the SWU. The Demonstration Project will demonstrate that the centrifuge
machine design is capable of economically producing 300+ SWU per year. The Demonstration
Project will verify the integrated machine design while maintaining 300+ SWU per year
performance, provide a solid basis for the centrifuge machine cost estimate, and obtain initial
reliability data. The demonstration machines will be operated and SWU performance will be
optimized in highly instrumented test stands in DOE's East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP)
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in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Additional machines will be operated in'other test stands to evaluate
'-' the initial reliability of an integrated machine design.

American Centrifuge Lead Ca'scade Demonstration Facility

For the Lead Cascade Demonstration' Facility, the NRC has issued a 10 CFR Part 70
license to possess and use special nuclear iiaterial.l' The Lead Cascade Demonstration Facility
consists of upto 240 operating centrifuge machinies at the DOE reservation in 'Piketon, Ohio.'
The Lead Cascade Demonstration Facilityi 'a real time-demonstration of the basic building'
block for a gas centrifuge enrichment process in a multiple stage configuration and will provide
data that is vital to provide reliability, performance, and cost information.

All 'or part of the centrifuge machines 'for the Lead Cascade may be manufactured and
-jbalanced in 'Oak Ridge, Tennessee or at the Piketon DOE reservation. Centrifuge components
.manufactured off the DOE reservation will be shipped to the"l;ad Cascade Demonstration
Facility for assembly, installation, checkout, and start-up. Locating the 'Lead Cascade
Demoonstration Facility at the DOE reservation recuires the refurbishment of existing equipment
:and buildings-of the former GCEP. *The reftjbishment is scheduled to be complete in time to
begin testing in 2005. Operation of the'Lead Cascade Demonstration Facility will 'demonstrate
the reliability of the centrifuge machines; assist in the design and optimization of the cascade and
balance of the plant; and also will provide information important to determining the cost, and
design of the Commercial Centrifuge Plant.' The Lead Cascade 'Demonstration Facility will
operate on recycle with no withdrawal of enriched product, except for laboratory samples.

American CentriffiwePlant

The centrifuge plant design is highly modular, with the basic building block of
enrichment capacity being a cascade of centrifuges Information and work performed du'ring te9
Demonstration and Lead Cascade Projects will be used to develop the final detailed design of the
ACP. Additional information on SWU performance, reliability, and economies will be available
from'the Lead Cascade operation and will be used to demonstrate the economics of the ACP and'

.:'to' enable USEC and investors' to make a final.decision to commit funds for the construction of.
the ACP. .Given the significant time required forlicensing, USEC considers that it is beneficial
to request an NRC license for the ACP in order to meet it's schedule objectives. -

During' the ' process of remediation,; construction, infiastructure modification,
.manufacturing, and .test Ioperations for the 'scope' of this'ER, the design for these elements are
reviewed for compliance with regulatory standards for releases, emissions, and wastes generated
and for minimization of the quantity andltoxicity of the miaterials used and wastes generated.
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1.1 Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action

Nuclear power generates about 20 percent of the electricity for the United States.
Construction and operation of a gas centrifuge plant utilizing the US-origin advanced technology
is key to supporting DOE's national energy security goals by providing a reliable and secure
domestic source of enriched uranium. The primary purpose of this action is to allow USEC to
construct and operate a plant to enrich uranium up to 10 weight (wt.) percent with an initial
capacity of approximately 3.5 million SWU expandable to 7 million SWU, at USEC's option,
using advanced U.S. centrifuge technology at the DOE reservation located in Piketon, Ohio.

The gas centrifuge is an enrichment process that increases the concentration of uranium-
235 (2 5 U), the isotope desired for production of nuclear energy. The gas centrifuge process has
three inherent characteristics that make it particularly attractive: (1) it is a proven technology,
(2) it has low operating cost; and (3) it is amenable to modular architecture. The low energy

:requirements of gas centrifuge technology, approximately 5 percent of that required by a
comparably-sized Gaseous Diffusion Plant, provide for considerably lower operating costs
(electricity usage comparison shown in Table 1.1-1). The modularity of gas centrifuge
technology allows for a flexible deployment of enrichment capacity, enabling responsiveness to
market demand.

Table 1.1-1 Electricity Usage Estimates

Electricity (megawatt hr) 11,000,000 650,000

The ACP is a crucial step toward advancing the national energy security goal of
maintaining a reliable and economical domestic source of enriched uranium. The plant uses
American Centrifuge enrichment technology that supports the national energy security goals.
Congress privatized the U.S. Government's uranium enrichment operations creating USEC to,
among other things; conduct research and development as required to evaluate alternative
technologies for uranium enrichment, and to help maintain a reliable and economical domestic
source of enriched uranium.: It is also important for meeting the commercial needs of the
corporation to replace higher cost and aging production with new lower cost production.

To support these statutory and commercial objectives: on June 17,- 2002, USEC and the
U.S. Government, represented by the DOE, entered into the DOE-USEC Agreement. Assuming
successful demonstration of the technology, the DOE-USEC Agreement requires that USEC
begin operations of an enrichment facility at the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio, or PGDP
using advanced technology with annual capacity of 1 million SWU (expandable to 3.5 million
SWU) in accordance with certain milestones (see Table 1.1-2) The milestone schedule contains
target dates for various steps including milestones associated with testing, NRC licensing,
financing, and construction. The milestones require, among other things, that a centrifuge
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facility (1) begin commercial operations in Piketon, Ohio, no later than'January 2009 and
<~ . achieve an annual capacity of 1 million SWU by March 2010 or (2) begin commercial operations

in Paducah, Kentucky, no later than' January 2010 and achieve an annual capacity of 1 million
SWU by March 2011.

Table 1.1-2 Milestones in the DOE-USEC Agreement (June 17,2002) Related to
Development of the American Centrifuge Plant'

. - .March 2005 ' Submit License Application to NRC for Commercial Centrifuge Plant

May 2005 NRC dockets Commercial Centrifuge Plant application

October 2006 Satisfactory reliability and performance data obtained from Lead Cascade
_____ ____ ____ operations.

January 2007 Financing comnitment secured for a 1 million SWU Centrifuge Plant.

June 2007 Begin Commercial Centrifuge Plant construction/refurbishment

January 2009 Begin Commercial Centrifuge Plant operations

March'2010 Centrifuge Plant annual capacity'at 1 million SWU per year

ptember2011 Centrifuge Plant '(if expanded at USEC's option) projected to have'anepemer annual capacity at 3.5 million SWU per year

The American Centrifuge will play a major role in supporting our nation's energy
security and national security interests while providing a reliable, competitive fuel source for
nuclear power plants around the world. Secretary Spencer Abraham, U.S. Secretary of Energy,
-has stated: "As a clean, affordable and reliable energy source, nuclear energy is important to the

. nation's'future energy supply .. .USEC, and its partners'in the nuclear industry, continueto take
important -steps enhancing national energy security 'writh'private sector developmentof advanced

* . . American technology."'' In-addition toi advancin gnational eiergy security0goals, the ACP
supports 'USEC's corporate' goal of remaining c'ompetitive and reliable domestic provider of.
enriched uranium to the nuclear industry."';USEC's subsidiary, the& United States'Enrichment
Corporation; currently produces about '5 million' SWU per year using gaseous diffusion

' techniology at PGDP. TIe PGDP i-ove&r,50 years'oldiand the power costs to produice SWUiae -
significant. Electricity at the Paducah plant represents about 60 percent of.produictionec6st.
GlobalLEU suppliers compete primarily in terms of price, and secondarily on reliability of
supply and customer service. ,r .:-

In addition, as Executive Agent for the"U.S.Govemnmentthe United States Enrichment
Corporation agreed to purchase, if m ade av~ailable by the Russian Executive Agent, 5.5 'million
SWU per year of LEU that is derived froim :down" blending of HEU from Russian warheads
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(Megatons to Megawatts Program). The agreement under which the United States Enrichment
Corporation supplies LEU from this source expires in 2013. Nearly every commercial nuclear
power reactor in the United States has been refueled at some point in the past decade with low-
enriched uranium from this program. About one in ten homes and businesses in the United
States are powered with fuel from the Megatons to Megawatts program.

Oliver Kingsley, President and CEO of Exelon Corporation, one of USEC's customers,
has stated: "We are pleased to partner with USEC as our primary supplier of low-enriched
uranium through 2010. Through our long-term purchase contract, Exelon Generation will play
an important role in the demonstration and deployment of the American Centrifuge enrichment
technology". In 2003 USEC supplied, enrichment for approximately 56 percent of the North
American market and 30 percent of the world market. Going forward, USEC is focused on
continuing to serve our utility customers through additional long-term contracts well into the
period when the ACP would be operating.

Overseas, more than two dozen reactors are under construction and more are on the
drawing board, and as of August 15, 2004, the NRC has extended the life of 26 reactors with
applications pending review for another 18 reactors. Most reactors are expected to apply for an
extension.

All these factors add up to long-term demand for the American Centrifuge technology
product.

USEC is committed to being competitive on price, delivering superior customer service,
meeting national energy security goals and fulfilling its commitments in the DOE-USEC
Agreement. Hence, USEC needs to deploy a domestic competitive fuel source for nuclear power
plants utilizing advanced centrifuge technology towards the end of this decade.

1.2 Proposed Action

The Proposed Action is to refurbish, construct and operate a plant to enrich uranium up to
10 wt. percent 5U with an initial capacity of approximately 3.5 million SWU expandable to 7
million SWU using advanced American Centrifuge technology at the DOE reservation located in

:Piketon, Ohio. Existing facilities and land formerly used for GCEP will be leased from the DOE
and utilized for the ACP (Figures 4;1.3-1 and 4.1.3-2 [both located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report]). The Proposed Action includes refurbishment of existing facilities,
construction, start-up and operation of up to four process buildings with full-scale gas centrifuge
machines and components.

USEC is seeking a license for the construction and operation of a plant to enrich uranium
up to 10 wt. percent with a capacity of approximately 3.5 million SWU. The ACP may be
expanded as market conditions require. The ACP operates up to four process buildings with
approximately 24,000 centrifuge machines in cascade configurations at an annual capacity of
approximately 7 million SWU. Enrichment operations will'begin as cascades are installed,
tested, and filled with process gas. Additional centrifuges may be available for other uses (e.g.,
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spares). The plant may enrich uranium up to 10 wt. percent 235U. The enriched product stream
from each cascade is combined with the enriched product streams of other cascades producing
the same assay. The combined stream is routed'to the withdrawal facilities where the product is
sublimed into a cold trap. Similarly, the.depleted (tails) stream from each cascade is combined
with the tails streamis 'from other cascades and is also sublimed in the tails withdrawal area.
Samples of uranium are periodically taken for laboratory analysis to assess the performance of

-the cascades.

Operations that are performed to support the primary process includes: equipment and
machinery repair,. modification; manufacturing of specialized equipment (including the'
*centrifuges themselves); and assembly and test of machines. .These activities may be conducted
with equipment contaminated with uranium bearing material. The uranium bearing material
could be UF6, uranium tetrafluoride (UF4), uranyl fluoride (U0 2F2), or an intermediate oxy-
fluoride. ..

.Other ACP support functions include: meteorological tower, 345 kilovolts (V) electrical
utilities, communications,6 sewagetreatment,-water'treatment, laboratory services, guard force,
fire department, health physics, industrial hygiene, industrial safety, environmental compliance,
and waste management. '

. At the end of the useful life oftheACP, the piant will be decommissioned consistent with
the decommissioning -plan contained in- Chapter '10.0 of' the License 'Application and'
Decommissioning Funding Plan for the American Centrifuge Plant. Impacts of decommissioning
are analyzed in this ER.

13 Applicable Regulatory Requirements, Permits, and Required Consultations

The ACP must comply with the applicable regulations under the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended; 10 CFR Part 40; and 10 CFR Part 70 to hold a license to possess and use
source and SNM. In addition, the ACP must comply with pertinent NRC regulations in 1o CFR.

''Part 20 related to radiation dose limits to individual workers and members of the public. USEC is
submitting an Environmental Report to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51.

. As described in previous sections, the ACP will require PTIs from the State of Ohio to
- -install all new air emission sources followed by a modification to the existing.Title V air permit

' for the:operation of those sources. The ACP will also be subject to the Radionuclide NESHAP
administered by the EPA Region V. At additional PTI from the State 'of Ohio will be needed if.

. the ACP installs any new wastewater lines. A modification to the existing NPDES permit will
be needed to allow construction and operation of the ACP by USEC. These are the only Federal,

* State and local permits or other authorizations that USEC expects will be necessary for the ACP. '
Table 9.2-9 gives a full listing of the Federal, State and local permits and other authorizations
and consultations that potentially could be required mid the current status of each.'
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The ACP permit and reporting requirements will be incorporated and administered in the
United States Enrichment Corporation permits and reporting requirements until a like USEC
compliance organization is established. The Lead Cascade Demonstration Facility, X-3001 purge
vacuum and evacuation vacuum system, is currently incorporated in the United States
Enrichment Corporation Title V air permit (PTI number 06-07470).

Informal consultations have been made with the responsible agencies in compliance with |
the following:

N Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act*

* Fish and Mildlife Coordination Act

* National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), Section 106

* Farmland Protection Policy Act (FPPA)fFarmland Conservation Impact Rating

Consultation letters and responses are included in Appendix B of this ER.

Table 1.3-1 identifies the Federal, State and local permits and other authorizations and
consultations that potentially could be required and the current status of each.
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
: Onprntinn nf fhe AmiAefun roinfrifivao Plant

Air Qualfiy Protection
Title V Operating Permit: Required for * Ohio
sources that are not exempt and are major Environmental
sources, affected sources subject to'the Acid Protection
Rain Program, sources subject to new source Agency (OEPA);
performance standards (NSPS), or sources U.S.
subject' to National Emission.Standards for Environmental
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs).. Protection

Agency (EPA)

Ohio Permit'6t Install, (P l): Requre or OEPA
(1) any source to. which one or more of theb
following. CAA programs _would. apply:
prevention'- ..of " significant deterioration
(PSD), nonattainment area, NSPS, and/or
NESHAPs' and (2) any source to which one
or more of the' following. state air. quality
programs would apply,.Gasoline Dispensing
Facility Permit, DirectFinal Permit, and/or
Small. Maximum. Uncontrolled Emissions
Unit Registration.:- ...- .W.

Clean AirAct
(CAA), Title:
V, Sections
501-507 (U.S..
Code, Title 42,
Sections 7661-
7661f [42;
USC 7661- .
7661f]); Ohio
Administrative
Code (OAC)
3745-77-02

CAA, Title I,
Sections 160-
169 (42 Usc
7470-7479);
OAC 3745-31-
02

United States Enrichment Corporation is the
holder. of a final Title V Operating Permit
(Facility ID 0666000000) with an issue date of
July 31, 2003 and effective date of August 21,
2003. The plant is subject to Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 40, Part 61, Subpart H (40
CFR Part 61, Subpart H), "National Emissions
Standards for Emissions of Radionuclides which
is included in the terms and conditions. of the
Title;V Operating Permit. ..

USEC has determined that the PSD,
nonattainment area, and NSPS programs do not
apply to the ACP. However, air emission
sources requiring an Ohio PTI would apply to
the ACP and USEC will submit a timely' PTI
application to. the OEPA.

* ' ' ' . ' , - - ' . . ., , X, . . . . * . .

* * , . - . . .:, . . . * - - ; , - -s -

* , ,, -- - ,, * ;. s- - .

. .
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

, n o ~ C: 5 R N q . . Relevance and Satus.

Air Quality Protection (Cont)
Ohio Permit to Operate: Required for (1) OEPA CAA, Title I, United States Enrichment Corporation is the
any- source to which one, or more of the Sections 160- holder of a final Title V Operating Permit
following CAA programs would apply, PSD, 169 (42 USC (Facility ID 0666000000) with an issue date of
nonattainment area, NSPS, NESHAPs; and 7470-7479); July 31, 2003 and effective date of August 21,
(2) any source to which one or more of the OAC 3745-35- 2003. Sources requiring a PTI will be
following state air quality programs would 02 incorporated in the Title V Operating Permit.
apply State Permit to Operate and/or
registration of operating unit with potential
air emissions of an amount and type
considered minimal; this permit. is not
required, however, for any facility that must
obtain a Title V Operating Permit.

Risk Management Plan (RMP): Required EPA; OEPA CAA, Title 1, USEC has determined that no regulated
for any stationary source that has regulated Section 112(r) substances would be stored at the .ACP in
substance (e.g., chlorine,.hydrogen fluoride, (7) (42 USC quantities that . exceed the threshold levels.
nitric acid) in any process (including storage) 7412); 40. CFR Accordingly, an RMP will not be required.
in a quantity that is over the threshold level. Part 68; OAC

3745-104

L- ' -
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
0 eration of the American Centrifuge Plant'

Air Quality Protection (Cont)
CAA Conformity 'Determination: OEPA CAA, Title l, Pike County, Ohio has been designated as
R'equired 'for ieach crtria pollutant (i.e.; Section 176 "Cannot be Classified or Better Than Standard"
sulfur dioxide, 'particulate ^mtater, ' carbon (c) (42 USEC for crite 'a pollutants. Because the county is in
monoxide, ozone, z itigen'dioxid'e,"an'd lead) - 7506); 40'CFR attainment with National Ambient Air Quality
where the total of direct and indirect 93; OAC Standards 'for' criteria pollutants 'and contains no
emissions in a nonattainment or maintenance 3745-102; maintenance areas, no CAA conformity
area caused by a federal action would equal determination is 'required for ' any criteria
or exceed threshold rates. ;-.pollut'ait that would be emitted as a result of the

' ' ''Proposed Action. Existing air quality on the site
is in attainment with National Ambient Air

'. * a Quality Standards (NAAQS). for the criteria
ae -.. . - pollutants.

Water Resources'Protection *:.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination OEPA Clean Water USEC has deterined 'that construction of the
System (NPDES) Permit: Construction Site Act (CWA) 'ACI a'nd new cylinder storageWyards would
Storm Water Required before making point '(33 USC 1251 require an NPDES Permit for the construction
source discharges into waters of the state of et seq.); 40 site storm water discharges. United States
storm water from a construction project that CFRPart 122; Enrichment Corporation is the holder of NPDES
disturbs more than 5 acres (2 ha) of land. OAC-3745- Permit Ahumber OIS00023AD. If requested, a

i * -. , . -.: ..r .:.. . 33-02,-3745- Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPP)
38-02, and will be submitted to the OEPA at the appropriate
3745-38-06 time. Storm water: will discharge through

existingoutfalls covered by a NPDES Permit.

. . .
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

,P LcenseP t i'oO - ,osen"; A" -n'e t evance and Status'
*'ns O th,,'' ,,x4'- ,'C. - ' h '4 a .| .....|w .a .....

Water Resources Protection (Cont.)
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Permit: Industrial Facility
Storm Water: Required before making
point source discharges into waters of the
state of storm water from an industrial site.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Permit: Process Water
Discharge: Required before making point
source discharges into waters of the state of
industrial process wastewater.

Ohio Surface Water PTI: Required before
constructing sewers or pump stations.

Ohio Surface Water PTI: Required before
constructing any wastewater treatment or
collection system or disposal facility.

OEPA CWA(33
USC 1251 et
seq.); 40 CFR
Part 122;
OAC-3745-
33-02, 3745-
38-02, and
3745-38-06

OEPA

OEPA

CWA(33
USC 1251 et
seq.); 40 CFR
Part 122;
OAC-3745-
33-02, 3745-
38-02, and
3745-38-06

OAC-3745-
31-02

USEC has determined that storm water would be
discharged from the ACP site during operations.
Storm water will discharge through existing
outfalls covered by a NPDES Permit.

The ACP will process industrial wastewater
through an existing NPDES permitted facility
and through existing outfalls covered by the
NPDES Permit.

If required, before construction of sewer lines
and pump stations at the ACP a PTI to modify
the existing NPDES permit would be submitted
to the OEPA at the appropriate time.

If required, a PTI to modify the existing NPDES
permit would be submitted to the OEPA at the
appropriate time.

OEPA OAC-3745-
31-02

1-10
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Table 13-1- Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Anjnrnfinn nf the AmPricwn epnfrifngp Plant

UWA SecUon 4U4 (JDredge-ana 1111) U.Z. Army kc

Permit: Required to place dredged or fill of Engineers
material into waters of the United States, (USACE)
including areas designated as wetlands,
unless such placement is exempt or.'
authorized by a nationwide'permit ora
regional permit; a notice must be filed if a"
nationwide or regional permit applies.
Ohio General Permit for Filling Category OEPA
1 and Category 2 Isolated Wetlands:
Required where the proposed project
involves the filling or discharge of dredged
material into Category 1 and Category 2
isolated wetlands, causing impacts that total
0.5 acre (0.20 ha) or less.
Ohio Individual Isolated Wetland Permit: OEPA
Required where the proposed project
involves the filling or discharg' of dredged
material into Category 1 and Category 2
isolated wetlands, causing impacts that total
greater than 0.5 acre (0.20 ha) for Category 1
isolated wetlands and/or greater than 0.5 acre
(0.20 ha) but not exceeding 3 acres (1.21 ha)
for Category 2 isolated wetlands.:

Spill Prevention Control and , EPA
Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan: Required
for any facility that could discharge oil in
harmfiul quantities into navigable waters or
onto adjoining shorelines.,

b.'WA k.5 3
USC 1251 et
seq.); 33 CFR
Parts 323 and
330

uSEC believes uiat construction or Cae At.r
would not result in dredging or placement of fill
material'into wetlands within the jurisdiction of
the USACE. I

I

Ohio Revised
Code (ORC)
Sections
6111.021-
6111.029

ORC Sections
.6111.021-
6111.029'

CWA (33
USC 1251 et
seq.); 40 GFR
Part 112

USEC believes that construction of the ACP
would not result in dredging or placement of fill
material into wetlands within the jurisdiction of
the OEPA isolated wetlands program.

USEC believes that construction of the ACP
would not result in dredging or placement of fill
material into wetlands within the jurisdiction of
the OEPA isolated wetlands program.

A.SPCt plan would be required. USEG will
revise the existing SPCC plan to include ACP
operations'at the appropriate time (POEF-EW-'
17 current versioni)..

1-19
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

Re' = Status-- .'.

CWA Section 401 Water Quality
Certification: Required to be submitted to
the agency responsible for issuing any
federal license or permit to conduct an
activity that may result in a discharge of
pollutants into waters of a state.

OEPA CWA, Section
401 (33 USC
1341); ORC
Chapters 119
and 6111;
OAC Chapters
3745-1, 3745-
32, and 3745-
47

USEC believes .that it would not be required to
obtain a CWA Section 401 Water Quality
Certification for construction or operation of the
ACP or new cylinder storage yards. If USEC
determines that a federal license or permit is
required (e.g., a CWA Section 404 Permnit), a
CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification
will be requested from the OEPA at the
appropriate timne.

'-2A(
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Table 1.3-1' Potentially Applicable'Consients for the Construction and
O eration of the American Centrifuge Plant

- -. N-. .,

Water Resources Protection (Cont.)
Public Water System: A completed OEPA
application for an initial public water system
license is required prior to the operation of
the public water system.

OAC-3745-
84-01(B)b)

USEC will procure services from a qualified
vendor.

Underground Storage Tank (UST)
Installation Permit: Required before
beginning insiallatioh of aF UST system' (i.e.,
a tank and/or" piping of which 10 percent or
m6re of the volume is undrground and that
contains petroleum products or substances

; defined as'hazdonus byihe Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation,
'and Liability 'Act [CERCLA], except those
hazardous substa-Wces"that are also defined as
hazardous waste b'y the RCRA).

New UST System Regiitraftodn' Required
within 30-days of bringing a new UST
system into service.

Ohio Department
of Commerce,
Ohio Bureau of
Underground
Storage Tank
Regulations

; (BUSTR)

EPA; Ohio
BUSTR

OAC 131
9-06(D)

I . . ..

RCRA, 2
amended
Subtitle]
USC 695
6991i); 4
CFR28C
OAC 131
9-04 2 -

01:7- Two UST systems are installed at the ACP.
Registration number: 66005107-ROOO1O
Tank Number:
T00007
T00016

is If new UST systems would be installed' at the
1,: ACP the Registration would be filed at the
I(42 appropriate time.
91a-
0'.
).22;
01:7-

...

I. . ..

. :. - - : " i. ", ..
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

~ - o'and Rele Status--

Water Resources Protection (Cont.)
Above Ground Storage Tank (AST): A
PTI required to install, remove, repair or
alter any stationary tank for the storage of
flammable or combustible liquids.

Ohio Department
of Commerce,
State Fire
Marshal

OAC 1301:7-
7-28(A)(3)
40 CFR 112.8

AST fuel storage tanks will be required for the
ACP. Permits to install will be filed at the
appropriate time.

Waste Management and Pollution Prevention
Submit Determination Results: Required OEPA
when a person who generates waste in the
State of Ohio or a person who generates
waste outside the state that is managed inside
the state determines that the waste he/she
generates is hazardous waste.

OAC 3745-52-
11

Upon characterization of newly generated waste
streams from the ACP, notification would be
made to the OEPA.

Registration and Hazardous Waste
Generator Identification Number:
Required before a person who generates over
220 lb (100 kg) per calendar month of
hazardous waste ships the hazardous waste
off-reservation.-

EPA; OEPA Resource
Conservation
and Recovery
Act (RCRA),
as amended
(42 USC 6901
et seq.),
Subtitle C;
OAC 3745-52-
12

United States Enrichment
Hazardous Waste Generator
Number OHD987054723.

Corporation
Identification
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Table 13-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Anviavhinn nfthe AmAn 4nn fpntrifmiup Plant

Waste Management and Pollution Prevention (Cont)
Construction and Demolition Debris OEPA or Pike
Facility License: Required before: County Board of
establishing, modifying, operating, or Health
maintaining a facility to-dispose of debris
from the alteration, construcion, destruction,
or repair of a man-made physical structure;.
however, the debris to be disposed of must,
not qualify as solid 6r hazardous .waste;;also,
no license is required if debris from site
clearing is used as fill material on the same
.site.... If,

-Low-Level Radioactive .Waste. Generator .Ohio Department
Report: Required within 60 days of of Health
commencing 'the generation of low-level
waste in Ohio.'

-

OAC 3745-37- Construction debris would not be disposed of on
01 site at the ACP. Therefore, no Construction and

* Demolition Debris Facility License would be
required.

. . I

OAC 3701:1-
54-02

,, Xj,_, ,, ' : . -

USEC will file a Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Generator Report with the Ohio Department of
Health at the appropriate time. ODH ID Number
52-2109255.

. . I

I.I

I ..

- *t
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

g'~~~~~~en cy.'.' .'Gl;.- ~-.<

Waste Management and Pollution Prevention (Cont.)
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit: EPA; OEPA RCRA, as Hazardous waste would not be disposed of on
Required if hazardous waste will undergo amended (42 site at the ACP. Also, USEC does not plan to
nonexempt treatment by the generator, be USC 6901 et store any hazardous wastes that are generated on
stored on site for longer than 90 days by the seq.), Subtitle site for more than 90 days. However, should
generator of 2,205 lb (1,000 kg) or more of C; OAC 3745- waste require storage on site for greater then 90
hazardous waste per month, be stored on site 50-40 days for characterization, profiling, or
for longer than 180 days by the generator of scheduling for treatment or disposal a Hazardous
between 220 and 2,205 lb (100 and 1,000 kg) Waste Facility Permit would be required and
of hazardous waste per month, disposed of submitted at the appropriate time.
on site, or be received, from off-reservation
for treatment or disposal.

Low-Level Mixed Waste (LLMW): . OEPA OAC 3745- USEC will manage LLMW in compliance with
LLMW is a waste that contains both low-. 266; 40 CFR 40 CFR Part 266 Subpart N and Ohio
level radioactive waste and RCRA hazardous Part 266 Administrative Code Chapter 3745-266.
waste. Subpart N

Industrial Solid Waste Landfill Permit to OEPA OAC 3745-29- Industrial solid waste would not be disposed of
Install: Required before. constructing or 06 . on site at the ACP. Therefore, no Industrial
expanding a solid waste landfill facility in Solid Waste Landfill Permit to Install would be
Ohio. required.

( K.
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and

O eration of the American Centrifu e Plant

e VON NOUN.
Emergency Planning and Response
List of Material Safety.Data Sheets:
Submission of a list of material. Safety Data
Sheets is required for hazardous chemicals
(as defined in 29 CFR Part 1910) that are
stored on site in excess of their threshold
quantities.

Annual Hazardou's Chemical Inventory
Report: Subffussion of the report is-
required when-hazardous chemicals have.
beenrstored'at a facility during the preceding
year in amounts that exceed threshold
,quantities.

Local Emergency
Planning
Commission
(LEPC); Ohio
State Emergency
Response
Commission
(SERC)

LEPC; Ohio
SERC; local fire

. department

Emergency USEC kill prepare and submit a List of Material
Planning and Safety Data Sheets at the appropriate time.
Community-
Right-to-Know
Act of 1986
(EPCRA),
Section 311
(42USC .,
11021); 40
OFR 370.20;

.OAC 3750-30-
4t5 :--

EPCRAj United. States Enrichment Corporation will
Section 312 prepare and submit, an: Annual Hazardous

* .(42 USC. Chemical Inventory Report each year. United.
11022); 40 States Enrichment .Corporation Facility ID
CFR 370.25; Number 45661NTDST3930U
OAC 3750-30-
01

. . 7. !

. II 11 * . .. ... .. , .: . .
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
*n Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

,, ' ' .';nce and status

Emergency Planning and Response (Cont.s)
Notification of On-Site Storage of an
Extremely Hazardous Substance:
Submission of the notification is required
within 60 days after on-site storage begins of
an extremely hazardous 'substance in a
quantity greater than the threshold planning
quantity.

Annual Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)
Report: Required for facilities that have 10
or more full-time employees and are
assigned certain Standard, Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes.

Ohio SERC

EPA:OEPA

EPCRA,
Section 304
(42 USC
11004); 40
CFR 355.30;
OAC 3750-20-
05

EPCRA,
Section 313
(42 USC
11023); 40
CFR Part 372;
OAC 3745-
100-07

United States Enrichment Corporation will
prepare and submit the Notification of On-Site
Storage of an Extremely Hazardous Substance at
the appropriate time, if such substances are
determined to be stored in a quantity greater than
the threshold planning quantity at the ACP.
Facility ID Number 45661NTDST393OU

United States Enrichment Corporation will
prepare and submit a TRI Report to the EPA
each . year. Facility ID Number
4566 1NTDST3930U.

I no
( (
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Table 13-i Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and

Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant
I *~ 0 q Q191el C i-

Emergency Planning and Response (Conk)
Transportation of Radioactive Wastes and
Conversion Products Certificate of
Registration: Required ;to authorize the
registrant to transport hazardous material or
cause a hazardous material to be transported
or shipped.

U.S. Department
of Transportation
(DOT)

Hazardous
Materials
Transportation
Act (HMTA),
as amended by
the Hazardous
Materials
Transportation
Uniform Safety
Act of 1990
and other acts
(49 USC 1501
et seq.); 49
CFR
107.608(b)

United * States
Certificate of
052803005022LN.

Enrichment
Registration

Corporation
Number

.'

I - .

I

. .. . .

. . . .

... ... .. , .... ,. ... .. . . . . . .

. .

.... .. .
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

an tatua ;>

Emergency Planning andResponse (Cont.)
Transportation of Radioactive Wastes and DOT HMTA (49 When shipments of radioactive materials are
Conversion Products Packaging, Labeling, USC 1501 et made, USEC will comply with DOT packaging,
and Routing Requirements for Radioactive seq.); Atomic labeling, and routing requirements.
Materials: Required for packages containing EnergyAct
radioactive materials that will be shipped by (AEA), as
truck or rail, amended (42

USC 2011 et
seq.); 49 CFR
Parts 172,
173, 174, 177,
and 397

(
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'' Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and

Other

Land Resources
Farmland Protection and Policy Act
(FPPA): Prime farmland is land that has the
best combination of physical and chemical
characteristics for producin crops of
statewide or local importance. Prime
farmland is protected by the Farmland
Protection and Policy Act (FPPA) of 1981
which seeks "... to minimite'the extent to
which federal programs contribute to the
unnecessary and irreversible conversion of
farmlands to nonagricultural uses..."

Biotic Resources
Threatened and Endangered Species
Consultation: Required between the
responsible. federal agencies 'and affected
states to ensure thatfthe pirject is not likely
to (1) jeopardize the continued existence of
any species listed at the federal or state level
as endangered or threatened or (2) result in
destruction of critical habitat of such species.

.~. .

. ...

U.S. Department
of Agriculture

Fanmland
Pr6tection 'and
P6licy Act'
(FPPA) of
1981 Public'
aw97-98; 7

USC 4201[b];
7 CFR Part 7,
paragraph 658

. .

Consultation letters are included in Appendix B
of this ER.

. 9

U.S. fish and
* Wildlife Service;
Ohio Department
of Natural
Resources

Endangered
' Species Act of

1973, as,.
amended (16
USC 1531 et
seq.); ORG.
1531.25-26
and 1531.99

* Consultation letters are included in Appendix B
* of this ER.

,I . - *. *.*

, 'J " :. - . f ." '. , � :

.. . . -

:... . . .. - . . .. ,

. ;,i ..
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

Cultural Resources
Archaeological and Historical Resources
Consultation: Required before a federal
agency approves a project in an area where
archaeological or historic resources might be
located.

Ohio State
Historic
Preservation
Officer (SHPO)

National
Historic
Preservation
Act of 1966, as
amended (16
USC 470 et
seq.);
Archaeological
and Historical
Preservation
Act of 1974
(16 USC 469-
469c-2); .
Antiquities Act
of 1906 (16
USC 431 et
seq.);
Archaeological
Resources
Protection Act
of 1979, as
amended (16
USC 470aa-
mm)

USEC has consulted with the Ohio SHPO
regarding previous archeological and
architectural surveys at the DOE reservation.
Consultation letters are included in Appendix B.

(
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and

Other (cont.)
Environmental Report (ER): Required by NRC
10 CFR Part 51, this..ER is being submitted
to the'U.S. Nuclear Regulatdry Commission,
(NRC) by USEC to support licensing of the
ACP.

National
Environmental
Policy Act of
1969, as
amended
(NEPA) (42
USC 4321 et
seq.); 40 CFR
Parts 1500-
1508; 10 CFR
Part 1021; 10
CFR Part 51
P.L. 91-190

OAC 3745-
266; 40 CFR
Part 266
Subpart N

This ER was prepared in accordance with the
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR Part
51, which implements the requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of
1968, as amended (P.L.91-190).

. *.

Depleted UF6 Management Measures: *OEPA
Establishes requirements for management,
inspection, testing, and maintenance
associated with the. Depleted UF6 storage
yards and cylinders owned by USEC at:the
DOE reservation as stipulated in the ACP
License Application.

. .. . ..

-.. -. .;;w.

USEC will manage the Depleted UF6 tails
cylinders in accordance with 40. CFR Part 266
Subpart N and. Ohio Administrative. Code
Chapter 3745-266 while in storage.

.. I :

. I ,. . .... . .
. I
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Table 1.3-1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and
Operation of the American Centrifuge Plant

. s .4. R s j Relevancean.d Sttatus :

Other (Cont.)
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC):
The SIC system serves as the structure for
collection, aggregation, presentation, and
analysis of the U.S. economy. An industry
consists of a. group of establishments
primarily engaged in producing or handling
the same product or group of products or in
rendering the same services.

OSHA SIC system
North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) Code #236210 for Nonresidential
Building Construction. - NAICS Code # 325188
for Basic Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing.

I . �
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2.0 ALTERNATIVES

This section describes the alternatives discussed in detail in this. ER, as well as those
alternatives that were not considered to be reasonable and which were therefore, eliminated from
further study. This section also includes a discussion of cumulative effects, as well as a table
(Table 2.4-1) comparing potential.environmental impacts of the Proposed Action, the PGDP
Siting Alternative, and the No Action Alternative.

2.1 Detailed Description of the Alternatives

. 2.1.1 No Action Alternative

This alternative involves not deploying the ACP and continuing to operate the PGDP.
This -alternative does .not meet'-the need underlined in the C6ngressional mandate to privatize.
USEC and provide the nation with an assured source of domestic uranium enrichment capability.
or the business need for lower cost production-and to replace the ageing GDP. The No Action .

; Alternative is also not consistent with the DOE-USEC .Agreement. The DOE-USEC Agreement
requires USEC to deploy an advanced technology enrichment facility.

The No Action Alternative would result in the continued uranium enrichment at the
PGDP. -A gaseous diffusion process is used at PGDP to enrich uranium. In the gaseous
diffusion enrichment.plant, the solid UF6 'ffroii the conversion process'is heated in its containrer
until it becomes a liquid. The cylinder' becomes pressurized as the UF6' vapor fills the cylinder:

uJ void space above-the liquid. The UP6 gas is fed into the plant's pipelines where it is pumped
through special filters called barriers or porous membranes without interacting with one another.
The holes are so small that the UF6 molecqles diffuse through the holes. The isotope enrichmeit.
occurs because the lighter UF6 gas molecuks (with the uranium-234 [23UJ and 3U 'atoms) tend
to diffuse faster through the holes than the heavier UF6 gas molecules containing uranium-238

It takes many hundreds of barriers, one after the other, before the UP6 gas is -enriched
with enough 235U to be used in light-water reactors; At the end of the process, the enriched UF6
gas stream is withdiawri fromi the pipeliies and condensed'back into'a liqid and drained into
cylinders. The depleted UP6 gas stream is also withdrawn and condensed into'a'liquid and
drained into sep-arate 'cylinders. Both liquid forms of UF6 (depleted -and enriched) are''then
allowed to cool and solidify in the cylinder.

* - ;- plant utilizing the gaseous liffusioni process requires 'ignificantly more electricity tha'n ..
. a corresponding centrifuge 'plant. Two co al-fired electrical. plants routed through ;four.

switchyards provide the electrical supply necessaly to operate the gaseous diffusion' process at
PGDP. If the No' Action Alternative is pursued, then USEC must 'continue to rely upon the>'
existing gaseous diffusion process with no'possibility of a more"efficient uiranium enrichment
process for many years. . ' . -

K >- ** -, :
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A plant utilizing the gaseous diffusion process requires large-scale use of Freon,
electricity, and non-contact cooling water, which results in leakage to the environment. The
ACP does not require this large-scale use of electricity and Freon, and requires much less use of
cooling water.

UF6 production will continue at PGDP under the No Action Alternative, resulting in
continued emissions and resource use at PGDP.

2.1.2 Proposed Action

As discussed in section 1.2 above, the Proposed Action is to refurbish, construct and
operate the ACP at the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio. The purpose of the ACP is to meet the

*DOE-USEC Agreement requirements for USEC to deploy an advanced technology enrichment
plant and meet the need for lower cost production and for replacement of the aging GDP. UF6
production will ultimately cease at PGDP afterfthe ACP becomes operational, resulting in
reduced emissions and resource use (i.e., water; electricity and Freon). Decontamination and
Decommissioning (D&D) of those facilities currently leased to the United States Enrichment
Corporation will begin once the GDP ceases operation (DOE 2004b)..

Corporate Identity

USEC is a global energy company and the world's leading supplier of enriched uranium
fuel for commercial nuclear power plants. USEC, including its wholly owned subsidiaries, was
organized under Delaware law in connection with the privatization of the United States
Enrichment Corporation. USEC is the only private corporation providing enrichment services to
the nuclear industry and the only U.S. producer of enriched uranium. In 2003 USEC, through its
subsidiary, supplied enrichment for approximately 56 percent of the North American market and
approximately 30 percent of the world market.

USEC is responsible for the design, refurbishment, construction, manufacturing,
installation, testing, operation, maintenance, and modification of the ACP in Piketon, Ohio.

USEC's principal office is located at 6903 Rockledge Drive, Bethesda, MD 20817.
USEC is listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol USU. Private and
institutional investors own the outstanding shares of USEC. The principal officers of USEC are
citizens of the United States.

The; NRC has issued Certificates of Compliance to the. United States Enrichment.
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of USEC, to operate the Paducah and Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plants (Docket Numbers 70-7001 and 70-7002, respectively). Consistent
with the requirements in 10 CFR 76.22 and in connection with the issuance of these Certificates,
the NRC has determined that USEC is neither owned, controlled, nor dominated by an alien, a
foreign corporation, or a foreign government.

USEC's subsidiary, the United States Enrichment Corporation, is also the exclusive agent
for a United States Government agreement program to convert highly enriched uranium taken
from dismantled Russian nuclear warheads into LEU fuel for peaceful use in nuclear power

2-2
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plants. USEC's performance in this activity demonstrates its commitment to this important
nonproliferation and national security initiative.

Proposed Site Location

The DOE reservation is located at'latitude 39°00'30" north and longitude'83000'00" west
measured at the center of the DOE reservation-on approximately 1,497 ha-(3,700 acres) in Pike
County, Ohio, one of the state's lesser populated counties. -The DOE reservation is located"
between Chillicothe and Portsmouth, Ohio, approximately 113 kmn (70 mi) south 'of Columbus,'
Ohio. Figure 1.0.1-1 shows the regional area surrounding the DOE reservation.

. Thed 'DOE reservation consists of approximately 1,497 ha (3,700 acres) with
approximately a 526 ha'(l,300 acre) central area surrounded by the Perimeter Road. -The DOE..'
reservation kand outside the Perimeter Road is used for a variety of purposes, including' a water'
treatmerit plarit; lagoons 'for the process wsstewater treatment plant; sanitary and inert landfills;:
and open and forested buffer areas.

- Most of the improvements are located within the fenced core area. The core area is.
largely devoid of trees, with grass and paved roadways domnating the open space:

The ACP would be situated on approximately'81 ha (200 acres).of -the southwest'
quadrant of the Controlled Access Area. -

: In June 2004,'DOE issued a'Final Environmental Impact Statement for Construction and
. . Operation of a Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion Facility at the Portsmouth, Ohio site..

that. described the preferred alternative for managing depleted UF6 (DOE 2004). DOE issued a-
Record of Decision on July 20, 2004 (DOE 2004c).

' in' DOE has proposed to construct and operate a conversion facility at the DOE reservation'
in Piketon, Ohio. The facility would convert DOEs inventory of depleted UF 6' now located at
the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio, and at the EdTP in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to a more:

. stable-,chemical form acceptable for transportation, beneficial use/reuse, and/or disposal. A
* related objective is .to provide cylinder surveillance' and' mainten'ance of the DOE inventory of

* depleted UF 6,16w-cnniebment UP6, natural assay U n6, and empty and heel cylinders in a safe and'. .
..- environmentally acceptable'manner. The proposed location 'of thecotnversiori facility is depicted'

in Figure 3.1-2 (located'in Appendix D6of this Environmental Report).'.The. time 'period
considered is a construction period of two years, an operational period of 18 years, and a 3-year
period for D&D of the facility. Currentplans cal for construction to begin m the summer of :
2004. .This assessment is based on. the conceptual conversion facility design proposed by'the
selected contractor, Uranium Dispositioii'Servics, LW (UDS) (DQE 2004).

2 -- . .
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Uranium Enrichment Activities

Under the Proposed Action, refurbishment, construction and operations activities will
occur within newly constructed and existing facilities with a production capacity of
approximately 3.5 million SWU. The environmental report also examines the impacts of
construction of two new process buildings and support facilities that would. increase the plant
production capacity to approximately 7 million SWU annually. Construction of a manufacturing
area, process support building, a new withdrawal building, the expansion of the existing feed
building and a number of cylinder storage pads are also planned as part of the Proposed Action.

Connected manufacturing/assembly operations may consist of the manufacturing of
machine components, assembly and testing of sub-assemblies and assemblies. The option for
this manufacturing/assembly process will be an ongoing activity through the production of
approximately 12,000 completed machines and sufficient spares to operate a 3.5 million SWU
plant and approximately 24,000 machines for the 7 million SWU plant. The production rate
capability will be developed to ramp up to approximately 16 completed machines per day.

. . Centrifuge manufacturing could take place on site or at a commercial manufacturing
plant located off the DOE reservation. The impacts of manufacturing on the DOE reservation
are considered as part of the Proposed Action. The impacts of manufacturing at a commercial
manufacturing plant off of the DOE reservation would be similar. Centrifuge manufacturing and
assembly operations could be conducted in the X-7725 facility or other comparable site building.
The manufacturing/assembly operations consist of the manufacturing of centrifuge components,
assembly, and testing of sub-assemblies and assemblies. The manufacturing/assembly process
will be an ongoing activity through the production of approximately 24,000 completed
centrifuges and sufficient spares to operate a 7 million SWU per year plant. Each of the
manufacturing/assembly areas has multiple workstations and equipment sets to allow for the
production of up to 16 machines per day. Manufacturing of a centrifuge includes a filament
winding process. This process requires a combination of resins, curing agents or hardeners and
filaments.

Some completely assembled centrifuges are tested in the gas test stands using UF6 to
verify the proper operation of the centrifuge. This gas test is performed in the X-7725 facility
prior to movement to the process building for installation. This area includes a separate room
used for the handling of the small quantities of UF6 for the gas test operation.

The Proposed Action includes the following seven distinct activities. These identifiable
activities will take place at the Piketon DOE reservation. The second and third items below were
also analyzed and presented in another National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document,.
DOE/EA-1451, Environmental Assessmentfor the Leasing of Facilities and Equipment to USEC
Inc. (DOE 2002b). The ER was limited in scope and did not assess the manufacturing and
transportation of up to 24,000 machines. Chapter 4.0 of this ER will address the potential
impacts associated with these activities:

Refurbishment and construction of the facilities at Piketon

* Manufacture of the gas centrifuges
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* Transportation of gas centrifuges and centrifuge components to Piketon

-* Installation and startup of the ACP

* Operation of the.ACP

* Repair and maintenance of the ACP

* Decontamination and decommissioning

2.1.2.1 Plant Layout

The ACP is -comprised of various buildings and areas that house systems and equipment
1necessary to support the uranium enrichment process. A diagram of the plant layout is presented
in Figure 4.1.3-1 (located in Appendix D of this' Environmental Report). The buildings directly

iinvolved in'theenrichmenit process are' th&'X-300, X-3002, X-3003; and X-3004' Piocess
Buildings; X-2232C Interconnecting-Process Piping,-X-3012 and X-3034 Process Support

.Buildings; X-3346 Feed and Customer Services Building; X-3346A Feed and Product Shipping
and Receiving Building, and X-3356 and'X-3366 Product and Tails Withdrawal Buildings.
Other buildings -and areas that provide direct'support functions to the enrichment process are the
* X-7725 Recycle/Assembly Facility; X-7725A Waste Accountability Facility, X-7725C Chemical

* Storage Building; X-7726 Centrifuge Training and Test Facilit'y; X-7727H Interplant Transfer.
-Corridor, X-745G-2,Cylinder Storage Yard; X-745H Cylinder Storage Yard; X-7756S Cylinder
Storage Yard; and X-7746N, X-7746S, X-7746E, X-7746W Cylinder Storage Yards (Table,.

KJ 2.1.2.1-1), and the GDP X-6619 Sewage Treatment Plant (STP). Table 2.1.2.1-2 lists facilities to
* .be constructed. These buildings/facilities and areas 'are where licensed material and hazardous

material can be found and are considered to be the primary facilities in their functional support of
the uranium enrichment process. Descriptions of the primary facilities used to support a 3.5
million SWU facility and their functions are provided in Section 1.1 of the license application
and in Section 2.2 of the Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA)'Summary for the American Centrifuge'
Plant.
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Table 2.1.2.1-1 American Centrifuge Plant Cylinder Yards

Xghr

X-745H Cylinder Storage Yard 1,060,000 f

X-745G-2 (existing) Cylinder Storage Yard 135,000 ft

X-7756S Cylinder Storage Yard 14,000 W

X-7766S Cylinder Storage Yard 14,.000 f

X-7746N Cylinder Storage Yard 136,000 fW
X-7746S Cylinder Storage Yard 33,000 ft2

X-7746E Cylinder Storage Yard 75,000 ft

X-7746W Cylinder Storage Yard 132,000 ft:

Total 1,599,000 ft2

Table 2.1.2.1-2 American Centrifuge Plant Facilities to be Constructed

XP e l3 .X-3003 Process Building 304,000 ft.
X-3004' Process Building 304,000 Rft
X-2232C' Interconnecting Process Piping 2,000 L ft

l_ for X-3003, X-3004, and X-3366
X-3034' Process Support Building 48,000 ft2
X-3346A Feed and Product Shipping and 22,800 ft

Receiving Building
X-3356 Product and Tails Withdrawal 42,300 W'

Building
X-33661 Product and Tails Withdrawal 42,300 ft'

Building
X-7725C Chemical Storage Building 15,000 ft
X-7727H' Interplant Transfer Corridor

extension 26,000 ft2
X-745H Cylinder Storage Yard 1,060,000 ft2
X-7756S Cylinder Storage Yard 14,000 ft
X-7766S' Cylinder Storage Yard 14,000 ft
X-7746N Cylinder Storage Yard 136,000 ft
X-7746S Cylinder Storage Yard 33,000 f
X-7746E Cylinder Storage Yard 75,000 ft2

X-7746W Cylinder Storage Yard - 132,000 ft
Total New Facility
Construction 2,268,400 ft2
' Facilities required for 7 million SWU capacity plant.

I

I
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In addition to the primary. facilities, there are a number of secondary buildings and areas
that provide indirect support to the enrichment process. The support buildings include various
electrical utilities, communications, hot water production, compressed air, and others. Some
specific' buildings are the X-7721 Maintenance,: Stores and Training Building; 'X-6000
Pumphouse and Air Plant; and X-6002 Boiler System. Descriptions of the buildings and their
functions are provided in Chapter 1 of thel License Application for the -American Centriffige
Plant.

The primary facilities 'are located in'the southwest quadrant region of the DOE
reservation and are adjacent to each other, with the exception of the.X-745G-2 and X-745H.
Stockton Street and Tailor Street bound the primary facilities on the north, on the east by Grebe
Avenue, on the.west by Perimeter RoadUind onthe south by Lewis.Street as depicted in Figure
4.1.3-1 .Qocated in Appendix D of this Environmental Report). The X-745G-2 and X-745H are
located'in the northeast part of the DOE reservation bounded on the south by the Perimeter Road
as depicted in Figure 4.1.3-2 (located in Apjpeidixb ofthis Environmental Report).

Various activities potentially need to be performed prior to turning over'the existing
facilities from':DOE' to. USEC to begin ACP upgrade activities. These activities, under DOE
-oversight, include preliminary facility repairs.and modifications;'relo'cation of DOE operations;
cleanout and disposal of material from the X-3001 and X-3002 Process Buildings (e.g., old
centrifuges/equipment/parts, classified material, records, miscellaneous equipment); relocation of
the X-6002 Heat'Plant'from the northeast--ormer of the X-3002 to an area adjacent to X-6002A;
disposition of hazardous waste 'stored in 'certain areas of the X-7725faicility;, and subsequent.
*modification ofthe DOE Resource Conservation and Recovery.Act (RCRA) Part B permit (DOE'
2001b).

* 2.1.2.2 Process Description

The centrifuge machine consists of a large rotating cylinder and piping for'the feeding'of
the UF6 gas and-the withdrawal of depleted and enriched UF6 gas streams. The rotating cylinder,
called'a.rotor is contained within another' cyliider, called a casing that maintains the rotating.
cylinder in a vacuum and provides physical containment of components inmthe unilikely event of a

* .catastrophiclfailure of 'the gas centrifuge machine (see Figure 2.1.2.2-1). Other major
components of a gas centrifuge includ upper and lower suspension systems and a motor and

: control system.

Cascade separating elements are connected in series, called'stages, to 'achieve the desired
assay of 23u enrichment. .Many. separating-elements are also connected in parallel. in the-
centrifuge process' to achieve .the desired mass flows forming a cascade. -. Figure 2.1.2.2-2
schematically presents a cascade and multiple stage configurations and the flow arrangement'
between stages. Through this configuration,.'feed enters the cascade at the middle of the
configuration with the product streams being enriched in 235U to the top and the tails streams
being depleted of 5U to the bottom. .

The high peripheral velocity of a-gas centrifuge required the'rotor to operate in a high
vacuum to minimize friction. Each centrifuge casing is therefore fitted with a diffusion pump to
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produce the required vacuum between the rotor and the casing. A purge vacuum (PV) system

maintains a suitably low pressure for efficient operation of the diffusion pumps. The output of

the diffusion pumps discharges to the PV system. Any UP6 and light gases that may escape from

the rotor and any light gases entering the vacuum system due to in-leakage are removed. The

main sources of gases to be removed are air in-leakage; hydrogen fluoride (HF) that originates

from the cascade feed and from the reaction of UF6 and moisture from, air in-leakage; UP 6

leakage into the centrifuge-casing vacuum; and residual inert gas.

The evacuation vacuum (EV) pump system, which interfaces with the PV system at the

diffusion pump and at the chemical traps, shares with the PV system the chemical traps, the

exhaust gas analyzer, and the building vent piping to the outside environment. A manual

interlock prevents the centrifuge from being valved into the EV and PV systems simultaneously.

The purpose of the EV system is to reduce the casing pressure of newly installed or replacement

centrifuges from atmospheric pressure to a sufficiently low value that ensures the centrifuge

casing can be connected to the PV system without upsetting PV system operation. The EV

system also evacuates the service module process headers.

The PV and EV systems are monitored to ensure proper operation of chemical traps to
minimize potential releases of radionuclides. The EV system has the capability to bypass the

chemical traps during initial start-up and to pump down service modules, piping, and new

machines prior to gas introduction (see Figure 2.1.2.2-3).

The machine cooling water (MCW) system. services the EV and PV pumps by providing
cooling water. This system contains circulating water pumps, filter, heat exchanger, an

expansion tank, and a piping tie-in to the chemical feed, deionizer, and sanitary water systems

(see Figure 2.1.2.2-4). Water treatment chemicals are used to maintain cooling water chemistry.
An alarm system is used to monitor water levels and makeup.

The centrifuges and PV/EV vacuum pumps are cooled by a closed-loop MCW system to

minimize the amount of water potentially contaminated by uranium. There is no routine

blowdown from the MCW system. Waste heat from the MCW system is discharged via heat

exchangers to the Tower Water Cooling (TWC) system, which is cooled by a single cooling

tower. Waste heat from the cold trap refrigeration systems in X-3346 and X-3356 buildings is

also discharged to the TWC system. Currently, the TWC discharges its blowdown'to the GDP

Recirculating Cooling Water (RCW) system under a service agreement, which in turn discharges

its blowdown directly to the Scioto River via an underground pipeline (National Pollutant

Discharge Elimination System [NPDES] Outfall 004). The RCW system does not provide any

treatment of the TWC blowdown; it simply provides a convenient pathway to' a suitable

permitted discharge point.. At some point in the future, the TWC blowdown will likely be

modified to bypass the RCW system and discharge directly to: the RCW discharge pipeline.

There should be no licensed material in the TWC blowdown.

In the interim, the GDP RCW system has ample capacity to accept the TWC effluent

without either physical modification or adjustment to its discharge limits. Discharges from the

RCW System are monitored by an automated sampler, which collects a weekly composite

sample of the liquid effluent for radiological analysis as well as sample(s) for NPDES-mandated

analyses. This data is available to the ACP as assurance that no unanticipated discharge of

licensed material has occurred.
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Quantities of hazardous materials are currently stored in the ACP facilities. These
> materials include acetone, solvents, and oils that are used for manufacturing, assembly and

maintenance activities. These materials are reported annually to the. Federal aid State
Environmental Protection Agencies as required by 'the Superfund Amendments'Reauthorization
Act (SARA).

2.1.23 Environmental Measurement and Monitoring Program

Based on historic experience and operating plans, the radionuclides anticipated being'
present in gaseous effluents are 234U, 235U, and 238U. The intention is to not introduce feedstock
contaminated with significant concentrations:of other nuclides into the process. Feed material
that meets the American Society f6r Testing and Materials '(ASTM) specification for, recycled
-feed may be used in the ACP, which may contain radionuclides such as uranium-236 (6) and
* -Tc. .Due to historic contamination of the nuclear feed cycle and of the site, however, ¶Tc may
eventually appear in some gaseous effluents;: The rdionuclides anticipated to he present in
liquid effluents are 234U, U, U, and 'Tc, due to historic'contamination of the site
Consequently, effluents will be analyzed for these' four nuclides'routinely.'

- -Table '6.0-1 lists the Envirornmental 'Mlonitoring 'Program sampling locations and
frequency (Figures 6.0-1 through 6.0-3).

* Qualitv Assurance/Oualitv Control

:,Quality. Control (QC) for environmental samples and data management are addressed to
-assure sample and analytical integrity. Sampling QC includes use of field blanks, duplicate
samples, and chain-of custody protocols. The Analytical Laboratory performs analyses according
to regulator's methods (i.e., EPA .or National Institute for Occupational Health and Safety
[NIOSH]) and in other cases use other appioved'mcthods (i.e., ASTM. Such standard methods
are supplemented with standard operating procedures and operator aids which provide guidance

* for activities such as routine and special internal QC (i.e.; field blanks; duplicate samples; chain
. of custody practices [from point of. sampling through disposal]; lab matrix spikes; matrix spike

duplicates; replicatesamples; check samples,'and blind and 'double blind.QC'simples; external
control programs; calibrating/verification' of equipment; traceability standards; maintenance of
instruments; record -keeping; proper labeling; etc.) 'The" Environmental Me'asurement and
Monitoring Programjis discussed in Chapter 9.0 of.the License Application for the American
Centrifuge Plant.

2.1.2.4 Decontamination and Decommnissioni g.-

At the end of useful plant-life, the ACP will be decommissioned such that the facilities
Will be returned to the DOE in accordance.with the requirements of the Lease Agreement with.
DOE and applicable *NRC license termination' requirements. The environmental analysis is
based on a 7 million SWU plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant.

,, . . . - . -

K > .... . . ..
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A detailed Decommissioning Plan (DP) for the ACP will be submitted by USEC in
accordance with 10 CFR 70.38(g) and prior to the time of license termination. Prior to
decommissioning, an assessment of the radiological status of the ACP will be made. Enrichment
equipment will be removed, leaving only the building shells of leased facilities and the plant
infrastructure, including equipment that existed at the time of lease with the DOE (e.g., rigid
mast crane, utilities, etc.). For newly constructed facilities, the cost estimate prepared and
presented in the Decommissioning Funding Plan (DFP) includes funds to completely
decontaminate and decommission the facilities. Remaining facilities will be decontaminated
where needed to the NRC Free Release Criteria. Classified material, components, and documents
will be destroyed or disposed of in accordance with the Security Program for the American
Centrifuge Plant. Requirements for nuclear material control and accountability will be
maintained during decommissioning in a manner similar to the programs in force during ACP
operation. Depleted UF6 material (tails), if not sold or disposed of prior to decommissioning,
will be sold, or converted to a stable, non-volatile uranium compound and disposed of in
accordance with regulatory requirements. Radioactive wastes will be disposed of at licensed
low-level waste disposal sites. Hazardous wastes will be treated or disposed of in permitted
hazardous waste facilities. Following decommissioning activities, the facilities will be de-leased
and returned to the DOE in accordance with the requirements of the Lease Agreement

2.1.3 Reasonable Alternatives

A reasonable alternative to the Proposed Action was to construct and operate the ACP at
the PGDP.

This alternative was eliminated after an analysis of factors that included the following:

* Environmental, safety, and health factors

* Cost to construct and operate the ACP

* Schedule to deploy the ACP

* Community support and socioeconomic factors

* Factors that will lower the costs of USEC's current operations.

In particular, USEC considered a range of financial, qualitative, regulatory and
environmental: factors. Based upon that analysis, USEC concluded that siting the ACP at
Portsmouth rather than Paducah, resulted in superior financial conditions, significant qualitative
advantages, and slightly better regulatory and environmental conditions.

USEC considered environmental and socioeconomic impacts, and ability to construct and
operate in accordance with applicable NRC and other legal and regulatory requirements. USEC
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concluded that while both sites are suitable on the basis of environmental, socioeconomic and
regulatory factors, selection of PGDP would result in somewhat greater environmental impacts,.
due primarily to the need for construction of all new buildings, and the attendant excavation and
land disturbance. In addition, seismic factors at PGDP would increase the cost of construction
and could make the engineering and NRC licensing effort more complex.

The -financial analysis considered construction and capital costs, startup and operating
costs and scheduling consideration. The results of that analysis demonstrated that the
Portsmouth siting alternative produced a significant cost advantage over siting at PGDP.

The qualitative'anailysis considered the advantages and disadvantages of both sites with
respect to, among other things, ability to achieve .cost and schedule targets, ability'to achieve
-incentives legislation, local, state and federal relations and community acceptance. Based upon
this analysis, USEC .oncluded.that the Portsmouth siting alternative offered the advantage of
being able to utilize existing facilities, provided aschedule advantage that would benefit USEC's''
market position; and provided lower uncertainties associated with seismic considerations, which
would reduce, among other things, engineering effort.

Based on the above analysis, USEC concluded that siting at Portsmouth was the preferred'
alternative.

In addition, it should be noted that in connection with the previously-planned'AVLIS
-facility, USEC conducted a site selection screening process which, although not completed, also

* KJ had identified PORTS as one of a number of acceptable sites 'for that facility. Furthermore, it
should also be noted that most recently the site selection process for Louisiana Energy Services'
proposed National Enrichment Facility included PORTS as one of six sites that passed their
screening process and was considered in detail in choosing their preferred site. (NEF 2004)

Desizn Alternatives

* During the detailed design and -ejngineering process of construction, 'infrastructure
modification, manufacturing, and test operations for the facilities within the scope of this ER, the
design for these elements are reviewed. for compliance with regulatory standards, and for
* opportunities to minimize the quantity and, reduce the toxicity of any releases, emissions,
effluents or wastes generated from the construction, operation, maintenance or decommissioning
of the facilities and for minimization of the quantity and toxicity.of the materials used and wastes
generated.

An example of this design and engineering review process to reduce environmental
impacts of the ACP is the refrigeration and cooling requirements for the Customer Services
Building and'the Tails and Product Withdrawal Building. The proposed primary refrigeration''
system for the facilities is FC-84, a perfluorocarbon brine heat transfer system, which replaces
the R-1 1, hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), used in the original GCEP design. The proposed
heat transfer brine product for the primary refrigeration system under consideration is hydrogen
free and chemically stable over the required operating range, has a low vapor pressure, low
toxicity, is commercially available, and has zero ozone depletion potential.
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Figure 2.1.2.24 Simplified Schematic of Centrifuges
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2.2 Alternatives Considered but Eliminated

Alternatives to the Proposed Action that were considered and eliminated include the
following:

* Construct and operate the American Centrifuge Plant at alternative locations at the
U.S. Department of Energy reservation in Piketon, Ohio

* Construct and operate a non-centrifuge alternate enrichment technology plant

* Construct and operate the American Centrifuge Plant at a non-Gaseous Diffusion Plant
location

* Replace high cost Separative Work Unit production with equivalent Separative Work
Units from down-blended Highly Enriched Uranium from nuclear warheads

A discussion of the reasons the above alternatives were eliminated is provided below:

Construct and operate the American Centrifuge Plant at alternative locations at the U.S.
Department of Eneriv Reservation in Piketon, Ohio

The DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio was evaluated to identify alternative locations for
the ACP. The three alternative locations identified at the DOE reservation, denoted Locations A,
B, and C, are shown in Figure 2.2-1 (located in Appendix D of this Environmental Report).

Location A is the preferred location for the ACP and is discussed in detail as the
Proposed Action.

Location B is located in the southeast portion of the site and has an area of about 81 ha
(200 acres). This location consists of a level to very gently rolling grass field to a rolling forested
hill. The level area was graded during the construction of the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant in the 1950s and has been maintained as grass fields.

Location C is located in the northeast portion of the site and has an area of about 81 ha
(200 acres). This location consists of a level to very gently rolling grass field to a rolling forested
hill. The level area was graded during the operation of the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant
and has been maintained as grass fields.

Alternatives B and C were not selected as the preferred alternative primarily due to the
lack of existing buildings, extensive site preparation, access to utility service, and new
construction required to house the ACP process. Neither location had an environmental
advantage over location A or afforded the advantages offered by location A,. the site of the
former GCEP buildings.
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Construct and operate a non-centrifuge alternate enrichment technology plant

K> Non-centrifuge alternate enrichment technologies. have been and continue to be evaluated
by USEC. For example, as a private corporation,.USEC continued development work on the
AVLIS enrichment process that utilizes lasers to enrich uranium. In 1999, USEC evaluations
concluded that the return on investment was not sufficient to outweigh the risks' and ongoing
capital expenditures necessary to continue work on AVLIS. In 1999, USEC suspended'
development of AVLIS.' USEC continuedito evaluate the use'of lasers to enrich uranium by:
supporting the development of the SILEX enrichment process. SILEX offered a-number of
important advantages over the AVLIS process.' However, in 2003, USEC announced that it was
ending its funding for research and development of the SILEX laser-based uranium enrichment
process because it was unlikely that the SILEX technology could be utilized to meet USEC's
'need. Specifically, SILEX is still in an early stage 'of development, and could not be deployed
.. within the time frames required by the DOE-USECAgreement. With the termination of USEC's.
-support, the rights-to develo'p .the SILEX techn6logy for uranium enrichment have reverted back
to Silex Systems Limited.

* Construct and operate the American Centrifug~e Plant at a non-Gaseous Diffusion Plant.
location

* This'alternative involves constructing and operating the ACP`'at a "green field" or a'
disturbed site other than' one of the GDPs -in Piketon, -Ohio or Paducah, Kentucky. This'

. alternative was not selected'as the preferred alteirnative because it is inconsistent with the"DOE-
USEC Agreement and because the GDP sites provide schedule, regulatory, and cost advantages
*over other sites. -The DOE-USEC Agreement stipulates that USEC deploy the ACP at either the-
DOE freservation in -Piketon, Ohio or, the PGDP. . Also, no other sites offered. the unique
combination of (1) readily accessible environmental data; (2) past history and experience ,in
uranium enrichment; and (3) the availability of skilled labor with uranium enrichment industry

* experience. Without readily accessible environmental data.(as in a green field situation) there'
would be a delay.in assembling and evaluating environmental factors. Without available'skilled.

. labor with uranium. enrichment experience,: USEC would have to either, provide training or.
. relocate trained personnel at added 'expense. The environmental impact of this alternative would
be either to disturb a "green field" site or to possibly introduce emission and effluents associated

: with uranium enrichment to an existing industrial -site. In addition,- it should' be noted 'that .in
connection with the previously-planned AVLIS 'facility, USEC conducted a site 'selection-.
screening process which, although not completed, identified PORTS as one of a number of
acceptable sites for that facility. Furthermore, it should be noted that the site selection process

* for Louisiana Energy Services' proposed National Enrichment Facility included PORTS as -one
* of six sites that passed the screening process and was considered in detail .'in choosing the

preferred site (NEF 2004). - -. . : ' .'.
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Replace high cost Separative Work Unit production with equivalent Separative Work
Units from down-blended Highly Enriched Uranium from nuclear warheads

This alternative involves not constructing a domestic uranium enrichment plant to replace
the SWU production of PGDP. Instead, equivalent SWU would be obtained from down blending
HEU from either U.S. or Russian nuclear warheads. This alternative was not selected as the
preferred alternative because it does not meet the commitments in the DOE-USEC Agreement,
which requires that an ACP be constructed and operated. This alternative was also eliminated
since it would be contrary to Congressional intent and common defense and security and does
not meet the need as discussed in Section 1.1 above. As discussed previously in Section 1.1 of
this ER, USEC is the Executive Agent for a U.S. Government agreement that purchases LEU
that is derived from down blending of HEU from Russian warheads. In February 1993, the U.S.
Government agreed to purchase from Russia 500 metric ton (MT) of HEU extracted from
dismantled Russian nuclear weapons over a 20-year period, which expires 2013. It is uncertain
whether this agreement will be extended beyond 2013. Currently, the equivalent SWU from
down blended HEU complements domestic SWU production at PGDP. While the U.S.
Government, on the one hand, may wish to extend this arrangement to continue the reduction of
the number of nuclear weapons in the world, it is doubtful that the U.S. Government would
extend this agreement to replace rather than complement domestic SWU production. The
Energy Policy Act of 1992, which created the United States Enrichment Corporation,
characterizes uranium enrichment as a "strategically important domestic industry" of "vital
national interest," "essential to the national security and energy security of the U.S.," and
necessary "to avoid dependence on imports." The environmental impacts of this alternative
would be those associated with down-blending operations and would be minimal to U.S.
residents for those operations that take place overseas. Further, this alternative also fails to meet'
the commercial needs of the corporation. USEC is committed to being competitive on price and
delivering superior customer service. Hence, because of the age of PGDP, the cost of power, and
the currently scheduled expiration of the HEU agreement, USEC needs to deploy a lower cost
and domestic advanced technology towards the end of this decade.

None of the alternatives considered but eliminated would be obviously superior to siting
the ACP at the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio.

23 Cumulative Effects

Cumulative impacts are those effects that result from the incremental impacts of an action
considered additively with the impacts of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future
actions. Cumulative impacts are considered regardless of the agency or person undertaking the
other actions (40 CFR 1508.7, CEQ 1997) and can result from the combined or synergistic
effects of individually minor actions over a period of time. This section describes actions that
are considered pertinent to the analysis of cumulative impacts for the Proposed Action. The No
Action Alternative is typically included as a baseline against which cumulative effects are
evaluated.
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The cumulative impacts presented in this ER are based on the potential .effects of the
ACP when added to impacts from past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions. On-going
operations currently.at the Piketon DOE reservation include the United States Enrichment
Corporation's Cold Standby, Deposit Removal, and removal of technetium from potentially
contaminated -feed projects; -'and the DOE's waste management and environmental restoration
activities. ..These activities are independent of the ACP and are expected to decrease in scope
overtime.

The ACP is..consistent with existing land use at the Piketon DOE reservation.
Construction and refurbishment activities will be.conducted in areas known to be devoid of
cultural and historical resources. New buildings for the ACP will be consistent with the character
of the adjoining buildings.- Architectural features will follow established guidelines consistent
with the existing building color schemes, styling, and construction within the property's setting
that contribute to its historic significance;. '

.Cumulativeresource consumption would.include UDS, United States Enrichment
Corporation, ACP .and DOE. Consumption .of power and water and use of sewage treatment
facilities would be less than capacity. Cumulative land use in the regions surrounding the GDPs'
'would not change substantially from existing land uses and would remain largely rural.

Potential cumulative effects from management of hazardous materials would be minimal.
* UDS, United States Enrichment Corporation,;ACP and DOE follow the same regulatory
requirements,.perfonn required inspections, and manage hazardous materials in a manner that-is'
protective of the environment..

Wastes would continue'to be generated by UDS, United States Enrichment Corporation,
ACP and DOE. USEC would manage its wastes with the intent to store'on-site only as a last
resort. DOE is decreasing its permitted waste storage management areas in order to provide
increased space available for USECs advanced technology centrifuge program. United.States
Enrichment Corporation would continue.'to:utilize.DOE storage facilities for hazardous and
* mixed wastes that it mu~st keep on-site for more than 90 days but would continue to store its
LLW independent of DOE,.and ship as much of its waste as possible-off-site for recycle,-;
treatment, and disposal.

Cumulative effects to air resourceswould be minimal and would include continuing
emissions from UDS, United States Enrichment Corporation, ACP and DOE activities at the
Piketon DOE resedration and PGDP, as well as from surrounding industries. Ambient air quality
in the regions surrounding both plants, which has historically been good, is expected to remain
good because no large population increases, or industrial growth or changes would occur in the
region. .

The potential Committed Effective Dose Equivalent to the maximally exposed off-site
individual from all UDS,'United States Enrichment Corporation, ACP and DOE releases would
be approximately 0.6 mrem/yr. Radionuclides and chemical contaminants have been found in.
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sediments and surface waters in the areas around the GDPs. However, none have been found in
significant concentrations.

There will be no introduction of visual, atmospheric or audible elements that diminish the
integrity of the property's significant historic features. Under the Proposed Action, existing and
new facilities used for uranium enrichment would be used for the commercial centrifuge uranium
enrichment project. Noise levels would be consistent with previous uranium enrichment
activities. Ground disturbance and exterior renovation would be temporary. Refurbishment of
existing facilities and construction of new uranium enrichment process buildings would be
consistent with existing site architectural features. Neither these changes nor the new
construction would significantly alter the existing visual characteristics of the site or environs.

No disproportionately high minority or low-income' populations were identified that
would require further analysis of environmental justice concerns. Accordingly, USEC has
concluded that no disproportionately high minority or low-income populations. -

An activity that will increase over time at the DOE reservation is the construction and
operation of the UDS conversion facility that will convert tails (deleted uranium hexafluoride,
DUF6) into a more stable oxide form for off the DOE reservation disposal (DOE 2004, DOE
2004c).

The UDS time period considered in DOE's EIS is a construction period of approximately
*2 years, an operational period of 18 years, and a 3-year period for the D&D of the conversion
facility. Current plans call for construction to begin' in the summer of 2004. The UDS
construction schedule does not overlap the ACP construction schedule. Impacts of construction
and operations of the UDS facility would be small, as would be the cumulative impacts from
UDS, United States Enrichment Corporation, ACP and DOE operations (DOE 2004, DOE
2004c).

The cumulative radiological exposure from all pathways on the DOE reservation to the
off the DOE reservation population would be well below the maximum NRC dose limit of 100
mrem/yr CEDE and below the 40 CFR Part 190 limit of 25 mrem for whole body or organ, 75
mrem/yr for thyroid, as well as the 40 CFR 61 Subpart H limit of 10 mrem/yr CEDE.

The total number of shipments of DUF6, non- DUF6, triuranium octaoxide (U3 08), and
crushed heel cylinders, form UDS operations is estimated to be 12,300 truck shipments and
6,800 rail shipments over the 18 year operating life of the facility. Radiological impacts resulting

'from transportation of all materials under both modes would be small, as would be the
cumulative impacts (DOE 2004, DOE 2004c).

No cumulative noise impacts are expected for the alternatives considered. Noise energy
dissipates within a short distance from the source.

No significant cumulative impacts on ecology for the alternatives considered are
anticipated. No tree removal that could provide habitat for the Indiana bat is anticipated for the
Proposed Action; this federally endangered species is not known to utilize this area, Figure
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3.5.4-1 (located in Appendix D of this .Environmental Report). . No significant impacts are
expected due to the Proposed Action, or from the cumulative impacts from UDS, United States
Enrichment Corporation,ACP, and DOE operations.

Section 3113(a) of the USEC Privatization Act [42 USC 2297h-I 1(a)] requires DOE to
accept low-level waste (LLW), including depleted uranium that has been determined to be LLW,
for disposal upon the request and reimbursement of costs by a NRC uranium facility licensee.
DOE has stated in its EIS that depleted uraniurn transferred under -this provision of law in the
future, would mostflikely be in the form ''of DUF6, thus adding to the inventory of material
needing- conversion at a DUF6 conversion facility. DOE in its EIS stated that, "...it is reasonable
to assume that the conversion facilities could be operated longer than specified in the current.
plans in order to convert this material" (DOE 2004).

DOE has initiated accelerated.cleanup 'of the GCEP facilities at Portsmouth for use by
J.USEC in the development of an advanced uranium enrichment process. On December.4, 2002,.
USEC announced that it would construct its demonstration centrifuge uranium enrichment test'
-facility at the Portsmouth site. This announcement followed a June 17, 2002, agreement between
-DOE and USEC in which USEC will. deploy an advanced centrifuge uranium enrichment plant
by 2010-2011. PORTS was selected in December 2002 as the location for the Lead Cascade
Demonstration Facility and it was announced in January 2004 that PORTS will be the location
for full deployment of the American Centrifuge Uranium Enrichment Plant (DOE 2004a).

D&D of the PORTS GDP will be a very large project (potentially the largest cleanup. in
Ohio) that will require a significant funding commitment from DOE (estimated at $1-2 billion)

K> and create thousands of jobs over several years. Those facilities not intended for
reindustrialization, reuse, continued operation, remediation, or long-term stewardship will be
demolished. It is anticipated that the majority of GDP facilities will undergo D&D, and that the
waste generated would be disposed of in a potential on-site waste disposal facility (DOE 2004a).

-DOE is evaluating the costs,.benefits, and concerns regarding construction of a potential
on-site waste disposal facility at PORTS. Waste generated during plant D&D activities as well as
waste resulting from deferred environmental remediation activities could be placed in such a

. facility. D&D -and deferred remediation activities at PORTS are expected to generate
approximately 3 million yd3 of waste. Approval of a disposal facility at PORTS would require
in-depth discussions with both local and state stakeholders and regulatory agencies. The facility
would- be approved, constructed, operated, and closed in accordance with regulatory
requirements (DOE 2004a).

In addition to uranium. enrichment at the PGDP DOE reservation, DOE will have both a
uranium.conversion mission and an environmental. cleanup'mission. The uranium conversion
involves the construction and operation of a facility that will convert DUF6 to less reactive

* oxides. The contract to. construct the facility was awarded to UDS. Construction began in July
2004. Currently it is expected that the conversion facility construction will take approximately
two years and will operate for approximately 25 years and 'a three-year period for the D&D of
the facility (DOE 2004b).
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UF6 production will ultimately cease at PGDP after the Proposed Action becomes
operational, resulting in reduced emissions and resource use (i.e., water, electricity and Freon).
D&D of those facilities currently leased to United States Enrichment Corporation will begin
once the GDP ceases operation (DOE 2004b).

The total cumulative impacts and effects of the Proposed Action are expected to be
insignificant when compared to the federal, state, and local regulatory limits and the positive
cumulative effects ofjob opportunities and revenues generated by the Proposed Action.

2.4 Comparison of the Reasonably Foreseeable Environmental Impacts

A comparison of the predicted environmental impacts of the ACP, the No Action
Alternative and the PGDP siting alternative for each of the environmental areas of interest, is
provided in Table 2.4-1.
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Table 2.4-1 Comparison of the Predicted Environmental Impacts

-NO sigmucant unpact; - O sigiuucam unpa;c new.
refurbishment and new building' building construction'will be

construction will be consistent with consistent with historical uranium
historical uranium enrichment enrichment operations; a .

operations significant amount of land will be
utilized reducing future use

options to industrial/commercial

* Transportation

Geology, Soils, and
Seismicity.

No significant impact

No significant impact; 16w: .
probability of minor seismic-event;
temporary. soil profile disturbance'

during construction activities.'

*No significant impact.

-No Significant impact; low
probability of major seismic
event; temporary soil profile

disturbance during construction
activities

No significant impact;
precautions would be taken to
avoid accidental discharges

No impact

No impact
.. . .. ..

Water Resources No significant impact; precautions
taken to avoid accidental discharges

No impact

Ecological Resources

Air Quality . '
* Non-Radiological

. Radiological

No significant impact;
refurbishment and constnactioiof
new facilities would not impact

natural habitat for any rare,
threatened, or endangered species oi

designated wetlands

No significant impact; slight
increase in HF concentrations

(1.96 x 10-3 jg/m3); slight increase
in emissions from standby electrical

*-generators

No significant impact; slight
increase in dose to the Maximum

Exposed Individual (MEW)
(0.55 mrem/yr)

No significant impact;.
construction of new facilities

would not impact natural habitat
for any rare, threatened, or

endangered species or designated
wetlands

No significant impact; slight
increase in HF concentrations

(2.27 x'10-3 pg/m3); slight'
I increase in emissions from

standby electrical generators

No significant impact; slight
increase in dose to the MEl (0.9

mrem/yr)

' ' No impact

No impact,

No impact .

.Noise No significant impact; no increase .
in noise level outside'facilities

* No significant impact; no
increase in noise'level outside

facilities .

No impact
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Table 2.4-1 Comparison of the Predicted Environmental Impacts (Continued)

Histor and C o naN -I. R - i

111storic and Cultural
Resources

Visual/Scenic Resources

Socioeconomic

No significant impact; new
facilities, with like architectural

characteristics, would be
constructed in previously disturbed

area

No significant impact; new facilities
would be constructed architecturally

consistent with existing strategic
structures

No significant impact; no impact to
housing nor increase in population;

slight increase in tax revenue

No significant impact; new
facilities, with like'architectural

characteristics, would be
constructed in previously

disturbed area

No significant impact; new
facilities would be constructed
architecturally consistent with

existing strategic structures

No significant impact; no impact
to housing nor increase in

population; slight increase in tax
revenue

No impact

No impact

No impact

Environmental Justice No impact No impact No impact

Public and Occupational
Health

Waste Management

No significant impact; slight
increase in HF emissions

(1.2x10 4 jig/r 3); slight increase in
dose to the MEl (0.023 mrenr/yr);

no significant increase in recordable
injury/illness rates

No significant impact; slight
increase in waste generation

No significant impact; slight
increase in HF emissions (3. lx10

5 jig/r 3); slight increase in dose
to the MEI (0.0066 mnrem/yr) );

no significant increase in
recordable injury/illness rates

No significant impact; slight
increase in waste generation

No impact

No impact
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This figure is withheld pursuant to 1OCFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report

-Figure 2.2-1 American Centrifuge Plant Alternative Locations on the
U.S. Department of Energy Reservation
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This chapter describes the various resources present on and around the DOE reservation
in Piketon, Ohio, as a baseline for the incremental impacts of the Proposed Action and analyzed
alternatives. It also provides a general description of the physical, biological, aesthetic, and
cultural features. of the site and adjacent areas. ' This chapter summarizes information gathered
from site surveys, literature,' and other publicly available sources for each resource area pertinent
to the proposed project. The scope of the 'disciission varies by resource to ensure that relevant'
issues are included. Descriptions of the existing environment provide a basis for understanding
the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of the Proposed Action on the environment.

3.1 Land Use

This section discusses the existing land use and visual resources of the proposed project
at and around the DOE reservation.

The DOE reservation is located at latitude 39°00'30" north and longitude 83°00'00" west
measured at the center 'of the DOE reservation onm approximately' 1,497 ha (3,700 acres) in Pike
County, Ohio, one of the state's lesser populated counties.' The DOE reservation is located'
between Chillicothe and Portsmouth, Ohio, approximately 113 km (70 mi) south of Columbus,
Ohio. Figure '1.0.1-1 shows the regional area surrounding the DOE reservation.

The general location is an area of steepto gently rolling hills, with average elevations of
37 m (120 ft) above the'Scioto River valley.. The steep hills characteristically are forested, while
the rolling' hills provide marginal farmland. With the exception of the Scioto River and its
floodplain, the 'floodplains and valleys'are narrow and are occupied by small farms.

There are no unrelated industrial, commercial, institutional, or residential structures
within'the DOE reservation. DOE leases facilities on-site to the Ohio National Guard. The Ohio
National Guard does not storeweapons on-site. There are no other military installations located
near the DOE reservation.

Roadways within the fenced limited access or protected area of the DOE reservation
consist of several miles of paved surface. Several paved roads branch out from the DOE
reservation to the Perimeter Road that surrounds the limited access area. The west access to the
DOE reservation extends from U.S. 23 to the Perimeter Road. Shyville Road connects U.S.
32/124 to the north side of the DOE reservationi Other access roads connect to secondary county
roads. Access to the DOE reservation is controlled at the west access point. Other access points
to the DOE reservation are secured.

Rail and roadways are available for cylinder movements to the DOE reservation. The rail
spur enters the DOE reservation from the north and branches to several areas inside the limited
access area. In addition, cylinders are transported around the DOE reservation using a variety of
devices, including cylinder carriers, stackers, rail cars, forklifts, trucks, and wagons.
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Rivers or major streams do not traverse the DOE reservation area. However, Big Beaver
Creek and Little Beaver Creek cross the northern edge of the DOE reservation. Runoff water
flows from the area through three streams: Little Beaver .Creek, Big Run Creek, and a drainage
ditch to the Scioto River (Figure 3.1-1).

The DOE reservation consists of approximately 1,497. ha (3,700 acres) with
approximately a 526 ha (1300 acre) central area surrounded by the Perimeter Road. The DOE
reservation land outside the Perimeter Road is used for a variety of purposes, including a water
treatment plant; lagoons for the process wastewater treatment plant; sanitary and inert landfills;
and open and forested buffer areas (Figure 1.0.1-2 [located in Appendix D of this Environmental
Report]).

Most of the improvements are located within the fenced core area. The core area is
largely devoid of trees, with grass and paved roadways dominating the open space.

The ACP is situated on approximately 81 ha (200 acres) of the southwest quadrant of the
Controlled Access Area.

The GDP occupies approximately 223 ha (550 acres) of the remaining Controlled Access
Area.

Table 3.1-1 Percentage of Different Land Uses in the Region of Influence in 2000

Jackson 109,126
(269,656)

2% 32% 60% 6%

Pike 114,917 1% 27% 66% 6%
(283,967)

Ross 179,348 1% 48% 45% 6%
(443,179)

Scioto 159,755 2% 21% 72% 5%
(394,764)

a Other Water/barren/scrub.
Source: ODOD, 2003.
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Usage of Lake White State' Park (Figure 3.1-1), located approximately'9.7 krn (6 mi)
north of the DOE reservation, is occasionally'heavy and concentrated on the' 37 ha (92 acres) of
land closest to the lake. Most of the land surrounding the lake is privately owned. The 136 ha
(337-acre) Lake White offers recreations' (i e., boating, fishing, water skiing, and swimming).'
There are 10 non-electric campsites for primitive overnight camping (ODNR 2004).

Land within five miles of the DOE reservation is used primarily for farms, forests, and
urban or suburban residences. About 10,291 ha (25,430 acres) of farmland, including cropland,
wooded lot, and 'pasture,' lie within five miles of the DOE reservation.' The cropland is located
mostly on or adjacent to the Scioto River flood plain and is farmed extensively,'particularly with
grain'crops. The hillsides and terraces are used for'cattle pasture. Both beef and dairy cattle are
raised in the area. Other farm animals such as'horses, pigs, sheep, goats, and chickens are raised -
-to a lesser extent. Commercial woodlands (excluding sapling-seedling stands) are'predomi`natly
saw-timber'stands. Pole-timber stands 'are of iesser poportion. Lands within or adjacent to'the
Scioto River' floodplain are farmed intensively, particularly with grain' crops such as corn and
wheat. Other products such as potatoes, cabbage, and fruits are 'also cultivated in the'area.

-' Approximately 9,874 ha (24,400 acres) 'of forest lie within 8 km (5 mi) of the reservation.

This includes some commercial w6odlands and a very small portion of Brush Creek State Forest
(USEC-02). . '

Three major forest types represent the vegetation of Pike County, all of them 'second'
growth: mixed mesophytic (upland mixed hardwoods), mixed oak (oak-hickory), and bottomland
-hardwoods.' The upland hardwood areas include green ash, northern red oak, tulip poplar, red'
maple, and several 'additional species. The oak-hickory areas include white oak, 'northern red
oak, post oak, 'shagbark hickory, pignut hickory, and various other associated species. 'The
bottomland hardwoods include sycamore, sugar maple, flowering dogwood, and American beech
as well as less important species.. Several areas that once were cleared have been allowed to lie
fallow and are now in various stages of succession. Several small plantations of pines ' arb'
located on the DOE reservation, and several small wetland areas have developed around holding
ponds and in ditch lines.

lPrime farmland is land that hasthe'best combination of physical- and' chemical
'characteristics for producingcrops of statewide or local importance. Prime farmland is protected
by the Farmland Protection and Policy Act (FPPA) of 1981 which seeks "... to minimize the
extent -to which federal programs contribute to the unnecessary and irreversible conversion'of
farmlands to nonagricultural uses..." (7 USC 4201[b]j). According to the Soil Survey of Pike
'County, Ohio, (USDA '1990) 22 soil types'occur within'the DOE reservation propeity'boundary
with the predominant soil type being Omnulga Silt Loam. These soils are well drained and have a
.suirface layer of dark grayish-brown friable silt loam. The underlying soils are approximately 54
in. thick and are distinguished by their yellowish-brown, mottled, and friable characteristics.
Most of the area within the active portion of the site is classified as Urban land-Omulga complex
with a 0- to 6-percent slope that consists' of Urban land soils and a deep, nearly level to gently
sloping, and moderately well-drained Omulga soil 'in preglacial valleys. The Urban land is
covered by roads, parking lots, buildings, and railroads and is so obscure or altered that soil
identification is 'not feasible (USEC 2004b).;,- '-
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USEC consulted with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (DOA), Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) in preparation of the Lead Cascade ER (USEC 2004b) and this
ER. The Pike County Soil Conservation Service determined that, according to the Soil Survey
for Pike County, Ohio, soils within and adjacent to the confines of the DOE reservation are of
marginal significance and not prime farmland (i.e., of low fertility as defined by the Soil Survey
for Pike County, Ohio). A copy of the letter is provided in Appendix-B of this ER.

Approximately 190 facilities are located within the DOE reservation as well as the utility
structures on the site. In general, the X-100 through X-700 series of buildings are directly
related to the GDP. Most of the buildings in this series are located within the 223 ha (550 acre)
fenced area. The X-200 and X-300 series are the production buildings and related infrastructure
facilities. Most of the buildings and infrastructure included in the X-1000 through X-7000 series
of buildings are located within the 81 ha (200 acre) GCEP expansion area. The facilities
containing the administrative activities include the facilities numbered in the X-100 series for the
GDP and X-1 000 series'for the more recent construction. The facilities-house such activities as
administrative offices, engineering, cafeteria, medical services, security, and fire station.

The United States Enrichment Corporation maintains the GDP in cold standby. Cold
standby involved placing those portions of the GDP needed for 3 million SWU per year
production capacity in a non-operational condition and performing surveillance and maintenance
activities necessary to retain the ability to resume operations after a set of restart activities are
conducted. Feed and withdrawal systems are also in standby. A cadre of cascade operators,
utilities operators, and maintenance staff are retained and form the basis for future restart,
operations, and maintenance. The power load to support Cold Standby is about 15 MW. The
current total DOE reservation load is 25 to 35 MW depending on the summer-winter variation.
The total DOE reservation capacity is approximately 2,000 MW.

In June 2004, DOE issued a Final Environmental Impact Statement for Construction and
Operation of a Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion Facility at the Portsmouth, Ohio site
that described the preferred alternative for managing depleted UF6 (DOE 2004). DOE issued a
Record of Decision on July 20, 2004 (DOE 2004c).

DOE has proposed to construct and operate a conversion facility at the DOE reservation
in Piketon, Ohio. The facility would convert DOE's inventory of depleted UF6 now located at
the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio, and the ElTP in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to a more stable
chemical form acceptable for transportation, beneficial use/reuse, and/or disposal. A related
objective is to provide cylinder surveillance and maintenance of the DOE inventory of depleted

- UF6 , low-enrichment UF6, natural assay UF6 , and enpty and heel cylinders in a safe and
environmentally acceptable manner.

The proposed site, in general, is bounded on the west side by C Road; on the north and
east side by a truck access road; and on the east and south side by a dirt construction road.
Excluded from this area are buildings X-616, X-106b, and X-106C (see Figure 3.1-2 [located in
Appendix D of this Environmental Report]). The time period considered is a construction period
of 2 years, an operational period of 18 years, and a 3-year period, for D&D of the facility.. The
conversion facility started construction in July of 2004 and will be complete in about two years.
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K> This assessment is based on the conceptual conversion facility design proposed by the selected
contractor, UDS, LLC (DOE 2004).

There are no land areas devoted to major uses according to U.S. Geological Survey land
use categories affected by the Proposed Action.

There are no special land-use classifications affected by the Proposed Action.

The DOE reservation is consistent with a U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
visual rating of Class IV, which allows major. modifications of. the existing character of
landscapes.

There are no mineral resources, unusual animals, facilities, agricultural practices; game
- harvests or food processing operations or commercial fishing affected by the Proposed Action.
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Figure 3.1-1 Locations of Lakes, Rivers, and Creeks in the Vicinity of the
U.S. Department of Energy Reservation
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3.2 Transportation

The DOE reservation is served by two of southern Ohio's major highway systems: U.S.
Route 23 and Ohio SR 32/124. Access is by the Main Access Road, a four-lane interchange with
U.S. Route 23. This access route accommodates the plant traffic flow.

The DOE reservation is 5.6 km (3.5 mi) from the intersection of the U.S. Route 23 and
Ohio SR 32/124 interchange. Both routes are four lanes with U.S. Route 23 traversing north-
south and Ohio SR 32 traversing east-west. Approximately 113 km (70 mi) north of the plant,
U.S.-Route 23 intersects 1-270, 1-70, and 1-71. Trucks also may access 1-64 approximately 32.2
km (20 mi) southeast of Portsmouth.

SR 32/124/50 runs 298 km (185 mi) east-west from Cincinnati and through Piketon to
Parkersburg, West Virginia. To the west, SR 32 provides access to Cincinnati's three interstate
highways, 1-71, 1-74, and 1-75. To the east, SR 32/50 is linked with 1-77.

U.S. Route 23 has an average daily traffic volume of 13,990 vehicles. Ohio SR 32/124
has an average daily volume of 7,420 vehicles (traffic in both directions is included in these
values). U.S. Route 23 is at 60 percent of design capacity with Ohio SR 32/124 at 40 percent of
design capacity. The Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOf) supplied this data from a
1999 traffic study. Load limits on these routes are controlled by the Ohio Revised Code at
38,556 kilograms (kgs) (85,000 pounds [lb]) gross vehicle weight. Special overload permitting
is available (DOE 2001b).

The DOE reservation road system is in generally good condition due to road repaving
projects. Except during shift changes, traffic levels on the site access roads and Perimeter Road
are low. Peak traffic flows occur at shift changes and the principal traffic areas during peak
morning/afternoon traffic are at locations where parking lot access roads meet the Perimeter
Road. The DOE reservation has 12 parking lots varying in capacity from approximately 50 to
800 vehicles. Total parking capacity is for approximately 4,400 vehicles. A security fence
maintains controlled access to the DOE reservation. There is no land use restricting
transportation corridors described within this ER.

3.2.1 Rail

The site has rail access, and several track configurations are possible within the site. The
Norfolk Southern rail line is connected to the CSX Transportation Inc. line via a rail spur
entering the northern portion of the site. The on-site system is currently used infrequently. The
GCEP area is also connected to the existing rail configuration. Track in the vicinity of Piketon,
Ohio, allows a maximum speed of 96.6 kilometers per hour (km/h) (60 miles per hour [mph]).
The CSX Transportation Inc. line also provides access to other rail carriers.
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3.2.2 Water

The site can be 'served by barge-transportation via the Ohio River atfthe ports of.
Wheelersburg, Portsmouth, and New Boston. The Portsmouth barge terminal bulk materials
handling facility is available for bulk materials and heavy unit loads. Heavy unit loading is by
mobile crane or barge-mounted crane at an open air terminal. The Ohio River provides barge
access to the Gulf of Mexico via the Mississippi River or the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway.
Travel time to New Orleans is 14 to 16 days; to St. Louis, 7 to 9 days; and to Pittsburgh, 3 to 4

.days. 'The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers maintains 'the Ohio River at a minimum channel width
of 243.8 m (800 It) and a depth of 2.74 m (9 fi). ' '

3.2.3 Air

Commercial air transportation is provided through the Gieater.Cincinnati International
*Airport (approximately 100 miles west), the Port Columbus International Airport (approximately
.75 miles north), or the Tri-State Airport'. (approximately 55 miles south-east). The Greater
-Portsmouth Regional Airport, serving private and.charter aircraft, is located approximately 15
-miles southeast near Minford, Ohio, and the Pike County Airport, located just north of Waverly,-
is a small facility for private planes.

3.3 Geology and Soils : :., :*. . . . . .

'Physical characteristics of the DOE reservation'have been characterized in several.
previous investigations. This section discusses .the geology and soils found.on the DOE-
reservation and areas in the vicinity based onithese 'investigations.

Site soils were impacted by past releases of hazardous and radioactive materials. DOE is
not on the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 'Compensation and Liability Act.(CERCLA)

. National Priority List' :of sites' equiring cleanup,. but is regulatedt'under he provisions'. of

.' CERCLA'by a U.S.' EPA'Administrative Cons'ent.Order. The U.S. EPA Administrative Consent
Order, issued on September 29, 1989 (amended in 1994 and'l 997), and Consent Decree with the'
State of Ohio, issued on August 29, 1989, requires the investigation and cleanup of surface water.
* and air releases, groundwater'' contamination plumes, and solid waste management units 'at
PORTS. The EPA and OEPA have' chosen to' oversee environmental remediation activities at.
DOE under RCRA CAP instead of the CERCLA Program.

-PORTS was divided into quadrants based on groundwater flow patterns to facilitate the.
expedient' cleanup of .contaminated, sites'in 'accordance.with RCRA Corrective Action,.and.
Closure requirements (Figure '3.4.1-1 (located in'Appendix D of this;Etiviro nental Report]).
The.Environmental Restoration Program at PORTS addresses requirements of the.Ohio Consent
Decree and the U.S. EPA Administrative Consent Oider (DOE 2002a, 2003a, DOE 2004a).

Section 103 of CERCLA requires notification to the National Response Center if.
hazardous substances are released to the environment in amounts greater ihan or equal to the
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reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are listed in the Act and vary depending on the type of
hazardous substances released. During 2003, the United States Enrichment Corporation had no
reportable quantity releases of hazardous substances subject to Section 103, Notification
Requirements.

On April 15, 2004, at approximately 0315 hours, outside the X-326 Building at the
intersection of 15th Street and Pike Avenue, an eighteen-inch expansion joint on an exterior
steam supply line ruptured during routine utilities operations. The asbestos insulating the
expansion joint was released to the ground resulting in a hazardous material spill of
approximately one to two pounds of asbestos. The material was cleaned up by asbestos-trained
personnel, double bagged, labeled as asbestos and containerized for proper disposal.

United States Enrichment Corporation
Ohio EPA Spill ID#0404-66-15-12
National Response Center Report #718893
Hazardous Substance Release 30-Day Follow-Up Report mailed to OEPA on May 7,2004

3.3.1 Site Geology

The DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio is located within the Appalachian Plateau
physiographic province. The uppermost rock units in this region were deposited in an inland sea
during the Paleozoic Era. At the end of the Paleozoic Era (230 million years ago), the region
was uplifted and gently folded to form a shallow basin that trends parallel to the Appalachian
Mountains. Subsequent erosion of the uplifted sediments produced the deeply dissected, knobby
terrain that characterizes the region today. The geologic structure of the area is simple and
dominated by relatively flat-lying Paleozoic shale and sandstones that are overlain by Pleistocene
fluvial and lacustrine deposits. The near-surface geologic materials that influence the hydrologic
system of the site consist of several bedrock formations and unconsolidated deposits.

The bedrock formations include (from oldest to youngest) Bedford Shale, Berea
Sandstone, Sunbury Shale, and Cuyahoga Shale. These formations dip gently to the east-
southeast with no known geologic faults that are located in the area; however, joints and
fractures are present in the bedrock formations.

The unconsolidated deposits that overlie bedrock are comprised of clay, silt, sand, and
gravel, and are classified as the Minford (Clay and Silt members) and the Gallia (Sand and
Gravel members) of the Teays formation. Prior to the Pleistocene glaciation, the Teays River
and its tributaries were the dominant drainage system in Ohio.

The preglacial Portsmouth River, a tributary of the Teays, flowed north across the plant
site, cutting down through the Cuyahoga Shale and into the Sunbury Shale and Berea Sandstone,
and deposited fluvial silt, sand, and gravel of the Gallia member of the Teays Formation. Figure
3.3.1-1 illustrates the location of the Ancient Newark (Modem Scioto) and Teays Valleys in the
DOE reservation vicinity. Figure 3.3.1-2 illustrates the geologic cross sections in the vicinity of
the DOE reservation.
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3.3.1.1 Bedrock Geology
I I - .

Bedrock consisting of clastic sedimentary rocks underlies the unconsolidated sediments
beneath the site. The geologic structure of the area is simple, with the bedrock (Cuyahoga Shale,
Sunbury Shale, Berea Sandstone, and Bedford Shale) dipping gently to the east-southeast. No
known geologic faults are located in the area; however, joints and fractures are present in the
bedrock formations.

Bedford Shale is the lowest stratigraphic unit encountered during environmental
investigative activities at the site. ' Bedford Shale is composed of thinly bedded shale with
interbeds and laminations of grey, fine-grained sandstone and siltstone. The typical depth to the
top of this formation at the site is 21 to 30 m (70 to 100 fi) below'ground surface (bgs).
However, Bedford Shale outcrops are present in deeply incised streams and valleys within the

-DOE reservation. The Bedford Shale averages,31 m:(100 ft) in thickness.

Berea Sandstone is a light grey,'thickly bedded, fine-grained sandstone with thin shale
- laminations.: The top 3 to 5 m (10 to 15 ft) conisists of a massive sandstone bed with few joints or

shale laminae. The Berea Sandstone averages 1 1 m (35 ft) in thickness; however, the lower 3 m'
(10 fi) has numerous 'shale laminations and is' similar to the underlying Bedford Shale. This
.gradational contact does not allow for a precise determination of the thickness of the Berea
Sandstone. Regionally, Berea Sandstone contains naturally occurring hydrocarbons (oil and gas)
-in quantities sufficient for commercial production. Generally, within Perimeter Road, the Berea
Sandstone is the uppermost bedrock unit beneath the western portion of the site but is overlain by

v-' the Sunbury Shale to the east.

-Sunbury Shale is a black, very carbonaceous shale. The Sunbmy Shale is 6 m (20 'f)
thick beneath much of the site, but thins westward as a result of erosion by the ancient
Portsmouth River, and is absent on the western half of the site. The Sunbury Shale also' is absent
in the drainage of Little Beaver Creek downstream of the X-61 1A Lime Sludge Lagoons and the
southern portion of Big Run Creek, where it has been removed by erosion. The Sunbury Shale
underlies the unconsolidated Gallia beneath the most industrialized eastern portion of the site and
underlies the' Cuyahoga'Shale outside of the Portsmouth River Valley.

..: - Cuyahoga Shale, the youngest and uppermost bedrock unit at the 'site forms -the bills
surrounding the site. The Cuyahoga Shale has been eroded from most of the active portion of the
site. 'It consists of grey, thinly bedded shale with scattered lenses of fine-grained 'sandstone and
regionally reaches a thickness of approximately49 m (160 ft).

3.3.1.2 Unconsolidated Deposits ' . ;-.;

Unconsolidated deposits in the vicinity of the site fill the ancient Portsmouth River
Valley to depths "of approximately 9to 12m i (30 to40 ft). The unconsolidated deposits are
divided into two members of the Teays Formation, the Minford Cay and Silt and the Gallia' Sand
and Gravel.
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Alinford is the uppermost stratigraphic unit beneath the site. The Minford averages 6 to
9 m (20 to 30 fl) in thickness and grades from predominantly silt and very fine sand at its base to
clay near the surface. The upper clay unit averages 5 m (16 ft) in thickness, is reddish-brown,
plastic, and silty, and contains traces of sand and fine gravel in some locations. These
thicknesses vary greatly as a result of construction cutting and filling operations, as discussed in
the next paragraph. The lower silt unit averages 2 m (7 ft) in thickness, is yellow-brown and
semiplastic, and contains varying amounts of clay and very fine sand.

During the initial grading of the site, the deposits within the Perimeter Road were
reworked to a depth as great as 6 m (20 fit) by preconstruction cut and fill activity. In most cases,
the fill is indistinguishable from the undisturbed Minford. The combination of construction
activities, bedrock topography, and erosion by modem streams has influenced the areal extent
and thickness of the Minford on the DOE reservation.

Gallia Sand and Gravel were deposited prior to Pleistocene glaciation when the
Portsmouth River meandered north through the valley currently occupied by the site. The Gallia
averages 0.9 to 1 m (3 to 4 fI) in thickness at the site and is characterized by poorly sorted sand
and gravel with silt and clay. Channel migration and variation in depositional environments that
occurred during deposition of the Gallia resulted in the variable thickness of the Gallia. The
areas of thickest accumulation of Gallia may represent the former channel location and include
areas under the southern end of the X-330 building and near the X-701B. Gallia deposits
beneath the site are generally absent above an approximate elevation of 198 m (650 fi) above
mean sea level (amsl).

As a result of similar depositional environments and source material, deposits from
modem streams at the site often are visually indistinguishable from Gallia deposits. The modem
surface-water drainage also has eroded the unconsolidated sediments and resulted in locally thin
or absent Gallia and Minford.

3.3.2 Soils

Prime farmland is land that has the best combination of physical and chemical
characteristics for producing crops of statewide or local importance. Prime farmland is protected
by the FPPA which seeks "... to minimize the extent to which federal programs contribute to the
unnecessary and irreversible conversion of farmlands to nonagricultural uses..." (7 USC
4201 [b]). According to the Soil Survey of Pike County, Ohio, (USDA 1990) 22 soil types occur
within the DOE reservation property boundary with the predominant soil type being Omulga Silt
Loam. These soils are well drained and have a surface layer of dark grayish-brown friable silt
loam. The underlying soils are approximately 54 in. thick and are distinguished by their
yellowish-brown, mottled, and friable characteristics. Most of the area within the active portion
of the site is classified as Urban land-Omulga complex with a 0- to 6-percent slope that consists
of Urban land soils and a deep, nearly level, gently sloping, and moderately well-drained
Omulga soil in preglacial valleys. The Urban land is covered by roads, parking lots, buildings,
and railroads and is so obscure or altered that soil identification is not feasible (USEC 2004b).
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USEC consulted with the DOA NRCS in preparation of this ER. The Pike County Soil
Conservation Service determined that, acc6iding to the Soil Survey for'Pike'County,'Ohio, soils
within and adjacent to the'confines7 of the;DOE reservation are of marginal significance and not
prime' farmland (i.e., of low fertility as defined by the Soil Survey for Pike County, Ohio). .'.A
copy of the letter is provided in Appendix B of this ER.

In 2002, soil samples in the process area at 15 DOE sampling locations and 46 United
States Enrichment Corporation sampling locations indicated the following measurable ranges of
contamination (see Table 3.3.2-1).

Table 33.2-1 Soil Sampling Monitoring Results

. Uranium 1.< - 0.68-15.4 ig/g
. 'Tc . ' 0.14-12.6 pCi/g
. Beta activity 8.4-57.8 pCi/g

Alpha activity . 4.1-58.8 pCi/g

I

Source: DOE 2003a, USEC 2004d

N The 15 DOE sampling locations were also analyzed for 24 1
Y.

237Np 23Pu, and 39 n4GPu.
No detectable concentrations of any of these'nuclides were found.

K . . .. The higher results for detected parameters were found inside the security fence, with one
sampling, location accounting.for all of'the' maximumvalues. Analytical results for alpha
activity, beta activity, and. total uranium from the external samples collected near the DOE..
reservation are not appreciably different from results of samples collected 16.1 km (10 mi) from
the DOE reservation. 99Tc was detected at 1.5 picocuries per gram (pCilg) or less at two external'
soil-sampling locations and at less than 0.5 pCi/g at four other external soil-sampling locations
(DOE 2003a, USEC 2004d). . . ':

. : -:. For sediment samples, 9Tc is usually detected in locations downstream from the DOE
reservation ;.,In 2002, 9?Tc was detected in' one of both of the samples collected from 'upstream;
and downstream sampling locations on Little' Beaver.Creek and Big Beaver Creek. 'Tc was
detected in' one of both downstream samples collected from Big Run Creek and the Scioto River. '
99Tc was also detected in the sediment samples:collected from the X-223ON and X-2230M
discharges and :one of the:background sampling locations 16.1 'km (10mi) from the DOE
reservation. .'Many of the detections'off TcwTereat or close to' the' detection limit' for the:
* analytical method. In general, levels of "Tc are consistent with results from 1999 through'2001,
with the exception of RM-8 (DOE 2003a).- : .' '

In 2002, sediment samples from each sampling location were analyzed for uraniumr'
isotopes (231 4U 23U, 236U, and 38U) and transuranic radionuclides (241Am 23Np, 2 8Pu and
23 uPu). Total uranium and uranium isotope concentrations were consistent with results from-
1999 through 2001, with the exception of RM-8. Transuranics were'.not detected, with the
exception of RM-8 (DOE 2003a).
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In the fall of 2002, 99Tc, 237Np, 239240Pu and uranium were detected at elevated levels at
sampling location RM-8 in Little Beaver Creek. This location is downstream of the discharge
from the X-230L North Holding Pond and upstream of the DOE reservation boundary. (DOE
2003a). When RM-8 was re-sampled in spring of 2003, concentrations had returned to normal
levels (USEC 2004d). The measured concentrations are depicted in Table 3.3.2-2.

Table 3.3.2-2 Sediment Sampling Monitoring Results

9Toc pCi/g 689 '13.4
237Nv pCi/g 0.262 Not detected
239/20PU pCi/g 0.0701 Not detected

Uranium Jig/g 35.1 5.44
233234u pCi/g 37.9 7.01
235u pCi/g 1.84 0.358
238u pCi/g 11.6 1.80

Source: DOE 2003a, USEC 2004d

3.3.3 Seismicity

The New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ) dominates the seismicity of the Midwest region,
which includes the DOE reservation. The four great shocks in the years 1811-1812 were each
large enough to produce intensities capable of causing minor damage in the southern Ohio region
(e.g., broken windows, fallen plaster). Three historical earthquakes not associated with the
NMSZ were found capable of producing this level of damage. All but one of the epicenters of
these seismic events are at least 100 km (62 mi) from the DOE reservation (U.S. Geologic
Survey [USGS] 1997).

The closest known fault to the DOE reservation, the Kentucky River fault zone, is within
40 km (25 mi) of the site, and no seismicity has been recorded on it. Soil testing for the GCEP
facility indicated that the potential for earthquake-induced soil liquefaction is relatively low. The
potential for soil-structure interaction (ground-motion magnification) is also slight. Pike County
is not one of the potential jurisdictions listed in Appendix VI of 40 CFR Part 264 for which
compliance with seismic standards must be demonstrated (USEC 2003a).

There are no major geologic fault structures in the vicinity of the site and there have been
no historical earthquake epicenters within less than 25 miles from the site. However, there have
been eight earthquake epicenters within 50 miles. The maximum event had an epicenter
intensity of over IV on the Modified Mercalli (MM) scale. These events were at the site with
intensities between IV and I. The maximum peak ground acceleration (PGA) of a MM level IV
event roughly corresponds to 0.02 gravity. Historically, the maximum earthquake-induced PGA
experienced at the site was in 1955 and had a value of only 0.005 gravity.

In the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report developed for GCEP during the 1980s, the
DOE documented the results of studies of the historic seismicity of the area surrounding the
DOE reservation. Data was developed on probable seismic activity and the intensity levels' were
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converted into acceleration values. The maximum earthquake was defined as one with a mean
recurrence interval of 1,000 years. This corresponds to an earthquake with a horizontal PGA of

* 0.15 gravity. Thus, the DOE considered that it was sufficient to design the structures, systems,
and components necessaIry for safety to withstand this level earthquake without leading to undue
risk to the health and safety of workers, the public or the environment. That. is, the 1,000-year
return earthquake was the design basis earthquake (DBE) for GCEP.

3.3.3.1 Surface Faulting

The geologic setting of the site suggests there is a low probability of faulting within five
*.miles ofthe-site. No data from the three extensive geotechnical studies at the site (rock shearing,
sharp changes in-strata dip, and flexures) are characteristic of faulted rocks. The available data
indicates the site bedrock is not faulted. .

.333.2 Liquefaction Potential

Three extensive exploration. and laboratory testing programs. (data sets) have been
completed at the site, withthe total number of approximately 960 exploratory borings. These
borings and accompanying laboratory test iresults were used at the site to analyze the response of
soil to ground shaking caused by earthquakes. :

. The laboratory classification tests, .shear strength tests,' and consolidation test data were
used to define the general engineering characteristics of the soil. Analysis of the data indicates
that there is a low potential for soil liquefaction at the site, even in the unlikely event of the

-occurrence of an earthquake of magnitude 5.25 with a maximum PGA of 0.15 gravity.
Consequently, settlement in the site area due to liquefaction is unlikely.

. .
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Figure 3.3.1-1 Location of Ancient Newark River
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3.4 Water Resources

This section discusses surface water and groundwater resources present in the vicinity of
the ACP.

3.4.1 Groundwater

* The groundwater system at the site includes two water-bearing units (the bedrock Berea:
Sandstone and the unconsolidated, Gallia) and two aquitards (the Sunbury Shale and the;
unconsolidated Minford). The basal'portion of the Minford is generally grouped with the Gallia -
to form the uppermost and primary aquifer at the facility. The hydraulic properties of these units
and groundwater flow at the site have been well defined (USEC 2004b).

Groundwater recharge and discharge areas include both natural and manmade recharge.
and discharge areas. Natural recharge to the groundiwater flow system 'at the site. comes from. '

precipitation. Land use and the presence of thick upper Mijiford Clay and the Sunbury Shale:...
effectively reduce recharge to underlying.units. Recharge to. the Minford and Gallia is reduced
.because a large percentage of the land is paved. or covered by buildings. ' However, recharge to
-the Berea Sandstone from. the overlying Gallia is increased as a result.of the absence of the"'
Sunbury Shale beneath the site (USEC 2004b)..

For the purposes of DOE environmental restoration activities previously performed at the
DOE reservation, the site.was divided'into four. quadrants based on groundwater flow' patterns.:
Each quadrant roughly corresponds to a distinct groundwater flow cell within the primary water-
bearing unit beneath the site (DOE 2004a) (Figure 3.4.1-1 [located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report]).

* Quadrant I - . includes the southern portion of the DOE reservation and contains
X-749 and X-120 area

Quadrant II- includes the eastern portion of the DOE reservation and contains
X-701B Holding Pond

Quadrant m- includes the western portion of the DOE reservation and contains X-616
and X-740 area

Quadrant IV- includes the northern portion of. the DOE reservation and contains
X-611A and X-735 area

* . . Groundwater at the site discharges primarily to surface streams. Groundwater in the
eastern and northern portions of the facility discharges to the East and North Drainage Ditches
and: to the Little Beaver Creek. 'In the southern portion of the ACP, groundwater discharges to
the Big Run Creek and to the unnamed Southwest drainage ditch. Along the western boundary
of the site, the West Drainage Ditch serves as a local discharge area for the geologic units (USEC
2004b).
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Groundwater recharge and discharge areas'at the sit' are also affected by manmade.
J features including the storm sewer system, the sanitary sewer system, the RCW system, water

lines, and building sumps.

Groundwater is used as a domestic, municipal, and industrial water supply in the vicinity
of the DOE reservation. ' Most municipal: and industrial' water supplies in Pike County are
developed from the Scioto River Valley. burie aquifer. Domestic water supplies are obtained
from either'unconsolidated deposits in pre6lacial valleys, major tributaries to the Scioto 'River
Valley, or 'from' fractured 'bedrock' enc6untered during drilling. Groundwater in the Berea.
sandstone and' Gallia sand formations that underlie the DOE reservation is not used as a
domestic, municipal, or industrial water supply (USEC 2004b).

-The DOE reservati6n obtains' its water from water supply well 'fields, which are next to
the Scioto River south of Piketon." The' w'ells' tap the Scioto River Valley buried aquifer. 'IThe:
maximum potential water production for the DOE. reservation water system- is 49,000 cubic
meters (in) )daily (13 'million gallons per day"[MGD]) for the entire site, including USEC'
activities. Current water. usage is less than'19,000 rn3 daily (5 MGD) '(USEC 2004b).

In 2002, a combined annual total of approximately '107,500 m3/yr (28.4 million gallons"'
per.:year [gal/yr]) of contaminated groundwater was treated through DOE Groundwater
Treatment Facilities.. Approximately 545 liters (L) (144 gallons.' [Gal]) of trichloroethylene'
'(TCE) were removed from the groundwater.'All processed water was discharged through'
NPDES outfalls before exiting the site (DOE 2003a). '

. Five NPDES 'outfalls discharge groundwater that is recovered and treated for volatile
organic compounds (VOC). These outfalls'-discharged 'the following maximum concentrations:
trichloroethene (1 I micrograms per liter [X/I>]), 'and 1,21trans-dichloroethene (<1- ttg/L) in 2002.:
The maximnumi triebloroethene concentration' occurred twice' at' the X-623 'Groundwa er
Treatment Facility. The maximum allowable'concentration at this outfall is 10 tig/L.' Other than'
this, all groundwater discharges were within NPDES discharge limitations (DOE 2003a).

.Elevengroundwater-monitoring areas exist at the DOE reservation. Three of these areas
are :within close proximity to the buildings p'roposed to house 'the ACP facilities:. the X-749/X-;
*120/Peter Kiewit Ltndfill MonitoringAiea '(located just to the south'of the ACP in Quadrant 1)
the .Quadrant I Groundwater Investigative AreaIX-749A Classified Materials Disposal Facility
(located just to'the east of the ACP), and the former X-616 Chromium' Sludge Surface
Impoundments Area in Quadrant' mI (located just to the north of the ACP) '(DOE 2003a, DOE
2004a).' '

' .Groundwater contamination piumes are. associated'with the X-749/X-120/Peter Kiewit
'Landfill Monitoring Ai'ea and the Quadrant I Groundwater Investigative AreaIX-749A Classified'
Materials' 'Disposal Facility. The 'most'1e'xtensive :and' most cfoncentrated' constituent' is:
trikhloroethene.' Otheri contaminants' asso'ciated with these twobplumes include xylene, vinyl
chloride, cobalt, and radionuclides'(uraniuii,9 9Tc, and 241An) Remediation activities are being
perfqrmed through'the RCRA CAP (DOE 2003a; DOE 2004a).'' '

Chromium' was a contaminant at the former X-616 Chromium Sludge Surface
Impoundments in'Quadrant 1.' These impoundments have undergone remediation and are

~' currently monitored with 16 monitoring wells. Chromium has exceeded the preliminary
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remediation goal in one well. Low levels of volatile organic compounds have also, been
detected. This area is being addressed through the RCRA CAP (DOE 2003a, DOE 2004a).

3.4.2 Surface Water

The Piketon DOE reservation occupies an upland area bordered on the east and west by
ridges of low-lying hills that have been deeply eroded by present and past drainage features. The
site elevation is 200'm (670 ft) amsl, which is about 40 m (113 ft) above the normal stage of the
Scioto River. A network of tributaries of the Scioto River drains both groundwater and surface
water at the site. Figure.3.1-1 shows the surface water features in the vicinity of the: DOE
reservation.

The Scioto River, approximately 3.2 km. (2 mi) west of the DOE' reservation, is a
tributary. of the Ohio River. .The two rivers converge'approximately.40 km (25 mi) south of the
DOE reservation. Lake White is the only other body'of water nearby, located approximately 10
km .(6' iY north.of the site. Pike Water, Inc. draws water from wells. for a rural public water
supply. The.Village of Piketon also utilizes wells along the Scioto River for public water supply
(OEPA 2004). There are no known public or private water supply draws from the Scioto' River
(USEC-02).

The site is "drained, by several small tributaries of the Scioto River, which flow south to
the Ohio River. Sources of surface-water drainage include storm-water runoff, groundwater
discharge, and effluent from plant processes.

The. largest stream 'on the site is Little Beaver Creek, which drains the northern and
northwestern portions of the site before discharging into Big Beaver Creek. Little Beaver. Creek
is, a small, high-gradient,. unmodified stream that receives the majority 'of its flow from East,
North, and Northeast Holding Ponds discharges and Ditches (USEC 2004b) (see Figures'3.1-1
and'3.4.2-1 [located in Appendix D. of this Environmental Report]).

Big Run Creek, located in the southeastern portion of the site, receives outfall effluent'
from the South Holding Pond at the headwaters of 'the stream.. Big Run Creek continues
southwest from the' DOE1 property line until it discharges into the. Scioto River, approximately
6.4 km (4'mi). from 'the site. The substrates are predominated by gravel and cobble, and thee
channel has remained unmodified.

J- adiio. t-. 'ad et

In addition, two ditches drain the western and southwestern portions of the site. 'Their'
flow. is usually low to intermittent. These two' drainage ditches continue west'and, ultimately..
discharge into the Scioto River. Storm water discharges from the proposed ACP will exit via the'-
unnamed southwest diainage ditch. or limited resource water, a designation that indicates a.-.

: lower-quality habitat. The fauna in limited resource water has been substantially degraded, and
recovery is realistically precluded due to natural background conditions or'irretrievable human-'
induced ;conditions. The Ohio Administrative Code (OAC). has' determined the unnamed .

- southwest drainage ditch' to be a' "small drainage way maintenance?" (i.e., a' highly modified'
surface-water drainage way 'that does not possess the stream: morphology and: habitat
characteristics necessary to support any other aquatic life habitat use). The unnamed southwest'
drainage ditch is considered suitable for irrigation and livestock watering without treatment,
commercial and industrial uses with or' without treatment,.and partial body contact recreational
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activities (such as wading) with minimal threat to public health as a result of water quality
K> (USEC 2004b).

The West Ditch' is located on the southwest side of the DOE reservation and receives a
minimal amount of storm-water runoff from the proposed site for the ACP. The unnamed
southwest drainage' ditch and the West Ditch -eventually drain into 'the Scioto, River, (Figure'
3.4.2-2 [located in Appendix D of this Environmental Report]) a warm-water habitat capable of
-supporting" and maintaining a. balanced; integrated, adaptive community of.. warm-water
organisms. The water is considered suitable for irrigation and livestock watering without.
treatment,commercial and industrial uses with or without treatment, and recreational activities
(such as swimming, canoeing, and scuba diving) with minimal 'threat to public health as a result'
of water quality. These two drainage ditches continue west and, ultimately, discharge into the
Scioto River, which is 'approximately 3.2 km (2 mi) west of the DOE reservation. There are no
known public or private water supply drawls from the drainage ditches except'for agriculture. .

At' the Ifigby. gauging station,' wihich is" pproximately 13 miles' north of the DOE
.reservation, the minimum river flow measured from 1930 to 2001'was 244 cubic feet per second
* (cfs) on October 23, 1930 '(USEC-02)."-The consecutive seven-dayminimum discharge record of
* 255 cfs occurred during October 19-25, 1930'(USEC-02) The consecutive seven-day minimum
.discharge record-of 255 cfs occurred during October'19-25, 1930 (USEC-02) The volumetric
riverfflow is much greater than the DOE reservation's water use.

'. -DOE has eight discharge points, or outfalls, through which water is discharged from the.
K> site. 'Three DOE outfalls discharge directly to surface water (i.e., unnamed streams that flow to

the Scioto River and' Little Beaver Creek); three outfalls discharge to the GDP X-6619 STP
before leaving the site through the United States Enrichment Corporation. Outfall 003' to the
Scioto River; and two outfalls discharge to holding ponds. The United States Enrichment
Corporation is responsible for 1l NPDES outfalls at the DOE reservation. Eight NPDES outfalls
discharge directly to surface 'water. (i.e., West Drainage Ditch to 'Scioto River, Little' Beaver
Creek, Big Run Creek, and the Scioto River); two outfalls discharge to the GDP X-6619 STP
(Outfall '003); and;one outfall'discharges' to the X-230K South Holding Pond (Outfall 002)
(USEC 2004b) (see Figures 3.42-3 through 3'.4.2-9):' -

The 'domestic wastewater, generated by the6offices and change houses, is treated 'locally'
at'the'.GDP X-6619 STh, which' is'currently..operating within' its NPDES perxriit. As per the'
.United ' States Enrichment Corporation'.NPDES permit, the design 'capacity"'of: the STP .is.

.2,275,032 liters perpday (Lid) (601,000 gallons per day [GPD]) (USEC 2004b). As per NPDES
monitoring over the previous year, it is 'ciurently operating at 27 percent of that' capacity. The
following maximum contaminant concentrations were measured in the STP discharge in 2002:
alpha activity (46 pCi/g), beta activity (335 pCi/g), 99Tc (288 pCi/g), and uranium (18.2 gfgj|).
DOE and United States Enrichment Corporation NPDES outfalls remained in compliance with
contaminant concentrition discharge limits in 2002 (DOE 2003a, USEC 2004d).'

In 2002, the 'following levels of uranium and uranium isotopes were detected in surface"
water at the DOE' :iider storage-yards: uranium 'at 10 'Ig/Lf, U at 2.0 pCiIL, 2U at 0.16

K> pCi/L, and 238U at 3.5 pCi/L. The following were 'not detected in any of the samples collected in '
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2002: 236U, 241Am, 237Np, 23SPu, and 239/ 40Pu. 99Tc was detected in two samples at a maximum
concentration of 14 pCi/L (DOE 2002b).

Similar concentrations of radionuclides were detected at upstream and downstream
locations on the Scioto River and Big Beaver Creek.- Beta. activity, 9Tc, and uranium were
detected more frequently and at higher concentrations at the downstream sampling locations on
Little Beaver Creek than at the upstream sampling location., Uranium was detected more.
frequently at one of the downstream sampling locations on Big Run Creek than at the upstream
sampling location. Detections of uranium at the downstream sampling locations, while different
from concentrations detected upstream, are similar to detections of naturally occurring uranium
at the upstream Scioto River sampling location and maybe attributable to natural variation (DOE
2003a).

Samples collected at the surface-water monitorling oints in 2002 'were analyzed'for total
.:.uramniu, isotopic uranium ( 23 4  U, 236U, and 8U), 99Tc and selected transuranic

radionuclides ( 4 Am 27Np,.2 Pu and .39;40Pu). 2'Amwas detected in only one sample, from
Big Beaver Creek, at a concentration' of 0.184 pCi/L. 99Tc was detected in two samples from
different locations in Little Beaver Creek at a maximum concentration of 22 pCi/L, which is*
below the DOEderived 'concentration guide of 100,000 pCi/L- for 99Tc in ingested water.

was detected at a maximum concentration of 2.4 pCi/L. 235U 'was detected at a maximum.
concentration of 0.095 pCi/L. 823U was: detected -ata maximum concentration of 0.51 .pCi/L.,
Each of these detections is well below the DOE-derived concentration guide for the respective'
uranium isotope in drinking. water (500 pCi/L for 333 4U and 600 pCi/L for 235U and 2U)
Neither 23U nor any of the other tansurnics (27Np, 2 8Pu; 239 40Pu) were detected in any 2002
surface water samples (DOE 2003a).

3.4.3 Floodplains

:::Floodplains consist of mostly level land along rivers and streams that niay be submerged
by.. floodwaters. .The.. Flood Insurance:. Rate Map provided by the Federal Emergency
-Management Agency. indicates. that the .100-year. floodplain 'extends on both sides of Little
Beaver. Creek upstream from the confluence with Big Beaver Creek to the rail spur.located near
the X-230J9 North Environmental'Sampling'Station.. The 100-yr floodplain ranges on either side
of Little Beaver Creek from 15 to 61 m (50 to 200 ft) roughly following the 175 m (575 ft)anisl
topographic contour. and is confined to.the-bed contour of Little Beaver Creek. Flooding is not a
problem for the majority of the' site; .The highest recorded, flood level of the Scioto River in the.
vicinity of the site was 174m (570'ft) amsl (January 1913), which is approximately 30 m (100 ft)
below. the level of most site facilities.. No portion of the floodplain for Big Beaver Creek is

' located-within the DOEreservation boundary (see Figures 3.4.3-1 [located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report] and 3.4.3-2).. .

*'The average annual discharge at the Higby station for the period of record (1930-2001) is
4,721 cfs, while the maximum discharge of iecord is'177,000 cfs'observed on January 23, 1937..
The stage of the 1937 flood was 593.7. ft amsl. The historical flood stage of the' Scioto River
next to the site was estimated to be 556.7 ft amsl by using the estimate that the Scioto River
drops approximately 37 *ft between the Higby gauging station (river mile [RM] 55.5) and the
mouth of Big Beaver Creek (RM 27.5). Elevations for floods (with three recurrence intervals) at
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the confluence of the Scioto River and Big Beaver Creek (RMi 27.5), estimated by the U. S.
V Army Corps of Engineers, are compared with the site nominal grade elevation in Table 3.4.3-1.

Since the site has a nominal elevation of about 670 ft amsl and about 113 ft above the
historical flood level for the Scioto River in the area, the site has not been affected by flooding of
the Scioto River (see Figure 3.4.3-1 [located in Appendix D of this Environmental Report]).

Table 3.4.3-1 Comparison of Flood Elevations of the Scioto River near the DOE
Reservation With the Nominal Grade Elevation

50 yearflooda 170.1 558.0

100-year flood a 170.8. 560.3

500-yar flooda 172.4 565.7

Historical written record b 169.7 556.7

Probable Maximum flood C 174.0 ;571.0:

Nominal grade 204.2 670.0

Estimates by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Reference 5).
Estimated from records at Higby, 181.0 m (593.7 ii) (Reference 5), assuming the flood level at the mouth of Big

Beaver Creek is 11.3 m (37 ft) lower.
' Probable Maximum Flood calculated flow is greater than that of the estimated 10,000-year flood discharge (USEC-
02).

3.4A Wetlands

Wetlands are areas that are inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater at a
frequency and duration sufficient to, and that under normal circumstances do support, a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for.life in saturated soil condition. Wetlands
g generally include swamps, marshes, bogs; and nimilar areas. The area of the Proposed Action is

* . either inside existing concrete floor buildings, paved, or previously disturbed industrial property,
consequently there are no environmentally sensitive areas within the immediate project area.

The DOE reservation contains 41 jurisdictional and four non-jurisdictional wetlands
totaling 14 ha (34 acres) (DOE 2003a). The majority of the wetlands are associated with wet
fields, areas of previous disturbance, drainage ditches, or wet areas along roads and railway
tracks.
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This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report

;

Figure 3.4.1-1 U.S. Department of Energy Environmental Restoration Quadrants
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* This figure is withheld pursuant to jO CER 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this

This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
> Envirornmental Report
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This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report ;

Figure 3.4.2-2 U.S. Department of Energy Reservation Drainage Map
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Figure 3A.2-5 Contour Map of X-230J5
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Figure 3.4.2-6 Contour Map of X-230L
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This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR. 2'.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report

I

Figure 3.4.3-1 Elevations of Roadways
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Figure 3.4.3-2 Topographic Map of the U.S. Department of Energy Reservation
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3.5 Ecological Resources

This section describes the ecological resources, including terrestrial resources, wetlands,
environmentally sensitive areas, and rare, threatened, and endangered, species within the DOE,'
reservation. The area selected for the ACP includes existing facilities formerly used for GCEP,
and located in a fully developed industrial area. As such, the grounds are maintained as lawns
and support various species of grasses and herbaceous divots.

3.5.1 Terrestrial Resources

Vegetation'

Much of the DOE reservation and the, areain: the vicinity of 'the site has experienced
extensive disturbance. -There is. very:. little in terms of vegetative communities within the
Perimeter Roadobn the' site. The area of theProposed Action is either .inside 'xisting concrete
floor' buildings; paved, or previously., disturbed' industrial' property. The 'vegetation of
surrounding Pike County consists primarily of hardwood forests. Field crops constitute the other
major category of vegetative cover in the surrounding area.

'::The10 terrestrial habitat types identified at the site are as follows (DOE 1997).:

.. * .Old field 'areas .- Early successional stage of disturbed areas donated by Wl weeds,
* * * - shade-intolerant trees, and shrubs. . " ', " '

Scrub thicket - Later successional stage covering old-field areas dominated by'dense
thickets of small trees.

- Managed grassland'- Open areas actively maintained and dominated by grasses.

- .Uplandmixed hardwood forests Mesic to dry upland areas, dominated by bacick
walnut, black locust, honey locust, black cherry, and persimmon":. ... :.

- Pine forest - 'Advanced successional. stage following scrub'thicket. The 'over story is

dominated by Virginia pine.

* Pine plantation - Nearly pure stands of Virginia pine.

'Oak-hickory forest - Well-drained upland soils. White oak and shagbark hickory are
the most dominant of the oaks and hickories.

* Riparian forest - Periodically flooded, low areas associated with streams. Dominated
by cottonwood, sycamore, willows, silver maple, and black walnut.
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* Beech-maple forest - Undisturbed areas dominated by American beech and sugar
K' ' maple. '

* Maple forest - Dominated by sugar maple and other shade-tolerant species.

The habitat types covering the largest 'area on the DOE reservation are managed
grassland, oak hickory forest, 'and upland mixed hardwood forest.

3.5.2 Wildlife

The area of the Proposed Action is either inside existing concrete floor buildings, paved,
or previously disturbed industrial property, consequently there is no animal habitat within'the'
immediate project area. There are 49 mammals that have ranges which include the. DOE.
reservation. The most abundant mammals" include the' white-foo-ted mouse (Peromyscus
leucopus), short-tailed shrew. (Blarina brevicauda), and opossum (Didelphis virginiania) (DOE
'1996c, DOE 2001b). . .

There has been 114 bird species, including' yearound residents, winter residents, and
migratory.species, observed .onthe site'.(DOE 1996c, DOE 2001b). The species include red-
tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), water birds' such as the mallard (Anas platrynchos) and wood
duck (Aix sponsa), game birds such as wild tuikey (Meleagris gallopavo), non-game birds such
as nuthatches (Sitta sp.), and wrens (Trog'lodyies sp.). .-

'There has beeni'l -species of reptiles "and six species of amphibians observed on the site.
*The most common reptiles include the eastern box turtle (Terrapene Carolina), black rat snake.
(Elaphe obsolete),-: and northern black 'racer' (Coluber constrictor constrictor). - The most'
common species of amphibians are the' American .toad (Bufo americanus) and northern dusky
salamander (Desmognathusfuscus) (DOE 1996c, DOE 2001b).

Common insects include. cicades, aphids, bees, wasps, ants,, flies, beetles, and
grasshoppers (DOE 1996c,-DOE 2001b). ;, .i '

3.5.3 Environmentally Sensitive Areas'

The area of theAProposed Action is'6ither inside existing concrete floor building., paved,.
' .or previously disturbed industrial 'areas, consequently there_ are no' environientally :sensitive'

areas within'the immediate, project a'ea. -However, there are 'several environmentally sensitive
areas within the DOE reservation. -Theseincludeareas where Ohio endange'red orithreatened
* species have 'been' observed, :and wetland ;areas and the floodplain of the' Little Beaver Creek.
There are no.exceptional water streams -within'the plant.. Discussions of these areas were
presented in previous NEPA documents (DOE 2001;I 2001c, 2002b).

Northwest Tributary. This area is a stream corridor considered a sensitive area because
it represents the best habitat for Indiana bats (Myotis sodalis) at the DOE reservation.

.. . .:- * , .. -.- . .;

3
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X-611A Former Lime Sludge Lagoons. The area near the sludge lagoons is sensitive
because of the' presence of Virginia meadow-beauty (Rhexia virginica) adjacent to the base of the
dike. Wetlands also are present in this area.

X-611B Sludge Lagoon.' The area near the sludge lagoon should be considered a
sensitive area due to the possible presence of Carolina yellow-eyed grass (Xyris difformis), which
was observed at the site in 1994'(DOE 1996b). Confirmation of this species is necessary,
however, as the original identification occurred while the plant was not flowering.

There are no state or national parks, conservation areas; wild and scenic rivers, or other
areas of recreational, ecological, scenic, or aesthetic importance within the immediate vicinity of
the DOE reservation (DOE 2001b).

3.5.4 Rare, Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential occurrence of Federal'and State rare, threatened, and endangered species in
the project vicinity was determined by consulting with the Ohio Department of Natural'
Resources. (ODNR), Division- of,.Natural Areas and Preserves, and previously prepared
environmental assessments. 'A comprehensive evaluation of the site for the presence of Federal
and State-listed rare, threatened, and endangered species was conducted in. 1996 (DOE 1997)..
USEC consulted with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) in order to comply with
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, in preparation of the Lead Cascade ER (USEC 2004b)..
In their'letter dated August 30, 2002, the USFWS indicated that the Indiana bat (Myotis sodalls)
is the only Federally listed. endangered animal species whose home range includes the.DOE
reservation. USEC also consulted the ODNR. The ODNR's letter, dated December 1, 2003,
indicated that there are no records of rare or endangered species in the project area, including a
*one-mile'radius'at the' DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio (USEC 2003a). . The timber rattlesnake
:(Crotalus horridus) has be'en identified as present by the USFWS 20-25 mi from the DOE
reservation (USEC 2003a) and should not be affected by the Proposed Action.

Surveys were conducted for the presence of the Indiana bat.in 1994 and 1996. As part of
the 1996' survey, potential summer habitat for the Indiana bat was identified in the Northwest
Tributary stream corridor, the Little Beaver Creek stream corridor, and along a logging road-in a
wooded area to the east of the X-100 building (see.Figure 3.5A-4 [located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report]). Mist netting was conducted in those areas in June and again in August.
Although.14 bats representing four common species were captured during the August survey, no
Indiana bats were collected. The. survey also indicated that most of the site has poor summer

:* .. hhbitat for Indiana bats' The few'woodlands that occur on the property are small, isoated,` and
not. of sufficient maturity to provide good. habitat. .The exception is an area of deciduous sugar,.
maple forest along the Northwest Tributary stream corridor, 'where sevral of .the bats were
collected (DOE 1997). The Northwest Tributary begins'just southwest of the Don Marquis'.
substation and flows approximately 3,200 ft before leaving the DOE property prior to its
confluence with Little Beaver Creek. Historically, isolated sightings and observations of
threatened, endangered,. or special interest species have occurred at the plant. An Ohio.
endangered raptor, the sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus), has been observed at the site in
the past. One Ohio endangered plant species, Carolina yellow-eyed grass (Xyris diffonnis), and a
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potentially threatened species, Virginia meadow beauty (Rhexia virginica), have been found at
~2 the site (DOE 1996c). The rough green snake (Opheodrys aestivus), listed as an Ohio special

interest species,'has been observed at the site (DOE 1996c).

The'OEPA determined that two State endangered fish species and four State threatened
* fish species near the site are restricted to the Scioto River. In support of this determination, the

' Biological and Water Quality Study of Little Beaver Creek and Big Beaver Creek-1997, an
* OEPA study, indicated that Little Beaver Creek and Big Beaver Creek do not provide sufficient
habitat to support threatened or endangered species. . Little Beaver -Creek runs through the
eastern end of the site and is a tributary to Big Beaver Creek, which flows into the Scioto River
(OEPA 1998).

3.5.5. Background Radiological and Chemical Characteristics (Environmental Media)

This section describes the naturally.occurring sources of radiation and the levels' of.
exposure that may be found at the Piketon DOE reservation.

3.5.5.1 Average Population Dose

Humans are exposed to ionizing radiation from-many sources in the environment.
Radioactivity from elements in'the environment is present in soil, rocks, and in living organisms.

* A major proportion of natural background radiation comes from naturally occurring airborne
* sources, such as radon. These natural radiatiojn sources contribute approximately 300 .mrem/yr:

.total to the dose that everyone receives annually.

Manmade sources also contribute to the average amount of dose a member of-the U.S.'
population receives. These sources include x-rays for medical purposes (39 mrem/yr), nuciear"
medicine (14 mrem/yr), and consumer products (5 to 13 nireni/yr)'(e.g., smoke'detectors). A.
person living in the United States receives a'current average dose of about 360 mrem/yr'(NRC'
2002).

.3.5.5.2 Site-Specific Background Chemical and Radiological Characteristics

Air Concentrations

Table 3.5.2-1 summarizes the 2002 background air concentrations based on an'air-
sampling station specifically located'to collect background data. This air-sampling location is
located approximately 20.9 km (13 mi) southwest of the DOE reservation.
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Table 3.5.2-1 Background Air Concentrations~. . I . . . .. .. ...

12 (12) 0 3.3 x 1I0 5

Fluoride 52(7) 2.4 x 10-02 1.1 x 10-&" 5.1 x 1002

27Np 12 (12) 0 1.3.x5 1

sPu 12 (12) 0 1.4 x 1075

U_______ 12 (12) 0 3.8 x 10e
99Tc 12 (12) 0 -4.1 x 10 3 -

Uranium 12(0). 4.0x IO 8.2x1004 6.3x10'4
234U 12(0) 1.2 x 1 1.2 x10 3.1 x 10°4

.__ _ 12 (8) *9.5 x 1049  6.6 x 10-5
_

_ _ _ _ 12 (10) 0 1.2 x 10-5 . _

238u 12 (0) 1.3 x 1004 .2.8x 104 2.1x104

All parameters are measured in pCi/m3 with the exception of uranium and fluoride, which are measured in pglm3. |
b Radiological samples are analyzed monthly, samples for fluoride are analyzed weekly.. Number in parentheses is
the number of samples that were below the detection limit. -

C For'radionuclides, averages are not calculated for locations that had greater than 15 percent of the results below the
detection limit. If the analytical result for a sample was below, the detection limit, the ambient air concentration was-
calculated based on the detection limit for' the' sample. Averages' were calculated for fluoride at all sampling
locations.
Source: DOE 2003a.
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Sediment Concentrations

Table 3.5.2-2 summarizes the 2002 baktround sediment concentrations.
points are approximately 16 km (10 mi) from the' DOE reservation.

Sampling

Table 3.5.2-2 Background Concentrations of Radionuclides'
and Chemicals in Sediment'

Alpha Activity pCi/g' 8.1 3.9 7.3 - 9.8

Am pCi/g 0.0288U 0.0639U 0.0567U1 0.0363U

Beta Activity pCi/g 7.8. 6.8U 6.6U i 7.1

Cadmium mg/kg 1.03B 0.489B 3.41U 3.47U

Chromium mg/kg 6.51. ' 6.10 24.6 13.1

Lead mg/kg 17.4B . 883U '29.7B ' 14.5B

Np pCi/g -0.0467U 0.0204U 0.0309U 0.00652U

Nickel mg/kg 19.0 , 5.1B .- 14.8 27.8

PCB, Total pg/g 5U ; 5U 5U 5U

238Pu pCi/g 0.0332U, ,0.0254U 0.0376U 0.0367U

23sn4GPU pCi/g OU 0.00847U 0.0188U -0.00646U

99TC.

9Tc. pCg ,0.0496U ',.0160U 0.0568U 0.144

Uranium . Pg/g 1.83, ' 2.10 2.64 4.31

pCi/g 0.0557 - ,.*. 0.569 2.60 1.46

235U pCi/g 0.0377U 0.0930 0.040'0U 0.0485U

pCi/g 0.0126UI '0.000009U -0.00717U 0.0580U

2 pCi/g . 0.608 .0.698 . 0.881 1.44 '

A

' Abbreviations and data qualifiers are as follows: B - result is less than the practical quantification limit but greater
than or equal to the instrument detection limit; U - udetected. :, -

b Maximum value taken from biannual measurements. : .
Source: DOE 2003a, USEC 2004d.
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Soil Concentrations

Soil-sampling locations approximately 16 km (10 mi) from the DOE reservation are used
to determine background concentrations in soils. Table 3.5.2-3 summarizes the 2002 soil
monitoring results.

Table 3.5.2-3. Background Soil Concentration for Selected Radioactive Elements

- .oca .in.... (Aphaaig (pj) id

,::A p'hdW.-,t~f Be 99~ ,`

RS-ION 7.0 .4U 0.2U 1.7
RS-1OS 7.6 7.OU 0.2U 2.0

RS-1OE 6.2 6.7U 0.2U 1.7

RS-1OW 7.0 9.4 0.2U 3.8

' U - undetected.
b Maximum value taken from biannual measurements.
Source: USEC 2003e

Vegetation

The United States Enrichment Corporation monitors background concentrations of
fluoride, 99Tc, and uranium in plants located approximately 16 km (1o mi) away from the DOE
reservation. Table 3.5.2-4 presents the background data obtained in 2002 for vegetation.

Table 3.5.24 Vegetation Monitoring Program Background Levels

RV-1ON 6.2 0.2U 0.06

RV-1OS 6.8 0.2U 0.04U

RV-1OE 1.3 0.2U 0.04U

RV-1OW 2.2 0.2U.. 0.04U

' U- undetected.
b Maximum value taken from biannual measurements.
Source: USEC 2004d.
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Surface Water Concentrations,

Background concentrations of radionuclides are provided for streams' that 'are not
considered'impacted by DOE reservation.operations.' Streams used for background data are
located approximately 16 km (10 ml) away from the site. Chemicals that are routinely monitored
in surface water include total phosphate,' fluoride, anid 29 metals. Table 3.5.2-5 summarizes the'
background data collected in 2002 for suiface water.'

Table 3.5.2-5 Surface-Water.Monitoring Background Results'

-. .~ . ..V. .....

am i1u

RW-ION:..-. : - 'Aloha Activity 12 (12). '.,Xi& 4U _
241Am .2 (2) : Cil 0.0758U 0.0902U

Beta Activity 12 (9).. :pCi/L 8U1 14

_ _Np_ 2(2) pCi/L -0.0845U O01

Ipu 2 (2) pCi/L 0.00170U - 0.158U

239/240pU 2 (2) pCi/L OU .0.000568U

9Tc 12 (ll) 'CpCi/L 8U 114

Uranium 12(10) , 0.2U 1.9

______U 2 (2) '. pCi/L -O.0654U 0.275U

__ _ *2 (2) . OpCiL u 0.000002U

_ _ _ _ 2 (2) : pCi/L OU 0.01455U

.... . . . . ..

. .

. .

238u11 '2 (1) i pCi/L 0.0653U 0.201

RW-1OS -

I
....

. I ..

I() ~ ~ / .0
.Alpha Activity 12 (12) ' pCi/L .2 -u 6U

.1

_____ .2 (2). pCi/L 0.0241U 0.0692U

Beta Activity 12(10) Ci 711 14

_ Np__ 2(2) pCi/L . . -0.162U -0.0822U

_____ 2 (2) piL 0.00117U *0.0615U
23 214>pU - .2 (2) - pCi/L; 0.0205U .0.0245U

9l 212 (12)-:- -pCitL- 8U. 12U "
_ _ _ _ _ _ 12 (1 0 ) * _ _ _ _ _Uranium ,;. . 01U . 1.6

_______ 2 (2). pCiL -0.435U 0.168U

_ _ _U 2 (2) pCi/L OU 0.0208U-

231 2.(2) :. pCi/L ;0.0219U 0.0187U
238u 2 (2) 1)Ci/L -0.0986U !-0.0182U

RW-1OE Alpha Activity J12 (12). .pCi/L I 4U1. J 6U
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Table 3.5.2-5 Surface-Water Monitoring Background Results : -

H� 5
xi IMMI 11"M

9 4 1 iM I., I [ � 11 , n o
24 1

Am 2(2) pCi/L 0.0391U 0.0788U

Beta Activity 12 (11) pCi/L 7U 13

27Np 2 (2) PlML OU 0.0129U

238Pu 2 (2) pCi/L OU 0.0271U

. 2(2) pCilL -0.0462U 0.0696U

9Tc 12 (12) pCi/L 8U 12U

Uranium 12 (10) ul O.IU 1.0

?3312MU 2 (2) pCi/L 0.136u- 0.149U

235U 2 (2) pCi/L -0.0153U 0.0240U

2 2(2) pCi/L -0.0275U OU
*

2 38
u . 2 (1) vCi/L 0.0372U 0.161

*1. 4 4. - -4 J 1.

RW-1OW Alpha Activity 12 (11) pCi/L 4U 6

241AM 2 (2) pCi/L 0.0689U 0.0835U

Beta Activity 12 (10) pCi/L 7U 13

237Np 2 (2) pCi/L ..0.0701U -0.0311U
238pu .2 (2) pCIL 0.000621U 0.0310U

239___ _U_ 2 (2) pCi/L -0.0245U 0.124U

99Tc 12 (12) pCi/L 8U 12U

Uranium 12 (11) kg/L O.1U 1.7

2 (2) pCi/L -0.146U 0.104U

_____ - 2 (2) pCi/L -0.0213U 0.0000007U

23* 2 (2) pCi/L -0.0607U 0.0383U
2 3

Iu* 2 (2) pCi/L 0.000003U 0.0704U
I- - - I - 1

' Based on 2001 monitoring data. The derived concentration guide (DCG) for each radionuclide is as follows:
2'Am, 30 pCi/L; 2 7Np, 30 pCi/L; 2nPU 40 pCi/L 239 4'Pu, 30 pCi/L; 99Tc, 100,000 pCi/L;.2'3U, 500 pCiI1
2U,600 pCilL; 62MU; 500 pCi/L;,2i3U, 600 pCi/IL All results are well below these DOE standards. DCGs are not
available for the other radiological jarameters (alpha activity, beta activity, and total uranium).
b The number in parentheses is the number of samples that were below the detection limit
U - undetected

Source: DOE 2003a, USEC 2004d.

I
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External Gamma Radiation Monitoring

Table 9.2-8 of the License Application summarizes external gamma radiation levels from
1998-2002.

Ground-Water Concentrations

Groundwater monitoring at DOE PORTS is required by a combination of state and
-federal regulations, legal agreements with Ohio EPA and U.S. EPA, and DOE Orders. More than
400 monitoring well are used to track the flow of groundwater and to identify and measure
groundwater contaminants. Groundwater programs also include on-site surface water monitoring
and water supply monitoring (DOE 2005a).

.... ~-., : . . r' '

. 1 .7. . ,.. . . - , _'
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This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report

Figure 3.5.4-1 Suitable Indiana Bat Habitats on the U.S. Department of Energy
Reservation
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3.6 Meteorology, Climatology, and Air Quality

3.6.1 Meteorology

A 60-m (197 ft) tower is in use by the United States Enrichment Corporation. It is
equipped with instrument packages at the 10-, 30-, and 60-m (33-, 98-, and 197-ft) levels. In
addition, ground-level instrumentation measures solar radiation, barometric pressure,:
precipitation, and soil temperatures at 1- and 2-ft depths.

Hourly temperatures at the 10- and 30-m (33- and 98-ft) levels above the ground were
recorded at the site meteorological tower from 1995 to '2002. At 33-ft, 69,734 of the possible
70,080 data points are available. At the 33-fl level the average annual hourly temperature was
10C (50.60F), the minimum average hourly temperature was 19'C (-1.41E), the maximum
average hourly temperature was 351C (94.1IF). -

Of the 70,080 possible hourly wind speed and wind direction data for 1995 through 2002,
approximately 70,000 data points are available for wind speed and direction. The average wind
speeds were 4.0, 6.2, and 7.5 mph'at 10-, 30-, and 60-rn (33-, 98-, and 197-ft) levels,
respectively. The average wind direction is -from -South 110 West (Ic = 330) and the most
frequent wind direction is from the south.

- Wind roses at 10-, 30-,' and 60-m (33-, 98-, and 197-ft) at the site constructed from the
1998 through 2002 data are compared in Figures 3.6.1-1, 3.6.1-2, and 3.6.1-3, respectively.

. .:I
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Figure 3.6.1-1 Wind Roses at 10-Meters
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Figure 3.6.1-3 Wind Roses at 60-Meters
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3.6.2 Climate

Located west 6f the Appalachian' Mountains, the region around the site has a climate
essentially continental in nature,"characterized by moderate extremes of heat and'cold and
wetness and dryness.' July is the hottest month, with an average monthly temperature of 23 0C
(74.20F),' and January is the coldest monthl with an average temperature of -1 IC (30F). Th'e
highest and lowest daily temperatures from 1951 to 2002 were 39 and -35 '°C (103 and -31 T) on:
July 14,1954, and January 19, 1994, resp ctively,(NOAA 2003a, NOAA 2003b).

Moisture in' the area is predominantly supplied by air moving northward from the Gulf of
'Mexico. Precipitation is abundant from March through August and sparse in October and
February. The average annual precipitation at Waverly, Ohio, for the period from 1951 to 2002
was 102 centimeter (cm) 40 in. The greatest daily rainfall during this period was 12 cm (4.9 in.),
occurring on March 2,-1997. Snowfall occurrence varies from year to year, but is common from
November through March. The average annual snowfall for the area-is about 54 cm (21.1 in.),.
based on 1951-2002 data. During that timee period, the maximum monthly snowfall was 65 cm
(25.4 in.), occurring in January 1978 (NOAA'2003a).'' .

Occasionally, heavy amounts of rain associated with thunderstorms or low-pressure
systems will fall in a short period of time. The Midwestern Climate Center, Climatfe Analysis
Center, the National Weather Service, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
and the Illiniois StateWater Survey Division of the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural
Resour'ces has published values 'of the total precipitation for durations from 30 ninutes' to 24
hours and return periods from '1 to 100 'yeas'(NOAA 2003c). The results for the.geographic
locale including the site are summarized in Table'3.6.2-1. A local drainage analysis for extreme
storms at the site has been performed '(see Table'4.4.3-1).'

Table 3.6.2-1 Precipitation as a Function of Recurrence Interval and Storm'Duration foir
the DOE Reservation

1 . - 0.85 1.08 '1.33 1.47 1.72 '1.99 '* 2.29
-- "' 2 1.'03' -. 1 '1.62' - *1.79 2.09 2.43 2.79 '
5 - 1;27 . 1.61 : 1.98 2.19 2.57 2.98 ' :'3.42 '

*10 ; - ; 1.48 '188 ' -2.33' si 2.57 '3.01 3.49 4.01 -

25 1.8 2.29 2.82 3.12 3.65 4.24 4.87
50 2.09 2.66 3.28 3.62 4.24 4.92 5.66
100 2.4 3.06 3.77 4.16 4.88 5.66 6.5

10,000 3.85 4.91 6.05 6.67 .7.83 9.09 10.44
* NOAAa

V bNOAAc
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Tornadoes do occur in Southern Ohio; however, specific analyses of the frequency of
tornadoes in the region show that they are rare. On the average, from 1950 to 2002, 18 tornadoes
per year were reported in Ohio, but the total varies widely from year to year (e.g.,.63 in 1992 and
0 in 1988). Pike County has experienced three tornados since 1950. When considering the
surrounding counties (Adams, Jackson, Highland, Ross and Scioto), the total number of
tornadoes experienced is 46 since 1950. Fifteeh of those tornadoes were rated F2 or greater on
the Fujita Tornado Scale (NOAA 2003d).: The site had an average of 3 days per year between
1950 and 2002 with severe storns with winds exceeding 58 mph (NOAA 2003d). Because the
DOE reservation is not a coastal location, the effects of hurricanes a-re not considered other than
increased rainfalls as remnants of the storm affected weather patterns in the upper Ohio River
Valley.

Severe, storms can and are likely to produce lightning strikes,' which can interrupt and
cause a partial power failure. However, the buildings are heavily grounded and some'lave
installed lightning protection. The' DOE reservation is in an area that had an average of 36'.
thunderstorms between the years 1989 and 1998. The DOE reservation is at a "moderate" risk
value of loss due. to lightning strikes. Lightning has not been a: problem for these structures,
since initial construction in the mid-1980s.

3.6.3 'Air Quality

Non-radiologikal emissions are regulated under National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) and the standards ad6pted by the State of Ohio. The EPA under National Emission
Standard'regulates radioactive emissions for.Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) regulations
(40 CFR Part 61, Subpart H): This emission standard limits emissions of radionuclides to the,
ambient air from the DOE reservation not to exceed amounts that would cause an'y member of
the public to receive an EDE of 10 mrem/yr.

3.6.3.1 Non-Radiological Air Quality

As directed.by the Clean A irAct (CAA) of 1970 (42 U.S.C. §7401), the EPA has set the.
NAAQS for several criteria pollutants to p'rotecthuman health and welfare (4O:CFRPart.50).
Thesepollutant':include6particulate matter less; than 10 microns in diameter (PMio), sulfur
dioxide (SO2), caron monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide O(N2), lead Pb),and ozone ).

' a g al ., . i,;,,_*,, ,_v-' * , _,,i- ..*.,.

Non-radiologicl air "quality'. na be. characterized by the,. concentration of various
.pollutants-in the atm'osphere"exp'ressed in units of parts per million (ppm) or in micrograms per

. cubic meter (pg/mn3). The standards and limits set by State and Federal regulations are provided
in concentrations averaged over. incremental time limits (e.g., 30 minutes, 1 hour, 3 hours). The
averaging times shown in the, tables of this section correspond to the regulatory averaging times
for the individual pollutants.
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An area is designated by the EPA as being in attainment for a -pollutant if ambient
concentrations of that pollutant are below the NAAQS or in non-attainment if violations of the
.NAAQS occur. In areas where insufficient' data are available to determine attainment status,
designations are listed as unclassified.' Unclassified areas are treated as attainment areas for'
regulatory purposes.

The ',Piketon' region is classified as an 'attainment area for the pollutants listed in-the'
* NAAQS (DOE 2001b). These standaids are shown in Table 3.6.3.1-1. Primary standards
protect against adverse health effects, while secondary standards, protect against welfare effects
such as damage to crops, vegetation, and buildings. The State of Ohio has adopted the NAAQS
and regulations to guide the evaluation of hazardous air pollutants, and toxins. to specify

.permissible short-and long-term concentrations. Existing air quality on'the site is in attainment
with NAAQS for the criteria pollutants. ; ' '

Table 3.63.1-1' National Ambient Air Quaility Standards and Allowable
Prevention of Significant Deterioration Increments

Sulfir dioxide 3 ha :''- 1,300 ' 25 512

24ha -:.365'- - - 5 91

Annual '80 - 2 20.

I :,
I ., .

Nitrogen dioxide

Ozone

. Carbon monoxide

.. _...

,-;e
., * PM-10d

:.M, -.:c~

Annual

1 hb -

-1100. ' 100 .-

..,235 . 235

*8h '* 157- '':
*;- .- ,-'i .

.1h .10,000.

8 ha *. 40,000'

24 hb 1'50

Annual, 50

24 h 65

157

150
so . .
50 -

65

'2.5'

8
4

25

30,

.17
.

Annual 15 15

Lead 3 months ¢ 1.5 1.5

a Not to be exceeded more than once per year
b Not to be exceeded more than one day per year on average over thre years
c Particulate matter less than 10 pm in diameter
d Particulate matter less than 25 pm in diameter
e Calendar quarter
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The DOE reservation is located in a Class II prevention of significant deterioration (PSD)
area. PSD regulations were' established to prevent significant deterioration of air quality in areas
that already meet the NAAQS. Specific details of PSD are found in 40 CFR 51.166. Among
other provisions, cumulative increases in SO2, NO2, and PMio levels after specified baseline
dates must not exceed specified maximum allowable amounts.. These allowable increases, also
known as increments, are especially stringent in areas designated as Class I areas (e.g., national
parks and wilderness areas) where the preservation of clean air is particularly important. Areas
not designated as Class I currently are designated as Class II. The nearest Class I PSD area is the

-Dolly Sods Wilderness Area; which is approximately 280 km (174 mi) east of the DOE
reservation in West Virginia.

. OEPA issued a Title V permit with an effective date of August 21, 2003. Under the Title
V regulations, the United States Enrichment Corporation has 66 non-insignificant sources and':
151 insignificant sources. The X-3001 purge vacuum and evacuation'vacuum system is included
in the Title V permit. DOE reservation operations are minor emissionr sources that do not require
a Title V permit.

-The. largest non-radiological airborne emissions from the DOE.reservation are from the
* coal-fired boilers at the X-600 Steam Plant. These emissions 'are shown in Table 3.6.3.1-2. The

boilers are' permitted&by OEPA with opacity, particulate, and S O limits.- Electrostatic
precipitators on each. of.the boilers control opacity and particulate emissions.. EI addition, the
boilers emit NO2 and CO. There are also minor contributions of these pollutants from oil-fired
heaters, stationary diesel motors, and mobile sources (e.g., cars and trucks). Other air pollutants

*. emitted from the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio, include gaseous fluorides, water treatment
chemicals, cleaning solvent vapors, and process coolants.

DOE applied for and received air emission permits for two boilers and two aboveground
* storage tanks (AST); associated with the X-6002 Recirculating Hot' Water Plant in 2001. The

plant was built to provide hot water to heat'DOE buildings that were formerly heated by hot
- . water produced from the heat given off by the gaseous diffusion process. Because the gaseous

diffusion process is no longer operating in Piketon, Ohio,. an alternative source of heat.for the
' recirculating.hot water system was needed. In 2002, DOE submitted a 'modification to the
permit-to-install for the Hot Water Plant to allow the plant to burn either fuel oil or natural gas to
produce heat. OEPA approved the modification in October 2002.

In addition to the air permits associated with the Hot Water Plant, DOE/ PORTS had four
permitted and nine registered air emission sources at the end of 2002 (DOE 2003a).
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Table 3.6.3.1-2 United States Enrichment Corporation Non-Radiological
Airborne Emissions

I I* . I I ! ! : 1 I -.................................... ... - - . I I ...

Boiler Number 1 " 0.19 lb/million british 0.04lb/mmbt;
- thermal unit (mmbtu)

BoilerNumber2 '0.19 b/mmbtu- 0.05 lb/mnnbtu

Boiler Number3 0.19 lb/mmbtu 0.05lb/mmbtu

Boiler Number 3 `616 lbnimibtu.

7

Boilers 1 and 2 tested in April 2003. Boiler 2 tested in November 2003.
iSteani plant total for 2002.

3.6.3.2 Radiological AirQuality

-Atmospheric emissions of radionudlides from' the DOE reservation are regulated under:
K> EPA regulations'found underNESHAP, 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart H. 'The EPA EDE limit of 10

*nrem/yr to members of the public for the atmospheric pathway is also incorporated in DOE
Order 5400.5, Radiation Protection of the Public 'and the Environment. ' The pertinent NRC
regulations related to the radiation dose limits TEDE to individual members to the public are also
listed in 10 CFR Part 20. Additional EPA dose limits are listed at 40 CFR Part 190.

- :'At ihe DOE reservation, unrestricted areas are not exposed'to any significant direct
- radiation sources, and the public dose is dominated by gaseous efflueits.: Consequently, the

public TEDE is equialto the public EDE calculated under the NESHAP regulations. -The NRC
* *.khas recognized this and accepted demonstrations 'of NESHAP compliance as demonstrating

compliance with the TEDE limit as well (USEC-02).

: DOE and the United States Enrichment -Corporation annually calculate MEI and
collective doses and a percentage of dose contribution from each radionuclide emitted using the
CAP88 computer-code. Since the United States Enrichment Corporation is responsible for the
principal site process and support operations and DOE is responsible for operations such as the
X-326 L-Cage and its Glovebox, the' X-345 High Assay Sampling Area, the X-744 Glovebox,
and 'site remediation activities, separate annual NESHAP reports are .submitted due to thed'
separation of responsibilities. Results of the DOE reservation compliance modeling 'are
discussed below. Details of the annual compliance modeling are also reported in the NESHAP
2002 Annual Report for the Department of Energy Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant
(NESHAP 2003a) and the NESHAP Radionuclide Emissions Report For 2002, United States
Enrichment Corporation (NESHAP 2003b).
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Description of Dose Model

CAP88-PC, a computer program approved by the EPA for compliance with 40 CFR
Subpart H, was used to calculate the dose due to radionuclide emissions to air from DOE
operations; and CAP88-PC mainframe model was used to' calculate the'dose'due to radionuclide
emissions to air from site operations. The programs are identical except for the operating system
and use a modified Gaussian plume equation to estimate the dispersion of radionuclides released
from up to six sources. The program computes radionuclide concentrations in air, rates of
deposition on ground surfaces; concentrations in food, and intake rates to people from ingestion
of food produced in the assessment area.

Summary of Input Parameters

Input parameters for the'CAP88 model include physical parameters for each radionuclide
emission source, radionuclide emissions, meteorological data, and agricultural data. 'DOE has
four unmonitored minor emission sources regulated by the EPA. United States Enrichment
Corporation has thirteen monitored and several unmonitored sources at the DOE reservation
regulated by the EPA. The radionuclide emissions for each source are presented in the NESHAP
reports (NESHAP 2003a, NESHAP 2003b). For modeling purposes, the physical emission
sources are grouped into three emission release points for DOE and ten emission release points
for the United States Enrichment Corporation as shown in Tables 3.6.3.2-1 and 3.6.3.2-2.
Default values were used for the size and'class of each radioisotope. 'Tables 3.6.3.2-1 and
3.6.3.2-2 provide the physical parameters' for each source modeled from DOE and the United
States Enrichment'Corporation's operations, respectively.

Table 36.3.2-1 Physical Parameters for DOE Air Emissions Sources

X-326 L-Cage Glovebox 22 0.36' 6.35
X-623 Groundwater Treatment 7.6 0.2 - 15.5

Faciltity.
X-624 Groundwater Treatment 6.1 0.2 20.6

Facility
Source: NESHAP 2003a
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Table 3.6.3.2-2 Physical Parameters for United States Enrichment Corporation
Air Emission Sources

i . . * I

X-326 (Purge Cascade)

X-326 (other vents)

-X-330

X-333

50

20

20 --

20

.. 0.25

0.97

- .0.2

0.62

18

24

61

29

X-344A 20

X-700 ' . 16.

X-705 . 14

X-710 9 ;.

X-720 ,18 .

XT-847 11- ..

0.36 0.3

0.3., .... .,14.

1.5 t12.3

.1 -10.2

.19' 9

0.406 - 5.5

. X-343

X-344 . ..

33 . 0.076

15.. .,: - - .. .0.35

9.3

. ..4
Source: NESHAP 2003b I :: . , : , . . .

, . -, 1 � !

-specific eteorologicaldaais ciollected at the 30 m 9-site
meteorological tower. Data collected for between 1998 and 2002 indicate: S m df

* .*. Annual precipitation: 101.6 cm/yr (4 . .i.. -.

Average air temperature: 10.3`C (50.60F) . .. , ';

* Average mixing layer'height: I,000 n (3,280f1) R'

The wind file used in the CAP8 8-PC model is also generated from data collected at the
on-site eteoiologicaltow&. - .'.. : '

.. Note that the. default.values, provided with the CAP88-PC model can bevery
* conservative. The rural'food array used to esoimate the DOE dose assumes that the public
obtains foodstuffs within .80 km (50 ml) of the plant (sec Table-3.6.3.2-3). In reality, the
majority of the foodstuffs' consumed are purchased at supermarkets that receive foodstuffs from
all over the world. , . .. ' . . . ' ' -

* V.. ; ...
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Table 3.63.2-3, Agricultural Data: Rural Default Food Array Values

Vegetables and Produce 0.700 0.300 0

Meat 0.442 0.558 0

Milk 0.399 0.601 0
Source: CAP88-PC Version 2 User's Guide, 2000

Results

The effect of radionuclides released to the atmosphere was characterized by calculating
EDEs to the ME1 (a hypothetical individual who is assumed to reside at the most exposed point
on the plant boundary). In 2002, the maximum EDE rate from United States Enrichment

'Corporation sources. was 0.026 mrem/yr. DOE operations contributed an additional 0.0042
mrem/yr to the individual's EDE resulting in a combined EDE of 0.031 mrem/yr. The United
States Enrichment. Corporation's MEI is located 2,530 m south-southwest of United States
Enrichment Corporation's predominant emission sources X-700, X-705 and X-720 building vent.
These are modeled as a single source in the middle of building X-705 (NESHAP 2003b).

The CAP88 model calculated the 2002 maximum EDE for the MEI near the DOE
reservation based on emissions from DOE operation sources to be 0.0046 mrem/yr. The DOE
ME1 is located 1,114 m south- of DOE's predominant emission source, the X-622 Groundwater
Treatment Facility. United States Enrichment Corporation operations contributed an additional
0.021 mrem/yr to this individual's EDE for a total of 0.025 mrem/yr from total plant operations.

In accordance with 40 CFR 61.92, EDEs to individuals based on site emissions should be
combined with the DOE EDEs. The maximum EDE for the entire DOE reservation is calculated

-'by adding the DOE and USEC EDEs for each individual. When the two EDEs are combined, the
EDE to the'MEI in 2003 is 0.031n mrem/yr, the United States Enrichment Corporation's MEI

*discussed above. This EDE is substantially below the 10-mrem/yr NESHAP limit applicable to
the DOE reservation and the approximately 300-mrem/yr dose that the average individual in the
U.S. receives from natural sources'of radiation.

The'collective EDE to the entire population within 80 km (50 mi) of the DOE reservation
in 2002 was 0.095 person-rein/yr.

DOE'collected dat'a from a monitoring network"of 15 air samplers in 2002 (DOE 2003a).
Data were collected both. on-site . and in the area surrounding' the DOE reservation. The
monitoring network is intended to assess whether air emission from the DOE reservation affects
air quality in the surrounding area. A background ambient air-monitoring station is located
approximately 21 km (13 mi) southwest of the site. The analytical results from air-sampling'
stations closer to the plant are compared to background measurements (DOE 2003 a).
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Uranium-233/234 (233t34U) and uranium-238 (238U) were routinely detected at the
' stations and in most of the samples collected from each station. 235U was detected in slightly less

than half of the samples collected in 2002.: Urinium-236 (236U) was detected in one or two
samples at 8 of the 15 stations. Americium-241 (241Am), neptunium-237 (Z3Np), and plutonium-
238 (238Pu) were detected once each at stations A28, A36, and A24, respectively. Technetium-
99 (9Tc) was detected once at three sampling stations in 2002. Detection's of the transuranic
radionuclides, 99Tc, and 236U were usually near the detection limit for the analytical method
(DOE 2003a).

3.7 Noise

-Noise on the DOE reservation is intermittent and intensity levels vary. Noise levels
associated -with refurbishment, construction and. processing activities, and local traffic are
c....comparable.to those of any other industrial site.' No sensitive receptor sites, such as picnic areas,

. recreation areas, playgrounds, active sports areas, parks, residences, motels, or hotels, are in the
immediate vicinity of the site (DOE 2001b).

.Because actual noise. estimates are not available, measured noise levels around an
automobile assembly plant were used to estimate, and conservatively bound, any potential noise
impacts. These noise levels are 55 to 60 decibel A-weighted (dBA) at about 60 m (200 fIt) from
the plant property (Cantor 1996). These noise levels would be inaudible 500 m (1,640 ft) from

. . the site, even with low background noise levels. -EPA has identified 55 dBA as a yearly average
outdoor noise level that, if not exceeded, would prevent activity interferences and annoyance

K> (EPA 1978).

Various standards that regulate the noise levels are given below:

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) recommended
* :.. exposure limit (REL) for occupational noise exposure is 85 dBA as an 8-hr Time-

Weighted Average (IWA) (NIOSH 1998). Exposures at or above these levels are
* considered hazardous.

* The Noise ControlAct of 1972 (23 CFR Part 722) regulates maximum per truck noise'
'levels of 80-83 dBA depending on the truck type measured 15 m from traffic
centerline.

* Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970 has set the noise abatement criteria-(NAC) by land
use type and human activities (23 CFR Part 722). The following NAC are the
unacceptable'levels, which are used to determine impacts.

> NAC for the outdoors range from 57 dBA to 75 dBA

* '> NAC for parks (most similar to National Resources and Environmental Research
Program [NRERP]) is 67 dBBA
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> NAC for developed areas is 72 dBA

Typical noise levels of familiar noise sources are provided in Figure 3.7-1.

I . .
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3.8 Historic and Cultural Resources

3.8.1 Cultural Resources

Cultural resources are defined as any prehistoric or historic district, site, building,
structure, or object considered important to a culture, subculture, or community for scientific,
traditional, religious, or any other reason. When these resources meet any one of the National
Register Criteria for Evaluation (NRCE) (36 CFR 60.4), they may be termed historic properties
and thereby are potentially eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP).

The plant is located within a region where Adena and Hopewell Indian mounds have
existed. Additionally, several historic Native American Indian tribes are known to have had
villages nearby.

Two preliminary Phase I archaeological surveys have, been completed on the DOE
reservation and were, 'used, in the- preparation of the Environmental Assessment
Reindustrialization Program at, the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant,, Piketon, Ohio (DOE
'2001b). The combined'surveys covered 836 ha (2,066 acres) in Quadrants I'through IV (Figure
3.4.1-1 [located in Appendix- D of this Environmental Report]). There are few prehistoric
archaeological resources at, the site. Whether this is indicative of the local prehistoric upland
settlement pattern or is. a consequence of the. extensive land disturbance associated with
development of the site is not known. In contrast, historic archaeological resources at the site are
relatively abundant, conspicuous, and undisturbed due to the nature and development of the
plant.

: Dobson-Brown et al. (1996) developed a predictive model of archaeological resource
locations at the site based on variations in modem plant communities, topography, and soils, and
on the location of previously identified archaeological resources in a 6.5 km (4 mi) literature
review, study area radius around the plant (DOE 2001b).

; Survey methods in Quadrants I and II included visual inspection, surface collection, and
hand excavation of shallow, less than 13 cm.(less than 5 in.), shovel test pits. Similar shovel test
pits inside the Perimeter Road area did not identify'archaeological resources and indicated that
this area has been highly disturbed.

Survey methods in Quadrants III and IV consisted of visual inspection, surface collection,
hand-ekcavated shovel tests to 30 cm (12 in.) inr'depth' in high-probability areas lacking
significant disturbance and less than 15 percent slope. Additionally, hand-excavated deep shovel
tests (greaier than 30 cm or 12 in.) were accompanied by 2 cm (0.75-in.diameter hand-coring in
three areas in Quadrant IV along Little Beaver Creek. Portions of Quadrants I and II that were
not investigated during the preliminary Phase I archaeological survey were also investigated by
shallow shovel tests.

The combined Phase I archaeological surveys identified 38 archaeological resources.
Nine of the resources contain prehistoric components. Five are identified as prehistoric isolated
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finds. Two are identified as prehistoric lithic scatters. Two contain prehistoric and historic
K\~ .components: a prehistoric isolated find in.an historic cemetery and a prehistoric lithic scatter and

historic farmstead. These sites are located lin' Quadrants I, II, and IV. No archaeological
resources have been identified in Quadrant In.'> Thirty of the 'archaeological resources are
associated with historic-era properties located within the site. Fifteen are remnants of historic'
farmsteads. Seven are scatters of historic artifacts or open refuse dumps. Two are isolated finds
of historic artifacts. Four are remnants of the DOE reservation structures. Two are historic
cemeteries. One of the historic cemetetries .has an associated chapel and remnant of an
observation tower.

. The draft cultural resource report (Schweikart et al. .1997). determined 'that 22 offthe
archaeological resources do not meet. the' NRCE. Insufficient .data were'collected at' the
remaining .14 archaeological components and two historic-era cemeteries, one of which (33 Pk
189;'PIK-206-9) includes an associated historic archaeological component, 'tdetermrinewhether
they meet the NRCE (DOE 2001b).

. An. archaeological survey of an area inthe southwest corner of the PORTS reservation
* *was begun in June 2003; No sensitive archaeological deposits were identified on DOE property.
The State Historical Preservation Office reviewed the report (Phase II Architectural Testing at
Site 33PK210,. Scioto Township, Pike County, Ohio)jI(DuVall 2003) and agreed that no further
investigations are needed (DOE 2005a).' Site,.33PK210 is not within the proposed areas of
construction or operation f the ER.

3.8.2 Architectural Historic Resources

Two architectural historic surveys have also been completed at the site (Dobson-Brown et
* . al. 1996; Coleman et al. 1997). ''The combined.surveys covered an approximate 1,497 ha (3,700

acre) area and identified several structures that may have historical significance (DOE 2001b).

A draft historic context for the DOE reservation has also been prepared. This historic
context. is broken into four. development periods for the site: Development Period 1 (1900-51),

-Development Period 2 (1952-56), Development Period 3.(1957-78), and Development Period 4
*(197945). In the. draft architectural survey report (Coleman et. al. 1997), recommendations

* were made concerning which buildings and, structures were considered contributing and
* noncontributing resources to the historic property. DOE will evaluate these reonMmendations in'

. . conjunction with the State Hfistoric Preservation Office (SHPO) to determine which buildings
* and structures -are considered historic properties under the NHPA and whether any of the

properties are eligible for inclusion.in the NRHP (DOE 2001b). Cultural resource reviews are
conducted on a case-by-case basis, and consultations with the Ohio. State Historical Preservation. .
Office are made as required by Section 106 of the Act (DOE 2005a).
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3.9 Visual/Scenic Resources

The dominant view shed in the vicinity of the DOE reservation consists of support
facilities, transmission lines, open and forested buffer areas, marginal farmland, limited
residential areas, and densely forested hills.

The DOE reservation consists mainly, of a 1,497 ha (3,700 acre) fully developed
industrial area. The majority of the industrial area is centrally located within a fenced 223 ha'
(550 acre) Controlled Access Area. Within this area are approximately 190 facilities as well as
utility structures, water towers, and auxiliary facilities that support site activities. A second,
large developed and fenced area covering about 81 ha (200 acres) contains the facilities built in
the early 1980s for the GCEP. The grounds are maintained as lawns, and support various species
of grasses and herbaceous divots.- These facilities are generally not'visible off the DOE
reservation because views are limited by rolling terrain and heavy forests and vegetation.
Photographs of the GCEP facilities that will be utilized for the ACP are shown in Figures' 3.9-1:
through 3.9-6.

The developed areas and utility corridors (i.e. transmission lines and support facilities) of
the DOE reservation are consistent with -a Visual Resources Management (VRM) Class' IV
designation. The remainder of the DOE reservation is consistent with VRM Class m or IV.

There are no existing state nature preserves or scenic rivers in the area.

[Figures 3.9-1 through 3.9-6 have been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and are located
in Appendix D of this Environmental Report]
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3.10 Socioeconomic '

This section describes current socioeconomic: conditions 'within a ROI where
approximately'92 percent of the workforcepcurrently resides. The region of influence (ROl) is a
four-county area in Southern' Ohio comprised of Jackson, Pike, Ross, and Scioto 'Counties.

Employment and Income

Employment by sector over the last decade has changed slightly, as shown in Table 3.10-
1.. The service 'sector provides the highest percentage of the employment in the ROI, at 24.7
percent, followed closely by the wholesale and retail trade with 21.7 percent, maiiufacturing with
17.9 percent, and government enterprises with 16.6 percent. The past decade has seen a slight'
employment -shift from the government, construction, and farm sectors towards the service,
wholesale and retail trade, and manufacturing sectors within the ROI.

Table 3.10-1 Employment By Sector (Perrent)

. . .. .. :

X _ 00

Services

Wholesale and
Retail Trade

Government and
government
enterprises

. Manufacturing

..Construction

21.6 18.9 16.7 16.0

21.5 21.5 14.9. 16.0

21.8 25.0 28.3 31.1

21.0 22.1 24.2 24.0

21.2 19.0 .19.4. 18.6

23.4

2i.4

'18.6.12.7 10.7 15.6 .12.3

24.7

21.7.

16.6

17.9

-4.7

23.1 27.0 35.5 38.2 18.8 14.4 8.3 8.3 17.8

4.9 0.0 4.8 5.9 4.9 5.1' 5.9 '.' '5.8 . 5.2.
Finance, insurance, 4

.and real estate . . . -. .

Ta a 4.4 3.8 , 3.6 ' ;3.4' 3.7:public utilities

Farm employment 6.1 4.8 .5,5: -3.6 4.3

Mining 1.3 2.4 0.3' 0.0 0.1

3.9' 4.8' 4.2 3.9 4.2

5.7' 5.2 4.5 :4.3 " 4.6

3.6 3.1- 2.5 4.3 -,3.4.

0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3' . 0.4

0.0 0.7 0.9 0.6. 0.3Other Sectors
Source- BEA 2002b

0.4 0.0 0.5 0.0 ' 0.6
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The ROI experienced stable growth over the last 10 years. The labor force grew from
86,670 in 1992 to 95,030 in 2001, for a growth rate of 9.6 percent for that period. Employment
growth outpaced labor force growth, increasing from 77,721 in 1992 to 88,980 in 2001, for a
growth rate of 14.5 percent for that period. The ROI unemployment rate, which was 10.3
percent in 1992, is 6.4 percent as of 2001, as shown in Table 3.10-2. The average unemployment
rate for the State of Ohio was 4.3 percent in 2001, down from 7.3 percent in 1992 (BLS 2003).
The unemployment rate in the ROI is higher than for the state.

Per capita income in the ROI was $20,272 in 2000, a 54 percent increase from the 1990
level of $13,142. Per capita income in 2000 in the ROI ranged from a low of $19,158 in Pike
County to a high of $21,849 in Ross County. The per capita income in Ohio was $27,977 in
2000 (BEA 2002a).

Table 3;10-2 Region of Influence Unemployment Rates (Percefit)

Jackson County 9.2 '7.9

Pike County 11.7 -.- 8.9

Ross County 9.2 6.2

Scioto County 11.5 7.8

ROI Total 10.3 7.7

Ohio 7.3 5.7
Source: BLS 2003

Reservation Employment

In January 2004, the United States Enrichment Corporation and USEC employment was
1,223 workers at the site, which is approximately 11.0 percent of the total individuals working
within Pike County. Of the total number. employed. at the site, .1,192, or 97.5 percent are
residents of Ohio. Table 3.10-3 lists the number of United States Enrichment Cbrporation and
USEC workers by their county of residence within Ohio. In addition, the DOE Bechtel Jacobs

- Company, LLC, Subcontractors, and the Ohio Army National Guard employ an additional 374
workers at the DOE reservation.
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Table 3.10-3 United States Enrichment Corporation and USEC Workers by County of.
'Residence'

.',~P 4n'
Jacks6on 118 . 9.7

Pike County 272 8%r. 22.2

Ross County 145 ' 11.3

Scioto County 588 48.7

OutsideROI. .100 8.05'
Source USEC 2004a

Tax Structure -. -

* The average property tax rates for Ohio cities are divided into three separate
classifications: Class I Real (residential and agricultural), Class II Real (commercial, industrial,
mineral, and public utility), and-Class m'Tangible Personal (general and public utility). For
Waverly, in Pike County, the -rate is $0.07412 per'$1,000' for all'three classifications; for-
Portsmouth; in Scioto County, the rate is $0.06663 per $1,000 for all three classifications; for.
-Jackson, in Jackson County, the rate is '$0.04864 per $1,000 for all three classifications; and in
'Chillicothe, in Ross County, the Class I rate is $0.05401, the Class II rate is $0.05386, and the
Class JII rate is $0.05405 per $1,000 (ODT 2003).

The State of Ohio has a graduated personal income tax. For.example, the tax-rate for
incomes ranging from $20,000 to $40,000 is $445.80 plus 4.5.percent of excess over $20,000,

* for incomes ranging from'$40,000 to $80,000 is $1,337.20 plus 5.2 percent of excess over
$40,000, and for incomes ranging from 80;000 to-100,000 is $3,417.60 plus 5.943 percent.of

* excess over$80,000. ..Ohio'also has a 6.0 percent sales tax rate that was raised temporarily from
5.0jpercent on July l,2003, with the present rate authorized until June 30, 2005 (ODT 2003) In
addition'to the state'sales tax, each county in Ohio has a county sales tax. Jackson, Ross' ,and

: Scioto Counties have a county sales 'tax rate of 1.5'percent and Pike County has a county sales
tax rate of 1.0 percent (ODT.2003a). .

*. Area Residential Population

The nearest residential center and the closest town to the DOE reservation is Piketon,
located in Pike County about four miles north of the DOE reservation on U.S. Route 23 'with a
population of 1,907:in 2000. The largest town in- Pike County is Waverly, about eight miles
north of the DOE reservation,' with a p'opulatioiiof 4,433 'ii 2000. Chillicothe, inRoss County -
about 27 miles north, is the largest population center in the ROI with a population of 21,796 in
2000. Other population centers include Portsmouth, about 27 miles south in Scioto County, and
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Jackson, about 26 miles east in Jackson County, with populations of'20,909 and 6,184 in 2000,
respectively. Table 3.10-4 presents historic and projected population in the ROI and the state
(CBP 2000). The total population within the five-mile radius of the DOE reservation is 5,836.

Table 3.104 Historic and Projected Population

i . : NO .-.

Jackson County

Pike County

Ross County

Scioto County

ROI

30,592

22,802

65,004

84,545

202,943

30,230 32,641

24,249

69,330

80,327

204,136

*27,695

73,345

79,195

212,876.

34,724

' 29,981

80,111

81,307

'226,123

11,805,877Ohio 10,797,630 10,847,115 .11,353,140
Source: CBP 2000; OOSR 2001
Year 2010 projections based on established rates applied to 2000 census counts.

I

Housing characteristics, for the ROI are. presented. in Table 3.10-5. Owner-occupied
housing units, account for 71.8 percent of the total occupied housing units while renter-occupied.
units accounted for 28.2 percent. The vacancy rate in the ROI was 3.6 percent in 2000;
indicating that over 3,200 units are available for occupancy (CBP 2000).

Table 3.10-5 Region of Influence Housing Characteristics

'Jackson
' County

Pike County
Ross
County
Scioto

- ' County
ROI

Source: CBP 2000

13,909 9,328 1.7'

11,602 .7,314 2.0

3,291 8.6

29,461 19,958

21,646

58,246

* . 34,054

89,026

1.8

1.9

1.8

3,130

7,178 -

* 9,225

22,824

9.5

8.6

8.5

7.5 ,
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Seasonal Populations

In season recreational activities include boating and swimming'at Lake White and Pike
Lake State Parks, golfing on championship courses, and great hunting and fishing areas.

Schools -'

- The two school systems in the area:are the Pike County Schools and the Scioto County,
Schools. However, only Pike County' has school facilities within five miles of the DOE
reservation:'one private school that incl'udes'preschool 'through grade 12; two'elementary
schools, both of which include a preschool program; one junior high school; and one'high
school. The combined enrollment of these schools for the school year 2003-2004 'is
approximately 2,437 (USEC-2004-SP). The total school population within five miles, including
faculty and staff, is approximately-2,718. The proximity of these schools to the DOE reservation
and their enrollments are shown in Figure 3.10-1.

Four facilities within five miles of the DOE reservation provide day care or schooling for
-preschool-aged children and after-school care for school-aged children. One facility has 114
registered children and is located in Piketon. The remaining three facilities are consolidated in
the numbers provided in the above paragraph (USEC-2004-SP). The locations of these facilities
are shown in Figure 3.10-1.

Hospitals and Nursing Homes

Pike Community Hospital is the hospital closest to the DOE reservation, located
approximately 7.5 miles north of the DOE reservation on State Route 104 south of Waverly. The
facility has 70 licensed beds. No other acute care facilities are located in Pike County; Adena
Health Center operates as an urgent care facility, located approximately 7.5 miles north of the
DOE reservation. Piketon and Waverly Family Health Centers, both located north of the DOE

: reservation, are also available during working hours for minor emergencies. The locations of
: these facilities are shown in Figure 3.10-1.

The on-site health protection program provides services for individuals to. meet
- regulatory requirements and to maintain a high level of employee health. The X-1007 Fire

'Station maintains a first aid room and provides ambulance service for emergency conditions.
Pike Community Hospital will provide healthcare services to ACP workers.

; .Three licensed nursing homes are located near Piketon, one in Wakefield, and one in
Beaver. Four of these nursing homes are located within five miles of the DOE reservation. The
largest of these facilities is a 193-bed facility in Piketon. The combined licensed capacity of the
facilities neighboring the DOE reservation is approximately 375. Figure 3.10-1 depicts these
'facilities and shows the number of beds per facility.

Several state, county, and local police departments provide law enforcement in the ROI.
Pike County, which is where the DOE reservation is located, has 19 officers and will provide law
enforcement services to the site. Other counties in the ROI have a total of 101 full-time officers,
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16 in Jackson, 32 in Ross, and 53 in Scioto (FBI 2000).

Minority and Low-Income Population

U.S. census data from the 2000 census was used to determine the minority and low-
income status of the areas within a four mile radius of-the DOE reservation. The 2000 U.S.,
census was also used to determine what Census Block Groups (CBG) are wholly or in part
within a four mile radius of the DOE reservation. See Figures 3.10-2 and 3.10-3 for the 2000
U.S. Census maps of the DOE reservation; Table 3.10-6 for the raw data on minority population;
Table 3.10-7 for the minority population percentages;. and Table 3.10-8 for. low-income
information. This data was used in the environmental justice evaluation contained in Section
4.11.
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Table 3.10-6 Minority Population (Raw Data)

Tract 9522, CBG 3,1]0
Pike County. Ohio

151 0

Tract 9522, CBG 4, 1,534 1,525 0 0 0 0 0 9 0
Pike County, Ohio _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tract 9523, CBG 1, 2,493 2,391 32 15 2 .0 2 51 14
Pike County, Ohio _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Tract 9527j-CBG 1 1350 1,305 -0 ~ 1 * 414 14
P ik e , C o u y, O h i o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tract 9922, CBG,2 793 --- 786 "0 ~ 7 0 0 0 0 .
S cio to C ou n tW, O h io _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source: Census 2000.

r.
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Table 3.10-7 Minority Population (Percentages)

K -CI K
Ohio 84.9% 11.3% 0.2% 1.2% 0.0% 0.8% 1.5% 1.9%
Pike County, Ohio 96.3% 0.8% 1.0% 0.4% 0.1% 0.2% 1.3% 0.5%
Scioto County, Ohio 94.7% 2.6% 0.5% 0.4% 0.1% 0.2% 1.5% 0.6%
Tract 9522, CBG 3, 96.6% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 2.7% 0.9%
Pike County, Ohio
Tract 9522, CBG 4,. 99.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 0.0%
Pike County, Ohio :
Tract 9523, CBG 1, 95.9% 1.3% 0.6% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 2.0% 0.6%
Pike County, Ohio _

Tract 9527, CBG 1, 96.7% 0.0% 0.4% 0.8% 0.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Pike County, Ohio .
Tract 9922, CBG 2, 99.1%° 0.0% 0.9%/ 0.0% 0.00.% 0.0% 0.0%
Scioto County, Ohio

Source: Cenius 2000 -

* : : -. .. . - I' : :(.
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Table 3.10-8 Low-Income Population

Tract 9522, CBG 3, Pike
County, Ohio

1530 161 10.5%

Tract 9522, OB G4, Pike .:1,449 249 17.2%
County, Ohio
Tract 9523, CBG 1, Pik 2,329 499 . 21.4%
County, Ohio -
Tract 9527, CBG 1, Pike 11,350 339 25.1%
County, Ohio : _

Tract 9922, CBG 2, 786 114 14.5%
Scioto County, Ohio :.1I

Source: Census 2000 .;

. . .....
I .

* * - ,- :

- . . :, . .. .

. . .

; . :

.. ..

. . . .

- . .

. .

. .

. .

. . . . .

. . .

.

i . ...

I. . .. . . . . . I .1
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Figure 3.10-1 Special Population Centers within Five Miles of the
U.S. Department of Energy Reservation
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-4.-. .

Source: 2000 Census.:

Figure 3.10-2 Census Block Group Map-- --

.. -A

* .. *
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..: ;.,,., I:..
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Figure 3.10-3 Census Tract Map
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3.11 Public and Occupational Health

Air releases of radionuclides from the operations at the site result in radiation exposures
to people in the vicinity well within regulatoiy.limits. Based on the year 2002 total radionuclide
releases from United States Enrichment' Corporation operations, the radiation dose calculated to
the MEI is 0.026 niremn/yr. The 'collective dose to population within 80 km (50 mi) of the site is
0.10 person-rem (NESHAP 2002b). This calculated MEI dose of 0.026 mrem/yr is much lower
than the EPA standard of 10 mrem/yr and the NRC TEDE limit of 100 mrem/yr.

'The' Department of Labor has documented eight cases of beryllium sensitization and 14
cases of Chronic Beryllium Disease among current and former workers at the Portsmouth GDP.,
-It has''been estimated that 'only about 1,200' of -a total of 28,000 personnel (including
subcontractors) who have worked at PORTS have received a medical test to determine beryllium
sensitivity.

..- The. Department of Energy authorized [Bechtel Jacobs Company (BJC) LLC to initiate
* characterization of potential beryllium contami ation at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffision Plant.
-Ini'December .2003, ' under contract to BJC,: the6United States .Enrichnfient Corporation began
performing surface wipes, surface bulk 'and destructive analysis sanipling in various locations
throughout the plant.,

Low levels of beryllium have been found in aluminum parts machined and used in
several PORTS facilities and these levels are significant based on initial surface characterization
results in comparison with DOE 850, contamination limits. At least'one:credible exposure

* pathway has been identified with machining of aluminum parts, and several more have been
suggested by professionals within the beryllium processing industry; these include grinding,
buffing, welding and chemical treatment/cleaning of beryllium-containing materials..

The NIOSH conducted an epidemiologic study to examine the causes of death among
' workers employed by the flicility between'September 1, 1954 'and December 31, 1991. Deaths
among the workers -were compared-.wth rates for the general-U.S. population. Possible
relationships were evaluated for deaths from several types of cancer and exposures to ionizing

. radiation and certain chemicals.(fluoride, uranium metal, and nickel).' Based upon previous
health studies of nuclear facility workers, including an earlier NIOSI investigation at the DOE
fability,'deaths from cancersof the stomach, lung, and.the lymphatic and the hematopoietic
'systems including leunkuea, were evaluated ii'more detail.

The final report, Mority Patterns Among Uaium Enrichment Workersat 'the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant,was published July 2001. The Announcement of Findings
byNIOSH, published October 2001 states: "Overall cohort mortality was significantly less than
expected,'when compared to 'the -United States' jopulation, as was mortality from.all cancers.
The lower mortality among these workers is 'consistent with the healthy. work effect, which is
found in most occupational epidemiologic studies.-. No statistically significant excesses' in
mortality from any specific cause were identified. Analyses of possible relationships between
causes of death and the identified exposures failed to reveal any dose-response trends. For
leukemia, no effect of cumulative exposure to either external or internal radiation was identified.
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Additionally, no dose-response relationships were observed for cancers' of the stomach, lung,.
Hodgkin's disease, lymphoreticulosarcoma, and all cancers combined. Workers deaths from
cancers of the lympho-heimatopoietic tissue, including leukemia equaled U. S. rates. Stomach
cancer deaths were greater than expected, but this'difference was not statistically significant.
Deaths from these cancers had been found to be slightly elevated in a previous NIOSH study of
PORTS" (NIOSH 2002).

The U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), compiles annual injury
and illness data including the incidence rates by industry. United States' Enrichment Corporation
standard industrial classification (SIC) is 2819,' "Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, not elsewhere.
classified." Calendar year 2003 BLS average incidence rate of nonfatal occupational injuries and
illnesses are not currently published. The BLS average incidence rate of nonfatal occupational
injuries and illnesses for SIC:2819 for calendar year 2002 is 3.4 (2003 data are not currently
available).

The United States Enrichment Corporation maintains a log and summary of rec6rdable
occupational'injuries and illnesses under the guidance of OSHA 29 CFR Part 1910, Part 1904,
Recording & Reporting Occupational Injuries & Illnesses.

Table 3.11-1 summarizes a comparison of year-to-date monthly Recordable Injury/illness
rates (RIIs) for fiscal years 2002 and 2003.

Table 3.11-1 Recordable Injury/Illniess Rates (RIls) for Fiscal Years 2002 and 2003
4.00 M. -

UdCY-2002 I
to CY-2003.1

Source: Waste Management, Environmental Compliance, Industrial Safety
Note: The rates are calculated based on the number of injuries and illnesses divided by the Number of
hours worked by employees times 200,000 hours.
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Calendar year 2002 and 2003 Recordable Injury/Illness rates are 2.95 and 1.94,
respectively which are well below the national average of 3.4 for SIC 2819 published for 2002.

Over the years, the major sources' ofsignificant chemical exposures at the Gaseous
Diffusion Plant have been to the following agents:

* Acids (Hydrochloric, Hydrofluoric, Nitric, Sulfuric) - Nitric acid levels ranged up to
8.14 milligrams per cubic meter (mng/mr3)

- Arsenic - Levels ranged up to 2.1 mg/ 3 .,.

. A -Ahni, _ Toin.le on- e iAn In 1 'ii fhihre/Irihir Ptim.t J-.L

. Chlorine, Chlorine Trifluoride - Chlorine levels ranged up to 1.8 mg/r 3

Chlorinated Solvents (TCE, Methyl chldroformn, etc.) - TCE levels ranged up to 145
Mg/ 3  

. . . .

* Chromium (Total).- Levels ranged up to 1.6 mg/rn .'

* *. Fluoride, Fluorine, and HF - HF levels ranged up to 4.2 mg/rn3
.. . .............................................................................. ...

* Lead, Copper (weapons qualification) - Lead levels ranged up.to 19.5 mg/r 3

K> * Mercury- Levels ranged up to 0.19 mg/r 3

* * Nickel - Levels ranged up to 0.45 mg/m3

Exposures to the above chemical agents are controlled by administrative and engineering
-methods and/or personal protective equipment. Exposure results are reported as an 8-hour TWA.
as specified in 29 CFR 1910.1000, Table Z1.

The following Extremely. Hazardous- Substances. are stored and usedon the' DOE
reservation site .a's 'identified by. Ohio-. Riedsed Code Section .3750.02(B)(l)(a), Superfund.
Amendment and Reauthorization Act of 1986, Title U, Community Right-To-Know:

. * Chlorine
I-.: - : -. .

I. V - Fluorine

... HF
* ft

- Nitric Acid

* SO 2 -
I t . I ~
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* Sulfuric Acid

There have been no industrial fatalities on the DOE reservation.

3.12 Waste Management

The DOE and United States Enrichment Corporation's Waste Management Programs
direct the safe storage, treatment, and disposal of waste generated by past and present operations
and from current environmental restoration projects. DOE also stores United States Enrichment
Corporation generated mixed waste in the RCRA Part B permitted storage areas in agreement
with the OEPA Director's Final Findings and Orders, issued to the United States Enrichment
Corporation on October 5, 1995.

Waste management requirements are varied' and are sometimes complei because of the
.vArity. of waste streams generated by the United States Enrichment Corporation and DOE.
activities. DOE Orders and NRC, EPA, OEPA, and Ohio. Department of Health (ODH)
regulations must be satisfied to demonstrate compliance for waste management activities.
Additional policies have been implemented for management of radioactive, hazardous, and
mixed wastes. The. United States Enrichment Corporation is currently operating in accordance
with an NRC Certificate of Compliance in accordance with 10 CFR Part 76.

3.12.1 Waste Handling Operations

Waste is managed safely, effectively, and in full compliance with federal and state
regulations, while protecting the environment from present and future degradation.

* Waste is typically transferred to the XT-847 facility. At the XT-847 facility, the waste
may be further sampled/measured to assist in determining the proper waste characterization and
proper disposal/treatment.

.. . After ensuring proper containerization, characterization, labeling/marking, etc., the waste
* is-scheduled for off-reservation disposal/tfeatment. at a Treatment, Storage, Disposal, Recycling
Facility (TSDRF) in accordance with applicable state and federal regulations.

Waste Operations in the XT-847 facility also includes United States Enrichment
Corporation generated waste and waste generated from United States Enrichment Corporation

. Project/Contract work. These wastes may process through the XM-847 facility for preparation
for off-reservation shipment (this includes sampling, batching/blending, packaging, labeling,
etc.).

Waste Streams

Various waste streams are generated and are designated as one or more of the following,
as applicable: LLRW, RCRA hazardous waste, LLMW, non-regulated/recyclable waste,
classified/sensitive waste, and sanitary/industrial waste.
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Low-Level Radioactive Waste

LLRW is radioactively contaminated waste that is not classified as high-level radioactive.
waste, transuranic waste, spent nuclear fuel, or by-product materials as defined in section 1 le(2)
of the Atomic Energy Act.

Some examples of LLRW include dry active waste (DAW), radioactively contaminated
metal, trap material, and used oil.

LLRW including mixed waste exhibit radionuclide activities that will typically range''
from the minimum, detectable activity of 0.2 to 0.5 ug/g .for total uranium.and 1.0 pCi/g
technetium up to 0.5mg/g for total uranium and 30 pCi/g for technetium. Higher concentrations
do occasionally occur.

Trap material consists of alumina, magnesiuni and sodium fluoride pellets. -Activities
will typically range from the minimum detectable activity of 0.2 to 0.5 ug/g for total uranium and
1.0 pCi/g technetium up to 10.0 mgfg for total uranium and 100,000 pCi/g for technetium.

' Magnesium trapping material from the feed stock decontamination project has had levels
of up to 4.78 ILCi/g.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - Hazardous Waste

RCRA waste is a hazardous waste that'is listed in 40 CFR Part 261, Subpart D or exhibits
-any hazardous waste characteristics reported in'40 CFR Part 261 Subpart C or in equivalent state
regulations.

-Some examples of RCRA hazardous waste include mercury batteries, nickel-cadmium
batteries, lithium batteries aerosol cans, solvents, 'and laboratory waste.

. .. a � .1

Low-Level Mixed Waste

LLMW is a 'waste that contains both low-level radioactive waste and RCRA hazardous
waste, as defined in OAC 3745-266-210. .. .'

Some examples of LLMW include laboratory waste, decontamination solutions, and
solvents. '- . - - - .

Non-Regulated/Recyclable Waste - -

Non-regulated/recyclable waste includes waste that is:;

- Not radioactively contaminated, '

* Not RCRA-hazardous,
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* Not Toxic Substance ControlAct (TSCA)-regulated,

• Not classified/sensitive, and

* Is not acceptable for disposal at a sanitary landfill.

Some examples of non-regulated/recyclable waste include used oil, fluorescent bulbs,
incandescent bulbs, High Intensity Discharge bulbs, circuit boards, scrap metal, and lead-acid
batteries.

Classified/Sensitive Waste

'Classified/sensitive waste is any waste considered as such for security reasons. These
*materials may be classified due to configuration, composition, contamination, or contained
information.

Sanitary/Industrial Waste

Sanitary/industrial waste includes non-hazardous solid waste generated by industrial
-process and manufacturing and conventional waste material that is no longer usable for plant
operations.

Some examples of sanitary/industrial waste include sludge from wastewater treatment,
alkaline batteries, trash, paper, wood, metal, glass, and cafeteria/office refuse.,

Waste Stream Characterization/Classification

Waste are classified based upon various factors, 'which includes, but is not limited to,
laboratory analysis, radiological assessment, process knowledge, Material Safety Data Sheets'
(MSDS), and Non-Destructive Analysis (NDA).

Waste Segregation and Collection

* Generated'wastes are collected and. packaged, where feasible, by the waste generator.
Wastes known to be suitable for release to.unrestricted areas based on the point and process of
generation are segregated at the source, when possible, from wastes not suitable for release to
unrestricted areas. . Until characterized, wastes from areas controlled for loose radioactive

* contamination are considered to be potentially contaminated, these wastes are segregated until
completion of such characterization.

. 'Waste collection and segregation activities are completed in, accordance with applicable
state. and federal rules and regulations and site procedures. Waste are collected and packaged,
where feasible, by the waste generator. Waste are segregated into the various waste streams and
handled accordingly to minimize the generation of hazardous, LLMW, and LLRW.
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Waste Operations Within the XT-847 Facility

For long-term storage and preparation of waste for off-reservation shipment to TSDRF,
several operations are performed within the XT-847 facility by the United States Enrichment
Corporation. These operations include, but are not limited to: sampling, batching, blending,
glove box operations, non-destructive assay measurements, DAW, and contaminated metal
sorting, repackaging, and overpacking. ' Sampling, batching, and -repackaging may also be
performed elsewhere on-site, as necessary (e.g., X-710 building).

Sampling and batching of some solid waste, with air-borne potential, may be performed
within the'glove box enclosure. Sampling and batching of some liquid waste may be performed
-by utilizing a blending unit (a liquid waste collection and sampling system).. Additional
sampling and batching of both liquid and solid waste is performed within the XT-847 facility
outside of glove box and blending unit operations.!

The non-destructive assay equipment located within the XT-847 facility includes, but is'
not limited to (portable NDA equipment may be utilized within the XI-847 facility), a LDWAM

-and box monitor. .This 'equipment is utilized to measure the activity, of waste in a variety of
containers including small diameter containers, drums, and B-25 boxes.

- .DAW and contaminated metal is typically collected in 55-gallon containers, but in some
instances may be placed directly into B-25 boxes. The contents of the filled 55-gallon containers

. is sorted and* transferred into' B-25 boxes withiii-the XT-847 facility in preparation for .off-
reservation shipm'ent to a TSDRF.

Waste is also repackaged and/or overpacked within the XT-847 facility. Prior to off-
reservation shipment or upon discovery, leaking and/or damaged containers' are either
repackaged into a similar container or overpacked. The contents of a leaking or damaged waste
container may:be repackaged by hand, or by utilizing a barrel -lift, forklift, forklift rotator.
attachment, pump, or other means of transfer.

. t .. I . - . . I .

Waste Packazing and Labeing

*. .' Waste is containerized and labeled in-accordance with applicable U.S. Department of.
;Transportation (DOT) regulations and site procedures. Some general types of waste packaging
include,-but are not limited to:

: Solid.Waste

* Liquid Waste

* Corrosives, Ai

* Scrap Metal/D

-- ~~ 0 , . -, or I ., ...................... gallo drums;....
- 5, 3O,55, or 110 gallon dums; smalldiameter containers

polybottles; 5, 30, or 55 gallon drums
. .1

cids

IAW

polybottles or polydrums . .. '. : .

B-25 boxes or other similar boxes; various drums~~~~~~~~. I ..... ..
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In addition, 85- and 110-gallon overpacks may be used for appropriate wastes and
leaking/damaged containers.

Waste Storage

Waste is typically removed from the generating facilities and transferred to a waste
storage facility (typically the XI-847) prior to final disposal; however, in some instances, waste.
may be shipped directly from other on-site areas. RCRA hazardous waste is stored on-site'for up
to 90 days prior to off-reservation shipment to a TSDRF. Non-regulated/recyclable waste,
LLMW, and LLRW are stored on-site until off-reservation shipment to a TSDRF can be
scheduled.

.The LLM waste is exempted from the storage requirements of RCRA hazardous waste
as defined in OAC 3745-51-03. LLMW is eligible for this conditional exemption as it is a
RCRA hazardous waste and isfgenerated and managed by USEC as described in 40 CFR Part
266, Subpart N and OAC-3745-266.

. Contaminated scrap metal, DAW; and other boxed waste 'may. be stored outside.
Typically, these B-25 boxes are stored on the XT-847 facility west pad; however, they may be
stored outside elsewhere on the DOE reservation.

If outdoor storage of waste is necessary in other than B-25 boxes, radioactive wastes with
removable contamination are packaged in containers, wrapped or covered to prevent the release
of radioactivity.

Off-reservation Waste Shipments

: Waste shipments -are packaged, labeled, and manifested in accordance with applicable
. state, federal, DOT, NRC, EPA requirements, and plant procedures. Packages are inspected
-prior to shipment, as appropriate, to verify compliance with applicable packaging and .
transportation requirements.

Off-reservation shipments of USEC waste are made only to USEC approved TSDRFs.
. Prior. to, off-reservation. shipment, it is confirmed that the waste meets the waste acceptance

criteria (WAC) of the TSDRF.

-During 2002, over 4 million lb of waste from DOE were recycled, treated,. or disposed
* (able-3.12.1-1). Future DOE waste management projects include the shipment for disposal of
LLRW and mixed waste, and the treatment of mixed and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-mixed
waste at DOE approved off-reservation facilities.

Waste Tracking and Documentation

All LLRW, LLMW, RCRA hazardous waste, and non-regulated/recyclable waste are
tracked through a Request for Disposal (RFD) system. Each waste container is given a unique
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identification number. The identification numbers are entered and maintained in a database. The
database is updated to reflect location, characterization, and waste disposal information.

Table 3.12.1-1 U.S. Department of Energy Waste Management Program Trcatinent,
Disposal, and Recycling Accomplishments for 2002

*a nr m=r
PCB -contaminated soft

* combustable debris
Low-levelradioactive
waste
Soil contaminated with'

. trichloroethene

RCRA debris

Silver Solutions

Lamps

Batteries

K) Aluminum cans

.Cardboard

Mixed office paper

12,999 drums/
262,020 lbs

2546 containers/
2,937,518 lbs

.927 containers/
639,469 lbs

422 containers/
59,529 lbs.

-30 containers/
1616 lbs
6,360 lbs

39,906 lbs

2,112 lbs

11,430 lbs

35,760 lbs

Disposed

Disposed

* Treated

Treated

Treated and
disposed
Recycled

Recycled

Recycled

Recycled

Recycled

Envirocare

Envirocare

Materials & Energy'.
Corporation

TSCA Incinerator

Safety-Kleen'

Onyx

Onyx .

Star, Inc"

Star, Inc.;

Rumpke"
Source: DOE 2003a

A ..

-During calendar, year 2003, the United States Enrichment Corporation disposed of 5,465
cubic. feet (f0)- of'LLRW and 524 .ft. of mixed wastes. The United States Enrichment-.
Corporation was able to recycle 2,700 ft3 of batteries, bulbs; and used oil (Table 3.12.1-2). . The'
generation -rates for LLRW and mixed wastes are expected to remain constant for the'next few
years. The'projected annual United States Enrichment Corporation generation rates for waste is
13,000 ft3 for LLRW and 500 ft3 of mixed wastes.: -
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Table 3.12.1-2 -United States Enrichment Corporation Waste Generation
and Shipment Rates - Calendar Year 2003

a ti .
4 . .f I

Mixed/lHazardous:
-Aerosol Cans
-Lithium Batteries
-Ni-cad Batteries'
-Metal Bearing Solids-
-Solvent Laden Solids
-Solvent Laden Paint
-Laboratory & Off
Spec
Chemicals
-Misc. Lab Solutions
-Alumina
-Sludge
Low-Level
Radioactive:
-Dry-Activated Waste
-Scrap Metal
-Oily 3M Cloth
-Used Oil:
-Alumina
-Sludge
Recyclables:.
Fluorescent Bulbs
Incandescent Bulbs
Circuit Boards

Lead-Acid Batteries

317
217 Mixed
100 RCRA

10,016

1,033

524

5,465

820

LWD
DSSI

Perma-Fix

Envirocare
. DSSI

GTS Duratek

AERC

-622 1430' DOE Run
Used Oil . 148.. 451 . Safety-Kleen

Sanitary/Industrial -'300 ton 300 ton Pike Sani.ary Landfill
NOTE: Wastes shipped include shipping those in backlog.
Source: United States Enrichment Corporation Waste ManagementlEnvironmental Compliance/Industria1Safety.

I
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS '

.The ACP site is located in a developed industrial area that has been subject to extensive
environmental characterizations. The DOE reservation land outside the Perimeter Road is used
for.a variety of purposes, including a water'treatment plant, sewage treatment plant, holding
ponds, sanitary and inert landfills, and openiand forested buffer areas.' The majority of the site,
improvements associated with the GDP are located within the 223 ha (550 acre) fenced area, A
second, large developed and fenced area, covering about 81 ha (200 acres), contains the
improved areas and facilities built for GCEP,- in which 'the ACP 'will be located. Both of these
areas are largely devoid of trees, with grass 'and paved roadways dominating the open' space. .Th`e
remaining area within Perimeter Road has been cleared and is essentially level.

The terrain surrounding the site, 'except for the Scioto River floodplain, consists of
rmarginal farmland and densely forested hills. lThe Scioto River floodplain is farmed extensively, -

particularlywith grain crops. .

Under the Proposed Action, refurbishment,: construction and operations activities will
occur within newly constructed and existing. facilities with a production capacity of
approximately 35 million SWU. The ER also examines the impacts of construction of two new-
Process Buildings and support facilities that would increase the plant production capacity to'
approximately 7. million 'SWU annually.' The environmental 'analysis is based 'on 'a -7 million
SWU plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant.

;) - .*.. jr' 8 : - , . : .. . *. .

4.1 Land Use Impacts . t . , -

-Land -use impacts were assessed -by, reviewing construction, refurbishment,"
manufacturing/assembly, and operations'activities for the proposed ACP.'

4.1.1 No Action Alternative

-Under the No Action Alternative, the ACP would not be deployed at the DOE reservation:
in Piketon,.Ohio; therefore, no impacts'.to'land use would occur. Land use would not change.
USEC would continue operations at PGDP to produce and market uranium enrichment services-
to its domestic and foreign customers. United States Enrichment Corporation would continue -to -
lease and operate existing facilities and associated lands at the Piketon DOE reservation and
PGDP.- No new USEC facilities or land uses are anticipated. Employment would not increase or
decrease'substantially.. Therefore, no 'changes in-off the DOE reservation land use to wouldlbe: :

* required because existing housing and services are sufficient for current and future growth ithe'.
regions'surroundingtheGDPs. .: . :. .. '

4.1.2 PaducahGaseoussDi1ffusioniPlant'Siting Alternative- '
- 72- :buildng-an

Under this alternative, the ACP would be constructed in one 1,23,172f building and
numerous support structures (e.g., gas test'facility,'machine assembly and maintenance building,

<~' machine transfer corridor, interplant process' piping,'pioduct feed, and withdrawal building,'etc.)
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located on ground leased to United States Enrichment Corporation and subleased to USEC on the
PGDP DOE reservation. The DOE reservation in Paducah currently and historically has been
used for industrial purposes,: specifically, since the mid-1950s, for uranium enrichment and
related activities. The PGDP DOE reservation offers two suitable locations for the project. A
suitable location has been identified in the northeast corner of the PGDP DOE reservation. The
other necessary support facilities (power, sewage, air, and cooling water) are already available
on-site.

Because no existing'facilities could be refurbished to suit the proposed ACP and future
expansion, significant construction activities would be required in large '"green" areas. (e.g.;

* suitable, uncontaminated) of the PGDP DOE reservation. Use of these areas' for the ACP would
likely restrict future long-term land uses to commercial and industrial purposes. While the ACP

* would be consistent with historical uranium enrichment operations on the PGDP DOE
* reservation; the land areas.used for the-AC?' would be. impacted. due to.'the significant:

construction activities, effectively eliminating any future residential or recreational use. The'
-areas designated for construction would not be candidates for release as farmland because the
soils are of the Henry complex,'a non-prime type of farmland soil.

* 4.1.3 Proposed Action

The DOE reservation in Piketon currently and historically has been used for industrial'
- . purposes, specifically, since the mid-1950s, for uranium enrichment and related- activities.

Ground in proximity to the X-3001 and X-3002 buildings would be disturbed for building
construction of two additional process buildings and associated support structures to support the
7 million SWU capacity (e.g., above-ground storage tanks, etc.) withdrawal, product'sampling--
and transfer facilities, interplant process piping, and cylinder storage yards are included in the
Proposed. Action. ..Existing structures (e.g.; .X-3001, X-3002, X-2232C, X-7726, X-7727H,
X-3012, and X-3346 buildings/facilities) would be refurbished to accommodate ACP operations;
to support 3.5 million SWU capacity. Proposed changes made to existing facilities and new

-construction will be conducted on land already used for industrial purposes and which. contains
non-contaminated 'soils of. the Urban Land-Omulga complex, a non-prime farmland soil.

-Proposed.. structures'will be. consistent within the existing -DOE reservation and are not
anticipated. to alter the future land. use.. of the. site, which- is commercial. and industrialuse.';
Building' .visual, characteristics, will. be consistent with their surroundings; therefore, minimal
impacts to land use would occur only during the construction phase of the-project.

..The AC is comprised of various buildings and areas that house systems and equipment.

necessary. to support the American Centrifuge uranium enrichment process.' The ACP layout is
* depicted in Figures 4.1.3-1. and 4.1.3-2- (both. located in Appendix. D of this Environmental
Report). The primary facilities directly involved in the enrichment process are the X-3001,'X-
3002, X-3003, and X-3004 Process Buildings; X-3012 and X-3334 Process Support Buildings;
X-3346 Feed and Customer Services 'Buildings;' X-3346A Feed-and Product Shipping' and
Receiving Building; X-3356 and X-3366 Product and Tails Withdrawal Buildings and X-2232C
Interconnecting Process Piping. Other buildings and areas that provide direct support functions
to the enrichment process are.-the. X-7725 Recycle/Assembly Facility,. X-7725A' Waste
Accountability Facility; X-7725C Chemical Storage Building; X-7726 Centrifuge Training and.
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Test Facility, X-7727H..Interplant Transfer. Corridor extension to the X-3003, X-745G-2
K> Cylinder Storage Yard; X-745H Cylinder Storage Yard; X-7756S Cylinder Storage Yard; and X-

7746N, X-7746S, X-7746E, and X-7746W Cylinder Storage Yards. These buildings .and areas
:are where licensed material and hazardous material can be found and are considered.to be the
primary facilities in their functional support of the American Centrifuge uranium enrichment
process.

In addition to the primary facilities,"there are a number'of secondary buildings/facilities
and areas that provide indirect support to. the ACP enrichment process. No special nuclear

'material, natural uranium, depleted uranium, or other hazardous radiological materials are found
in these buildings/facilities and areas. The support buildings include various electrical utilities,

lfire protection, -sewage treatment, water, treatment, hot water production, compressed air, and
.:others.. However, some. of the utilities andisupport 'services are procured from existing on-
reservation services and utilities. Utilities'.procured by the ACP include high voltage electrical

* power, firewater; sanitary, water, sanitary sewer,. communications, and -non-potable' cooling
water. Support services procured by. the ACP include emergency response, training,

-maintenance, environmentalmanagement, arid administrative support. The procured utilities and
:services are provided through existing buildings and services.' The significant -non-procured
service support buildings are depicted inFigures 4.1.3-1 and 4.1.3-2 (both located in Appendix D
of this Environmental Report).

X-112 Data Processing Buildin.

* - The X-112 Data Processing Building provides secure housing for the data systems and
.personnel required to support ACP data processing.

X-220E1 and X-220E3 Evacuation Public Address System

The Evacuation Public Address (PA) System is in place to provide instructions or
. . . otification in the 'event 'of anm incident'requiring 'evacuation or sheltering of reservation/plant

.. personnel. The X-1020 OC 'PA system 'control'- console is contixiuously manned. During'
emergencies, the PA'systen is not used for routine traffic. The PA system serves most occupied
plant buildings/facilities ' ." ' i ." - - -

X-220R PublickWarning Siren System' ' .-

. . The Public Warning Siren System is used to provide notification to die public within a
two-mile'radius.of'the DOE reservation in the event of an incident requiring evacuation or

* sheltering of the public The system is comprised of sirens on poles/towers ar6und the two-mile'.
radius and an electroniic siren controller at the X-l 020 EOC and local sheriff's department.

* Electrical Distribiition' Systems '- -'

Electrical power is supplied from the external 345 kilovolts (N) power grid at 345 kV
through the X-530A Switchyard to the :X-5001' Substation. At the X-5001 Substation, .the

Q electrical power is'stepped down in voltage to 13.8 kV then supplied through the X-5000' Switch
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House to the various centrifuge process buildings and other centrifuge support
buildings/facilities. The 'distribution'voltages are further stepped-down as necessary, depending
on the building or facility requirements to power items (i.e., centrifuge machines, pumps,
compressors, cranes, elevators, lighting, HVAC, and offices).

Most buildings and facilities are provided with double-ended service, wherein two
substations supply power to switchgear separated by a tiebreaker. If one transformer fails or
requires servicing, the entire building or facility load can be transferred to the remaining unit.
Normally the transformers comprising a double-ended unit are fed from different switchyard
busses.

Certain 480 V and 208 V substations. are equipped with standby power in the form of
diesel engine generators. The purpose of the diesel generators is to maintain power to essential
systems in the event normal power is lost or interrupted to these systems momentarily or for long
periods of time :

Standby-power is provided by diesel engine driven generators in situations where a loss
of normal. power cannot be interrupted without causing damage to equipment or hazards to
personnel. Single backup power is supplied by a standby generator to those systems for which
power outages would result in potential damage to equipment, or substantial delays in restoring
normal operations after an extended outage. Following a loss of normal power, standby
generators will automatically start and pickup essential loads within a prescribed amount of time.

X-1020 Emergenev Operations Center

The X-1020 EOC serves as a central location to coordinate any emergencies that occur on
the DOE reservation.

X-2220N Security Access Control and Alarm System

Due to the classified and proprietary nature of the ACP activities and equipment, access
-to-areas classified as Limited Security Areas, Exclusion Area(s), and Vault-type Room(s) is
controlled utilizing a Security Access Control and Alarm System. The system consists of two
distinct' subsystems: an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and an Access Control System (ACS).
:The IDS provides interior protection and the ACS provides high-security entry controls.' The
two subsystems report to a single operator's workstation forming a single security system.

Security Fencing and Portals.

The' ACP is within a secured fenced area. This area consists of approximately three and a
half miles of eight ft high chain-linked fence and barbed wire encompassing approximately 200
acres of the southwest quadrant of the Controlled Access Area (CAA).' Various gates support'
normal operation and provide emergency egress. The fence is routinely patrolled and is well
maintained.

Access to the ACP CAA consists of portals and gates at specific locations. When in use,
portals are either staffed and gates (when open) are under surveillance by Guard Force personnel
with communications equipment or the portals are equipped with rotogates with an electronic
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-badge reader. Portals are secured with high security locks when not in use. Signs are posted at
K> the CAA access portals and gates identifying contraband items that are not permitted within the

. CAA without specific 'approval.;-Illumination is in-place.at the CAA access portals and gates to
assist Guard Force 'personnel and building or 'plant personnel in detecting unauthorized persons
and to permit examination of badges; and vehicles. 'In the event of extended power outages
where necessary illumination is compromised, compensatory measures (e.g., standby lighting)

. are implemented.

CAA portal and gate operations are further defined and locations identified in the
Security Program for the American Centrifuge Plant.r ''

X-6000 Pumphouse and Air Plant, and X-6001 Cooling Towver

The X-6000 Pumphouse and Air Plant is :located east of the X-3002 building and is.
* - approximately 223 R. long and 80 f wide. The building contains two distinct sections: Cooling

* Tower Pumphouse and the Air Generation Plant. The. Air Plant. is located at .the north end,.
section and the Cooling Tower pump equipme'nt is located at the south end section of the X-6000
... -building.. TheX-6000 building contains ~the necessary. equipment/systems to distribute dry

- compressed air to 'the ACP and to provide' the requisite water to the X-6001 Cooling Towers for
the removal of heat from the process buildings.: '. - :.

The X-6001 tower is located west of the X-1 007 Fire Station and is approximately 100 R
east of the X-6000 building. .The X-6001 tower measures approximately 282 ft long,'55 ft wide

* at the base, and is. approximately 24 thigh from grade to upper deck, consisting of five cells.
The X-6001 tower also contains the necessary equipment/systems, fans, piping, and hardware
structures to satisfy the necessary cooling requirements for the process buildings.'

X-6002 Boiler System

. .The X-6002 system is a gas-fired boiler'system located between'the X-6002A Oil Storage
Facility and the X-7721 building just northeast of the X-3 002 building. The boiler system
provides hot water for heating.-, - : .

.. I .e .. , * s,! t cil*. . , ..

The X-6002A. facility is located east of the 'X-3002 building. The X-6002A facility
* supplies fuel oil .to the X-6002 system when required.' - The boiler normally is operated on

natural gas, but can use ful oil as "analternite fuel . -

X-772i Maintennance, Stores, and Tralnhig Buildin .

The X-7721 building is a multiple level bulding with approximately 138,000 2 of total
floor area. The purpose of the X-7721 building is to provide areas'for maintenance shops; stores
and receivinigactivities; and training. : . .
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X-7725A Waste Accountability Facility

The X-7725A facility is located in the southwest quadrant of the DOE reservation north
of the X-7725 facility and has approximately 29,400 fte of floor space.. This facility serves as a
storage area for equipment and parts necessary for the maintenance and repair of the process and
process support equipment.

X-7745R RecyclelAssemblv Storage

The X-7745R storage area is a concrete, pad immediately adjacent to and east of the X-
.7725 facility providing approximately 215,200 ft2 of space. This area is used mainly for clean,
non-contaminated, outside, horizontal rack storage of centrifuge casings prior to being'moved

.inside the building for machine assembly. Other centrifuge components and miscellaneous
storage may also be temporarily stored in this area.

Decontamination and Deconmmissionin.

....At. the end of useful plant life, the ACP.'will.be decommissioned such that. the facilities-
. -will be. either returned to the. DOE in accordance.with the requirements of the Lease Agreement-
*with the DOE. or will be released for unrestricted use. The criteria.,for final disposition of
facilities will be established in the DP, which will be submitted prior to license termination.

Depleted UF6 material (tails), which are not commnercially reused'or disposed of prior- to
decommissioning, will be sold, or converted to a stable, non-volatile uranium compound and-..
disposed of in accordance with regulatory requirements. . Radioactive wastes will be disposed of'
at licensed low-level.waste disposal sites. Hazardous wastes will be treated or disposed of in
permitted hazardous waste facilities.

Department of Enerprv Nuclear Facility Decommissioning and Decontamination

-As a connected activity to the ProposedAction the DOEIhas initiated accelerated cleanup
of the GCEP facilities at Portsmouth for use by USEC in the development of an adVanced

.uranium enrichment process. On December 4, 2002, USEC announced that it would construct its
demonrstration' centrifuge uranium enrichment test fadility'at. the Portsmouth site. This
announcement followed-a Ju ne 17,.2002, agreement between DOE and USEC in' which USEC'
will deploy an advanced centrifuge uranium enrichment plant'by 2010-2011. 'PORTS was
selected in December 2002 as the location for the American.Centrifuge Demonstration Facility.

... and it was announced in January 2004'that PORTS will be thie location for full deployiment of the
American Centrifuge Uranium Enrichment Plant (DOE 2004a).

USEC has consulted with 'the DOA, NRCS, who have determined that the project site is
mapped as Urban Land-Omulga Complex, a non-prime soil; therefore, the FPPA does not apply.
A copy of the consultation letter is provided in Appendix B of this ER.
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4.2 Transpoitation Impacts . ..

This section describes the potential impacts resulting from transportation to and from the
proposed ACP site. Included are the effects of movement of materials during construction,
operation, and decommissioning. Because the alternatives involve existing' sites with existing
transportation infrastructures, no new access road or railroad construction is required. Included
in this assessment are the following:

Transportation of construction'materials and construction debris;
Transportation'of feed'material (including' UF6 and supplies for the enrichment'

. process);
* Transportation of enriched UF6 product;
* Transportation of process waste (including radioactive waste) and depleted UF6; and
* Transportation'of radioactive decommissioning waste.

-Transportation impacts.in the' first and last categories are assessed as total impacts.
* .Transportation in the remaining categories is assessed on an annual basis.

4.2.1 No Action Alternative '.

: Under the No Action. Alternative, the commercial centrifuge project' would not be
deployed .'on the DOE reservation in Piketon..: Operations at PGDP to produce arid market
* uranium enrichment services towits domestic and foreign customers would continue. The United.-

.K> States Enrichment Corporation'w'ould continue to lease and operate existing'.facilities and
associated lands at the Piketon DOE reservation and PGDP.

UF6 production will continue at PGDP. 'Transportation of materials to, from, and
between the GDPs would continue. UFi and hazardous materials (e.g., acids) would be shipped |

. to PGDP. Wastes -resulting from United States Enrichment Corporation: activities. would be
'shipped offthe DOE reservations to tieatment and disposal facilities; size and destinations'would'
be similar to current transportation activities.

4.2.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative

Because PGDP does not have existing buildings that could be modified to 'accommodate
.half of the planned expansion, one 1,231,172 ft2.building and'numerous support structures (e.g.;
gas: test facility, machine assembly, maintenancebuilding, m'achine' transfer'.corridor,: product:
feed and withdrawal building, 'etc.) would need to be coinstructed to meet anticipated production
levels of approximately 7 million SWU.; Building materials and sanitary/industrial waste in the
construction phase of the project to be transported to and from the site would be approximately
twice the amount as compared to the Piketon, Ohio option for a 7 million..SWU plant. Quantities
of manufacturing material and waste would be the same as the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio
siting alternative for activities except the'coiistruction phase. . The quantity of wastes generated
and transported during'the operations phase of the ACP at PGDP are anticipated to be the same
as the Piketon, Ohio siting option (with .the exception of construction wastes) and would be,
expected to be insignificant compared to the overall PGDP site waste generation and shipment
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rates. Shipments of material and cylinders to sustain the operation phase of the ACP are'
anticipated to be the same as PGDP historical operations. The transportation impacts are
assumed to be approximately the same as the Proposed Action.

4.2.3 Proposed Action

PGDP Impacts

UF6 production will ultimately cease. at PGDP after the Proposed Action becomes
operational and the transportation- impacts of operating PGDP. would cease.. D&D of those
facilities currently leased to the United States Enrichment Corporation will begin once the GDP
ceases operation (DOE 2004b).

Rail

...*. It is assumed that shipments during construction and refurbishment and operations will be.
made using trucks. Therefore, the impacts of rail traffic are not evaluated. If rail shipments are
needed for construction to bring large items to the plant, they are not expected to be a significant
impact since they will be infrequent and will; be managed as routine railroad traffic.. Rail:
shipment of DUF6 canisters and non-DUF6 cylinders from Oak Ridge to the DOE reservation
:was considered inANIIEADJTM-112 Transportation Impact Assessment for Shipment of
Uranium Hexafluoride (UF4) Cylinders from the East Tennessee Technology Park to the

* Portsmouth and Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plants (DOE 2001). This analysis bounds the
shipment by rail of materials from other. sites after operations begin.

Water

* It is assumed that no barge shipments will be used during construction or operation of the
ACP. Therefore, the impacts of barge, shipments are not evaluated., If barge shipments are

. needed for construction to bring large items or bulk materials to the plant, they are not expected
to be a significant impact. since they will be infrequent and will be managed as routine barge*
traffic.

Air

It is assumed that no air shipments will be used during construction or operation of the.
ACP.. Therefore, the impacts of air shipments. are not evaluated. If air shipments are needed for
construction to'bring specific itenis to the site, they are not expected to be a significant impact

- since theywill be infrequent and will be managed as routine airfreight.

4.23.1 Material Transport

Transportation impacts. due to construction/refurbishment are estimated for two
categories of impacts: impacts due to accident free transport and impacts due to accidents. . Non-
cargo related accident free transport impacts capture the health effects of fugitive dust and truck.
exhaust emissions. Emission rates and unit risk factors that were used in preparing this
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assessment were taken from DOE/EM/NTP/HP-01, A Resource Handbook on DOE.
Transportation Risk Assessment (DOE 2002)I'and are conmpiled in Table 4.2.3.1-1. Non-cargo
related accident impacts refer to the potential -for transportation-related accidents that result in'
injuries or fatalities due to physical trauma unrelated to the cargo. State and national average'
rates for transportation-related injuries and fatalities were used in this assessment (DOE 2002).
Non-cargo related accidents associated with; the~ shipment -of building supplies for
construction/refurbishment used the: Ohio-specific rates for travel on primary .roads.
Transportation fori non-building materials (i.e.', production equipment) is based on mean national
rates for, interstate highway travel, calculated to bound the highest national 'composite rates.
These rates are shown in Table 4.2.3.1-1 and are adapted from Tables 6.38 and 6.39 in DOE
2002. -

Table 4.2.3.1-1 Accident and Non-Accident Rates used for this Assessment

'Ohio-Piimar Rod .410 4.14x0- * -

Federal-Interstate (mean) 3.65x10 1.41616xl0 4  -

Type VII Truck 1.72809x10 1.35x10-9
Source: Values from Tables 6.38, 6.39, and 6A1 of DOE 2002 (converted to miles)
* Unit risk is based on a population density of 1 person/mi2

* The information necessary to determine the transportation impacts'in this manner, is the
number of trips that will be made, the total mileage for each trip, and the population density
*along the route'. The following series oftables present the basis for these parameters. '

Table 4.2.3.1-2. provides an estimate of building materials that will be transported to the
ACP.for.construction/refurbishment. These materials are all assumed to 'originate within 50 mi
(80 kin) of the ACP..Piketon site. For the purposes of modeling the iransportation impacts, all

. construction materials in Table 4.2.3.1-2 were modeled as coming from a community that 'is 28
mi from Piketon. This was used 'for two reasons: 1) it enables the use' of actual assessment

l The Department of En'ergy', .Transportation Handbook contains useful information for
radioactive material 'transportation risk assessments' for National Environmental Policy.
Act (NEPA) documents prepared for'U.S. Department of:Energy (DOE) programs. The
handbook was prepared to increase the efficiency of future assessments, reduce costs, and

' promote increased quality and consistency. across the'DOE complex. This handbook'
takes advantage of the wealth of information developed through decades of DOE's NEPA
experience. It generally contains a review of historical assessments; a description of
comprehensive and generally acceptable transportation risk assessment methodology
(i.e., models); and a compilation of supporting data, parameters, and generally accepted
assumptions. Because of the broad spectrum of information compiled in the Handbook,
many of the parameters and methodologies are directly applicable to the ACP
transportation assessment.
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parameters that are representative of the area as opposed to generalized parameters for Ohio or
the United States, and 2). the location was selected as an average distance for these shipments.
(See the subsequent discussion of surrogate locations.) The following assumptions were used in
determining the number of truckloads:

Transportation impacts associated with the transport of construction materials are
based on one-way trips. Typically, round trips are not used unless. shipments are
"campaigned" using dedicated trucks. This is because commercial haulers usually
schedule truck use to minimize the amount of time the truck is traveling empty.

* Truckloads for building materials are assumed to be 25 tons for semi transports, 10
* yards for concrete, and 24 yards for aggregate and asphalt.

* Table 4.23.1-2. Estimated Trainisportation Requlirements for Construction Material':

:X-3003 . 13,600 . 500 2,270 35,260 2,800
X-3004 . . 13,600 500 2,270 35,260 2,800

X-7727H - 1,600 260 227 3,900 300.
X-3346 2,500 135 760 4,560 1,000
X-3356 420 40 250 1,800 310
X-3366 420 40 250, 1,800 310
X-3034 . 610 60 360 2,340 450

X-3346A 1,060 60 . 145 4,200 650
Cylinder - - - 8,500 2,300

Storage Yards .. .

New Roads 500 . - . . . . 2,000.
New Parking .500 . - . 2,000

Areas .

TOTAL 1,000 33,810 1,595*. 6,532 97,620 14,920
Truckloads 42 1,353 64 262 9,762 622

Table . 4.2.3.1-3 provides the transportation expectation. for electrical equipment.'
Equipment suppliers in specific cities. have .been identified for the purpose of estimating
transportation risks. The actual mileage. that was used in the impact.assessment is shown..
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Tal 4231-3 Estimated Transportation Requirements for Electrca Eupent

[The information within this table has be'en-de'terninfed to contain Export Controlled Information
and is located in Appendix E of ths report]

-Table 4.2.3.1-4 provides the transportation expectation for process equipment for the'
ACP. General points of origin are shown for each'type of miaterial because specific vendors

* have not been identified. In order to simplijF~ the'analysis and to provide better estimates of the
risks, surrogate locations were selected that approximate the anticipated travel distance. Te use

of srroatelocaion isdiscussed. subsequently. 'The 'number of truckloads for each item is

shown along with the actual one-way mileage used in the assessment.

Table 4.2.3.1-4. Estimated Trainsportation 'Reqiuireinents for the Ameriean Centrifuge
* Plant Process Equipment

* - .- [The information within this table has been determined to contain ExportConitrolled~.-.
Information and is located in Appendix E of this report]

*Table *4.2.3.1-5 provides the -transportation 'expectation for fe~ed and withdrawal
:equipment for the AMP Points of origin are not- shown .for feed and withdrawal equipment
because USEC is evaluating-three scen arios-with-regard-to the'a'cquisition of this equipment.

These scenarios are as follows:

Scenario 1 -Ohio vendor (242 miles)

* * Scenario 2-Eastern US vendor'(944 miles).

..Scenario 3-WesternUS vendor (2,486 miles)

*.For -the -purposes of the analysis;- surrogate locations -were selected that matched the

* atcipated travel distances.- The mileages shown are the actual mileae used in the nlas

* ~Table 4.2.3.1-5 Estimnated Transportation Requirements for Feed anidWithdratwal
.. ' Equipment for the'Amierician Centrifu ge Planit .

[Thbe informhation within this table has been determined to contain Export Controlled
* Iniformation and is located'in Appendix E of thi s reiport]
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Table 4.2.3.1-6 provides the estimated transportation requirements for transporting
centrifuge components for the ACP. Details of the shipping campaign are presented over an
extended time period are provided. The number of truckloads. per year over a nine-year period
for each type of component are provided. Points of origin are not shown for each centrifuge
component because USEC is evaluating four scenarios with regard to the acquisition of this
equipment. Potential rotor manufacturing locations are discussed in Chapter 2.0 of this ER.
These scenarios are as follows:

* Scenario 1-manufacture at Piketon (1 mile)

. Scenario 2-manufacture at a local industrial park (28 miles)

* Scenario 3-manufacture at Oak Ridge (289 miles)

-* :.Scenario 4-.manufacture at Western U.S. vendor (2,486 iiles)

For the purposes of the analysis, surrogate locations were selected that matched the
anticipated travel distances. The mileages shown are the actual mileages used in the analysis.

Table 4.2.3.1-6 Estimated Transportation Requirements for the American Centrifuge Plant
Machine Components:

[The information within this table has been determined to contain Export Controlled
Information and is located in Appendix E of this report]

Table 4.2.3.1-7 provides the estimated transportation requirements for centrifuge balance
-stands for the ACP. Expected distances to points of origin are shown, for each type of material.
For the purposes of the. analysis, surrogate locations were selected that matched the anticipated
travel distances. The mileages shown are the actual mileages used in the analysis..

Table 4.23.1-7 Estimated Transportation Requirements for Balance Stands for the
American Centrifuge Plant

NII
Steel (Tons)- 360 - 98
Concrete (Yards) 140 49 .
Support steel bases 120 - 49
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As stated above, two types of impacts are assessed. Fatalities due to non-accident
V> conditions are the result of emissions from traffic,; including fugitive' dust, air emissions from

diesel, and particulate from brakes. 'The DOE has established an estimated vehicle emission rate
. for the emissions of 10 'micron particles and the' potential fatalities that are due 0tothese
-emissions. The rate is shown in Table 4.2.31-1. -Because the unit risk factor is for a population
density of 1 person/mi2, it is necessary Ito determine a population density for: each route.;
Population density is derived for three general areas: rural (areas with population densities of less
than 139 persons/mi2), suburban (areas with population densities between 139 persons/mi 2 and
3,326 persons/mi2) and urban (areas with population densities of greater than 3,326 persons"
/mi2). In addition, the fraction of travel in each area is needed for the analysis. The program
TRAGIS, available'from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL 2003) is a highway iouting
model that is used to estimate th'e'route specific population density and determine the'fraction of
'travel in each area. TRAGIS Client Version 3.3.1, which uses 2000 population data, was used in
this analysis. TRAGIS requires that appoint of origin and point of destination be specified

- .(referred to' as.'nodes). . For material in' this hssessmient' that does not have a specified point of:
*- origin,-surrogate points of origin were selected based on the assumptions listed inthe materials

tables.- For. example, some process equipment in Table 4.2.3.1-4 lists "Ohio" as tlie destination
.,with an estimated travel distance of 200 miles;` In this case, -the city of Akron was selected as a'
-surrogate point of origin for modeling the impacts instead of using national 'average population
-densities and fractions of travel. This use of surrogates provides a better estimate since national
average 'figures are dominated by rural areas'aand the available averages do' no' inclde current
population data. As an'example of the cbnservatism 'introduced by the use of surrogate locations,
in'a comparabl6 study using national averages, the rural population density'was assumed to be
18.2 personis/mi 2 .(6 personsmkn 2). In the current analysis, use of surrogate locations results in' a
vrral population density of about 50 persons/mi 2. TRAGIS .also has the ability to impose route;

--restrictions on shipments. For the assessment ofnon-pargo impacts,' commercial shipping routes
are assumed using legal weight shipments.;Table 4.2.3.1-8 summarizes the TRAGIS parameters
used to estimate non-cargo impacts. .

Table 4.2.3.1-8 Summary of Input Parameters Used to Calculate Non-Cargo
* Related Transportation Impacts - -

; '' [The information within this table has'been determined to contain Export Controlled
Information'arid is located in Appendix E of this Environmental Report],

, ., . ., , - . ::

: Table 4.23.1-9 Impacts from Transportation Associated-With
Construction/Refurbishment at the Piketon Site. ' . -

' .: --. '[The information within this table has been determined to contain Export Controlled
Information and is located in Apjeiidi;E of this Envirorinmental Report]'-

d;, is loi_ ,in .Ap , .x . . o.i.
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4.2.3.2 Transportation During Operations

The assessment of transportation impacts during operations considers both the
transportation of radioactive materials and the transportation of. non-radioactive materials.
Included in the first. category are radioactive feed material, radioactive product, radioactive
waste, and recyclables. Included in the second category are chemicals used for operations, solid
(non-hazardous waste), hazardous waste, and recyclables. Impacts are assessed on an annual
basis.'

4.23.2.1 Radioactive Material Transportation -

Radioactive material shipments will be transported in accordance with the requirements
of 10 CFR Part 71 and 49 CFR Part 173. The potential impacts of these shipments are analyzed
using two computer codes: .TRAGIS (ORNL 2003) and RADTRAN 5.5 (Osborn, et. al., 2005).
TRAGIS, which stands for Transportation Routing Analysis Geographic Interface System is an

:,updated transportation routing model that incorporates recent (2000) population data.. .TRAGIS,-
contains data for the United States only.. RADTRAN 5.5 calculates the potential impacts of
* radiological shipments using the routing information generated by TRAGIS. The potential
.chemical impacts. have been analyzed in previously published environmental impact statements
by DOE (ANL2001).

* RADTRAN 5.5 presents results for several .types of impacts. Incident-free impacts
include potential health impacts on transportation without a release of radioactive material from

'shipping.. The impacts include fatalities, from accidents, health impacts' from vehicle, exhaust
* .emissions, and health impacts from exposure to direct radiation from a shipment passing by the

public. These impacts are determined based on one year of shipments and are presented for both
the general public along the transportation routes (non-occupational) and the crew of the
transport'vehicle,(occupational). RADTRAN.5.5 also calculates the impacts of accidents.
Considered is a range of accidents severe enough to release. radioactive material .to- the
environment and represent risk. In this regard, it is' assumed in this assessment that once the
container is breached in an accident, the radioactive material becomes airborne and is respirable.

. The analysis looks at the radiological impacts of shipment of uranium feed material toothe
ACP, the shipment of enriched uranium product to users, the shipment of heels containers to

- . vendors for refurbishment, the. shipment of the USEC inventory to, theACP,. the shipment of
* depleted uranium;t the shipment of operational -low-level waste, and the. shipment of waste
originating from the decontamination, decommissioning and demolition of facilities. Shipment
of chemicals is discussed separately.

4.2.3.2.1.1 Uranium Feed . .

..:Uranium feed for the ACP is primarily natural uranium in the form of UF6. The UF6 is
transported to the plant in 48-inch (48X or 48Y), 10:ton, and 14-ton, respectively, cylinders that
are designed, fabricated, packaged, and shipped in accordance with American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) N14.1, Uranium Hexafluoride-Packagingfor Transport (ANSI 1990). [This
information has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of
this Environmental Report]
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Expected feed suppliers include, but are not limited to:

* Cameco Corporation
Port Hope
Ontario, Canada

Honeywell Specialty Chemical Plant '
Metropolis, Illinois -.

Cameco Corporation ships feed material in 48X cylinders. Two 48X cylinders may be
shipped on a 40 ft flatbed trailer. Honeywell Specialty Chemical Plant typically ships one 48Y
'cylinder per tirailer. For the purposes of this 'analysis, it is assumed that each of these suppliers
provides 550 shipmerits per year.

- Uranium' feed may also be shipped io any receiver of enriched uranium product, such as
' those noted below. -Typically any such' shipments are transported in 'cylinders thaitmeet ANSI:
'standard'N14.l. Because the radiological impacts of shipping product exceed those for shipping

- feed, the analysis of the impacts of shipmexts of feed to any receiver are bounded by the analysis
of the impacts of shipping product.'

Uranium product may also be received at the ACP as enriched feed or product as part of
.theMegatons-To-Megawatts.program. Under an agreement signed in 1993 by the U.S. and the

Russian Federation Governments, the United States will purchase 500 metric tons of LEU
'derived from HEU (90 percent 235U) 'extracted from dismantled Russian nuclear weapons over a
period of about 20 years.) The United States Enrichment Corporation is the U.S. Government's.
Executive Agent for this Agreement and'receives LEU blended down from the HEU. The first
delivery of the down blended LEU arrived in the United States on June 23, 1995. Currently, 30
metric tons (MT) of HEU are annually converted and processed into about 875 MT of LEU
delivered to PGDP. The ACP may participate in this program.

.-Table 4.2.3.2-1 summarizes the radioactive shipments that are anticipated for the feed
material to ACP.

.I . 1
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Table 4.2.3.2-1 Projected Annual Transportation Requirements for Feed Material
for the American Centrifuge Plant

.... . I .. I ,

Container Type 46A 48Y iUB
Diameter (in.) 48 48 30
Length (in.) 119 150 81
Minimum Volume (IV)108.9 142.7 -26
Material of Construction Steel Steel ' Steel
Maximum Net Weight (lb) 21,000 27,560 5,000
Containers per Shipment '2 1 - 3
Shipments per Year 550 550 200
Maximum Curie Content 4U 1.98 1.98 4.68
Maximum Curie Content 25U 0.14 0.14.. 0.16
Maximum Curie Content23 U2.86 ' 2.86. 0.51
* Conservative estimates based on assumption all Russian feed material will be delivered to the ACP.

: . - . ,

4.2.3.2.1.2 Enriched Uranium Product

'The enriched uranium product of the ACP is transported in 30-inch 2.5-ton cylinders.:
*-These cylinders are designed, fabricated, and shipped in accordance with the ANSI standard for
packaging and transporting UF6 cylinders, N14.1' (ANSI 1990). [This information has been
withheld pursuant to 10 CER 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of this report]

Table 4.2.3.2-2 summarizes the radioactive shipments of enriched uranium product that
are anticipated for the ACP.

Table 4.2.3.2-2 Projected Annual Transportation Requirements for Enriched
- ' Uranium Product from the American Centrifuge Plant.

- [This table has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of
this Environmental Report]

4.2.3.2.13 Heeled Cylinders

According to 10 CFR 110.2, Heels means small quantities of natural, depleted or low-
enriched uranium (to a maximum of 20 percent), in the form of UP6 left in emptied transport
cylinders being returned to suppliers after delivery of the product.

Approximately fifty 30-inch heel cylinders are shipped to vendors monthly for cleaning
and recertification or washing only. These cylinders have heel weights of less than 25 pounds.

I...
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The vendors are Westinghouse, Columbia,'SC and Framatome, Richland, Washington. The 30-
inch heel cylinders are shipped;in an'array of 25 cylinders per shipment. Approximately 50

K> :clean/recertified cylinders are received at the-ACP monthly.

Table 4.2.3.2-3 summarizes the shipments of heel containers that are anticipated for the
ACP.

Table 4.2.3.2-3 Projected Annual Transportation Requirements'for Heels
Containers from the American Centrifuge Plant'

( J

Container Type 30B 30B
Diameter(in.) - 30 310
Length (in.) 81 81
Minimum Volume (ft) -26 26
Material of Construction' 'Steel Steel
Maximum Net Weight (lb) -5,'000' 5,000
Containers per Shipment 25 25
Shipments perYear' 300 300
Maximum Curie Content23 'U 0.5 0.5 .

-Maximum Curie Content 23 5U 0.05 0.05
Maximum Curie Content 23"U . 2.88 2.88

ANP - Framnatome ANP Inc,
WEC - Westingbhouse Electric Coiporation

4.2.3.2.1.4 United States Enrichment Corporation Inventory

Eventually, United States Enrichment .Corporation owned inventory may be relocated
from Paducah, Kentucky and elsewhere to ,Piketon, Ohio. The number and size of cylinders.
shipped to.the ACP will be highly dependent upon the business practices of the company, but are
considered to be bounded bythe analysis., .

.4.23.2.1.5. Depleted Uranium Hexafluorede ''

According to 10 CFR 110.2, Depleted uranium means uranium having a percentage of:
*T3U less than the.naturally occurring distribution of U -found in natural uranium (less than
:0.711 weight percent 23sUy, It will be produced from uranium isotope separation operations at
'theACP..

Approximately 2,000 (24,000 MT) cyinders of depleted UF6 would be filled aninually for
a 7 million SWU plant. Some depleted UF6 may be shipped to receivers of uranium product
noted above.
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Depleted UF6 is stored in steel cylinders until it can be processed in accordance with the
disposal strategy established by USEC. As a management measure, USEC manages depleted
UF6 at the ACP in accordance with 40 CFR Part 266 and OAC 3745-266. No DUF shipments
are included in this assessment.

Section 3113(a) of the USEC Privatization Act requires DOE to accept LLW, including.
depleted uranium that has been determined to be LLWj for disposal upon the request and
reimbursement of costs by a NRC uranium facility licensee. DOE has stated in its EIS for the
conversion facilities to be built at the Portsmouth GDP and the Paducah GDP that depleted
uranium transferred under thifs provision of law in.the future, would most likely be in the form of
DUF6, thus adding to the inventory of material needing conversion at a DUF6 conversion facility.
DOE in its EIS stated that, "...it is reasonable to assume.that the conversion' facilities could be
operated longer than specified in the current plans in order to convert this material" (DOE 2004).

4.2.3.2.1.6 Radioactive Waste
:s inlue in th :. . ...... .-

Operations will generate radioactive waste, which is included in the transportation
assessment. This waste will originate from general maintenance activities and refurbishment. It

. will include both classified and unclassified waste as well. as mixed waste. Radioactive and
radioactive mixed waste is containerized and labeled in accordance with applicable NRC, DOT,

*.EPA, and Ohio regulations and site ACP procedures. Some general types of waste packaging
include, but are not limited to:

* Solid Waste 5, 30, 55, or i 10 gallon drums; small diameter containers

* * Liquid Waste polybottles; 5, 30, or 55 gallon drums

* Corrosives, Acids polybottles or polydrums

* Scrap Metal/DAW B-25 boxes or other similar boxes; various drums

* In addition,: 85-. and 1 10-gallon overpacks may.be used for appropriate wastes and
leaking/damaged containers. .

- Off-reservation shipments of waste are made only to licensed and/or permitted facilities
Athat have been approved by the USEC off-reservation waste. facility audit process and. it is .
confirmed that the waste meets the WAC of the receiving facility. For the purposes of analysis,

. . all unclassified radioactive mixed waste is assumed to go to a commercial facility in Gainesville,
Florida; classified radioactive:waste is shipped to the Nevada Test Site (NTS); and unclassified
radioactive Waste is shipped to a commercial facility at Clive, Utah.

Table 4.2.3.24 summarizes the shipments of operational LLW that are anticipated for the
-ACP. -The activity fractions for the source term for LLW in 55-gallon drums are taken from
NUREG-1790. These values were scaled for the B-25 boxes.
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. Table 4.2.3.24 Projected Annual Transportation Requirements for Containers of
Low-Level Radioactive Waste from the American Centrifuge Plant.. .. ., ., .-. -.. . ...................................... . - .- I

. , . .... .

Container Type .55 gal 55 gal B-25
Diameter (in.) . ' - 24 - 24 48X72
Length(in.) - -. 35 -35 48
Minimum Volume (ft) -- 7.3- 7.3 - 96-
Material of Construction ' - Steel- Steel - Steel

; Containers per Shipment - -- 18 -14 -16
Shipments 4erYear - - - -- 9

: Maximum Curie Content 9 4U 0.0033 ' 0.0033 . 0.0429
Maximum: Curie ContentU 0.0002 0.0002 -- -0.0020'
Maxiimim Curie Content=U .0.00002 0.00002 0.0003
Maximum Curie Content I"U -.0.0033 0.0033 . 0.0429
Maximum Curie ContentTTh .- 0.0002 -0.0002 . 0.0020
Maximum Curie' Content 4"Th. -. 0.0033 0.0033 0.0429.
Maximum Curie Content ' .

2.mPa ' 0.0033 0.0033 '' 0.0429
* Includes- bnth nnertinnal and annual rdnih twse- -- - - -

--- -r--- - . _-
I .I . . �;_,

4.2.3.2.1.7 Decontamination and Decommissioning

Radioactive and hazardous wastes produced during cleanup of buildings, refurbishment,
and during decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) of the ACP -will be collected, handled,
and disposed of in accordance with regulations applicable to the ACP at the time. These wastes
will ultimately be -transported to and disposed of in licensed or other authorized radioactive or
hazardous -waste disposal facilities. ' All classified ,(radioactive and -non-radioactive) cleanup
waste is assumed to be':shipped 'to the Nevada ;Test site. Unclassified solid radioactive D&D -
waste will go to the Envirocare facility in Clive, Utah and liquid radioactive waste is assumed to
be processed and disposed at DSSI, Kingston, TN. Table 4.2.3.2-5 summarizes the shipments of
*D&D low-level radioactive waste that are anticipated for the ACP. The number of shipments
shown is the estimated t6tal for the D&D activity. .A;
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Table 4.2.3.2-5 Projected Transportation Requirements for Containers of
Decontamination and Decommissioning Low-Level Radioactive Waste

from the American Centrifuge Plant

____ ____ afll' __i_

Container Type B-25 - 55 gal B-25'
Diameter (in.) 48x72 24 48x72
Length (in.) 48 35 - ' 48
Minimum Volume (ft)96 ' _7.3 96
Material of Construction Steel Steel ' Steel
Containers per Shipment -_8 -60 _8

Shipments - 5,100 -_10' 105
Maximum Curie Content U 0.0429 . 0.0033 : 0.0429
Maximum Curie Content-M5U 0.0020 0.0002 0.0020
Maximum Curie Content "U 0.0003 0.00002 0.0003
Maximum Curie Content3U- 0.0429 0.0033 0.0429
Maximum Curie Content23 Th 0.0020 0.0002 0.0020
Maximum Curie Content "Th 0.0429 0.0033 0.0429
Maximum Curie Content
234mPa - 0.0429 0.0033 0.0429
' Includes 300 shipments of GCEP Accelerated Cleanup waste to NTS

4.23.2.1.8 Analysis of Impacts of Transportation of Radiological Materials

For this analysis, the transportation-related risks' are assessed for both the cargo and non-
cargo related impacts. Cargo-related 'risks arise from'the radiological nature of the shipments.

: These risks are due to exposure to ionizing radiation, which occurs during incident free
transportation. and during accidents. Non-cargo related impacts are evaluated as discussed for
the construction related transportation. Inorder to assess these impacts, several transportation
parameters must be quantified. The impact assessment uses the following information:

- The nature of the radioactive materials being transported

* The origin and destination of each type of radioactive material

* The amount of material in each shipment

The mode of shipment truck or rail (truck is assumed for all shipments)

* The route to be used

I
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4.2.3.2.1.8.1 Radioactive Material Description

The radioactive materials transported to and from the proposed ACP are subject to both
NRC (10 CFR Part 71).and DOT (49 CFR Parts 171-173) shipping regulations. Shipments can
be transported in Type A shipping containers. The enriched product can be shipped in Type A
containers but requires an overpack surrounding the shipping container. Several different types
of radioactive materials are proposed.for shipment. Table 4.2.3.2-6 summarizes the radionuclide.
content of the containers proposed for the shipment of feed, product, heels, and waste. The
relevant specifications for the containers 'are shown in Tables 4.2;3.2-1 through 5. The
radionuclide data and shipping container chaiacteristics are used as input into RADTRAN 5.5.

Table 4.2.3.2-6 Content.of the Transportation Containers Proposed for Use by the
:,,.,American Centrifuge Plant

U .1.98 1.98 4.68 4.68 - 0.5 - 0.0033 0.0429.
0 14 0.144 0.16 . 0.16 0.05 -. 0.0002. 0.0020

-_______ _ __ _ _ .. _ * : . . . .0.00002 0. 0003.
; ' LOU __ 2.86 2.86 0.51 0.51 2.88 0.0033 0.0429
.. Th __ ______ ___ _ ._ . - . .. .. .0.0002 0.0020
____Th_0.0033 0.0429
L34mPa - . . ,. 0.0033 0.0429

i .

Table 4.2.3.2-7 summarizes the direct radiation surrounding the shipping containers
based on measurements made by USEC except for the dose rate for waste containers, which is
taken from DOE 2002. .. ......

Table 4.2.3.2-7. Direct Radiation Surrounding Shipping Containers* ; = v ~~~.9.. .. .

i

. . - - : I

I .

. .1 I. I: .

_1, - - . - . . . . s I
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4.2.3.2.1.8.2 Transportation Routes

This section presents the various shipping routes for the radioactive material to and from
the ACP. TRAGIS (ORNL 2003) was used to generate the routing information'. Table 4.2.3.2-8
presents a matrix of the shipping origins and destinations for the various radioactive materials
along with the anticipated number of annual trips.

Table 4.2.3.2-8 Routes and Annual Number of Trips for Radioactive Shipments Evaluated
for the American Centrifuge Plant

[The information within this fable has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is
located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report]

For this assessment, only truck shipments'were assumed. TRAGIS genierates routing
distance, 'population density within 0.5 mi (80 m) of the route, and the'number of rest stops and
stops for State inspections. Table 4.2.3.2-9 presents the output from TRAGIS to be used in the
transportation assessment. For Port Hope, Ontario, an additional 150 miles of route distance and
an inspection stop was added to the TRAGIS output to account for that portion of the route
located in Canada.

The following routing restrictions were applied:

Highway Route Controlled Quantity preferred route with two drivers.

Prohibit use of links prohibiting truck use.

* Prohibit use of. ferry crossing, prohibit use of roads with hazardous materials
prohibition. Prohibit use of roads with radioactive materials prohibition.

Table 4.2.3.2-9 Route Specific Information Used to Model Radiological Impacts for the
American Centrifuge Plant

[The information withii this table has beeni withheld p t to 10 CFR 2.3 90and is located in
: - ' .. * Appendix C of this Environmental Report]

4.2.3.2.1.83 RADTRAN 5.5 Parameters

The RADTRAN 5.5 computer code was used to estimate the impacts of the radioactive
material shipments. The potential impacts include health effects from the exposure to emissions
from trucks, fatalities from truck accidents, health effects from incident-free direct radiation to
crew and surrounding populations along the transportation routes, and health effects from the
release of radioactive material in transportation accidents. RADTRAN 5.5 models round trip
travel; therefore, the mileages input to RADTRAN 5.5 are doubled by the program. This is
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because in most cases, the vehicles used to haul radioactive materials are dedicated to the task
and do not necessarily pick up return loads for other customers.

Accident Parameters

The amount of radioactive material released from a transportation accident depends on
; the packaging of the material -and the -severity -of the accident. -A method -widely used to'
characterize the potential -severity of transportation accidents is described in-NUREG-0170,
(NRC, 1977) and is also presented in DOE 2002.- The method divides the spectrum of accident
severities into eight categories with -each category being subdivided into rural, suburban, and

- urban zones containing the fraction of occurrence of the severity class within each zone.

Table 4.2.3.2-10,presents the fractional occurrences for accidents as established by the
*NRC NUJREG-0170 (NRC 1977). -Once .thefrequencies of the accidents are generated, the
fractions controlling the amount that is airbore.and respirable are required. These fractions are
comprised of three additional fractions: n e ar r Ts frat'n' ar

' . .* The package release fraction, j ' '

* The fraction of material released that becomes airborne, and

.- * The fraction that is airborne, which is respirable.

Table 4.2.3.2-10 Fractional Occurrence of Accidents by Severity Category and
Population Density Zone'

. i

. .. .I

1£. - SE '- ''

I 0.55 0.1 0.8
[I 0.36 0.1 0.1 0.8

III 0.07 0.3 0.4 0.3
IV .016 0.3 '0.4 0.3
V 0.0028 0.5 0.3 0.2
VI 0.0011 0.7 0.2 0;1
VII 0.000085 0.8 0.1 0.1
vIm .0.000015 0.9 0.05 005

'These fnictions were extracted from NUREG-0170 and are shown in Table 4.2.3.2-11 for
.a Type A package.' It is assumed that any release from the package becomes airborne and that it
is all respirable. These values are considered to be conservative because of the lack of data on
package failure under severe conditions (DOE 2002). -
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Table 4.2.3.2-11 Package Release Fractions from NUREG-0170
.. . ....I tI ..

I 0.01 1 ___1
H 0.01 1 I * I
i 01 1 1

IV 1 1 I

VI 1 1 I
VII 1 1 1
VII I1 1 1

Travel Parameters

To evaluate incident-free impacts, other input parameters that affect the exposure
duration to the public and crew are required. Table 4.2.3.2-12 presents these input parameters
including the following:

* The speed of the vehicle,

* Size of crew,

* Amount of time the package is stopped for driver rest or State inspections, and

* Population on adjacent traffic lanes.

The RADTRAN 5.5 input parameters in Table 4.2.3.2-12 were reset to default values for
inputs not otherwise defined.
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Table 4.2.3.2-12 Input Parameters for RADTRAN 5.5
I

Traffic Volume (vehicles/hr)
,. . ., .-, . ;.- .

- Suburban - - 760 Table 6.15 in DOE 2002
, Urban,,, -- I 2,400

Ru'ral, - 55 . .-
Vehicle Speed (mph) 'Suburban '25 Table 6.11 in DOE 2002

, '-Urban : 15 -
Number of People in Adjacent 2 D 2002
Vehicle' __--,_,,DOE_20__

RADTRAN 5.5 default
SizeofCrew '--- ; ' >' value -
Distance to Package (fR) All .10.2 'Table 6.3 in DOE 2002

a' . ' RADTRAN 5.5-default
Size of Loading Crew Al2 value

All 'RADTRAN 5.5 default
Proximity of Loading Crew (ft) 10 value

RADTRAN 5.5 default
Time to Load (hr)All value
Number of People Exposed at Rest All 25 Table 6.19 in DOE 2002
Stop __ _ __ _

Exposure Distance at Rest Stop (fl) All 65.5 Table 6.19 in DOE 2002
Time at Rest Stop (hr/mi) All 0.0148a Table 6.19 in DOE 2002
Time at Inspection Stop (hr/mi) All 0.0148a Table 6.19 in DOE 2002
Exposure Distance at Inspection l ANIJEAD/TN-1 12 p. 5-
Station (ft) 15
Number of People Exposed at RADTRAN 5.5 default
Inspection Stop A2value
Vehicle Emission Rate -9 Table 6.41of DOE
(fatalities/mi/l person/mi2) ' All 1.35x10 '_ _____

All 1 2 10-Table 6.39 of DOE
Vehicle Accident (fatalities/mi) All .4x 2002T

Stop times are calculated for the entire route using this rate and distributed evenly over all stops.
bFor Type VIUB truck
'Mean Rate for Interstate Travel
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RADTRAN 5.5 Results

Tables 4.2.3.2-13 through 4.2.3.2-15 present the results by route and type of material
being' transported for one year. Table 4.2.3.2-13 presents the non-radiological impacts from the
shipment of radioactive material.' Included is the estimated potential 'impact in terms of latent
cancer fatalities (LCFs) from the vehicle emissions rand fatalities resulting from traffic accidents.
Table 4.2.3.2-14 presents the radiological impacts in terms of LCFs from incident-free transport.
Incident-free transport represents the transport of the radioactive shipment without a release from
the shipment. Table 4.2.3.2-15 presents the radiological impacts from accidents during these
shipments. Accident results include'the impact (risk per year) from various accident scenarios
'that potentially could occur during the transport of the radioactive material. The results are,
presented in terms of risk. Note that in each table, the impacts from the transportation of GCEP
Cleanup and D&D radiological materials are shown in the last four rows. These represent total
shipping and not annual shipments. Also note that the impacts from stops have been summed for
each type of stop: rest stop and inspection stop. Exposures for individual stops can be calculated
by dividing the impactsby the number of stops in Table 4.2.3.2-9 for each route.

.1

7 . - - ,
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Table 4.2.3.2-13 Non-radiological Fatalities from Truck Transportation of Radioactive
Materials (Annual Shipments)

reca fliviaiei in lype 'sd
-Cylinder Port Hope, ON:. '1.33x10-3 9.26 x10' 3 2.95 IO-' j 3.27 xio.1. -

FeedMateralinType48Y MetropolisIL 8.08x104 1.04x10'2  1.63 xlO1' 3.68 x1O2

FeedMateralinType30A Wilmington, DE 3.27 x10 4  3.83x10'3 | 1.09 xIO | 1.35 x10'2
* Cylinder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Product in Type 30A -Richland, WA' 1.93 x1O3  2.97 xlO2  2.37.x10', 1.05 xlO-1

*Product inType 30A ColumbiaSC 4.59 x10 4  5.34 x103  1.50 x10 1.88 X10 2

Cyinder -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PrductimTdye30A Wilmington,NC 9.13 x104N 7.86 xlO3; 1.99 xi 0 2.77 x10

PoctiTye3ASettle WA 4.77 xl~ 7.20 X10e 7.80 xIO2  2.54 xO
Cylinder to K orea __ _ __ _ _ __ _I__ _ _ -__ _ _ _ _ _ _

Prdci~p3ASeattle;WA:7. 5.11 x104' 7.71 x10 3. 8.35 xI0 2  2.72x102,
Cylinder to Japan

HeelsRnhType 30A. - lRcland, WA- 1.93 x10'3  2.97 xO 2  '2.37 xlO' 1.05 xlIO

Heelsn Type30A Columbia, SC' L 3.93 xlO" 534 x103 ' 1.29 xlO'- 1.88 XlO 2

* Cylinder -

Classified/Refurbishment Nevada Test Site, 3
Waste in 55-Gallon Drums Na T S 5.48x10' 5  8.37x104  8.66x10 3  2.96x103

Unclassified Waste in B-25X4Blxes - Clive, UT - 4.53 x10 5  6.93 x1-04  636 x10 3  2.45 x10'

Mixed Waste in 55-Gallon Gainesville,'FL' 9.57 x104  1.21 xl 04 235 x1O03  4.27 xI 04

Classified Solid Waste Nevada Test Site, 2.2xO.37 IA .2x .1XIO- 3

from D&DB-25 Boxes_
Unclassified Solid Waste | -Clive, UT - - | 5.29 | 8.09 1 7.42 xlo' 2.86 xlo 2

from" D&D in B-25 Boxes C_______2 14 -91 -7~xe 286x6

Liquid Waste from D&D in 104
5gaonrus 'Kingston, TN .9.92 xl104  1.23 xl10 4  2.33 x'10 4.33 x1055-gallon Drums ':_

Solid Waste from GCEP Nevada Test Site, i.83 x10'3  2.79 x102 , 0.28855241 9.86 x10' 2

Cleanup in B-25 Boxes XVI_ 27.
I . L , .
. , : i , , . . , .

.I i .1 �:

, , !�, I 1; . -I . I , : .
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Table 4.2.3.2-14 Risk of Latent Cancer Fatalities from Incident-Free Truck Transportation
of Radioactive Materials

Feed Material in Type Port Hope, . . . .
48X Cylinder ON 9.35xlO_9 1.43x103 143xlO 1.06xlO_3 8.10 __O4 5.07xlO_ 3.6_o

Feed Material in Type Metropolis, 6.20x10'9  1.23x10'3  6.88xlO-5  4.24xlO 2.02xlO4  2.93xlO4 2.23x 0.2
*48Y Cylinder IL_____ ____

l er Wilmington 3.47x 10 9  4.07x104  1.58x 104  3.96x104  1.48x10 2.24x104  9.27x L.
30B Cylinder' DE ___ ___

2Product inType 30B Richland, 2:23xlO 9  1.27x10'3  5.74x10 5  4.60x104  6.05x10 4  2.88x10 4  1.99x 03
Cylinder WA _ _ ____

Product in Type 30B C 2.60x10'9 3.92xlO4  3.94xlO-5  2.19x104  5.1 lxiO'5 3.36xlO 7.44x 0
* C ylindr 'SC__ _ __ _ _ _ _

Product in Type 30B Wilmington, 2.98xlO-9 5.58xlO4 5.45x1O75 2.97x104  1.46xlO' 3.84xlO ' 8.65x 04
Cylinder NC _ _ _ _

ProductinType30B Seattle, WA 3.71x1(' 10  3.25xlO4  1.16x10'5  9.96xlO 5 .i9xlo' 4.48xlO 5 3.73x 04
* Cylinder to Korea ____ ________

Productinde toe Ja' Seattle, WA '5.60x10' 2.14x104  1.75xlO 1.50x10 4  1.80x10 4l 3.60x0 i;73x i 4Cylinder to Jar~an.____ ________

Heels inType 30B RichLand, 4.23x10' 1.88xlO 3  5.74xLo5 4.60xlO 6.05x10 4  l.20x10 2  1.99x 0*
* Cylinder W A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Heelsuin Type 30B Cma' 2.60xlO-9  5.79x104  3.94xl0 5  2.19x10 4  5.11xLO5  3.36x10 4  7.44x 04
Cylinder SC__ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _

Classified/Refiirbishment Nevada Test 210x10 7  1.43x104  3.50x109 3.14x10 5  _ 2.91x10' 1.3 x
Waste in55-Gal Drums Site, NV_____ ____

Unclassified Waste in B- Cl0ive, UT 5.40410.10 1.61xlO 1.16x10 5  9.58xl0' 1.32xlO 7.22x10 5  2.12x 04
25 Boxes Cliv__ U____x__-' 1_______ 1________ ________- 1________ 'x O- 2 1

Mixed Waste in 55-Gal Gainesvill
Mxd us W6.00xlO' 11 2.96x1Os'5 1.30x104  7.32xl04 3.82xl0 4  l.Olx10 5  3.38x 0b

Classified Solid Waste N
from D&D in B-25 - te, N 2.89x10' 7  1.04xlO'Y 7.50xlO 36.73x10'2  8.37xlO-2  1.93x10 2  1.40x 0.2

* BoxesSite, NV
Unclassified Solid Waste

from-D&D inB-25 Clive, UT 6.35xlO09 1.87x10'3  1.35xlO i.IU1iO 1.54xl0(3  4.21x10 4  2.48x 0-3
Boxes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Liquid Wastefrom D&D Kingston, 1.50x10' 0  3.13x10 5  1.27x104  7.99x104 4634x1( 5  1;08xlO 4  1.45 0
* in 55-Gal ri TN __ __ _ _ _ __ __ I_ _

Solid Waste from GCEP Nevada Test 3
3.61xl(Y5 6.52x10 4.69x104 4.21xl(Y3 5.23x...3 1.20x10.3 8.73 0,

MEI=Maximum nExposed Individual (based on the Maximum individual in-transit dose as calculated by RADTRAN 5.5)
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Table 4.23.2-15 Risk of Latent Cancer Fatalities from Accidents during Truck
Transportation of Radioactive Materials . .

'- Feed Material in Type -
48X Cylinder .Port Hop, ON ;5.23x10'7 3.97 xlO' 2.74 xlO-5 7.93 xI'. 2

*Feed Material in Type 7 -I.1Metropolis, IL 1.66 x10' 1.20 x10 5  1.07 xlO-15  2.39xlO'2

FeedMaterialinType Vilmington, DE 8.66 x10 7.03 xlO'5  4.61 xlO5  1.37 x1O'
30B Cylinder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ProductinType30B Richland, WA 1.92 x10'7  1.18 xO1
4  3.70 x10 5  7.43 xIO'-3

Cylinder _______

Product in Type 30B 7.57x10' 2.37x105  1.48xlO-ll
CyidrColumbia, SC, 8.70 xIO'7 '75xO' 23 xOs 14 I .

; 'roduc~t ini ,Type 30B Wilmington, NC "1.29 x'l04  1.02 x1o 4  3.19 x10'5 2.23.x10'1l'Cylinider _ _ _

. Productin Type3B Seattle, WA 3B 297x103' 2.48 x10' 1.63 x104 i.85 x10-1WliidgtotoNCorea 29_1_02 _I ___23__

Product in Type30B Seattle, WA ,2.46 xO' 2.00 x1O 5  1.31 x0 5  ;3.90 x0' 2*C ylinder to J ~ap n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*Heels in Type30B.. Helinder Richland, WA' 2.75 xio 4  2.74 xl 3  3.37 xlO 1.12 x'10'

, Heels inType3OB Columbia, SC 1`3.10 x10-7  4.21 x1O'5 2.76 xlO'5  4.65 x10' 2

* Cylinder *___

,Classified/Refurbishment Nevada Test Site, 2.56 x101 ° 1;46 x104  439 x104  1.02 xlO-!4
Waste iii 55-Gal Drums NV ___ _ _ _

Unclassifled Waste in B Clive, UT 1.53 x10 9  1.27 x10' 7  1A8 x10'7 8.34 xj0 4

* 25 Boxes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Mixed Waste in 55-Gal Gainesville, FL 5.90 xi0 - 3.32 x1O09  1.52 x104  2.34 xlO'l

Classified Solid Waste Nevada Test Site, 5.70 x10- 4.47 x10 5  . 8.28 x10' 2.94 xlO' 1

from D&D inBD-25 Boxes NV____ ____

Unclassified Solid Waste 9X-3Ualasiid Solid Bxs Clive, UT 9.43 xlO . 7.40 x10
7  137 x104  4.86 xlO'3

ILiquid Waste from D&D 411.317lO' 99 l'
.n55-GalDruis Kingston, TN 2.32 xIlOW i.4 x104' 3 15 x1.. , 9.93 x110."

Solid Waste from GCEP Nevada Test Site,
CanpnB-25 Boxes NV 3.56 x10' :2.79 x1046 5.17 xlO'6 1.83 xlO' 2~

I. .

4.2.3.2.1.9 Analysis of Impacts 'of Transportation of Chejmfical Materials

Chemical -hazards do not pose cargo-related risks to ' humans .during routine (non-
accident) -tansportation-related operations. Transportation operations ;'are generally well
regulated with respect .to packaging, such' that small spills or seepages dining routine transport'
are kept'to. a minimum. With respect to chenical hazards, the cargo-related impacts to' human
health during' transportation -would be caused' by exposure occurring as a result of container
failure and chemical release during an accident.Therefore, chemical risks are ass'ess'ed for cargo-
related transportation accidents. The potential release, transport, and dispersion of chemicals into
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the environment and the 'subsequent exposure of people primarily through inhalation exposure
constitute the chemical risk from transportation-related accidents.

Releasing UF6 to the atmosphere would result in the formation of hydrofluoric acid (HF)
and uranyl fluoride from the reaction of UF6 with moisture in the atmosphere. Both compounds
are toxic to humans. The risks could be either acute or latent and the severity of the immediate
health effects depend on the toxicity and exposure concentration of the specific chemical(s)
released. The severity of the acute health effects could range from slight irritation to fatality for
the exposed individuals. Neither the uranium compounds nor HF are carcinogens or suspected
carcinogens. Therefore, latent cancer incidences and fatalities from chemical exposure are not
expected and not assessed for potential accidents.

DOE analyzed the chemical impacts from the transportation of UF6 cylinders from the
East Tennessee Technology Park (EITP) to the Portsmouth and Paducah GDPs (AM, 2001).
These results were'used to estimate the chemical impacts associated with the proposed ACP.
' .The ETP study considered two potential health effects endpoints: 1)' adverse effects'and 2)
irreversible adverse effects. Potential adverse effects range from. mild and transient bffects,-
such as respiratory irritation, redness of the eyes, and skin rash - to more serious and potentially
irreversible effects. Potential irreversible adverse effects are defined as effects that generally
occur at higher concentrations and are permanent in nature - including'death, impaired organ
function (such as damaged central nervous system or lungs), and other effects that may impair

* everyday functions. In the ETFP study, it was assumed that for uranium compounds, an intake
.of 10 mg or. more would cause potential adverse effects andan intake of 30 mgor more would
cause potential irreversible adverse effects. For HF in the EITP study, potential. adverse effects
levels were assumed to occur at levels that correspond to' Emergency Response Planning

- Guideline No.. 1 (ERPG-1) or equivalent levels, and potential irreversible adverse effects levels
were assumed to occur at levels that correspond to ERPG-2 or equivalent levels.

' Since DOE'postulated a hypothetical accident that could occur at any locatio;n the resilts
in'the ETTP Transportation study are applicable to the ACP because the chemical impa'cts would
not vary. with: 1) the shipping route, 2) the amount of enrichment (uranium content of DUF
containers. were used to bound analysis), and 3) . similar shipping containers. DOE evaluated
chemical impacts to rural (15 persons/mi2),.suburban (1,798 persons/mi2), and urban (4,018
'persons/i 2) areas. Chemical impacts are only dependent on the amount of uranium or UP 6 in the
container..

The accident consequence assessment for chemical impacts assumes that an accident of
the highest severity category (Category VHI) has occurred. The consequences, in. terms of

* : adverse affects and irr&eersible adverse effects for chemical impacts, were calculated for both
- exposed populations and individuals in the vicinity of an accident. Table 4.2.3.2-16, which is

adapted from ANL 2001, presents. the chemical consequences to the population from severe
accidents involving shipment . of. depleted . UF6. The potential transportation chemical
consequences of an accident involving UF6 either traveling to or from the ACP are believed to be
bounded by those shown in Table 4.2.3.2-16. The results show that while adverse chemical

'impacts would be high, few individuals would experience irreversible adverse health effects arid
less than one death would be expected.
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Table 4.2.3.2-16 Potential Chemical Consequences to the Population from Severe
Accidents Involving Shipment of Depleted UF6 Cylinders1

MC , , , GImm M.,,n
Adverse (persons) 2 4 6 760 1,700
Irreversible 1 - 2 ° I 3
(persons) 3

National average population densities were used for the accident consequence assessment,
corresponding to densities of 6 persons/km2 , 719 personskin 2, and 1,600 persons/am2 for rural,
suburban, and urban zones, respectively. Potential impacts were estimated for the population within a 50-
mi (80-km) radius, assuming a uniform population density for each zone.
2 It is important to note that the urban population density generally applies to relatively small urbanized
area - very few, if any, urban areas have a population density as high as 1,600 persons/ki 2 extending as

: far as 50 mi. That urban population density corresponds to approximately 32 million people within the
: . 50-mi radius, well in excess of the total populations along the routes considered in this assessment

; 3Potential- for irreversible adverse effects fror -chemical exposures. Exposure to 1F or uranium
: compounds is estimated in ANL 2001 to result in fatality of approximately 1% or less of those persons

experiencing irreversible adverse effects.
Source: Adapted from ANL 2001..-

4.23.2.2 Non-Radioactive Material Transportation

Non-radioactive materials, including non-radioactive waste and non-regulated radioactive
i waste, are expected to be produced by the ACP and include operational supplies such as.

' chemicals and gases, proper products,' fuel, laundry services as well as waste from general
maintenance activities, sanitary and industrial waste and construction/demolition debris. Waste

* packaged for off-site 'shipment are packaged, labeled, and manifested in accordance with
. applicable State, Federal, DOT, NRC, EPA requirements, and ACP procedures. Packages are

inspected prior to shipment, as appropriate, to verify compliance with applicable packaging and
transportation requirements.

4.23.2.2.1 Off-reservation Waste Shipments

- . 'Waste is containerized and labeled in accordance with applicable EPA, NRC, and DOT
-regulations, and plant procedures; Some general types 'of waste packaging include, but are not.
limited to:

- Solid Waste 5-, 30-, 55-, or 110-gallon drums; small diameter containers

* Liquid Waste polybottles; 5-, 30-, or 55-gallon drums'

* Corrosives, Acids polybottles or polydrums

* In addition, 85- and 110-gallon overpacks may be used for appropriate wastes and
leaking/damaged containers.
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Off-reservation'shipments of waste are made to facilities that have appropriate permits
and/or licenses and have'been approved by USEC through an'audit process. Prior to off-
reservation shipment> waste is confirmed to meet the WAC of the TSDRF. -Major waste types
are projected in Table 4.2.3.2-17. USEC-approved TSDRF destinations for waste are
summarized as follows:.

* Perma-Fix of Florida, Inc. (Low Level Mixed Waste and RCRA)
Gainesville, Florida

* Pike Sanitation Landfill
Waverly, Ohio

* Nevada Test Site (unregulated Classified Waste)
Mercury, NV

:: .Other off-reservation: wastprocessrs/recycling services may also be used. Fof the
purposes of evaluating impacts, cleanedd.empty cylinders are considered'with non-radioactive
* shipments (cylinders containing heels were'evaluated as' radioactive shipments, see Section
4.2.3.2.1.3).

.A -
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Table 4.2.3.2-17 Projections of Waste Quantities for Major Waste Types
at the American Centrifuge Plant

I

__ __ __ ii I-an
Construction/Refurbishment 1 .400
Sanitary/Industrial
General maintenance and ACP materials p, 400
Manufacturing/Assembly/Operations
Packing material, paper 540
Manufacturing/Assnembly - Sanitary/Industrial,..
Paper, office waste 300
Operations - Sanitary/Industrial
General maintenance, facility materials, laboratory 110
Operations - RCRA
General maintenance, facility materials, laboratory 400
Operations - Mixed RCRA . - .4
Classified Waste - LLRW. . 920

.920

I Tons Pike Landfill 100

Cubic'fl Gainesville 4

4.4

835 1

4.4 i

4.4 1

Tons Pike Landfill '96

I Tons Pike Landfill 52

Cubic ft Gainesville 4 ,835

. .

Empty Cylinders 600

General Maintenance and Maintenance '
Materials/Operational - LLRW ' C 12,000
GCEP Accelerated Cleanup Waste - LLRW -300,000P .30 . 00.-- - *

Cubic ft Gainesville .4 . 835

Cubicft NevadtTest 4 2,085

*Each, Wilmington, 200 . 490
DE

Cui tNev~ada Test
Site 2,085

Cubic'ft Nevada Test 222- 2,085Site

Cubic ft 'Gainesville 4 835
GCEP.Accelerated Cleanup Waste- RCRA.- 100

GCEP Accelerated Cleanup Waste - Recyclables A AAn r,%J,;� 0 AERC 8 508' 1UIJ UU'U AI' Alt

Refurbishment Waste - ,LLRW ,.. . Cubic ft Nevada Test 1 2,085
500 Cubic R Site 208

Reh.smn Wat - .CRARefurbishmentWaste - RCRA .500' Cubic ft Gainesville 4 835

RefurbishmentWaste -Recyclables - ; .- . 500 'Cubicf' AERC 2 .. 508

-','.', 'ii '., ,f ' ' '' ,, - ' - , -R - 2 '0

4.2.3.2.3.2 p'erational Supplies''

Routine sbipments of operational supplies will be needed to operate the ACP In order to
.estimate the~impacts oftransporting these supplies current delivery activities at the Portsmouth
GDP were assessed and result iin.the estimatesm Table 4.2.3.2-18.' All sup'plies are assume'd to
originate within 50 miles of the ACP..
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Table 4.2.3.2-18 Projected Shipments of Routine Operational Supplies to the
American Centrifuge Plant

I

Oil and grease
Paper products/office
supplies
Laundry
Sanitation service

Monthly
Monthly 1

Monthly
Bi-weekly

Weekly

1
1
1

4.2.3.2.3.2. Non-Radioactive Material Transportation Impacts

The cargo health impacts of non-radioactive waste and recyclables transportations are not
-evaluated since all shipments are made in accordance with applicable, shipping regulations,
which are intended to assure the'impacts of such shipments are within acceptable. bounds. Non-
cargo transportation impacts are are-for one-way trips. Travel for non-cargo impacts use. national.
traffic accident rates taken from Tables 6-38 and 6-39 of DOE 2002. Travel in Ohio uses the
Ohio rate. Wilmington, DE is the surrogate port for shipments of empty cylinders to Russia.
Piketon is modeled using rural' statistics for the area by modeling a nearby city (Jackson, OH)
and setting the non-rural travel percentage to 0.01 percent. Population densities are determined
using TRAGIS routing software from ORNL. Non-cargo impacts are evaluated in Table 4.2.3.2-
'19.

. . - .Table 4.2.3.2-19 Non-Cargo Impacts

i'

.,

I .

JYI1 UU'56 r1KeC anU]i ' I).VXU - Y.IUXlU .0XLv. I .O3i U I

121100144 Gainesville, FL 5.79xl0':2.42x1I . 1.22x10-5 .- 4.75X1O-'
'321100087 Nevada.Test Site . 1.44x10- I" .3.80x10-. 3.05xl0-. 1.18x104.

. 101100084. Wilmingt6n,DE .'.69x10+9. k '8 3.58x 10 '. 1.39xI0 .
391100548: Piketon Region . . 1.20l0 26x0 4.46x109-. 2.90x104
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4.3 Geology, Soils, and Seismicity Impacts

Geology and soils analysis considers a ROI that includes the'proposed ACP as well as the
rest of the DOE reservation. Impacts to these resource areas were determined by assessing
potential changes in existing geology and. soils that could result from refurbishment and
construction activities and operations under each of the alternatives. The environmental analysis
is based on a 7 million SWU plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant.

4.3.1 No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the commercial centrifuge project would not be
deployed at the DOE reservation in Piketon. USEC would continue operations at PGDP to

* produce and market uranium enrichment services to its domestic and foreign customers. United
States Enrichment Corporation.,would continue to lease and operate existing facilities and
associated landsat the.Piketon DOE xeservadion and PGDP and would have minimal impact on
soil and geological resources. No major new. construction would be undertaken by United States
Enrichment Corporation. _Therefore,'soil and ge6logical resources would not be di'turbed. Also,

* the United States Enrichment' .Crpoatioh's!operating,.hazardous material handling, and wasteE
management practices would preclude the potential for contamination of soils.

* No impacts to the geology. of the DOE reservation in Piketon or PGDP is expected to
-occur from the types of remedial activities and other environmental restoration actions that could
occur under the No Action Alternative (DOE 2004a, DOE 2004b)..

4.3.2 'Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative . .

* "...-. Under this alternative, numerous process and support facilities would be constructed and
used for the.commercial-centrifuge project at PGDP. Soil disturbance from project activities

...would occur in construction lay-down. areas, destroying the soil profile and leading to a possible
temporary increase in erosion due.to storm water runoff and wind. Engineering controls and best
management and construction practices would be.implemented 'to minimize the extent of

. eicavation. Disturbed'areas would be controlled, to the extent practicable, to minimize erosion
. and sediment runoff. These disturbances would not adversely affect the long-term safe operation

ofthe plant or the PGDP DOE rservation., *,.

*..Potential seismic.impacts are entaildin the construction and operation of the conmnercial
centrifuge project at PGDP. The PGDP is adjacent-to the NMSZ, the locus of one of the highest.
intensity'earthquakes in.North American history. The USGS seismic.hazard map (Frankel, A
2002) shows a peak -acceleration of .,0.25-0.30 :gravity. with .a 10. percent probability of
exceedence in 50 'years, or 'a return period of approximately 500 years. The USGS seismic.
hazard maps also indicate a peak'aacceleraiioin o'f 0.60-0.80 gravity with a 2 percent;probability'
of exceedencein 50 years',or a return periodof approximately 2,500 years.

P .. .

Little evidence exists concerning the behavior of the surficial geological materials or site
subsurface strata during recent earthquakes. However, PGDP has performed without damage or

\. . interruption of operations since it's opening-and no ground ruptures, sand boils, or subsidence
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has been observed at the site. During the winter of 1811-1812, four major earthquakes and 203
aftershocks occurred in the central Mississippi Valley. Since then, only 20 damaging earthquakes
have occurred in the Mississippi Valley (USEC-01).

No surface fault or part of a surface fault greater than 300 m (1,000 ft) has been identified
within 8 km (5 mi) of the site. Several minor seismic tremors have been recorded at the site
since the early 1950s, the' largest in 1962 measuring 5.5 on the Richter scale. However, no
release of contaminants or structural failure has ever occurred at the site. because of seismic
activity (DOE 2002c).

4.3.3 Proposed Action

Refurbishment

Under the Proposed Action, refurbishment of a number of existing structures will be''
needel for deployment of the ACP in Piketon, Ohio. The projct will use existing buildings in
the formier GCEP that will be refurbished to accommodate the Proposed Action. No impacts are
anticipated on soil compaction, soil erosion, subsidence, landslides, 'or disruption of natural
drainage patterns due to refurbishment activities.

Construction

Construction of two process buildinrgs: (each spanning approximnately 304,000 ft2) and
support facilities and a number of cylinder yards (totaling approximately 2,268,400 ft2) and uew
roads and parking areas (totaling approximately 108,000 f11) will be constructed to meet
specified operational objectives of approximately 7 million SWU annually. For a 3.5 million
SWU plant new process buildings will not be required, but some new support facilities will be'

-constructed. The proposed area for construction involves Urban Land-Omulga Complex soils,
which is a non-prime farmland soil. 'The proposed construction areas 'were graded and improved
during'the GCEP construction phase and are' associated with commercial and industrial
operations historically conducted on the DOE reservation.

* Soil disturbance from 'project activities would occur in construction lay-down'areas,
: altering the soil profile and leading to a possible temporary increase in erosion because of storm
water runoff and wind. Engineering controls, best management and construction practices would

..be implemented to minimize the extent of excavation (Table 4.3.3-1). Disturbed areas will be'
controlled, to the extent practicable, to minimize erosion and sediment runoff using silt fences,
temporary berms; etc., and would not adversely affect the short- or long-term safe operation of
the ACP or DOE reservation activitie.

The process buildings will contain a sealed reinforced concrete slab designed to support
centrifuge machines and associated suipport equipment.' The concrete floor surface is sealed arnd
has a smooth troweled finish.. Expansion joints within the' concrete floor are constructed with
steel dowels to minimize differential settlement at the joints. The design of the floor is such that
any spills of liquids can be contained and cleaned up, limiting decontamination of areas to floor
surfaces.
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UF6 cylinder storage yards will be constructed for product and tails storage. USEC
manages depleted UF6 at the ACP in accordance with 40 CFR Part 266 and OAC 3745-266.

\LJ These storage yards will be located within the vicinity of X-3356, X-3366 Product and Tails
Withdrawal Buildings, X-3346 Feed and Customer. Services Building, X-3346A Feed and
Product Shipping and Receiving Building and will.only store solid UF6. X-745H Cylinder.
Storage Yard will be constructed northeast of.theX-745G-2 Cylinder Storage Yard. Cylinder
storage-yards will have flat airport-runway-quality~concrete and sealed to preclude'the pooling of,
any-liquids onithe pad surface. The pad is designed so that spills of liquids can be promptly

* contained and cleaned up, limiting decontamination of areas to the pad surfaces.

Prior to and in some cases during excavation, Health Physics/Industrial Hygiene (HP-IH)
will conduct radiological surveys to determine if the excavation site is contaminated and, if so, to
what extent.

* : HP-IH evaluates the excavation site, performs appropriate surveys, and.if required
collects samples to determine'personnel protecti6n requirements. 'The levels-of contaminination.
-found 'will dictate follow up activities (PPE, control'and disposal of excavated materialjob.
coverage, air sampling, etc.). Work in the area is controlled by the appropriate permits'
(Radiation Work Permit and Safety and Health Work Permit)..

.- Management -controls for excavation areas are administered through procedure and;
Excavation/Surface Penetration Permits. * HP-IH participates .in the development of the .
Excavation/Surface Penetration Permit. (DOE 2005a)

.... Table 43.3-1 Earth Moved for Site Preparation

. i . .. . 3

X-3003 ; . - 70,000 1- .. 17,500 fAn estimated 143.200 vds of 1
X-3004 . 70,000' -17,500
X-7727H- 6,500 1,600
X-3346 Customer Service ' '-6,800. 1,700
X-3356. .. -2,800' 700
'X-3366. . .' .l2800.' .700
X-3034 ' . 3,800 1,000
X-3346A w/runway 6,200. . 1,600
Cylinder Storage Yards '10,800 . ;.1,400

. New-Roads ..- 2,500 '300 .

.earth will be placed in 'a.
Borrow.area on the DOE
reservation for future use

New Parlding Areas ,.- . I 2,500 .. . .' 300 .
Power Ductbank System * 4,779 .- 2,651 - , . .- -. * o.
Communications Ductbank 2620'- :1,948 . . .-. ;.

Total Yds earth moved: . -.192,099. 48,899 143,200 .
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Manufacturing

Centrifuge manufacturing and assemnbly 'operations are conducted in the X-7725 facility
or other comparable site building. The manufacturing/assemnbly operations consist of the
manufacturing of centrifuge components, assembly and ' testing- of sub-assemblies and
assemblies. ' The manufacturing/assembly process will be an ongoing. activity through the
production of approximately 24,000 completed centrifuges 'and sufficient spares to operate a 7
million SWU per year plant. Each of the manufacturinglassembly areas has multiple workstation
and equipment sets to allow for the production of up to 16 machines per day.

Operations

The proposed project will involve the transfer of UF6 to and from cylinders, which causes
-a potential for an accidental release of material within the process buildings, the Feed and
Customer Services 'Building,. and', the Product'. and Tails Withdrawal Buildings. Procedures
prohibit cylinders. dontaining liquid UF6.from being moved outside- the Customer Service Area.

'Therefore, no significant amount of liquid UF6 could be released outside the Customer Service
Area.

'Accidental releases would be gaseous releases at cylinder connections. Releases will
rapidly convert.to solid UO2F2,.which would be collected. Spills'of hazardous materials on the
.floors of any process. area.will be promptly.isolated, contained, and cleaned up using available.
spill response equipment (e.g., pigs, absorbent.' pads," etc.) by trained, qualified emergency,
responders. Because the process building and support-facilities floor system consists of
troweled-surface and sealed concrete, in concert with immediate~spill-cleanup response and area-
decontamination protocols, hazardous material spills would not reach the underlying soils. and
would, therefore, not affect'existing DOE reservation soils or geology. ,. -

The: cylinder storage yards are also. designed with thick, sealed concrete. Because
cylinders placed in the storage yards contain solid UF6 material, there is no reasonable potential

* for a liquid UF6 'release. Spills'.of'other liquids or of solid UF6-on the cylinder storage pads will
be promptly isolated, contained: and cleaned up using available spill response equipment (eag.,

. pigs, absorbent booms, etc.) by. trained, qualified emergency responders. However, because the
concrete pads are designed to be flat. (i.e.; airport runway quality) and sealed, spill 'materials
could be forced to travel over the pad surface to the nearest perimeter edge by wind or water.

To. minimize any impacts to underlying perimeter pad soils, absorbent spill equipment
will be promptly placed adjacent to the perimeter(s).to capture any liquid hazardous material that

- may. spill over the perimeter edge. In the event that the spilled material does reach the perimeter
soils.before it can be contained, affected soils 'will be promptly excavated and managed'a's
LLMW, reducing the potential spread of contamination. . The excavated, affected 'soil' area will
undergo confirmatory soil samplingto verify that residual contamination does not exist. Clean
-fill soils will then be placed in the excavated area and compacted to sufficient depth to meet that
of surrounding soils.> This is. an important'mitigative measure, as cylinder'storage yards are not

.associated with a leachate collection system. due to the engineered, flat design of the pads. The
. overall result of the scenario described above would be a temporary minimal impact and no

long-term impact to existing soils and geology.
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Because the cylinder storage yard pad system features thick, sealed concrete, and
x ' protocols requiring immediate hazardous material spill cleanup response and area

decontamination, non-perimeter spills will not reach the underlying soils; therefore, the spill will
not affect existing DOE reservation soils or geology. USEC has.consulted with the DOA, NRCS
who have determined that the project site is mapped as Urban Land-Omulga Complex, a

* -non-prime soil; therefore, the FPPA does not apply. A copy of the consultation is.provided in
Appendix B of this ER.

The area identified in the Proposed Action would face minimal potential seismic impacts.
There are no major geologic fault structures in the vicinity of the DOE reservation and there have
been no historical'earthquake epicenters within 25 miles from the DOE reservation. However,
there have been eight earthquake epicenters within 50 miles. The maximum event had an
epicenter intensity of over IV on the MM scale. But these events were at the DOE reservation
with intensities between I and IV. The maximum PGA of a MM level IV event roughly
corresponds to 0.02 gravity. Historically, the maximum earthquake-induced PGA experienced at

* - .Kthe DOE reservation was in 1955 and had a value of only 0.005 gravity.

In the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report.developed for GCEP during the 1980s that
* documented the results of studies of the historic seismicity of the area surrounding the DOE

-reservation; data was developed on probable seismic activity and the intensity levels were
-converted into acceleration values. The maximum earthquake was defined as one with a mean
recurrence interval of 1,000 years. This corresponds to an earthquake with a horizontal PGA of
0.15 gravity. Thus, the DOE'considered that it was sufficient to design the structures, systems,

* and components necessary for safety to withstand this level earthquake without leading to undue
risk to the health and safety of workers, the public or the environment.

Decontamination and Decommissioning

*A final status survey of the radiological conditions of the plant will be performed to
.verify proper. decontamination. The evaluation 'of the final radiation survey is based, in part, on

an initial radiation survey performed prior to operation. The initial survey determines the
* background radiation of the area; providing a datum for measurements that determine any
increase in levels of radioactivity.

The final status survey will systematically take measurements and perform sampling to
. describe radioactivity over'the ACP. The intensity of the survey will vary depending on the

location (i.e., buildings/facilities, immediate area around the buildings/facilities, controlled
. fenced area, and remainder of the DOE reservation). The survey procedures and results will be

documented in a report. The results of the report will become part of the application to terminate
the license.

Spills of hazardous materials in the decontamination and decommissioning process will
*be promptly isolated,. contained, and cleaned up using available spill response equipment (e.g.,
pigs, absorbent .pads, etc.) by trained, qualified emergency responders.' Because the process
building and support-facilities floor system consists of troweled-surface and sealed concrete, in
concert with immediate spill-cleanup response and area-decontamination protocols, hazardous
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material spills 'would not reach the underlying soils and would, therefore, not affect
existing DOE reservation soils or geology.

PGDP Impacts

UF6 production will ultimately cease at PGDP after; the Proposed Action becomes
operational and the transportation impacts of operating PGDP. would cease. D&D of those
facilities currently leased to United States Enrichment Corporation will begin once, the GDP
ceases operation (DOE 2004b).

1, .

.,. .
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This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report

Figure 4.13-1 Primary/Secondary American Centrifuge Plant Facilities

# - * ~ ~. ' . * .................. ... .
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This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report

Figure 4.1.3-2 X-745G-2, X-745H American Centrifuge Plant Cylinder Storage Yards
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4.4 Water Resources Impacts

Potential impacts .to surface and, groundwater, quality were assessed for ACP
refurbishment, construction, and operations. The environmental analysis is based on a 7 million
SWU plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant.

4A.1 No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the ACP would not be constructed at the DOE
reservation in Piketon, Ohio. USEC would continue operations at PGDP to produce and market
-uranium enrichment services to its domestic and foreign customers. United States Enrichment
Corporation would continue to lease andoperate.existing facilities and associated lands at the
Piketon DOE reservation and PGDP. During maximum need (summer), the Piketon DOE'
reservation water use is approximately 5 MGD, which is 25 percent of the 20 MGD 'capacity.
The Piketon GDP X-6619 is currently.. operating at approximately 27 percent of the design
capacity of.601,000..kGPD.;: At.PGDP; average water use for United States, Enrichment
Corporation activities would be approximately.18 MGD. This is less than the 30 MGD design.
capacity ofl the -611 water treatment plant. 'The PGDP sewage treatment plant is currently.
operating at, approximately.'50 percent6 of the :design capacity, of 500,000 kGPD. Process
wastewaters would continue to be treated on the DOE reservations sewage treatment plants or y
-other treatment processes prior to discharge under the NPDES and KPDES permits.

4.4.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative . .

The proposed area for construction is located in the northeast corner' of the PGDP DOE'
reservation. Location 3, runoff will drain tbrough Ditch 2 to Little Bayou Creek. A drainage
--map detailing these locations is available in Figure 4.4.2-1 (both located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report).

.. The amount of sediment carried in surface water runoff would potentially be increased
-during construction of the commercial centrifuge project at PGDP. To minimize surface water
impacts, preventive measures would be necessary to prevent the removal and erosion'of soils'
during the construction phase of the construction areas. Engineering controls, best management,

* and construction practices would be implemented to minimize the extent of excavation.'
Disturbed areas would be controlled, to the extent practicable to minimize erosion and sediment
runoff, but this would not adversely affect the long-term safe operation of the ACP or the PGDP

:DOE reservation. The use of physical barriers, such as silt fences, would minimize the amount
of silt reaching the surface water and reduce 'diredt effects'on water quality.

:: - ;!; ' -; ' ' " -: ;- -

; Precautions would also be taken during the construction and. operations phases to avoid
impacts from accidental discharges of fuel,' waste, and sewage. These precautions include the
use of spill response plans, safety procedures, spill controls and countermeasure plans, and spill
response equipment (in accordance with 'federal'.and state laws) that would minimize the
-likelihood and severity of potential impacts from accidental discharges. The possibility .of
migration of contaminants to soils, surface water," and ground water would be reduced by
limiting construction to dry periods. Consequently, adverse impacts to surface water and ground
water would not result. . '.
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A minimal impact would be posed to the potable water supply system and the sanitary
sewer system. Peak project labor'usage of approximately 1,795 FTEs occurs during the startup
of the Commercial Centrifuge Plant.' Steady-state'operation is expected to use approximately
759 FTEs for plant operations beyond construction. During construction, potentially as many as
1,036 people could create demand for drinking, potable, and shower water, with a projected 559
people showering during operations, with an additional 200 people who'do not use the shower
facilities. Table 4.4.2-1 presents potential impacts of the commercial centrifuge project on the
water supply for the PGDP DOE reservation. Makeup would be supplied for the TWC System
from a Water Treatment' Facility. Although this represents a significant increase in the
generation of sanitary wastewater (i.e., 43.0 percent) and potable water (i e., 10.4 percent), the
proposed expansion would be'well within the design basis of on-site water and wastewater
treatment plants.

Table 4.4.2-1 American Centrifuge Plant Potable and Makeup Water Use
on the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Res6rvation

: 1,795: 120 GPD , 215KGD 432.1 . I ti KGD MGD-
. J.I't

MGD' 30 MGD 10.5% 1u.9-70

increase
9 5 _ _1 _ I

1,795 |120 GPD 215KGD __ KD 4G |50 |95.9 % .- In~e

TWC System discharges through a dedicated NPDES outfall
GPD-Gallons per day.
KPD-Thousand gallons per day
MGD--Million gallons per day
Net Change is relative to Design Capacity.
Source: PGDP Waste Management/Environmental Compliance

Aboveeround-Storage Tanks

-Thesize, location, and,-contents type of each tank will vary according to. operational
needs and will be installed at various locations within the immediate vicinities of the process
building.

Tanks will be constructed of materials compatible with the product to be stored, the
conditions of storage (e.g., pressure and temperature), and will meet the operational regulatory.
requirements. A secondary means of containment for tank's storing petroleum products, as
required by 40 CFR 112.8, will'provide for the entire capacity of the AST, with sufficient
freeboard to contain precipitation if dike systems are utilized. .Fuel will be transferred from fuel-
bearing ASTs to a 100-gallon-per-day (approximate) tank inside the process buildings to supply
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standby generators in case of power failures. The fuel will be fed via aboveground and
underground piping. The piping system will conform to standards for fuel distribution pressure
piping, will be designed to minimize abrasion and corrosion, and will allow for expansion and
contraction.

Fuel lines and tanks will be labeled in accordance with regulatory standards. Spill
cleanup materials, such as absorbent pads' and/or spill pallets, will be available at hose
connections. Fuel-oil delivery procedures will be used and followed by truck drivers and
receiving personnel during unloading operations at the tank.

Precautions will be taken to avoid impacts from accidental discharges, such as the use of
safety procedures, spill prevention plans, and spill response plans in accordance with federal and
state laws. These measures should minimize the likelihood and severity of potential impacts
from accidental discharges.

Undergrouhd Storage Tanks

There are no Underground Storage Tanks (UST) anticipated in the PGDP Plant Siting
Alternative.
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-- This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report

Figure 4A4.2-1 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Drainage Map
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4.4.3 Proposed Action

Drainage, from the area described 'in Proposed Action will be to either of the holding,
ponds X-2230M or X-2230N, both of which discharge to ditches that flow-directly to the Scioto
River., Table 4.4.3-1 details the runoff and peak discharge rates for 10-, 25-, and 50-year rainfall
events for each of the holding ponds.'

Table 4.4.3-1 Calculated Peak Discharge and Runoff Rates for American
Centrifuge Plant Holding Ponds X-2230M and X-2230N

DI

-NPDES Outfall - -

Watershed Identification

Pond Identifieatio'n

Drainage Area (acres) ;

012 ;013

Centrifuge Southwest Centrifuge West

X-2230M X-2230N

-262 144

50-year/24-hour Type I (I = 4.9 in.) 61.2 33.6

25-year/24-hour Type 1 (I=4.5- in.) - , -52.4

o e . 3.5 . . 41.10-year/24-hour Type II (I = 3;5 in.) '; - i ' 41.

*30.0

24.0 I '

I 11.11 I0199M
.. .

50-year/24-hour Type 1( = 4.9 in.) ; ' - 352'

25-year/24-hour Type 1 (I 4.5 in.) 300

10-year/24-hour Type (I =3.5 in.)'' ' 234

168

149 .. "
1 . I*

- 118 '

The West Drainage Ditch currently receives flow from surface water runoff and storm
sewers, and effluent from holding ponds X-230J5 -and X-2230N. It runs west from the DOE
-property boundary until it discharges into the Scioto River, approximately 6.4 km (4 mi) from''
'the 'site. -The' Southwest Drainage Ditch -receives 'flow from surface -water runoff and storm
sewers and holding pond X-2230M. It runs south and -west from the DOE property boundary
until it discharges into the Scioto River, approximately 1.7 km (1.05 mi) from the DOE
reservation. Flow in'these ditches is low to intermittent. The northern ends of process buildings

- X-3001 and'X-3002 drain directly to X-2230N and then flow to the West Ditch. Areas south and
west of process buildings X-3001 and X-3002, including X-1000 building, drain to holding pond
X-2230M and then flow to the Southwest Ditch.-

, . ' .- ,; - t

:* . ' **-
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Figure 3.4.2-2 (both located in Appendix D of this Environmental Report) provides a
drainage pattern map for the Proposed Action. The holding ponds are associated with' diversion
systems that allow the capture and containment of inadvertent oil spills from the area associated
with the Proposed Action. Conventional spill equipment (e.g., booms, absorbent pad, etc.) will
also be used in the event of spill. Figure 4.4.3-1 (both located in Appendix D of'this
Environmental Report) provides a map- highlighting storm sewer locations and Figure 3.4.2-1
(both located in Appendix D of this Environmental Report) depicts the DOE reservation NPDES
outfalls.

Construction

Construction of the ACP could potentially increase the amount of sediment carried in
surface water runoff. Preventive measures to minimize surface water impacts would be taken to
prevent the removal and erosion of soils during' the construction phase of the Proposed Action.
Engineering controls; and best management and construction practices would b'e implemented to
minimize the extent of excavation. Disturbed areas will be controlled, to the extent practicable,
to minimize erosion and sediment runoff and would not adversely affect the long-term safe
operation of the ACP or the DOE reservation activities. Physical barriers, such as silt fences,
would minimize the amount of silt reaching the surface water and reduce direct effects on water
quality.

No impacts on groundwater are expected during the 'construction and refurbishment
phase of the Proposed Action. Non-contaminated soils within the proposed construction area
will be disturbed but controlled, as previously'stated. Typical threats to groundwater' include
spills of oils and solvents. Few. if any oils, or solvents will be used in the refurbishment' and
construction phases of the Proposed Action. Exceptions to this would be' due to maintenance
activities or spills. If a spill occurs, trained, qualified professionals will .promptly deploy spill
cleanup' materials. Affected soils will' be -sampled, analyzed, 'and managed according to
appropriate procedures that encompass NRC, State, and Federal requirements.

Some of the wells associated with the' PK Landfill appear to be contaminated with low
levels. of volatile organic- compounds, but:''usually at concentrations below preliminary

*remediation goals.- Vinyl chloride; however, was detected in samples collected from wells PK-.
17B. and PK-2 lB at concentrations ranging from 4.5 g which is above the preliminary
remediation goal of 2`ig/L. .Viniyl: chloride is' typically detected' in these wells (DOE 2005a,
Section 6.4.1.3). No impact' o either construction or operations of the ACP'is expected.

Operations

' ' No impacts to surface or groundwater resources are anticipated from normal operations.
. Process building floors are designed with reinforced concrete with a smooth troweled finish and

sealed. Outside areas and the building roofs drain to the storm sewer systems as described
above. No wastewater will be intentionally discharged from the liquid effluent tanks.
Accumulated water in the tanks will be sampled and managed according to analytical results.
Trained professionals using approved spill response protocols and spill response equipment will
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promptly contain liquid spills within the process buildings. Spill materials will be collected,
sampled, analyzed, and managed in accordance with applicable federal and state laws.

Sanitary wastewater (showers, toilets, ete) located within the area of the Proposed Action
will discharge to the plant sanitary sewer .system and ultimately to the. GDP X-6619 STP.
Treated sanitary wastewaters are discharged from GDP X-6619 directly to the Scioto River via
an underground pipeline via a permitted NPDES outfall.

Only minimal impacts would be posed to -the potable water supply system and to the
sanitary sewer system. Peak project labor usage of approximately 795 FTEs occurs during the
startup of the ACP. Steady-state operation is expected to use approximately, 759 FIEs for plant
operations beyond construction. During construction, potentially as many as 1,795 people could
-create demand for drinking, potable, and showerwater, with a projected 559 people showering
during operations, with an additional 200 people who'do not use the shower facilities.

Makeup will be supplied for the TWC System from a Water Treatment Facility. Table
4.4.3-2 summarizes the potential impacts of the Proposed Action on the DOE reservation potable,
'and makeup water supply. Although an increase in the generation of sanitary wastewater (i.e.,
35.7 percent) is predicted, the proposed expansion is well within the historica and design basis
of the on-site wastewater treatment plant. The Proposed Action would insignificantly increase
(i.e., 3.2 percent) water consumption and current production.

Table 4.4.3-2 American Centrifuge Plant Potable and Makeup Water Use

'1,795 '| 120 GPD 215KGD , 1- - . -

KGD -MGD
; M.D
.MGD MGD 30.7% 3.2%

increase

-,240`-w 455' 601, .571,795 [120GPD 215KGD |, : *;.i% '" | - 2-|.|_
.- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I GG G - ease

TWC System discharges through a dedicated NPDES outfall . X -; . .-
GPD-Gallons per day.
KPD-Thousand gallons perday, ..

MGD-Milllon gallons per day
Net Change is relative to Design Capacity
Source: United States Enrichnient Corporation, Waste Management, Environmental Compliance and Industrial
Safety -- :- . ;, :;

.
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The only intentional process wastewater discharge'resulting from the plant operation will
be blow down from the TWC System. This cooling water systenm is not interconnected with the
MCW Systems located in the process buildings, which are closed loop systems and will require
minimal makeup water but'will have no blow down discharges. The TWC will not come in
direct' contact with uranium bearing' systems. Cooling water discharges from the Proposed
Action have characteristics similar to the current cooling water discharges. from the site. The
anticipated volume of blow down discharge generated from the process, feed and withdrawal
buildings is 72,000 GPD (50 gallons per minute, or 0.111 ft3 /s). This results in an overall
negligible increase (0.002 percent) to the existing Scioto River flow.

:Both the GDP X-6619 STP' and the RCW blow down are United States Enrichment
Corporation permitted discharges. No degradation of water quality is expected, due to the
characteristics of the water- (e.g., sanitary, cooling water, etc.) 'and the- small amount of the
discharges. Receiving surface. waters; as well 'as sediments, .will be sampled' and analyzed
regularly throughout the phases of the Proposed Action. Figure 6.0-1 is a map of surface water
sampling point. Figure 6.0-2'is.a map. of-sediment sampling locations throughout the' DOE
reservation.

Aboveground Storage Tanks-

Table 4.4.3-3 lists the anticipated ASTs associated with the Proposed Action. The size,
location, and contents type of each tank will vary according to operational needs and will be
installed at various locations within the immediate. vicinities' of the four process buildings and
support facilities.

- ''-.Table 4.4.3-3 Anticipated Generators andAovegroud StorageTanksAssociated with
' . . the American Centrifuge Plant"

. ~ ~ A .- - ; **, - ,

[This table is withheld pursuant to.0 CFR2.390 and is located in'Appendix Cof this.
Environniental Report]

* Tanks will be constiucted of materials compatible with. the product to be stored,' the
conditions of storage (e.g.,. pressure and' temperature), and will meet the operational 'regulatory
requirements. A. secondary means: of. containment for. tanks storing petroleum products, as
required by 40 CFR 112.8, will provide for'the entire capacity of. the AST,.with sufficient

* freeboard .to contain precipitation if dike systems are utilized. Fuel will be transferred from fuel-.:.
-bearing ASTs to a: 00-GPD: (approximate) tank inside the process buildings to supply standby
generators in case of power failures; The fuel will be fed via aboveground and underground

-piping. The piping system will conform to standards for fuel distribution pressure piping, will be'.
designed to minimize abrasion and corrosion, and will allow for expansion and contraction.

Fuel lines and tanks will be labeled in accordance with regulatory standards. Spill
cleanup materials, such'as absorbent pads and/or spill pallets, will be available at hose
connections. Fuel-oil delivery procedures will be used and followed, by truck drivers and
receiving personnel during unloading operations at the tank.
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Precautions will be taken to avoid impacts from accidental discharges, such as the use of
safety procedures, spill prevention plans, and spill response plans in accordance with federal and
state laws. These measures should minimize the likelihood and severity of potential impacts
from accidental discharges. Drainage from the area of the Proposed Action also runs directly to
holding ponds X-2230M and X-2230N, which are equipped with diversion systems to prevent
spilled material from reaching the Scioto River. These systems aid in preventing degradation of
the overall water quality of the Scioto River because of the DOE reservation activities.

Underground Storage Tanks

Regulations covering leak detection, corrosion protection, and spill/overfill prevention
for underground storage tanks became effective in December 1998. -These regulations' were
implemented over a ten-year period depending upon the date of installation of the tanks. Two
underground storage tanks are installed at the X-6000 and X-1020 (Table 4.4.3-4). The
; underground storage tanks anid associated piping are in compliance with the regulations.

Table 4.4.3-4 Anticipated Underground Storage Tanks
Associated with the American Centrifuge Plant in Piketon, Ohio

[This table is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR'2.390 and is located in Appendix C of this

Environmental Report]

Decontamination and Decommissioning

Contaminated portions of the buildings will be decontaminated. Structural 'contamination
is expected 'to be limited to the areas inside the CCZ of the plant. 'The remainder 'of the ACP is
not expected to require decontamination. Good housekeeping practices during normal operation
and cleanup activities following spills or contamination events will maintain these other areas
contamination free. Decontamination activities will continue until facilities satisfy the specific
radiological criteria.

Precautions, would also be taken to avoid. impacts from accidental discharges of fuel,
waste, and sewage. These precautions include the use of spill response"plans, safety procedures,
spill controls and countermeasure plans, and spill response equipment (in accordance with
federal and state laws) that would minimize the likelihood and severity of potential impacts from'
accidental discharges.

PGDP Impacts

UF6 production will 'ultimately ceseat PGDP after the Proposed Action becomes
operational. Water usage would be reduced.
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* This figure is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix 
D of this.:

This figure is withheld pursuant to IO CFR 2.390 and 1s located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report
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4.4.3.1 Control of Liquid Effluents

The centrifuges and PV/EV vacuum pumps are cooled by a closed-loop MCW system to
minimize the amount of water potentially contaminated by uranium. There is no routine
blowdown from' the MCW system. Waste heat from the MCW system is discharged via heat
exchangers to'the TWC system, which'is cooled by a single cooling tower.. Waste heat from the
cold trap refrigeration systems in X-3346, X-3356,' and X-3366 buildings is' also discharged to
the TWC system. .OCurrently, the TWC discharges its blowdown to the GDP RCW system
(operated by the United States Enrichmeint 'Corporation), which in turn discharges its blowdown
directly, to the Scioto, River via an underground pipeline (NPDES Outfall 004). The RCW
system' does not provide any treatment of the TWC blowdown; it simply'provides a convenient
pathway to a suitable permitted discharge poimit. At some point 'in 'the. future, the. TWC,
blowdown willbypass the RCW system and discharge directly to the RCW discharge pipeline.
There should be no licensed material in the TWC blowdown.

- ! -h.;-'-s . -aat to acet :h'W :fiien'

* ' .. " .. In the interim, 'the GDP RCW system has ample capacity to accept theTWO effluent
without either physical modification'or adjustment to its discharge lirmits. An automated sampler
operated by the United States Enrichment Corporation, which collects a weekly. composite.

*. sample of the liquid effluent for-radiological analysis -as well as sample(s) for NPDES-mandated
analyses, monitors 'discharges from the.RCVWsystem. This data is available to the ACP as
assurance that no unanticipated discharge 'oflicensed material occurred."

Sanitary wastewater from the'ACP is discharged to the plant sanitary sewer system.
There should be no'licensed material in he sanitary wastewater itself . The'sewer'system.

> dischargesto anon-site'sew'age treatmentplanIt also operated by the United States Enrichment
orporation. 'The discharge from this plant is' also monitored by an automated sampler, which'

collects'. a weekly composite sample of the liquid efflunt 'for radiological analysis, as well as
sample(s) for NPDES-mandated analyses. This'data is also 'available to the'ACP as assurance
that no unanticipated discharge of licensed material occurred. - .

.. Leakage from the MOW system and incidental spills of water elsewhere in the ACP, are '
-collected by.the -Liquid'Effluent C61166tion(LO'ysem. Th E ytmcnists of la se't'of

'drainsard underground collection' tanks.for 'the'collection anid containment of leaks and spills 'of
chemicallytreated water. ,The drainis are'located throughout the ACP. The tanks have a capacity'
of 550.'Gal each and are monitored by liquid level 'gauges mounted above grade'on 'pipe stands.'
*Water accumulated in the'LECOtanks is sanipled'a nd analyzed prior to'disposal.' If the contents
meet the requirements of 10 CFR:20.2003, they may be puniped to the DOE reservation sanitary
sewer -system... Otherwise the tank co'ntents Will:be containerized ffor off-reservationdisposal.

- ' 'Inventory monitoring oftihetnk contents is used to deted leaks'from the LEO 'system. .

Storm water runoff fiom the ACPO rea,.along with some once-through' cooling water
(sa irtary water), drains to pair of holding ponds.' ' .' ' , . . ,..'. '

* .The X-2230N West Central Holding Pond (NPDES Outfall 012) provides a quiescent
* ' zonefor 'settling' suspended' solids,"dissipation of chlorine, and oil' diversion and
containment. The pond discharges to the same'unnamed tributary of the Scioto River
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as X-230J-5. An automated sampler collects a weekly composite sample of the liquid
effluent for radiological analysis as well as sample(s) for NPDES-mandated analyses.

The X-2230M Southwest Holding Pond (NPDES Outfall 013) provides a quiescent
zone for settling suspended solids,' dissipation of chlorine, and oil diversion and
containment. The pond discharges to an unnamed tributary of the Scioto River. An
automated sampler collects a weekly composite sampleof the liquid 'effluent for
radiological analysis as well as sample(s) for NPDES-mandated analyses.

Although most of the ACP cylinder storage pads are within the drainage of the, X-2230M
and X-2230N' Holding Ponds, the ACP also' uses cylinder storage pads on the north end of the
DOE reservation (X-745G-2 and X-745H). The ACP conducts an inspection and maintenance.
program for its UF6 cylinders'to ensure that no licen'sed material is released to the storage pads.,
Stormwater runoff from the north pads drains to holding ponds operated by the United States
Enrichment Corporation and continuously monitored with automated samplers. This data is
available to ACP environmental pers6nnel as assurance that no unanticipated discharge occurred.

'4.4.3.2 Monitoring of Liquid Release Points

There are only two ACP outfalls that discharge directly to publicly accessible areas, the
X-2230M and X-2230M holding ponds. The TWC blowdown'discharges to a utility system (the
RCW system) that provides a pathway to the Scioto River but does not provide any radiological
treatment. These three'discharges are equipped with automated samplers and, continuous flow
measurement. The flow monitors are calibrated'at; least annually. The combined discharge of
the RCW, system, the onsite sewage treatment. plant discharge and other site holding ponds are
also equipped with automated samplers and continuous flow measurement. The data from these
outfalls are available to the ACP as a defense in depth.

Outfall samples are analyzed for' Gross.Alpha and Gross BetActivities, 99Tc Activity
and Total Uranium concentration as described in Section 9.2.2.5 of the license application.
Measurable Gross Alpha Activity is presumed to be due to' uranum discharges from uranium
enrichment operations, while Gross Alpha Activities below the Minimum DetectableActivity.
(MDA) are presumed to be due to naturally: occurrin radioactive materials. The isotopic:
distribution of enriched' uranium discharges (i.e., e 4 U, 2'U, and -8U)' is. estimated to match the
measured. Gross Alpha Activity based on process' knowledge. . 99Tc is a fission product that has,
contaminated much' of- the: national fuel 'cycle and is present.,on the Piketon.site.: Measured-
technetium concentrations 'in site' outfalls have been fallirg' for several years, but are still
sometimes detected.. The ACP therefore routinely monitors radioactive effluents for technetium.

The LEC system may be used to collect material that might contain radionuclides. The
LEC system consists of a set of drains and collection tanks primarily for! collecting leaks and
spills of chemically treated water. The drains are located throughout the process buildings. The
tanks have a capacity of 550 Gal each. Liquid level gauges mounted above grade, on pipe stands
monitor the tanks. Routine monitoring of the tanks' contents is based on observing and tracking
the levels indicated on the gauges. Inventory tracking is relied on to indicate any leaks from the
tanks.' The contents of the LEC system will be sampled and analyzed for the same parameters as
the continuous outfalls prior to disposal.
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If analytical results indicate that LEC contents meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20.2003,
; they may be released to the DOE reservation sanitary sewer system. Otherwise they will be

containerized for disposal off-reservation.

4.4.3.3 Action Levels

Action levels for control of liquid radioactive effluents from the ACP have been
established based on the as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) philosophy. The action
levels described in Table 9.2-1 of the license application ensure operational control system
deficiencies are documented and acted upon in a'responsible manner and in a timeframe to

' remain well within the regulatory limits and below ALARA goals.

The ACP sanitary sewers, TWC blowdown, and runoff from the north cylinder storage
pads discharge to NRC regulated units operated by the United States Enrichment Corporation.
The United States Enrichment Corporation has established and admiiisters action levels for these
discharges as documented in USEC-02, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission;

* Certification of Compliancefor the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (USEC 02).''

- 4.5 Ecological Resources Impacts

Impacts to ecological resources were determined by assessing commercial centrifuge
project refurbishment, construction and operations activities, and projected disturbances to.
threatened and endangered species, wildlife habitat, wetlands, and vegetation. The environmental
-analysis is based on a 7 million SWU plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant.

4.5.1 No Action Alternative ^ -

Under the No Action Alternative, the ACP would not be deployed' in Piketon, Ohio.
*'USECwould continue operations at PGDP to produce and market uranium enrichment services
to its domestic and foreign customers' .r'The United States: Enrichment Corporation -would'
'continue 'toI lease" and operate existing facilities and associated lands at the Piketon DOE.
reservation and PGDP. The No Action Alternative would have a negligible effect on ecological
resources. -No loss of habitat or reduction of habitat would result from implementation of the No'-
Action Alternative because no new facilities -would-be constructed 'and most activities occur
within the industrial core areas at both PGDP and at the Piketon DOE reservation.

4.5.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant'Siting Alternative

-. Federally and state-listed threatened -and endangered species -were' identified in
-McCricken County (ocation of the PGDP site). Federally listed species of threatened mussels'
[e.g., -the tuberculed-blossom pearly mussel (Epioblasma torulosa), pink-mucket pearly mussel
(Lampsilis -orbiculata), and the orange-footed pearly mussel (Plethobasus cooperianus)] are,
known to exist in McCracken County but have not been reported -in Big Bayou Creek or Little
Bayou'Creek '(DOE 1996b). These creeks are projected -to receive discharges from both suitable
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locations for the commercial centrifuge project at PGDP. The federally listed Indiana bat
(Myotis sodalis) also occurs near the site.

Six small isolated wetlands are at the southern end'of the plant, outside the secured area
of the PGDP DOE reservation (DOE 1996a). ' These wetlands are classified as "palustrine
emergent," "palustrine scrub/shrub," and "palustrine forested," according to the USFWS wetland
* classification system. Palustrine wetlands near the PGDP are those less than 8 ha (20 acres) in

* surface area with a water depth less than 2 m (7 ft) during low water.

The' area suitable for construction of the commercial centrifuge project at PGDP does not
provide natural habitat for any rare, threatened, or endangered species and no wetlands are in the

* immediate vicinity of the project location. Therefore, no. significant-impacts would be
anticipated from construction of the commercial centrifuge project at PGDP (DOE 2004b).

4.53 Proposed Action

Refurbishment

-No new soil or habitat disturbance would result from the refurbishment of existing DOE
: . reservation facilities targeted- for use by this project. Refurbishment of existing facilities and

operations would not affect the terrestrial habitats, plants, animals, and wetlands on the DOE
reservation.

Construction

The proposed site. of two new process buildings and various support structures and
.cylinder yards .are adjacent to the existing X-3001 and X-3002 process buildings slated for .
-renovation. A new 1,060,000 ft2 cylinder yard (X-745H) will be constructed northeast of the X- |
745G-2 (Table 2.1.2.1-1). The areas are free of federally listed threatened and endangered.
animal and plant species, as well as designated wetland areas.

: - Construction of the X-745H cylinder storage yard.would result in the loss of about.IO ha
(24 acres) of previously disturbed managed grassland and old field vegetation. Wildlife would

* be disturbed by land clearing, noise, and human presence. Construction noise, up to 91.5 dBA at
' 15 m (50 ft),:would 'disturb wildlife in. the vicinity of the construction.site during daylight

. construction hours (DOE 2004). .-:Wildlife.with restricted mobility, such as burrowing species ore
. juveniles of nesting species; would be destroyed during land;clearing activities; .More mobile
* . individuals would relocate to adjacent available areas with suitable habitat. Population densities,

.and competition for food and nesting.sites, would increase i these areas, potentially reducing the
survivability or reproductive, capacity of displaced individuals (DOE 2004). Some wildlife
species would be expected to recolonize replanted areas near'the cylinder storage yard following
completion of construction. Construction could. also. affect the habitat of woodland species, such
as neotropical migratory birds. Construction of the X-!745H cylinder storage yard is not expected
to threaten the local population of any wildlife species because similar habitat would be abundant
near the site. If trees' (either, live or dead) with exfoliating bark are' encountered on the
construction area, they should be saved if possible to avoid destroying potential habitat for the.
Indiana bat. If necessary, trees should be cut before April 15 or after September 15.
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Additional mitigation measures that may be implemented as best management practices
may include: flexible construction schedules to avoid sensitive wildlife breeding or rearing
periods, revegetating temporarily disturbed areas with native vegetation, enhancing bat habitat
by installing bat houses, and using natural material for slope stabilization instead of-engineered
materials (concrete retaining walls). Soil disturbance'from project construction activities would
occur in lay-down areas, altering the soil profile and leading to'a possible temporary increase in
erosion because of storm water.runoff and wind.. The site has been previously graded and
prepared for the construction of additional process buildings in the original GCEP.project.
Engineering controls and best management and construction practices would be implemented. to
minimize the extent of excavation. Disturbed areas will, to the extent practicable, be controlled
to minimize.erosion and sediment.runoff and would not adversely.affect the..long-term safe.
operation oftheACP or DOE reservation activities. Therefore, construction of the proposed new.

* facilities would not adversely affect terrestrial habitats,'plants; animals, and wetlands present
within the DOE reservation. . -. -.

Operations

to t '-The proposed site oftwo new process buildings and various support structures is adjacent.
to the existing X-3001 and X-3002 process buildings slated for renovation in association with the.
commercial centrifuge project. This area is known to be free of federally listed threatened and
endangered animal and plant species, as well as designated wetland areas.

Although no designated wetlands or endangered species are present, some of these.
resources are located or potentially located in.the surrounding region. The timber rattlesnake,
(Crotalus horridus) has been identified as present by.the USFWS '20-25 mi .from the DOE,

*reservation (USEC 2003a) and should not be-affected by the Proposed A~ction. Potential summer
habitat for. the Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis) has been identified'at the northwest corner. of the'
DOE reservation: and along an abandoned l'gging road along "the east side of the DOE
reservation. To date, no Indiana bats have been identified within these areas." The northwestern
habitat is approximately 2,500 m (8,300 A) from the Proposed Action and the eastern habitat is
approximately 1,700 m (5,6001) -from the Proposed Action (Figure 3.5.4-1[both located in
Appendix D of this Environmental Report]). The area near the X-61 IA former lime sludge
lagoon area is sensitive because of -the presence of Virginia meadow-beauty (Rhexia virginica)

-adjacent to .the base'of the dike: Wetlands' 'also' are 'present in this area. The' area near the X-
.61 1B sludge' lagoons 'should be considered.'a- sensitive area due'to the possible presencedbof.
Carolina yellow-eyed grass (Xyris diformis), -whichlwas observed at the site in 1994 1 (DOE
1996b). 'Confirmation of this species is necessary, however, as the' original identification.
occurred while the 'plant was not flowering. -The Proposed Actin does not impact "the X-61 1A.
and.X-611B.' -

.Two designated wetlands are in proximity of the Proposed Action (Figure 4.5.3'1 [both
located in Appendix D of this Environmental Report]). The first consists of a narrow line of
jurisdictional wetlands running parallel to the DOE reservation's Perimeter'Road, approximately-
300 m (984 fi) west of the X-3001 building vents. The second is a larger wetlands area running
mostly parallel to and south'of the area projosed for the new process buildings'three and four.
These wetlands have been characterized .. as' primarily wet weather conveyances. 'The
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approximate distance from the process vents in these buildings to this designated wetland is less
than 100 m (328 ft) and 300 m (984 ft) from X-3001 and X-3002 buildings, respectively.

Normal operations for the proposed commercial, centrifuge project will not' affect any
federally listed threatened' and endangered animal and plant species, nor designated wetland
areas in and around the DOE reservation.

Because both identified Indiana bat habitats on the DOE reservation are at a significant
distance from the Proposed Action; projected impacts upon any Indiana bats residing in these'
areas during the summer months is possible, but highly unlikely. Table 4.5.3-1 summarizes (for
both' Indiana bat habitats) the modeled concentrations of HF and total uranium resulting from
normal; operations and accident scenarios. Human exposure values are referenced for
comparative purposes, due to the lack of ecological risk assessment data for the Indiana bat. The'
Threshold Limiting. Values (TLV) published by the Anierican Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) are 200 . g/rn3 for uranium and 2,300 pg/rn 3 for HF.
Occupational Safety and Health Adminisfration (OSHA) has published a Permissible Exposure
Limit (PEL) for uranium of only 50 pg/m3 (as an eight-hour average), and 2,500 pg/ni3 for HF.
The worst-case scenario involves an accidental release, which is slightly higher for the OSHA
total uranium standard (56.4 pg/m3) and one fourth of the ACGIH standard and 120 times below
the ACGIH and OSHA standards for HF. Normal operations are four to seven orders of
magnitude below these standards.

Table 4.5.3-1 Operational and Accident Total Uranium and IEF Concentrations
at Suitable Indiana Bat Habitats

,' . _A

2,300 m 1.69 x 10-3 5.7 x l0e 24.1 8.08 -200 2,300 50 2,500

1,700 m 2.27 x l043 7.6 x j0- 56.4 19 200 2,300 50 2,500
bowmc. AWIki Limft to Adc aU0a kLxpos= Vaws - 2W.

.'Because the accident scenarios involve the conversion of UF6 to gaseous HF and uranyl
fluoride in the atmosphere, designated DOE reservation wetlands are unlikely to be affected, due"'
in part to the low-lying nature of the wetland areas and the fact that the gaseous HF will disperse.
If an accidental release of material were to occur, trained and qualified professionals will deploy
spill. containment equipment.. Any contaminated .areas will be promptly decontaminated and
sampled to verify the absence of any residual contamination. Best management practices will'be
utilized to control emissions and effluents to mitigate contamination of the surrounding
landscape.

Decontamination and Decommissioning

A final status survey of the radiological conditions of the plant is performed to verify
proper decontamination. The evaluation of the final radiation survey is based, in part, on an'
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initial radiation survey performed prior to operation. The initial survey determines the
background radiation of the area; providing a datum for measurements that determine any

Kincrease in levels of radioactivity.

The final status survey will systematically take measurements and perform sampling to
describe radioactivity over the ACP. The intensity of the survey will vary depending on the
location (i.e., buildings/facilities, immediate area around the buildings/facilities, controlled

- fenced area, and remainder of the DOE reservation). The survey procedures and results will be
* documented in a report. The results of the report will become part of the application to terminate

the license.

Engineering controls and best management practices would be implemented to minimize
the 'extent of.excavation. Disturbed areas will, to the extent practicable, be controlled to*
minimize erosion and sediment runoff and would not adversely affect the long-term safe

-operation of the ACP or DOE reservation activities. Therefore, decontamination and
decommissioning of the proposed. new facilities would not adversely affect terrestrial habitats,
plants, animals, and wetlands present within the DOE reservation.

. . Projected impacts on ecological resources from the Proposed Action will be minimal and
temporary.

- In a letter dated June 21, 2004, the Fish and Wildlife Service determined there are no
Federal wilderness areas, wildlife refuges, or.designated Critical Habitat within the vicinity of

* the proposed site. Copies of consultation letters with the USFWS and the ODNR are provided in
u Appendix B of this ER.

PGDP Impacts

.:. .I

.. I . I

.. af. There will be no impacts to ecological
PGDP after the Proposed Action is completed.

resources due to the ceasation of operations at
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:This figure is -withheld pursuant to IO CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix D of this
Environmental Report

Figure 4.5.3-1 Designated Wetlands on the U.S. Department of Energy Reservation
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4.6 Air Quality Impacts

Potential impacts to air quality were assessed for the construction and operation of the
ACP. 'Both non-radiological and radiological impacts'were analyzed. 'Air quality impacts

*derived from-process emissions were modeled using the CAP88-PC software. Both radiological.
and chemical doses to the public and tenants were evaluated using CAP88-PC. -Hazardous air
emissions derived from four backup diesel generators were also evaluated. The environmental.
analysis is based on a 7,million SWU plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant. .;

4.6.1 No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the ACP would not be deployed for uranium
enrichment in Piketon, Ohio. USEC would continue operations at PGDP to produce and market
uranium enrichment services to its. domestic* and foreign customers. United States Enrichment
Corporation would continue to lease and operate existing facilities -and associated lands at the,
Piketon'DOE reservationi and PGDP. The United States Enrichment Corporation'operations at

* the Piketon DOE reservation would* continue to ,use approximately 35 MW of the more than
2,150MW 'of its capacity.' Approximately 60,000 tons of coal would be used annually. PGDP
would use approximately 1,200MW of electricity, which represents approximately40 percent of
capacity.; Approximately 30,000 tons of coal would continue to be used annually at PGDP.

*Airborne releases form PGDP and the Piketon DOE reservation would be consistent in.
quantity to those emitted by the plants in recent years, and would remain below regulatory and
permitted thresholds. Emissions rates for radionuclide, criteria pollutants, and toxic air
contaminants that would be generated from the plants would be consistent with rates reported for
the plants in recent years.

4.6.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative . . -

.The impact of projected radioactive and chemical gaseous emissions from the ACP was
evaluated using the CAP88-PC computer model distributed bysthe EPA. The receptor points
considered were hypothetical neighbors living on a farm at the boundary of the PGDP DOE
reservation in each of the 16 major compass directions.

* 4.6.2.1 -Non-Radiological Air Quality . ;. . '.

Construction .. ;j. i. ' -;

*.One process building covering 1,231,172. fI, a feed, withdrawal, and customer services
facility covering 1,443,172 ft2, and a number of cylinder yards would be constructed to meet
* . .specified operational needs. Construction activities would cause short-term impacts to air
quality from the release of fugitive dust ifrom - site preparation activities, -including soil
excavation.. . -. .. *. ! ... .'* * ' - ..

.. .. _ , , ;.
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Operations

Existing air quality on the PGDP site is in attainment with NAAQS for the criteria
pollutants. However, McCracken County (which include's PGDP and the City of Paducah) was
recently identified by the Kentucky Department of Air Quality as a potential non-attainment area
for ozone' based on the 8-hr-standard. Principal non-radiological NAAQS "criteria" pollutants
would be limited to exhausts from four large [greater than 600 horsepower (hp)] stationary diesel
engines, which would be used in the unlikely event of power failure. Based'on AP-42 emission
factors and 500 hours per year of operation, emissions from these generators would be well
below the PSD increments; therefore, the EPA or Kentucky Department of Environmental
Protection would require no PSD review.

The major non-radiological hazardous air emissions associated with ACP operations will
be HF. The CAPS8-PC air dispersion model was' used to estimate the off-reservation airborne.
concentrations'of uranium and HF averaged for one year of emissions. Details of the CAP88-PC

* air dispersion model and site-specific inputs used to evaluate radiol6gical doses to the public are
discussed in Section 4.6.3.2; Radiological Air Quality Impacts. Assuming UF6 reacts with
atmospheric moisture to form U0 2 F2 solid* and four molecules of HF'vapor, the average HF
concentration is calculated to be 2.27x10-3 Ag/m3 at.the location'of the MEL' There will also be a'
small amount of HF. in the headspace of the UF6 cylinders; however,- this will provide only' a
small fraction of the total HF emitted from the ACP. The estimated average air concentration of
HF is approximately a million times' less than 2,300 Pg/M3; the TLV'published.by the ACGIH
for HF. Non-radiological 'emissions' associated with the construction and operation of the ACP-

. will have no significant impacts on air quality.

Vehicle Emissions

Vehicle emissions for the PGDP Siting Alternative are considered to be the same as the
Proposed Action.

4.62.2 Radiological Air Quality

Construction'

A single process building, a feed facility, withdrawal facility, a customer services facility,'
and a. number of. cylinder yards would be constructed to satisfy operational and production
requirements.. Construction activities would not.involve the use or processing of radioactive
materials and air quality would receive no radiological impacts.

Operations

The projected maximum emission rate for the ACP is 1.86 millicuries (mCi) per week; or
0.097 curies per year (Cilyr) of total uranium. Feed material would be accepted provided it.
meets the ASTM specification for feed containing reactor returns. Vent samples are analyzed for
2* U, 23U, 8.U, and "Tc as described in Section 9.2.2.5 of the license application. Site
experience in uranium enrichment has shown that these uranium isotopes account for more than
99 percent of the public dose due to uranium emissions.
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Projected annual radioactive emissions were estimated for this alternative with the
CAP88-PC model using wind velocity data from the Barkely Regional Airport, outside the City
of Paducah. The model indicates that the annual EDE rate for the MEI would be 0.9 mrem/yr.
The MEI is a hypothetical person living at the site boundary, -1,098 :m north-northwest of the
proposed process building location. The MEI is conservatively. assumed to .consume a
substantial portion of their diet produced at the site boundary with the remaining portion of their
diet taken from within an 80-km (50-mile) radius of the process building. The calculated MEI
dose is lower than the EPA standard of 10 mrem/yr and the NRC TEDE limit of 100 mremlyr.

The CAP88-PC model estimates annual average air concentrations (pCi/m3) of each
isotope at locations (distances from the stack) specified in the input parameters. Converting the
activity concentrations of the uranium isotopes to mass concentrations and summing gives an
average total uranium concentration of 6.74x p 1g/m3 at the location of -the MEI at the site

: boundary. The NIOSH Time-Weighted Average REL and ACGIH TLV for uranium is 200
.igr 3. ;:The maximum average uranium concentration at the plant boundary would be a

:.nminimum of 10,000 times less than the occupational exposure standards.' CAP8S-PC model
results indicate that radiological air-quality impacts for this alternative would be insignificant.

-463 .,oe Actio,. . ..

'4.6.3 Proposed Action -. .>-s

LI

The impact of projected radioactive and' chemical gaseous emissions from the ACP was
evaluated using the CAP88-PC computer model distributed by the EPA. The receptor points

-considered were hypothetical neighbors living on a farm at the boundary.of the DOE reservations
.in each of the 16. major compass directions and the two tenant organizations currently on-site

' (the Ohio National Guard at X-751'MobileEquipment Maintenance Shop and the Ohio Valley
Electric Corporation [OVEC] office.building'on the West Access Road). The ACP will be
-located in the DOE GCEP site, using the existing building vents in the X-3001 and X-3002

* buildings and similar vents in the additional process buildings to be constructed.

Emissions Estimates for Emergencv Generators. Boilers, and Fuel Tanks

*Emissions estimates for the generators and boilers were developed using emission factors
from the USEPA's latest Factor Information Retrieval System (FIRE 6.25). Emissions for the

-fuel storage tanik§ were generated using the USEPA's TANKS 4.0 program, which was
developed by the American Petroleum Institute (API). -

. , . I .. . . '�, 1, I .. .
. , I - _: . : .

. - I I . . . ., . . .. I
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Emermencv Generators

[This information is withheld pursuant to 10 CER 2.390 and is located in Appendix
C of this Environmental Report] Under federal guidelines, there is a generic exemption for
emergency generators greater than 500 HP, which operate for less than 500 hr/yr. The state of
Ohio follows the federal guidelines so no air permits are required. Emissions estimates have
been developed for these generators using the following assumptions:

* Each generator will operate for 500 hr/yr. Barring an actual power outage, each
generator will run for a maximum of two hours per week for testing and maintenance.

* Each generator will operate at its maximum sustained rating and will consume 50
gallons of No. 2 Diesel per hour. In actual use, fuel consumption is expected to be 30
gal/hr or less.

* Only. low sulfur Number 2 Diesel (0.05 p)ercent sulfur) will be burned-in these
engines.

[This information is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of
this Environmental Report]

No other emissions exceed one ton per year.

Boilers

[This information is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of
this Environmental Report].

Fuel Storage Tanks for Two Boilers

* [This information is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of
this Environmental Report]

Fuel Storage Tanks for Emergencv Generators - - -.: ;

[This information is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix
C of this Environmental Report]
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4.6.3.1 Non-Radiological Air Quality

Refurbishment

Refurbishment activitiesassociated with the existing GCEP buildings will principally
take place inside GCEP buildings and are not expected to produce any fugitive dust or other.
regulated emission levels. No significant non-radiological impacts on air quality will be.
produced during this phase.

Vehicle'Emissions -

Emissions from the transportation aspects of construction activities and the plant
population are expected to be within historical levels.. During construction of the GDP in the
*early 1950s, over 22,000 construction workers' were employed.' The number of construction
workers also rose dramatically between 197 and 1985 during construction of GCEP. A peak of
1,306.workers are expected to be eiiiployed in c6nstruction-of the ACP,.far.lower than were:. '

* employed during GDP or. GCEP construction.-'...

-It is unlikely that construction ,and operation of the ACP will'overlap completely. Most.
* .'- likely, construction will begin well. before many ACP operating personnel are hired and should
be winding down by the time the full complement of operating personnel are hired.

- . Vehicle .emissions come from two sources - engine exhaust emissions and particulate
emissions from roadways and parking areas ' Exhaust emissions''consist primarily of nitrogen

.-oxides, carbon monoxide, organic compounds;'.and carbon'dioxide, which is a greenhouse gas.
Nitrogen 'oxides and organic compounds react in the presence of sunlight to produce groiund-
level ozone,.which is a major contributor to the formation of smog. Emissions from paved roads
and parking areas are small compared to emissions from fuel burning. Roads and parking area
emissions are included in the current Title V air permit.

Beginning' in 1975, Congress passed laws to reduce emissions. from vehicle engines.
..These. laws include the phase-out of lead in gasoline, the requirement for catalytic converters on

.gasoline-powered vehicles, and the reduction 'of sulfur in gasoline and diesel.,. Further reductions.
" in fuel sulfur will'take-.place in July.2006. The Energy Policy Conservation Act of.1975,

established'the Corporate. Average Fuel 'Economy (CAFE) requirement, which mandated
minimum fuel efficiency for a manufacturer's.entire line of passenger cars.' Requirements for.
light trucks were added in 1979 and heavy trucks and sport utility vehicles (SUs) will be added
in2005. -New requirements for heavy-duty engines, i.e., trucks and buses, go into effect in 2007..
These'new'tules will reduce particulate'and nitrogen oxide emissions by 90 and 95 percent below
today's levels, respectively. . . - . , .

Diesel engines have always used fuel injection.- Since about 1990, all gasoline-powered
vehicles have come equipped with fuel injection to meet the CAFE requirements and emissions
limitations. Fuel injection causes an engine to run at or near its stoichiometric ratio, which.
ensures maximum efficiency, minimum fuel consumption, and minimum emissions. Fuel
injection, along with' vapor recovery systems, has virtually eliminated evaporative losses from
gasoline-powered vehicles. As a result of all these measures, vehicles produce less than half the
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emissions they did prior to 1967 when the very first emissions controls were required.
Therefore, the impact from vehicles will be well within historic levels.

Table 4.6.3.1-1 lists two years with peak employment levels, the'current and past year,
and a projection for 2013 along with the CAFE standards and the actual CAFEs achieved across
the automobile industry for those years. Between 1955 and 2003, the'fuel mileage for passenger
cars increased by 83percent. Even if the CAFE does not change before 2013, there will be a net
decrease in fuel consumption since employment will have increased by only 28 percent over
1955 levels: Although available data are less complete, the figures for light trucks should be
similar. Transportation emission impacts are evaluated in section 4.2 of this ER.

Table 4.6.3.1-1. Reservation Employment Levels vs. Corporate Average Fuel.
Efficiency Levels

-

1955 2,849 N/A 16.1 N/A NA . _N/A

1981 3,271 22 25.9 16.3 20.1 .24.6
.2003 1,671 27.5 29.5 20.7 21.8 25.1
2004 1,597 27.5 N/A 20.7 . N/A N/A
2013 3,653a 227.5 N/A 222.2 N/A . NIA

N/A - Not Available.
aEstimated ACP

Construction

In addition to refurbishing the existing GCEP buildings, two new process buildings.
(spanning approximately 304,000 ft2 each) and associated withdrawal, and. support buildings,
plus several cylinder yards, spanning approximately 2,268,400 ft2 and new roads and.parking:
areas totaling approximately.108,000. ft2 will be built to meet specified operational objectives of

* 7 million SWU* Construction activities will cause short-term. impacts to air quality from the:
release of fugitive dust' from: site preparation activities, 'including, soil excavation. The site is
located in a county that is exempt. from the restrictions on emissions f6r fugitive dust specified in'
'. Ohio Administrative: Code 3745-17-08.& However, to avoid nuisance conditions and particulate
matter (PM) concerns, dust suppression techniques will be used to mitigate excessive releases of

* .dust duringi'excavation under dry conditions. Heavyeearth-moving equipment will result in short-
term increases in the release of nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, and ;
particulates. Air quality impacts associated with construction will have no lasting significant

* impacts on air.. quality.' Table 4.6.3.1-2. depicts the estimated total fuel consumption for
construction activities. Table 4.6.3.1-3 depicts anticipated diesel' and gas powered construction
equipment' and the estimated daily fuel consumption. Table 4.6.3.14 lists assumptions made'in
estimating the construction fuel use.
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Table 4.6.3.1-2 American Centrifuge Plant Construction Activity and Total Fuel Use

001N.
Construction/Refurbishment 518 1-Jan-07 1-Jun-08 355 232,745 21,288

Crew-mechanical, electrical .
X-3001 S
Construction/Refurbishment - 1,034 1-Feb-07 30-Nov-09 708 464,592 42,493

Crew-mechanical, electrical .
X -3002 Construction/Refurbishment 1,034 1-Feb-07 30-Nov-09 708 464,592 - 42,493

Crew-mechanical, electrical .: :_m_._._._ : . _._.._..

SM Installation - 1,308 1-Sep-06 31-Mar-10 - 896 - -293,852 2-6,§877.
-. Crew-mechanica .. - . -

X-3001 S Floor Module Complete. 305 1-Jun-07. 31-Mar-08 209 0' 6,267
Gas onl . , . .__..

X-3002 Floor Module Complete 427 1-Jun-07 -31-Jul-08 292 0 8,774'
Gas only . , .. . . .-

RJA Construction/Refurbishment .578 3-Jun-07 31-Dec-08 396 259,704 23,753
Crew-mechanical, electrical . _____....

Feed/IPP/Product Transfer .
ConstructionX-3346 - 547 :9-Jan-06 - 29-Feb-08 375 245,775 -22,479

Crew-mechanical, electrica l . ___.....-

ProductTaifs Withdrawal -

nstruction/RefurbX-3356 547 2-Sep-06 1-Mar-08 375 343,186 37,466
Crew-steel, mechanical, electrical

Infrastructure
Construction/Refurbishment 731 1-Dec-06 . 30-Nov-08 501' 96,132 5,007

Crew-utilities . .. _"'.,,

X-3003 Building Construction .450 1-Mar-09 1-Jun-10 . 308 282,329 30,822
. Crew-steel, mechanical, electrical . . ... . ..

X-3003 Equipment Installition. .. 450 .1-Jun-10 b-Sep-ll 1 308 67,808 :9,247
. Crew-Equipmen . . . ._.- _.:

X-3004 Building Construction 600 1-Aug-09 1-Sep-10 411i 376,438 41,096
. Crew-steel, mechanical, electrica l. . .

X -3004 Equipment Installation . 450 -1-Sep-10 1-Dec-11 308 67,808 -9,247
.. C ~rew -Equiprnen _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .. . . . _ _ _ _ . . .. _ _ _ : ; . -..

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION .. 9-Jan-06 1-Dec-i1 .. 3,194,962 327,308
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Table 4.6.3.1-3 American Centrifuge Plant Construction Equipment and Daily Fuel Use

Dozer 300 hp 90T Crane! 275 hp
Scraper 200 hp 5 Welding 50 hp
T_ _ _T 300 hp_- 325 hp
Total 800 hp diesel 260 gal/day
diesel 640 gal/day gas 40 gal/day
gas 10 gal/day

Dozer_ - - 200 - -- hp Bucket trk 200 hp
Spreader 100 -hp 5TCrane 170 hp
Steer Roller 10 hp 12T Crane 40. hp
Wheel Roller 100 hp. 410 - hp
Total 500. hp diesel .328 gal/day
diesel. 400 gal/day as 30 .alday

gas 20 gal/day

2.5 Excavator 240 hp 90T Crane 275 1hp.
diesel 192 gal/day diesel 220 gal/day
gas 10 gal/day gas . 20 gal/day

Table 4.6.3.1-4 American Centrifuge Plant Construction Fuel Use Assumptions

I I 11 �1,01 III II III I III
1. Fuel consumption for construction equipment @ 1 gallon per hour for each
10 hp.
Z. Construction equipment operates 8 hours per day.
3. Construction equipment size from Means Crews a

4. Gas for crew trucks consume I Ogallons per day.
5. One crew truck per 4 workers.
S. Apply small crew size for total contract duration.
7. December 1, 2011 is an escalated schedule projection. 2013 is used in this
ER as a bounding date.

a e
aMeans Open Shop Building Construction Cost Data Book
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Manufacturing

Centrifuge manufacturing operations are conducted in the X-7725 or other comparable
site building or off-reservation facility. Manufacturing of the centrifuge includes :a filament
winding process. This.process requires a combination of resins, curing agents or hardeners and
filaments. .Final curing of the resulting parts occurs in a curing oven or hood. Solvents are used
'to clean the produced parts and manufacturing equipment. The airborne emissions generated by
the processes are confined .and captured bylthe use of hoods or local ventilation capture systems
that vent the emissions to permitted vents. Where required (e.g.'.for.volatile organic vapors),
emission control equipment is used as part of the permitted emission vent system. Airflow from
'the hoods is monitored to ensure adequate. flow and alarm if a reduced flow is detected so that
operations can be curtailed.

:The typical materials used in the i'anufacturing'process are' carbon fibers,'resin systems
.(resins, hardeners, and modifiers),- prepregs (fibers/resin system),, and other chemicals for
cleaning of parts and for support of the manufacturing'process. Typical materials used are listed.

- in Table 4.12.3.1-1 located in Appendix E of this report).. . . '..

.''- . ' ,; . .

[This information has been wiihheld .pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in
Appendix C of this Environmental Rep rt] . ''

.Appendix B of the ISA Summary identifies other chemicals 'and typical industrial'
materials (e.g., acetone, solvents, 'acids, fuels, and oils) that are used in the ACP for assembly

~/ and maintenance activities.

Operations

Existing air. quality .at the site attains NAAQS for the criteria pollutants. 'Prncipal
non-radiological NAAQS "criteria" pollutants will derive from the exhaust of stationary diesel

* **.generators used for emergency power if supplied power is lost. Various buildings Will typically'-
-have 900 .hp, 600-kilowatt emergency diesel.'generators. Table 4.4.3-3 lists the anticipated'.

.. emergency diesel generators and ASTs'associated with the Proposed Action. Thergency Diesel.
'Generators :e operated periodically for. testing pirposes and for scheduled preventive
maintenance. United 'States'Enrichilent'C~~oi-ation currently operates under a Title'V permit
for non-radiological air emis'sions> An eiernption'eiists under Title V for. emergency Diesel
Generators greater than '50 hp' -that are.used for less than 500 hours per year [permit-by-rule.

: exemption in Ohio Adniinistnitive' Code '3745-31-03(A)(4)(a)]; The Diesel. Generators are
expected to operate well below'the 500-hour liinit.'

.Based on U.S. EPA' AP42 emission factors and 500 hours per year of .operation,
emissions from the emergency Diesel Generators would be below the PSD limitsfor' PSD
review. Because of their intermittent use, the impact of emergency Diesel Generators on air
quality would be insignificant.' '- ' ' -'

HF constitutes the major non-radiological hazardous air emission associated with ACP
\ operations. The CAP88-PC air dispersion model was used to estimate off-reservation airborne

.1
'I .: .
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concentrations of HF averaged for one year of emissions. Details of the CAP88-PC air
dispersion model and site-specific inputs used to evaluate radiological doses to the public are
discussed in the following section on radiological air quality impacts.

CAP88-PC calculates average airborne radionuclide concentration (pCi/m3) at
user-defined- locations. Average HF' concentrations are estimated using the stoichiometry of the
UF6 reaction with atmospheric moisture to form UO2F2 (a solid particulate) and HF funies. Four
molecules of HF are generated .'for each molecule of UF6. ' To' evaluate the worst-case HF
exposure at the DOE: reservation boundary, the average HF air concentration was estimated for
.thie location of the hypothetical member of the public, exposed to the. highest EDE rate. The
model was also used to evaluate the average concentration of HF at the location of the maximally
exposed tenant, the Ohio National Guard at the X-751 Mobile Equipment Maintenance Shop.

-Details, pertaining to the modeled uranium concentration are provided in the following section.

The ACGIH TLV is 2,300 p gm3 for HF.. For the point on the DOE' reservation.
boundary with the.- highest EDE rate, the average, calciflated HF concentration' is:
. .34x10-3 pg/m3. For. the Ohio National Guard at the X-75i Mobile Equipment Maintenance
Shop, the estimated. average. HF concentration is 1.96x10-3 p1g/m3. This model does not include
the small amount of HF in the headspace of the UF6 cylinders; however,. this will provide oftly a
small fraction of the total HF emitted' from the ACP. The projected concentiations are six orders
of magnitude, or a million tin'es. less than' the TLV. The conservative estimates of average HF
concentrations' at the DOE reservation boundary indicate that its release during ACP operations
will have an insignificant impact on air quality.

PGDP Impacts

Air emissions would be reduced at PGDP after UF6 operations are ceased

4.6.3.2 Radiological Air Quality

Refurbishment

Refurbishment activities will principally take place inside GOEP buildings.:
Refurbishment should not: involve processing radioactive materials. Process equipment' and:
piping 'that contained radioactive material will..be evacuated prior to commencement of
refurbishment activities.. Urtnium concentrations in the general6room air are expected.to be.
insignificant . Health. Physics determines general. area air sampling requirements for facility
activities. . Special waste handling operations may require personnel monitoring.. Consequently,
no radiological nipa ts on.air quality would occur; Monitoring requirements are described in
Chapter 4.0 of the license application.

Construction

Construction activities will not involve the use or processing of radioactive materials;
therefore, no radiological impacts on air quality would occur.
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I :atio ;. . .n - .

.Operations 9' ", ' -

Operations'of the ACP in Piketon'will `r;isuli in the release of -small 'amounts of
radioactive materials to the'atmosphere'through monitored exhaust vents. The model evaluated
the impacts of emissions from the two existing process buildings (X-3001 and X-3002), X-3346,

.X-3356, X-710, and the emissions from two additional process buildings with similar design
specifications and supporting feed and'withldrawal buildings. The feed, withdrawal and product
operations 235U design assay range is approximately 1.6 percent'to 10'percent.> However, the'
customer product range is from'approximately 2.4 percent to 4.95 percent. The ACP will require
analytical services 'and the'United'States Enrichment Coiporation X-710 Laboratory'is'an
obvious potential supplier. Airtemissions' from the X-710 are included as abounding ease.

- EPA's' CAP88-PC was used to mddef the radiological impacts of'ACP'emissions.
CAP88-PC is approved by EPA for demonstrating compliance with 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart H
(stajidards for atmospheric releases of radionuclide's from the DOE reservation).' The CAP88
suite of programs includes: - -

* A Gaussian plume dispersion module (AIRDOS) with algorithms to account
for 'deposition, environmental scavenging, and radioactive decay of
radionuclides; - '-

- A dose -conversion module' (DARTAB) to convert ' environmental
- concentrations into annual external and internal exposures and impacts (50- -

> -year EDE: and' T6tal; Lifetime -Fatal Cancer Risks)' in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.109, Calculation'ofAnual 'Dose to'Manfrom Routine- -
Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with
10 CFR Part SO, Appendix I;

-A database (RADRISK) of dose and risk conversion factors; and
A- :, -use by; . - . .. . .. . . .

* -A preprocessor to 'convert STAR-ftomat wind dataint a'format used by
AIRDOS. - ' i' :'--.;'- r ''

':: The projected maximum emission'rate for the'ACP is 1.89 mililcuries (mCi) per week,
or'O.098 curies' 'per -year' (Ci/yr) of 't6tatI-ur'aiium. Feed material -that meets the ASTM '

- ' specification for recycled feed may be used in the ACP. Vent samples are analyzed'for 2U,
;UU, fu, and 99Tc as described in Section 9.2.2.5 of the license application. GDP site

experience in uranium enrichment has shown that these uranium isotopes account for more than
99 percent of the public dose due to uranium emissions.

, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' , ,. i , ' ' ," ' '
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Table 4.6.3.2-1 Projected Emission Rates for the American Centrifuge Plant Curies
per Year

. [This table is withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is.located in Appendix C of this
Environmental Report]

As shown in Table 4.6.3.2-1, the feed operation's-emissions will derive from natural
uranium. The process, withdrawal, and analytical laboratory buildings are assumed to have an.
average 2 percent 235U assay, and the customer services building emissions will derive from
material having an average 5 percent 23. assay.. The process building vent characteristics were

* based'on the existing process vents'in.X-3001 and X-3002 where the vent height is 23 m (75 ft)
above-grade and the vent diameter is 0.05 m (2 in.). The vent heights for the feed, withdrawal,

. and customer services buildings are 12 m (39 ft) above grade.. The analytical laboratory vent
height is 9 m (30'ft) above grade.. A zero-plume-rise was used in the model, so thevent diameter
was not used in the model calculations Finally, the X-710 is treated as if it were co-located with--

* the other vents in the model; however, it is almost twice the 'distance (850 m) upwind from the
* MEI relative to the 'other vents. The model conservatively ignores this'difference in distance.

. Wind velocities used in the. model. are from the on-site meteorological station and
represent measurements collected 'at 30 m (98 ft) above grade from 1998 to'2002. The DOE
reservation is in an ancient river valley running roughly from southwest to northeast. Low-level
-winds commonly blow either up this valley to the northeast 'or down the valley to the southwest.
Historically,, the preponderance of winds blow up the valley and are offset for dispersion
purposes by. the fact that the DOE. reservation. "bulges" in the northeast corner. Consequently,
the historic point of maximum impact from existing emission sources is along the southern edge

: of the bulge. The ACP, however, is located in. the extreme southwest corner of the active GDP
* plant site and is farther from the eastern side of the DOE reservation than any of the existing

vents.

* Distances between the ACP vents and the nearest member of the. public are measured
* .from the center point between the four process buildings to the DOE reservation boundary in..

* each of the 16 compass directions;. The model also evaluates the two on-site tenant organizations
(the Ohio National Guard at the X-751 Mobile Equipment Maintenance Shop' and the OVEC .
office building on the Main Access Road) as.the nearest members of the public. Distances were
scaled from a blueprint-size site map with the Universal.Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid (100
-mno'r 328 ft increments) overlaid.

. A rural food. consumption pattern was used to conservatively model the dose to' the'
*hypothetical' individual living atfthe DOE reservation boundary and the. collective population'
dose for an 80 km (50 mile) radius around the ACP. This assumes a high percentage of
foodstuffs are produced at home or at the point of exposure. (70 percent vegetables, 40 percent
milk, and 44 percent meat), with the remainder produced within an 80-km radius. On-site
tenants were assumed to consume foodstuffs produced within the 80-kmn radius area surrounding
the ACP, but not food products raised. on the DOE reservation. This is nevertheless a
conservative consumption, since few people actually consume a diet produced exclusively. within
80 kmn of their residence.
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The, model indicates that the MEI-Js -a-,hypothetical individual.living on the DOE
reservation boundary 1.1-km south-southwest of the ACP. The maximum individual EDE rate at
this location is modeled to be 0.55 mrem/yr. The' Ohio National Guard received the maximum
individual EDE rate for the on-site tenant organizations. The EDE rate would be 0.27 mrem/yr.
The calculated MEI doses are well below the EPA NESHAP limit of 10 mrem/yr and the NRC
TEDE limit of 100 mrem/yr. The collective EDE for the population living within an 80 km (50.
mi) radius of the ACP would be 3.14 person-rem/yr. -

CAP88-PC output includes a -table of calculated airborne concentrations (pCi/m3) for
each nuclide at each location defined by the user, in the model's input file. Conveiting the
activities per unit volume to mass per unityolume gives a uranium concentration of 3.98x1 O 3

pg/m3. at the'point where the off-reservation member of the public is exposed to the highest EDE
rate. The highest uranium airborne concentration on-site would be 5.82x10 3 pg/i 3 at the Ohio
National Guard X-751 Mobile Equipment Maintenance Shop. The NIOSH Time-Weighted
Average Recommended Exposure Level and ACGIH TLV -for uranium is 200 pg/in3. The
maximum average uranium concentration at the plant boundary will be a minimum of four orders
of magnitude, or 10,000 times, less than the occupational exposure standards.

Direct Gamma Radiation Monitoring

The only significant sources of environmental gamma radiation introduced to the site by,
man are the uranium isotope 23sU and the short-lived 23'U daughters. There are small amounts of
-other gamma emitters present on site as sealed sources and laboratory standards, but these are not..
: detectable at any large distance. Gamma radiation levels in unrestricted areas around the ACP.
are dominated by naturally occurring radioactive materials..

The site conducts external gamma radiation monitoring consisting of lithium fluoride
-thermolumnescence dosimeters (TLDs) positioned at various site locations and at locations off-
-reservation. There are nine dosimeters spaced around the perimeter of the'limited area of-the
DOE reservation. including cylinder storage areas;!eight dosimeters.spaced around the DOE'

: .. reservation boundary-, and two dosimeters located off-reservation. These dosimeters are collected
and analyzed quarterly., Processing and evaluation are performed by a processor holding current
accreditation' from the National Voluntary. Laboratory, Accreditation, Program of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

Decontamination and Deconissiosniniz . ...

- - -. .'At the end of 6perations', the ACP 'is'shut dwn and U 6 materal is removie to the futlest
extent possible through normal process opeation. This is followed by evacuation and purging o
processsystems. . .- . ' .. -

* *~ a n ;*>*, , ,* * * -.;

. USEC anticipates that the majority of the radioactive material will be recovered'from the
ACP upon completion of the-operation; however, material will be dispersed through the cascade
components and piping. .The resulting radiological impacts during decommissioning activities
would be far below the EPA standard of 10 mrem/year and the NRC TEDE limit of 100
mremn/year.
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The maximum impact if the remaining radioactive material became airborne would be
approximately half that of the predicted annual gaseous effluent.

Decontamination and decommissioning activities will cause short-term impacts to air
quality from the release of fugitive dust from site decommissioning activities, including soil
excavation. The site is located in a county that is exempt from the restrictions on emissions for
fugitive dust specified in Ohio Administrative Code 3745-17-08. However, to avoid nuisance
conditions and PM concerns, dust suppression techniques will be used to mitigate excessive
releases of dust during excavation under dry conditions. Heavy equipment will result in short-
term increases in the release of nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides,' carbon monoxide, and
particulates. Air. quality impacts associated with decontamination and decommissioning
activities will have no lasting significant impacts on air quality.

Accident Analysis
. .

Accident analyses were performed for potential on-site accidents as part of USEC's ACP;
* ISA and documented in the.ISA Summary. Off-reservation radiological and chemical impacts

from the postulated accidents were evaluated and items relied on for safety (IROFS) to either
prevent postulated accidents or to mitigate their consequences to -an, acceptable level' were
identified and documented (Appendix F of the ISA Summary for the American Centrifuge
Plant).

* . The unprevented frequency for a' fire: event (ISA Summary -Table CYl-3). was
quantitatively determined to be [This information has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR
2.390 and is located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report.I This number was based
on a previous study of fire induced UF6 cylinder failures. Refer to Appendix E of the ISA
Summary for. the American Centrifuge Plant for the specific details of this study.

[This information has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in,.
Appendix C of this Environmental Reports . -I

:The -ISA Summary combined the unprevented. frequency and unmuitigated.radiologica
and chemical consequences for each receptor, which yielded a risk level for each receptor that"
was compared to.the ERPGs and 10 CFR 70.61 performance criteria. [This information has
been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of this
Environmental Report.] These classifications are based on the comparison of the :modeled-
release data with ERPGs.. The ERPGs are airborne chemical concentration limits used. for .
emergency response personnel, below which-it is.believed that' nearly all individuals could be."
exposed for up toone hour without experiencing certain health'effects. The radiological rsk for .
all receptor groups is below the performance criteria and no IROFS need to be implemented to
receive radiological risk.,
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4.6.3.2.1 Control of Airborne Effluents

X-3346 Feed and Customer Services Building

The Feed Area of this building sublimes UF6 for feed to the enrichment pr6cess as
.described in Section 1.1 of the license application and contains a variety of potential sources for
* radioactive effluents, both as gaseous UF6 and particulate uranyl fluoride '(UO2F2)'." These'
sources are vented to the atmosphere through an evacuation system, which has separate
subsystems to control the gaseous and airbome'particulate effluents. Both sub-systems exhaust
to a continuously monitored combined vent.-.

The Customer. Services area of this building liquefies UF6 for.quality.control sampling
and transfer of UF6 material to customer cylinders for shipment as described in Section 1.l of the'
'license application and also contains multiple potential sources for radioactive effluents, both as
gaseous UF6 and particulate U0 2F2. These sources are vented through a similar evacuation

* systdii with another continuously monitored combined vent.

PGDP Impacts

Emissions from PGDP operations will be reduced after UF6 operations cease. Impacts of
DOE D&D at PGDP are examined in the DOE Final EIS.

ppn . i ohaesaemnfle t . th gaeu efletsd fterrsetv
pc The cylinder burping/heeling system, feed ovens, autoclaves, sampling .system, and

*process piping in both- areas are manifolded fto jthe gaseous efflu'ent side of -their respective'-..'.
evacuation systems. Gases evacuated from process systems, which can contain high
-- -concentrations ofUF6,are processed through cold* traps to desublime the'UF6 and separate it
from the non-UF6 gases.. Residual gases leaving the cold trap have a very low concentration of

*.UF6, which is further reduced by passing.the gas through an alumina trap. .;When an evacuation
system cold trap becomes full, it is valved off from the vent and its contents sublimed to a -drum'
so the material can be fed to the enrichment plant. The cold traps can be bypassed to allow rapid

: evacuation of a.volume that does not:contain radioactive material. The alumina traps cannot be
bypassed.

.. .' Cylinder connections and disconnections have the greatest potential.for small releases'of
UF6 to the Workspace. UF6 released in this manner reacts quickly with ambient humidity to form.

* UO2F2. 'GQlper systems are used to collect'any small release of material during these operations.
Gulper systems utilize a flexible hose or hood to evacuate the air in the immediate area where the
connection is-being made or.1broken The captured gases are passed through a roughing filter
followed.bya High Efflicincy Particai"te MAir (EPA) filter to collect the UQ2F2 particulate.

The effluents fromboth sub-systems are combined and yented to the atmosphere through
a common vent. after each subsystem has removed the uranium. Each vent is equipped-,with-.
continuous gas flow'monitoring instrumentation with local readout as -well as' the analytical
instrumentation required to continuously sample, monitor and to alarm UF6 breakthrough in the
effluent gas stream. The continuous vent monitor/sampler is described in Section 9.2.2.1 of the
license application.' .
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Ventilation air in the X-3346 is monitored under the Radiation Protection Program as
described in Section 4.7 of the license application. Environmental Compliance personnel review
summaries of the monitoring data at least quarterly to verify that ventilation exhausts are
insignificant as defined in the Standard Review Plan (SRP) (i.e., less than 3 x 10.13 microcunies
per milliliter [iCi/mL] uranium).

Process Buildings .

The process buildings, X-3001 - X-3004, house the operating centrifuge machines that
separate the feed UF6 into enriched product and'depleted tails as described in Section 1.1 of the
license application and contain a limited variety of potential sources for radioactive effluents,
primarily as gaseous UF6 ... These sources are vented to atmosphere through either the Purge
Vacuum (PV) or Evacu'ation:.Vacuum (EV) Systems. Both systems 'exhaust to a common
continuously monitored' vent.

.Enrichment equipment operates at' sub-atifiospheric pr' ssures'.. Equipment operation
requires the removal of any air that leaks into the process. The PVJEV Systems are used to
remove air in the enrichment equipment. Since the air may contain traces of UF6 the-gas
removed by these systems is passed through a shared set of alumina traps prior to venting. The
PVIEV systems in each half (north and 'south) of each process' building' are manifolded to one
process building vent.' Each process building vent is. equipped with continuous gas flow-
monitoring instrumentation with local readout, as well as analytical instrumentation to
continuously sample, monitor; and. alarm UF6 breakthrough in the effluent gas stream. The
continuous vent monitors/samplers are described in Section 9.2.2.1 of the license application..

Valving and piping allow the EV systems to bypass the chemical traps during the initial
pump down of machines that have not been previously exposed to UF6. This reduces the'
chances of desorbing previously trapped&.UF6 from the traps. Otherwise, the EV systems
throughput will pass through the chemical traps along with PV'system throughput.

Ventilation air in the processbuildings is monitored under the Radiation Protection'
.Program as described in Section 4.7. of the license application. Environmental Compliance
personnel review summaries of the monitoring. data quarterly to verify that ventilation exhausts
are insignificant as defined in the SRP (i.e., less than 3 x 10.13 gCdi/mL uranium).

Product and Tails Withdrawal Buildings
- .ul.i- .wtda n su lm.- .t . . t .

. . The X-3356 and X-3366 'buildings withdrawand sublimes both the product and tail
streams from the: enrichment process as' described in' Section Lof the license application and
contain a variety of potential sources for radioactive effluents, both 'as gaseous UF6 and
particulate UO2F2:: These sources are vented to' the 'atmosphere through'evacuation'systems
similar to the X-3346 building. There are separate evacuation systems, with separate monitored
vents, for the tails withdrawal and the product withdrawal areas.

The tails burping system, cold boxes, sampling system, and process piping are
manifolded to the gaseous effluent side of the appropriate evacuation system. Gases evacuated
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from process systems, which can contain high concentrations of UF6, are processed through cold
traps to sublime the UF6 and separate it from the non-UF6 gases. Residual gases leaving the cold

Up trap have a very low concentration of UF6, which is further reduced by passing the gas through
an alumina trap. When an evacuation cold trap becomes full, it is valved off from the vent and
-its contents sublimed to a cylinder. The evacuation cold traps can also be bypassed to allow
rapid evacuation of a volume that does not contain significant amounts of radioactive material.
The alumina traps cannot be bypassed.

Cylinder connections and disconnections have the greatest potential for small releases of
UF6 to the workspace. UF6 released in this manner reacts quickly with ambient humidity to form
U0 2F2 ; Gulper'systems are used to collect any small release of material during these operations.
Gulper systems utilize a flexible hose or hood to evacuate the air in the immediate area where the'
connection is being made or broken. .The captured gases are passed through a. roughing filter
followed by a HEPA filter to collect the U02F2 particulate. General HF concentrations in the
workspace air are expected to be less than one percent'of the OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit
of 3 ppm. RF concentrations in the immlediate, area of a release may exceed that level briefly but
are still expected to be less than ten percent of the Permissible Exposure Level.-

- v -The effluents from both sub-systems are combined'and vented to the atmosphere through
a common vent after each sub-system has-removed the uranium. *Each ventfis equipped with
continuous gas flow monitoring instrumentation with local readout as well as the analytical
instrumentation required to continuously sample, monitor and' to alarm UF6 breakthrough in the

* effluent gas stream. The continuous vent monitor/sampler is described in Section 9.2.2.1 of the -
license application.

Ventilation air in the X-3356 and X-3366 buildings is monitored under the Radiation
Protection Program as described in Section 4.7 of the license application.

Process Support Buildings

; The' X-3012 and X-3034 buildings provide process control functions and maintenance
support as described in Section 1.1 of the license application. -From time to time, contaminated
components'may be serviced in the maintenance: shops in-the buildings. Components requiring
repair or examination that have been inmservice will be opened using appropriate personnel'
protective equipment (PPE),and may, lso include engineered local ventilation systems to
capture any residual uranium.

Ventilation air in the buildings is monitored under the Radiation Protection Program as
described in Section4.7 of the license application. ' : - '
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X-7725 Recvcle/Assembly Building: X-7726 Centrifuge Training and Test Facility; and X-
7727H Transfer Corridor

Centrifuges are assembled and may be disassembled for repair or inspection as described
in Section 1.1 of the license application in either the X-7725 or X-7726 facilities. The extent to
which a centrifuge is disassembled depends upon the nature of the fault. Centrifuges requiring
repair or examination that have been in service will be opened using appropriate PPE, and may
also include engineered local ventilation systems to capture any residual uranium.

As described in Section. 1.1 of the license application, some completely assembled
centrifuge machines are tested -with UF6 in the gas test stands.' This is a separate room within-X-
7725 facility with its own ventilation and emission control'system. UF6 for the test stands is
supplied from a small cylinder within this room. Exhaust from the test standspasses through'
alumina traps to a continuously monitored vent. The vent is equipped with continuous gas flow
monitoring instrumentation with local readout, as well as the.analytical instrumentation required'
to continuously sample, monitor, and to alairm UF6 breakthrough in the effluent gas stream. The
continuous vent monitor/sampler is described in Section 9.2.2.1 ofthe license application.

: . Ventilation air in both the X-7725 and X-7726 facilities is monitored under the Radiation.
Protection Program as described in Section 4.7 of the license application.'

- The X-7727H Interplant Transfer Corridor is not exposed to open centrifuges or
components, but does have some air transfer from the process buildings and X-7725 facility. At.
worst, the airborne uranium concentration in the X-7725H corridor will not exceed thiat in the
process buildings or X-7725 facility. This is insignificant as defined in the SRP (i.e., less than 3
x IO-" ICi/nmL uranium).

Laboratory Services

The ACP purchases analytical services for various radiological and non-radiological
materials.' The radiological analytical services-are obtained from a qualified laboratory
licensed/certified by the NRC or an agreement state, which may or may not be the on-site X-710
- 'aboratory. Since the-'analytical services are. a'necessary adjunct for the operation of the ACP,
laboratory emissions are an associated. activity. The license application uses the historical

' radioactive effluents from' the X-710 building while supporting the GDP as a bounding case for
the ACP laboratory effluents.

- . . During the last calendar year i.e., 2000) X-710 building'was in full operation, calculated
' radioactive effluents were 8.9 x 1'3Y curies of uranium and 1.8 x i'I curies of technetium.

-These effluents were calculated to have caused an annual dose to the most exposed member of
the public of less than 0.001 mrem based on the annual compliance report under 40 CFR Part 61
Subpart H.

4.6.3.2.2 Monitoring of Gaseous Release Points

Each process vent in the X-3001 - X-3004, X-3346, X-3356, X-3366, and X-7725 has gas
flow monitoring instrumentation with local readout as well as analytical instrumentation to
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continuously sample, monitor and to alarm UF6 breakthrough in the effluent gas stream. The
continuous vent sampler draws a flow proportional sample of the vent stream through two
alumina traps in series by way of an isokinetic probe. Both vent and the sampler's electronic
controller monitors sampler flows. The controller adjusts a control valve in the sample line to
maintain a constant ratio between the vent and sample flows. The flow instruments -are
calibrated at least annually. The primary sample trap is equipped with an automated radiation
monitor to continuously monitor the accumulation of uranium in the sampler. This radiation
monitor provides the real-time indicator of effluent levels for operational control of the gaseous
effluent control systems.

Detailed effluent calculations are based on laboratory analysis of the collected samples.
.Each vent sampler has two traps permanently dedicated to each trap position, with one in-service
and the other either being processed or standing by to replace the in-service trap. Normally, the
primary sample traps are replaced weekly and the secondary traps are replaced quarterly. In the
event of an unplanned or seriously elevated release, the involved sampler traps are collected for
immediate analysis as soon as the situation has'stabilized. Alternatively, the sampling period
may be extended, provided the sampler is operating continuously while the vent is operating. A
' hydrated alumina is used in the vent samplers to convert absorbed UF6 to U02F2. '-The U02F`
does not easily separate from the alumina,1so no special handling is necessary, to avoid loss of
uranium between sample collection and analysis. Annually, the sampler tubing and traps are also
replaced and rinsed, and the rinsates analyzed for the same parameters as the alumina. -

Vent samples are analyzed for 234u,. U, 238U, and 99Tc as described in Section 9.2.2.5 of
the license application. Plant experience in uranium 'enrichment has shown'that these three
-uranium isotopes account for more than 99 percent of the public .dose due to uranium emissions..
99Tc is a fission product that has contaminated much of the fuel cycle. The ACP does not intend'
to introduce 99Tc to the process. Feed material that meets the ASTM specification for recycled
feed may be used in the ACP, which may contain radionuclides (i.e., 2U and 99Tc).' Based 'on
historic experience 99Tc may eventually appear in some ACP gaseous effluents. The ACP
therefore monitors process vent samples for technetium as a precautionary measure.

Weekly gaseous effluents are calculated based on the primary trap analytical results and'
measured flows. . These aretcompared to the. action levels in Table 9.2-1 of-the license
application to determine whether gaseous effluents are threatening to exceed-regulatory limits or
ALARA goals. The weekly effluents are also accumulated to provide source terms 'for the'
-annual public dose assessment required under 40 CFR Part 61. .Quarterly and annual corrections:
-to the accumulated'weekly effluents -are' caiulated based on the secondary trap: and rinsate
analyses, respectively, to complete the source terms. I- : -

Anticipated radionuclide concentrations in ventilation exhausts from occupied areas are
insignificant as defined in the SRP. Radionucide concentrations in room air are monitored as.
described in Section 4.7 of the license application. The results are reviewed by environmental. '
engineers at least quarterly to verify'thatairbome concentrations are less than ten percent of the
applicable values in 10 CFR Part 20,-Appendix B, Table 2. - - --

* i . .

* - * n-f: 4 tt * . : . - * :
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In the event of a radionuclide release outside the effluent monitoring system, the activity
of the release will be estimated based on available data and engineering calculations (i.e.,
inventory data and mass balances).

4.6.3.2.3 Action Levels

Action levels for control of gaseous radioactive effluents from ACP operations have been
established based on the ALARA philosophy. The action' levels: described in Table 9.2-1 of the
license application ensure operational control system deficiencies are documented and acted
upon in a responsible manner and in a timeframe to remain well within the regulatory limits and
below.ALARA goals as described in Chapter 9 of the license application.

4.7 Noise Impacts :

-Noise impacts were determined by comparing current noise levels with projected levels
during construction, refurbishment;' and operation of. the proposed ACP. The environmental
analysis is based on a 7. million SWU plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant.

4.7.1 No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative,.USEC would neither conduct nor support further
development of gas centrifuge technologies for uranium enrichment on the DOE'reservation in
Piketon or at PGDP.;. USEC wduld'continue operations at PGDP to produce and market uranium.
enrichment. services' to its domestic. and foreign . customers. The United States. Enrichment
Corporation would continue to* lease and operate existing facilities and associated lands at the.
Piketon DOE reservation'and PGDP. Therefore, no change in noise levels- would occur under this
alternative.

4.7.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative

. .Noise associated with the construction. phase would be temporary and not expected to.
significantly increase overall- noise levels at PGDP. A slightly elevated noise level,. created by:
the centrifuge machines, is.'anticipated within the- process buildings when: the machines are'
operating at speed..- However, -appropriate hearing protection measures. (eg., postings and
earplugs) will be incorporated; if necessary, to protect-personnel within the elevated noise areas.
Operation of the centrifuge system is not expected to increase the noise levels outside the
proposed facilities, resulting in no impact to the PGDP DOE reservation.

4.7.3 Proposed Action - .

* The erection of buildings and the paving of parking lots for industrial and commercial -

development on the land parcels at PORTS' would require the use of heavy equipment' for the'
clearing, leveling, and construction of the buildings. Equipment such as front-end loaders and
backhoes would produce noise levels around 73 to 94 "A-weighted decibels' (dBA) at 15 m (50
ff) from the work site under normal working conditions (Cantor 1996; Magrab 1975). The
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finishing work within the building structures would create noise levels slightly above normal
background. Sound levels would be expected to dissipate to background levels by the time they
reach the DOE property boundary. No sensitive noise resources are located in the immediate
vicinity of the site.

Operation of new and existing flcilities would generate noise. Because actual noise
estimates are not available, measured noise' levels around an automobile' assembly plant were
used to estimate potential noise impacts. These noise levels are 55 to 60 dBA at about 60 m (200
ft) from the plant property (Cantor 1996). These noise levels would be inaudible 500 m (1,640
ft) from the site, even with low background noise levels. USEPA has identified 55 dBA as a

: yearly average outdoor noise level that, if not exceeded, would prevent activity interference and.
annoyance (USEPA 1978). Sound levels from' facility operations would be expected to dissipate
to background.levels by t ithe im hey reachthe. DOE property boundary, and because-no
sensitive, noise resources are located in the' immediate vicinity of the site, no adverse noise!
impacts are expected (DOE 2001b). ,

'Most construction activities would. occur during the day, when noise is tolerated better
than at night because of the masking effect of background noise. Nighttime noise levels would

.drop to the' backgr6und levels of arural environment because construction.activities.would be.
limited at night. If nighttime construction activity is' desired, Industrial Hygiene personnel will
periodically monitor'noiselevels. If the. noise levels exceed the. EPA guidelines for
environmental noise protection to. preventiinterference with activity, annoyance, or hearing

:impairment the construction activity will be curtailed to fall below the guidelines or limited to
daytime shifts. '

Workers could be exposed to noise.levels higher than the acceptable limits specified by.
OSHA in its noise regulation (29 CFR'§1926.52). Appropriate hearing protection programs are
in place 'to minimize noise impacts. on. workers; These programs include the use of
administrative'controls, engineering controls, and personal hearing protection equipment.

: . If the construction of the cylinder yard would occur simultaneously with construction of
other.facilities, noise levels at the nearest resident would increase by about 3 dB at most (DOE
2004),'but resultant noise levels would stillibe below wthe EPA guideline level. At the end ofthe
construction period, noise impact associatel with construction of the cylinder yard would cease
* to exist .. a . - - D . . . ro.in

-Decontamination and Decommissioning

' ,. 'Sound levels from facility deon a and decommissioning activities would be
expected to dissipate'to, background levels'by the time they riech the DOE property boundary
and because no sensitve noise resource s are located in the immediate vicinity of the site, no
adverse noise impacts are expected ., - -. . . - '

PGDP Impacts

Noise impacts from UF6 operations would cease when UF6 operations cease. Noise
impacts of D&D are examined in the DOE Final EIS.
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4.8 Historic and Cultural Resources Impacts

Impacts to cultural resources were determined. by consultations with the SHPO and
previously conducted cultural surveys to identify the existence of historic and cultural resources
and assessing impacts. The environmental analysis is based on a 7 million SWU plant bounding
the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant.

4.8.1 No Action Alternative

-Under the No Action Alternative, the commercial centrifuge project would not- be
deployed on the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio. USEC would continue operations at PGDP to
produce and market uranium enrichment services to its domestic and foreign customers. The
United States Enrichment Corporation would continue to lease and operate existing facilities and.
associated lands at the Piketon DOE reservation and PGDP.

The No Action Alternative would have no or minimal effects on cultural resources at
both PGDP' and the' Piket'on DOE reservation. No land-disturbing activities would occur,
therefore, disturbance of historical, cultural, or archaeological resources would not result. No.
facilities would .be removed'. therefore, no effects to potential historical places,..including

-potential Cold War associated facilities,.would result. However, modification to buildings for
safety or production purposes mat. require consultation with the State Historical Preservation.
Office Any potential cultural or historical resource consultation would be handled through DOE
because DOE owns the facilities and the United States Enrichment Corporation is the lessee.

4.8.2 'Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative

. ' Under this alternative, a large 1,231,172-fl2 building would be constructed and used for
the commercial centrifuge project at PGDP. Because of the projected size and magnitude of th'e
construction, some areas or support structures may be located near a designated historic or
cultural. resource on the PGDP DOE reservation. Should this occur, engineered protective
.measures (e.g., fences -concrete walls,. isolation trenches, etc.) would. be instituted. during
construction and operational phases to protect 'the designated area(s) from any potential damage.
*The ACP would be sited in the northeast. corner of the PGDP DOE reservation, which is devoid

. of cultural or historic resources; therefore, impacts to PGDP cultural or historic resources would,
be unlikely.

Because construction activities involve the disturbance of existing site profiles, human
remains-ecould coneeivablybe discovered in the suitable PGDP- area,, although this. is highly
unlikely. The historical' occupation 'and. use of the existing PDGP DOE reservation is well
documented. If humani remains were found during construction and refurbishment activities.
associated with this siting alternative, USEC will comply with the Native American Graves'
Protection and Repatriation Act regulations. This includes up to a 30-day work stoppage should
human remains inadvertently be encountered during construction.
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4.83 Proposed Action

Siting the ACP in Piketon, Ohio would require construction of some new process
buildings and support facilities. Many of the existing buildings will be refurbished to support the
proposed project. Construction and refurbishment activities will be conducted in areas known to
be devoid bf cultural and historical resources; therefore, no projected impacts as a result of the
commercial centrifuge project are expected. - -

Because construction activities will disturb existing site profiles, human remains could
conceivably .be found in the area of the- Proposed Action, but this is highly unlikely. The
historical habitation and use of the existing- DOE reservation is well documented. If human
remains should be found during construction and refurbishment activities associated with the
Proposed Action, USEC will comply with the Native American Graves Protection and

, Repatriation Act regulations. This includes up to a 30-day work stoppage in the event of the
inadvertent discovery of human remains during the construction and refurbishment phase of the
Pioposed Action.

The DOE reservation is an industrial site that has been used to enrich uranium since the
*1 950s. .- Gaseous diffusion technology has been used for such enrichment through out the life'of
the GDP. -In .the 1980s a centrifuge plant was constructed and centrifuge technology was
demonstrated at the DOE facilities. The ACPP will utilize' the existing centrifuge plant
constructed in the' 1980s -and will also utilize' an area adjacent to the existing plant for
construction of additional centrifuge process and support buildings. USEC reviewed 36 CFR
800.5 to determining whether there is an adverse effect due to the construction of new buildings
for the ACP. Ho '

There will be no introduction of visual, atmospheric or audible elernents that diminish
the integrity of the property's significant historic features. Under the Proposed
Action, existing and new facilities used for uranium enrichment would be used for the
commercial centrifuge uranium enrichment project. Noise levels would be consistent
with previous uraniu enrichment activities. Ground disturbance and'. exterior

- .;. renovation would be temporary. Refurbishment of existing facilities and construction
of new uranium enrichment process buildings would be consistent-with existing'site
architectural features. Neither-these changes nor the new construction would alter the

- - - existing visual characteristics of the site or environs; thus, no impacts to visual/scenic
resources would occur.

,~~ ~~~ . H ;A

. . .

2.

Restoration, rehabilitation, newv construction and operation of the ACP will be
consistent with nationally recoguized standards and subject to regulatory oversight by,
the NRC; Construction and refurbishment activities will be conducted in previously
disturbed areas devoid of cultural and -historical resources where neglect and.
deterioration are recognized qualities.

A lease agreement between the DOE and the United States Enrichment Corporation is
currently in place concerning the temporary lease of certain facilities in support of the
American Centrifuge Lead Cascade. An agreement between the DOE and the United
States Enrichment Corporation will be entered into for the ACP. The lease agreement
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has legally enforceable restrictions and conditions to ensure the long-term
preservation of the property.

* There are no known areas of historic significance that will be.disturbed by the
construction of the new ACP buildings.

* There are no known American Indian religious or cultural areas on site that could be
potentially disturbed by new ACP construction activities.

USEC has followed the 36 CFR 800 Section 106 consultation process. Architectural
features of new ACP facilities would be consistent with previously constructed facilities and
would pose no impact to the site historic setting.

Consultation letters with the NRHP are provided in Appendix B in this ER..

Decontamination and Decommissioning -

..... ; Decommissioning activities will: be conducted in areas known to be devoid of cultural
and historical resources; therefore -no projected impacts as a result of the decontamination and

. decommissioning are expected. Changes to existing facilities and destruction of buildings would'
be evaluated for historic and cultural resources impacts.

PGDP Impacts

There will be no impacts to cultural resources at PGDP due to implementation of the
Proposed Action.

4.9 Visual/ScenicResourcesImpacts.

.. Visual and scenic resources were assessed by evaluating impacts of new ACP buildings
constructed. on the DOE reservation. The environmental analysis. is based on a' 7 million SWU
plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant.

4.9.1 No Action Alternative.-

Under the No Action Alternative, the proposed ACP. would not be deployed on the DOE
.reservation in Piketon, Ohio.USEC would. continue operations at PGDP to produce and market
uranium' enrichment;.,'services' -its domestic and foreign customersn The'United States
Enrichment Corporation would continue to lease; and operate existing facilities and associated
lands atthe Piketon DOE reservation and PGDP.

The No Action. Alternative would have no or minimal effects on visual and scenic
resources at both PGDP and the Piketon DOE reservation. No land-disturbing activities would
occur, therefore, disturbance of resources would not alter the existing visual characteristics of the
site or environs. -No facilities would be removed; therefore, no 'effects to potential visual and
scenic resources would result.
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4.9.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative'.

Under this alternative the commercial centrifuge project would be built in one 1,231,172-
ft2 building and numerous support structures (e.g.,. gas test facility, machine assembly and
maintenance building, machine transfer corridor, product feed and withdrawal building,, etc.)
located on ground leased to the United-States Enrichment Corporation on the PGDP DOE
reservation. Architectural consistency would be maintained to ensure blending of the ACP
construction with existing facilities. Long-term effects on visual resources would be limited to
views of the constructed ACP* and to' land-based, vantage points -within the PGDP DOE
reservation.

4.9.3 Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, existing and new facilities used for uranium enrichment
.. would be used. for the ACP. Gound distirbance and exterior renovation would be temporary.
Changes to existing facilities and construction of new process buildings would be consistent with
existing site architectural features. Neither" these changes nor the new construction would alter
the existing visual. characteristics of the site'or. environs; therefore, no impacts to visual/scenic
resources would occur. -. . . -

'New' buildings for the ACP will-be consistent with the character of the adjoining
buildings.. Architectural features will follow established guidelines consistent with the existing'

. building color schemes, styling, 'and construction within the property's setting that contribute to
its'historic significance. , ,.

The U.S. Bureau of Land Mangement (BLM) hais developed a Visual Resource
Management (VRM) rating system to aid in the preservation of scenic areas of the U.S. This
.rating system is as follows:

*. Class I areas - Preserve the existing character of landscapes

.* Class II areas - Retain the existing character of landscapes

* - Class m areas - Partiallyretain the existing character of landscapes':.;.-

. .. I

'Class IVareas - Allow majormodifications'ofexisting characteroflandscapes.
I a s V a d a - , I o .d .r c e o fl.a n d sca - - eXs :

;: The area has-no existing state nature preserves or scenic rivers. The -developed areas and
utility corridors (e.g., transmission' lines and support facilities) on.-the DOE 'reservation are
'consistent with a.VRM Class IV designation. The remainder of the DOE reservation is
consistent with VRM Class III or IV.. Photographs of the GCEP facilities that will be utilized for.
the ACPsare shown in Figures 3.9-1 through 3.9-6.'

USEC has also consulted with the DOA, NRCS who have determined that the project site
is mapped as Urban Land-Omulga Complex,' a non-prime. soil; therefore, the Farmland.
'Protection and Policy Act (FPPA) does not apply. Copies'oftlh6 consultation letters are'provided
'in Appendix B of this ER.
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Decontamination and Decommissioning

-' At the end of useful plant life, the ACP will be decommissioned such that the' facilities
will either be returned to the DOE in accordance with the requirements of the Lease Agreement'
with the DOE or will be released for unrestricted use. The criteria for final decommissioning of
facilities will be established in the DP, which will be submitted prior to license termination.

Changes to existing facilities and destruction of buildings would be evaluated for visual
and scenic resource impacts at the time of decommissioning..

PGDP Impacts

There would be no impact to visual/scenic resources at PGDP.

4.10 Socioeconomic and Environmental Justice Impacts ' '

- A significant change in capital influx or employment in a region will" impact the existing
* socioeconomic environment. Socioeconomic factors, such as employment, income, and
population, are either directly or indirectly related to one another. The construction and operation
of the ACP will impact the-existing socioeconomic environment' of the ROI comprised of
Jackson, Pike, Ross, and' Scioto Counties in Ohio. Other counties within Ohio 'would derive
minor' socioeconomic impacts from locating the ACP at Piketon aside from the benefits to the
four counties discussed below. The following section will evaluate the significance, as'it pertains
to socioeconomic impacts, of building and operating the ACP at the Preferred Site and at PGDP.

4.10.1 Socioeconomic Impact Methodology

Socioeconomic impacts are addressed in terms of both direct and indirect impacts. Direct
impacts are those changes that can be directly attributed to the'. Proposed Action, including
changes in employment and expenditures from the construction and operation: of the proposed
plant. Indirect impacts to the ROI occur in response to the direct impacts from the-Proposed
Action. 'Two factors indirectly lead to changes in employment levels and income in other sectors
throughout the ROI:

1. The changes in site purchase and non'-payroll expenditures from the construction,
refurbishment, and operation phases of the ACP; and

2.. The changes in payroll spending by new employees.

The total economic impact is the sum of the direct and indirect impacts. The direct
impacts estimated in the socioeconomic analysis are' based on' project summary data develo'ed'
by USEC in conjunction with their contractors and representatives. Total employment and
earnings impacts were estimated using Regional Input-Output, Modeling System (RIMS II)
multipliers developed by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BIEA)' specifically for the
Portsmouth ROI, comprising Jackson, Pike, Ross, and Scioto Counties in Ohio, and the Paducah
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ROI, comprising Ballard, Graves, Marshall, and McCracken Counties in Kentucky, and Massac
County, Illinois. These multipliers are developed from national input-output tables maintained
by the BEA and adjusted to reflect regional trading patterns and industrial structure and most
recently updated in 1999. The tables show the distribution of the inputs purchased and the

. outputs sold for each industry for every county in.the United States. The multipliers for this
analysis were developed from the input-output tables for the respective ROIs. The multipliers'
are applied to data on 1) total changes in final demand (total expenditures) and 2) initial changes.
in employment levels and earnings associated with the proposed project, to estimate the total
*(direct and indirect) impact of the project on regional earnings and employment levels. For'this"
analysis, the -term "direct jobs" refers to the employment created by the project and "direct
income" refers to project workers' salaries. The term "indirect jobs" refers to the jobs created in
other employment sectors as an indirect result of new employment at the construction site and

*"indirect income" refers to the income generated by the new indirectjobs.

All jobs that are created, whether direct or'indirect, are considered full-time equivalents
(FTEs) for the purpose of the various socioeconomic analyses for each phase assessed.'

.. .The importance of the actions and their' impacts is determined relative to' the context of
- . . the affected environment, or project baseline, established in the following section. The baseline

conditions provide the. framework for analyzing the importance of potential economic impacts
that could result from the project., Impactswbuld be determined to be significant if the change
resulting from the action analyzed would exceed historical fluctuations in the regional economy.

4.10.1.1 No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the ACP would not be deployed at Piketon. None of the
- . socioeconomic benefits associated with the project, including employment, income, and tax

. revenues would be generated and the local economy would receive no ancillary benefits from the
project. 'As discussed in Section 4.10.1.3, the ACP will operate using approximately 600

* personnel that will be transitioned from:current'Piketon.positions. If neither the PGDP nor'the
Preferred Alternative was selected, there would be a projected loss of approximately 600 USEC
-jobs... .This loss will result in a loss of approximately 900 jobs that are indirectly dependent on
* demand created from the Piketon ACP operational earnings. In addition, another 374 non-USEC
(i.e., contractor) new jobs that would have been created during the construction phase and

. another 2,055 new contractor jobs that would have.been created during the manufacturing phase
* would also'be lost. A total loss of 3,929 jobs is estimated to result in a loss in $242 million in
.-annual earnings in the Preferred Alternative ROI (2013 dollars). Decontamination and

decommissioning (D&D) cost estimates were not considered as part of job and revenue loss
projections due to the fact that D&D activities would be initiated regardless of whether or not the-
ACP at Piketon was allowed to proceed.

...

-4.10.1.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative

The PGDP siting alternative socioeconomic analysis was performed for the 7 million
SWU production plant. . Construction and operations costs were evaluated separately for the
PGDP siting alternative. Because this is new construction and there are no existing structures to
be refurbished on the PGDP site for use, D&D costs were not evaluated. Moreover, the
manufacturing phase of the centrifuge machines was considered as a separate function,
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irrespective of the Commercial Centrifuge Project location and was evaluated as part of the
proposed action in Section 4.10.1.3 of this ER.

Construction

One process building will be constructed covering 1,231,172 ft2 and numerous support structures
(e.g., gas test facility,'machine assembly and maintenance building,.machine transfer corridor,
interplant process piping, product feed and withdrawal building, etc.) located on ground leased to

* USEC' on the PGDP DOE reservation. Under this alternative, the creation of both direct and
indirect jobs would result from constructing.the ACP at PGDP. There would also be an increase
in revenue to the local economy, including the local and state tax bases. Construction of the
plant would cost an estimated $2,976 million dollars over the next ten years. The construction
and start-up cost breakdown is.presented in Appendix C, Table C-1 of this ER.

. ' . - ; :.The values presented in Table C-i are for a two-process building scenario at the Preferred
Site and* PGDP.. The: economic .. analysis evaluates:. the' four-process building scenario;
consequently, the costs shown in Table C-1 were doubled for this analysis. The socioeconomic

* conditions.in the PGDP. ROI are detailed in the Environmental Report for the Gas Centrifuge
Lead Cascade Facility at PGDP (USEC 2002).

* . -. The BEA RIMS II Final Demand. Multipliers were used to evaluate impacts on
employment and earnings based upon a $2,976 million change in final demand over a ten-year.
period. This expenditure over the next ten years would lead to the creation of an average of.
3,899 jobs per year (see Table 4.10-1). This includes both direct employment related to the ACP
construction and indirect employment created by'the additional local demand on goods and
services created by the [construction employment. The change in demand created by the
construction project would create local annual earnings of $137 million dollars.

I . I . .

K-,
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Table 4.10-1 Estimated Impacts of Constructing the
Facility at Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Change in Final Demand'(million $) 2,976
FinalDemand Multzpliers: a.

Output ($) 1.69
Earnings ($) '0.46
Employment'(obs) .i.-: 13.1
Total Impacts:
Total Output (million $) 5,029
Average Annual Earnings (million$) 137
Average Annual Employment (jobs) 3,899
Number of Years Duration.for this Phase 10

- - - Detailed Impacts:
USEC Constructionlmployinent 900
Inidirect Jobs Linked to USEC Construction . 1,179 -
NewJobs ., 1,820
Added School aged children 387
Students in ROI 25,000
Percentage of School Population ' . 1.55%
Avg.jIncome -. $32,836

. Income Tax for each state':,,.', $1,751
Total Annual Income Tax '; $6,826,379 ' '
Total Incom'e Tax $68,263,786 ' -

' KY Sales Tax $7,271,204
Total State Sales Tax -- -' $72,712,043' -

IBEA(2004) , ...

. . Direct'employment and earnings will derive from both USEC support personnel that are
transitioned from current PGDP positions and from contracted construction workers. The level.
* of employment and, earnings from the transitioned USEC workers would be identical to that
*anticipated for the Preferred Alternativee.. The USEC level of effort would start with 30 FTEs in
2004'and -would peak with .900 employees in 2013, the year-before'commencement of the
operations phase.

The construction phase of the ACP is estimated to result in 3,899 direct and indirect jobs
.per year. Employment values include USEC ernployees, contracted construction workers, and
the indirect employment in industries that support the ACP construction and that provide goods
and services to the employees. The average per capita income in McCracken County in 2001
was $30,050 (BEA 2004). If this value is' escalated by 3 percent per year, the annual income in'
2004 will be $32,836. 'At this average income, the anticipated annual income tax revenue will be
$6.8 million (2003 Kentucky Tax Table). The total income tax derived over the life of the
project will be $68 million in 2004 dollars.
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Assuming that 75 percent of earning after taxes is spent in Kentucky, the commonwealth
would receive $7.3 million in annual revenue from the 6 percent sales tax or $73 million total
sales tax revenue in 2004 dollars over the next ten years.

Approximately 6 percent of the employees at the PGDP live in Massac County, Illinois;
consequently, a small component of the taxes would be collected in Illinois. The construction of
the ACP will provide a small positive impact on the ROI employment, earnings, and tax base.

The construction of the ACP will not increase the number of USEC employees in the
ROI, but could result in an increase in population of 1,820 persons and. their. families (contract
construction workers and indirect jobs). This increase in employment. was estimated by
subtracting the maximum number of USEC employees (900) who are assumed to currently be
employed at the PGDP and the indirect jobs that. these USEC positions currently stimulate: 1,179
jobs per year.

Many of the construction. and indirectjobs will be taken by persons from the ROL The.
Lead Cascade ER for the PGDP (USEC 2002) reported the ROI had a rental vacancy rate of 10.9
percent or 1,750 vacant units. available in. addition to 1,117 vacant housing units. These data
indicate that there: is sufficient housing capacity to satisfy any short-term increases in the ROI
population; consequently, it is concluded that construction of the ACP will have a minor impact
to local housing demand.

The ROI has 70 schools with approximately 25,000 students (USEC 2002). Commonly, a
*high percentage (75 percent) of the construction-related employment derives from the ROI (DOE
1999). Approximately 50 percent of U.S. households have children under 18 and the average
number of children in a household. is 1.7 (Census 2003). If one quarter of 1,820 jobs are filled
from outside the ROI and each job represents a household, as defined by the US Census Bureau,
then the maximum influx of school-aged children is anticipated not to exceed 387. This is
approximately 1.55 percent of the school population measured in 2000.. The construction and
refurbishment of the ACP will' not have a significant' impact on ROI demand for educational
services and infrastructure.

Operations

Operation of. the ACP is projected to. employ 600 personnel. This number., of direct
* ..employees is estimated using the RIMSf 5direct effect multiplier to support 1,260 indirect jobs in

the ROI (Table 4.10-2).
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Table 4.10-2 Annual Economic Impact Based
on Employment and Ea'rnings in the Operations

Phase
Operational Employees' 600
Direct Salaries' 32
Direct Effect Multipliers: c
Earnings (dollars) 2
Employment 3.1
Total Impacts: 12
Indirect Employment- 1,260

Indirect Salaries . . -. 32
Detailed Impacts: .

USEC Operations Employment -- 600.
Indirect Jobs Linked to USEC
Employment .1,260
Avg. Income USEC $34,409 .
Income Tax for each state Avg. ROI $1,789'

.Total Annual Income Tax $3,328,000 '
KY and Ohio 6% Sales Tax":. $2,730,240 : -

. .i

''-"
Em ploymr nt figures from USEC (2004

b USEC (2004) escalated to 2013 dollars

C BEA (2004) .

. .

The staffing requirements and project' salary levels for the operation of the ACP would
.generate $64 million'in direct ($32) and'itdirect ($32) income in 2013 dollars. Estimating the
average income from,.Table 4.10-2 at .$34,409. the income derived from direct and indirect-
employment associated with the ACP would generate $3.3 million in state income tax revenue,

: (2003 Kentucky Tax Table). Assuming that the 1,860 direct and indirect employees spend 75
-percent' of their remaining income, -the state would receive approximately $2.7 million in annual
revenue from the.6 percent sales tax.' .7 '

.- 'because most 'of the '600 direct jobs at the ACP are expected to be filled within the ROT
with'current PGDP. employees, no impacts tol population or housing are expected. Community
services would also not experience any. significant .impacts, as no. significant increase in
population would be expected to occur as a resultof the ACP operation..

4.10.1.3 Proposed Action

- Four phases were analyzed for the pre err t a . eynlda-Wr ail'f o tepedi~ aternative.' They include

1. Refurbishment and Construction;-
2. Operations;
3. Manufacturing; and
4. Decontamination and Decommissioning.
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The socioeconomic analyses for these phases.were analyzed using final demand and
direct effect multipliers. The socioeconomic impact results for each phase are detailed in this
section.

Refurbishment and Construction

Under the Proposed Action, refurbishment of'a number of existing structures and
* construction of two process buildings, a feed and withdrawal building and cylinder storage yards
will take place for deployment of the Commercial Centrifuge Plant at Piketon. The project will

' utilize. existing buildings in the former GCEP that will be refurbished* to accommodate the.
proposed action. In addition. to refurbishing the two existing process buildings, two new process
buildings (spanning approximately 304,000 ft2 each) and' associated feed, withdrawal, and

. customer services facilities plus several cylinder yards, (totaling approximately 2,268,400 fi?),
will be built to meet specified operational quotas.

: Refurbishmient and construction of the Facility are estimated to cost $1,449 million
-between calendar years 2006. and 2010. The construction- and startup cost breakdown is
presented in Appendix C, Table C-i of this ER.-The values presented in Table C-i are for a two-
process 'building 'scenario at the Preferred Site and PGDP.. The economic analysis evaluates the

. four-process building scenario; consequently, the costs shown in Table C-1 were doubled for this
-analysis. The BEA RIMS II Final Demand Multipliers provide a means of evaluating indirect

* impacts on employment and earnings that are based upon projected final demand change in the
ROL There are two elements of employment during the refurbishment and construction phase.

- :One element will consist of USEC employees transitioned from current positions at Piketon that
will support management, design, licensing, assembly, testing and evaluation, quality assurance,

* nuclear and radiological safety, and operational readiness assessments. Because the. USEC
personnel will be transitioned from current positions at Piketon their employment and wages will
have little impact on local resources and earnings. The USEC level of effort would start with 30
full: time employees in 2004 and would peak with 900 employees in 2013, the year before the-I
operations-only phase.

. - The increase in Final Demand ($1,449 million) created by the Facility construction
'project creates average annual earnings of $107 million dollars. The average per capita income .
that is reported in Section 3.11 of this ER for the ROI is $25,317. The state income tax rate for
incomes. between 20,000 and.40,000 is $445.80. plus 4.5 percent of excess over $20,000. At this
average income, the 'anticipated'revenue from income' taxes- will be $2.3' million per year and-
$11.5 million (in 2004'dollars) for the construction phase. Assuming that 75 percent of earnings
after taxes are spent in Ohio; the-state would receive $3.7 million in annual revenue from thie 6

* -.:' 'percent state sales tax and $18.6 million during the'5-year construction phase'of the project
' (2004 dollars).. Pike County. would also benefit from their' county sales; tax of I percent.

* Assuming that half of all transactions occur within Pike County, the county would receive
'approximately $414 thousand in annual tax revenue. The construction and refurbishment of the
. ACP will provide a positive impact on the ROI earnings and tax base.
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The increase in Final Demand overthenext five years would lead to the creation of an
average of 3,362 jobs per year (Table 4.10-3). This includes both direct employment related to
the ACP construction and indirect employment created by the additional local demand on goods
and services. USEC employment during the construction phase will be transitioned from present
employees at Piketon; consequently, both the USEC employees, estimated to be a maximum of
900, and the indirect employment currently~associated with them is excluded from assessing
impacts on the local infrastructure. The -number'of indirect jobs stemming from'the USEC
employees will be approximately 2,088 per year. 'Excluding the USEC employees and the 2,088
jobs' they indirectly create, leaves 374 direct'construction contractor jobs and the indirect jobs
they stimulate.

Table 4.10-3 Estimated Impacts of Constructing
the Facility at Preferred Site

Change in Final Demand (million$) 1,449
. .-. 'FinalDemand Multipliere:

Output ($) 1.47
Earnings ($) ' 0.37
Employment (jobs) 11.6
Total Impacts:,

'Total Output (million $) 2,130
Average Annual Earnings (million $) 107
Average Annual Employment (Gobs) '3,362

. .r '' :- Nunbe of Ye'!rs Duraion'fo'this '
i Phase ' ' . S

: ' . Detailed Impacts: .,_...>,
USEC Construction Employment . - 900
Indirect Jobs Linked to USEC - :
Construction 2,088
NewJobs M 374
Added School aged children . 79
Students in ROI. 37,700
Percentage of School Population 0.21%

- Avg. Income $25,317
Income Tax for each state $685
Total Annual Income Tax $2,303,642
Total Income Tax $11,518,208

' . Ohio 6%SalesTax $3,726,180
Total State Sales Tax" '$18,630,902
Pike County Sales Tax 1% . $414,020
Total County Sales Tax $2,070,100

I . . 7 ' , . 1

. A,
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The ROI contains 24 public school districts with a total of 94 schools serving
approximately 37,700 students (USEC 2002). Commonly, a high percentage (75 percent) of the
construction-related employment derives from the ROI (DOE 1999). Approximately 50 percent
of US households have children under 18 and the average number of children in a household is'
1.7 (Census 2003). If one quarter of the new 374 jobs are filled from outside the ROI and each
job represents a household as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, then the maximum influx of
school aged children. is not anticipated to exceed 79. This represents approximately 0.21%
percent of the school population measured in 2000. The construction'and refurbishment of the
ACP will not significantly impact ROI demand for K-12 educational infrastructure and services.

The additional 374 jobs created by the ACP construction should not have a significant
. impact on the local housing market. As shown in Section 3.10, the average occupancy rate in the
ROI is 8.6 percent for rental property and there are approximately 22,824 units available;
therefore, based upon 2000 census data, there are 1,963 rental units available. There is adequate
short-term housing available for the construction phase of the project;- therefore, there are no
projected negative impacts bn short-term housing demand during the construction-rtfurbishment
phase.

Operations

The ACP is projected to: employ approximately 600. personnel. This number of direct
employees is estimated to support 900 indirect jobs in the ROI' (Table 4.10-4). The staffing

.requirements and project salary levels for the operation of the ACP would generate $54 million
in direct ($32) and indirect ($22) incomein 2013 dollars. At an average income of $36,226 per
year (Table 4.10-4), the ACP operation would generate $1.8 million in state income tax revenue
(Ohio Tax Tables 2003). Assuming that the 1,500 direct and indirect employees spend 75 percent
of their remaining income, the state would receive approximately $2.4 million in revenue from
the 6 percent sales tax. Pike County would also benefit from their'county sales tax of 1 percent.
Assuming that half of all transactions occur within Pike County, the'county would receive
approximately $263 thousand in annual tax revenue. The operations phase of the ACP will
provide a positive impact on the ROI earnings and tax base.
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Table 4.104 Annual Economic Impact Based on
Employment and Earnings in the Operational Phase at

the Preferred Site
Operational Employeesa 600
Direct Salariesb- $32

- DirectEffect Multipliers-:iI
. Earnings (dollars) ' i 1.7
Employment' 2.5
-TotalImpacts.-
Indirect Employment ' 900
Indirect Salaries ' $22
Detailed Impacts.
USEC Operations Employment 600 . -
Indirect Jobs Linked to USEC Employment'. 900
Avg. Income USEC $36,266
Income Tax for each state Avg. ROI $1,178.00
Income Tax for each state Avg. USEC.-- -$3,611.33
Total Anfiual'Income Tax: ,- $1,767,000
Ohio 6% Sales Tax $2,368,485'
Pike County Sales Tax M%-. $263,165

Employment figures from USEC (2004)
b IJSFC (2004' escalated to 20l3 dollars

Because most of the 600 direct jobs at the ACP are expectedto be filled within the'ROI'
-with current Piketon employees, no impacts to population or housing are expected. Community
.iservices would.also not experience any'significant impacts, as no significant increase in
population would be expected to occur as a result of the ACP operation.

Manufacturing

Under the -Proposed Action, centrifuge machines and other components critical to
effective operations would be'ianufactured to support the four buildings slated for 7 million
SWU production. Presently, the centrifuges and components are planned to be assembled within
.the. Piketon ROI; however, final site selection has not been finalized. For the purposes of this
socioeconomic analysis, the manufacturing phase activities will be within the Piketon ROI and
* will utilize the Piketon ROI RMIS II multipliers.

-The manufacturing and assembly phase is estimated to cost $1,423 million between calendar
years 2004 and 2013. The BEA RIMS II Final Demand Multipliers provide a means of
evaluating indirect impacts on employment and earnings that are based upon projected final
demand change in the ROT. There are two elements of employment during the manufacturing
phase. One element will consist of USEC employees transitioned from current positions at
Piketon that will support management, design, licensing, assembly, testing and evaluation,
quality assurance, nuclear and radiological s'afety, and operational readiness assessments for the
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centrifuges and related components. Because the USEC personnel will be transitioned from
current positions at Piketon their employment and wages will have little impact on local
resources and earnings. The USEC level of effort would start with an average of 30 full time
employees in 2004 and remain constant through 2013.

The increase in Final Demand ($1,423 million) created by the manufacturing phase
creates average annual earnings of $71 million dollars. The average per capita income that is
reported in Section 3.11 of this ER for the ROI is $25,317. The state income tax rate for incomes
between 20,000 and 40,000 is $445.80 plus 4.5 percent of excess over $20,000. At this average
income, the anticipated revenue from income taxes will. be $1.5 million per year and $14.6
million (in 2004 dollars) for the manufacturing phase. Assuming that 75% of earnings after taxes
are spent in Ohio, the state would receive $2.4 million in annual revenue from the 6% state sales
tax and $23.6 million during the 10-year manufacturing phase of the project (2004 dollars). Pike
County would also. benefit from their county sales tax of 1%. Assuming that half of all
transactions occur within Pike County, the county would receive approximately $262 thousand.
in annual tax revenue. The manufacturing phase will provide a. positive impact on the ROI
earnings and tax base.

The increase in Final Demand over the next ten years would lead to the. creation of an
average of 2,130 jobs per year (Table 4.11-5). This includes both direct employment related to
the centrifuge manufacturing and indirect employment created by the additional local demand on
goods and services. USEC employment during the manufacturing phase will be transitioned from
present employees at Piketon; consequently, both the USEC employees, estimated to be an
average of 30, and the indirect employment currently associated with them is excluded from
assessing impacts on the local infrastructure. The number of indirect jobs stemming from the
USEC employees will be approximately 45 per year. Excluding the USEC employees and the 45
jobs they indirectly create, leaves 2,055 direct manufacturing contractor jobs and the indirect
jobs they stimulate..
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Table 4.10-5 Estimated Impacts of
Manufacturing Centrifuges at the Preferred''

Site,
Change in Final Demand (million

.423
FinalDemandMultivliers:i

z

Output($) - 1.47

Earnings ($)0.50
Employment (jobs) 14.97
Total Impacts:
Total Output (million $) 2,092

- Average Annual Earngs (mllion -

-71-r e" . .t f._
Average Annual Employment
C (obs) *2;130 .
Number of Years Duration for this
Phase . . 10-.
Detailed Inpacts: c .. + .* - - -
Direct USEC Manufacturing
Employment : .-- 30
Indirect Jobs Linked to
Manufacturing .44.91.-

-New Jobs -2,055 . .
- Added School aged children . ' 437 ,

Students in ROI. .': . 37,700
- Percentage ofSchoolPop ' -1% : '- .

: Avg. Income' ! $25,317
Income Tax for each state $685

- Total Annual Income Tax' .:- $1'459,773-
T6talIncomeTax: $14,597,727
Ohio 6o SalesTax $2,361,208
Total State Sales Tax $23,612,078

: Pike County Sales Tax 1% . . $262,356
-Total County SaesT- $2,623,564

.. ' BA(2a4) 'BEA i.0 4 ,* .
a., :. - ~~~~~~~~~4 'sc.o ,! ' >e. vin-go ........ ;-.'.'--'.-;;

-:The ROI contains 24 public;s di66l districts with a total of'f94 schoolsseving
approximately 37,700' students (USEC 2002).:-`Commonly, a high. percentage (75%) 'of the'
construction-related employment derives from the ROI (DOE I999).'Approximately'50% of US
households have children under 18 and the average number of children in a household is 1.7
(Census 2003). If one quarter of the new 2,055 jobs are filled from outside the ROI and each job
represents a household as defined by the US Census Bureau, then'the maximum influx of school.
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aged children is not anticipated to exceed 437. This represents approximately 1% of the school
-population measured in 2000. The manufacturing phase will not significantly impact ROI
demand for K-12 educational infrastructure and services.

The additional 2,055 jobs created by the manufacturing phase should not have a
significant impact on the local housing market.- As shown in Section 3.11, the average
occupancy rate in the ROI is 8.6% for rental property and there are approximately 22,824 units
available; therefore, based upon 2000 census data, there are 1,963 rental units available. There
is adequate short-term housing available for the manufacturing phase of the project; therefore,
there are no projected negative impacts on short-term housing demand during the manufacturing
phase.

Decontamination and Decommissioning

Under the Proposed Action, the facilities utilized for the ACP will undergo
'decontamination and decommissioning (D&D). 'The D&I) of these'. facilities is estimated to

:.commence approximately 30 years from the first year of operation. It should. be noted that the
RMIS II ROI multipliers cannot be predicted over a 30-year period. This is due to changes
'within the ROI population, tax structure, school and housing developments. Nevertheless, the
socioeconomic impacts will be estimated as a baseline estimate using current RMIS II
multipliers and facility D&D estimates. D&D estimates for facilities operating with an NRC
license are required to be reviewed and revised every two years.

The D&D of Commercial Centrifuge facilities are estimated to cost $435 million and are
expected to occur over a six-year period, 30 years from the first year of facility operation. The
BEA RIMS II Final Demand Multipliers provide a means of evaluating indirect impacts on
employment and earnings that are based upon projected final demand change in the ROI. There
are two elements of employment during the D&D phase. One element will consist of USEC
employees transitioned from current positions at Piketon that will support management design,
licensing, planning, demolition, reuse, evaluation, quality assurance, nuclear and radiological
safety, and operational readiness assessments for the D&D of the Commercial Centrifuge Plant
facilities. Because the USEC personnel will be transitioned. from current positions at Piketon
their employment and wages will-have little impact on loca1 resources and earnings. The USEC
level of effort would start with 67 full time employees in Year 2030 and peak at approximately
260 in Year 2035. An average USEC employment of 148 was utilized for years 2031 through
2036

The increase in Final Demand ($435 million)'created by the D&D project creates average
annual earnings of $26.8 million dollars. The average per capita income that is reported in
Section 3.10 of this-ER for. the ROI is $25,317. The state income tax rate for incomes between
20,000 and 40,000 is $445.80 plus 4.5 percent of excess over $20,000. At this average income,
the anticipated revenue from income taxes will be $576 thousand per year and $3.5 million (in
2004 dollars) for the D&D phase.: Assuming that 75 percent of earnings after taxes are spent mn
'Ohio, the!state would receive $932 thousand in annual revenue from the 6 percent state sales tax
and $5.6 million during the six-year D&D phase of the project (2004 dollars). Pike County
'would also benefit from its county sales tax of 1 percent. Assuming that half of all transactions
occur within Pike County, the county would receive approximately $103 thousand in annual tax
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revenue. The D&D phase will provide a positive impact on the ROI earnings and tax base.

The increase in Final Demand over the six years would lead to the creation of an average
of 407 jobs per year (Table 4.10-6). This 'i cludes both direct employment related to the ACP
D&D and indirect 'employmient created by the 'additional local demand on goods and services.

-'USEC employment during.th'eD&D phase will be transitioned from present employees at
*Piketon; consequently, both the USEC employees, estimated to be a maximum average of 148,

* and the indirectnemployment currently associated with them is excluded from assessing impacts.
on the local infrastructure. The number of indirect jobs stemming from the USEC employees will
be approximately 286 per year. Excluding the USEC employees and the 286 jobs they indirectly
create, leaves 407 direct D&D contractor jobs and the indirect jobs they stimulate.

Table 4.10-6 Estimated Impacts 'of D&D at the''
* :- Ch'nge ' . ' Preferred Site ' . .

Change in Final Demand (million $) 435 -
Final Demand Multipliers:
Output ($) . 1.47
Earnings ($) 0.37
Employment gobs) . 11.6
Total Impacts:
Total Output (million $) ; . 639
Average Annual Earnings (million $) 26.8
Average Annual Employment Gobs) 841
Number of Years Duration for this
Phase 6
Detailed Impacts:
USEC Construction Employment 148

- Indirect Jobs Linked to D&D' 286.1
New Jobs 407
Added School aged children * 86,
-Students in ROI '-:-- 37,700.:

* . Percentage of School Pojation 0.23%
* Avg. Income 25,317

Income Tax for each state 685.2
Total Annual Income Tax $576,308
Total Income Tax . $3,457,847
Ohio 6% Sales Tax .. - . :$932,188
Total State Saes Tax $5,593,128
Pike County Sales Tax 1%, ; $103,576.45
Total CountySales Tax .. -;. $621,458.67

BEA (2004)
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The ROI contains 24 public school districts with a''total of 94 schools serving
approximately 37,700 students (USEC 2002). Commonly, a high percentage (75 percent) of the
construction-related employment derives from the ROI (DOE 1999). Approximately 50 percent
of U. S. households have children under 18 and the average number of children in'a household is
1.7 (Census 2003). If one quarter of the new 407 jobs are filled from outside the ROI and each
job represents a household as defined by the U. S. Census'Bureau, then the maximum influx of
school aged children is anticipated not to exceed 86. This represents approximately 0.23 percent
of the school population measured in 2000. The D&D of the ACP 'will not significantly impact
ROI demand for K-12 educational infi-astructure and services.

The additional 407 jobs created by' the D&D phase should not have a significant impact
on the local housing market. As shown in Section 3.10, the average occupancy rate in the ROI is
8.6 percent for rental property and there are approximately 22,824 units available; therefore,

'based upon 2000 census data, there are 1,963 rental units available. There is adequate short-
term housing. available for the D&D phase. of the project; therefore, there are no projected
negative impacts on short-term housing demand during the D&D Phase;.

Decontamination and Decommissioning Costs

The costs are provided in Chapter 10.0 of the license application.

Updates on cost and funding will be provided periodically as cost or funding mechanisms
change. In accordance with 10 CFR 70.22(a)(9) and 70.25(a)(1), a DFP is submitted as part of
the license application for the ACP.

PGDP Impacts

UF6 production will ultimately cease at PGDP when the Proposed Action becomes
operational. D&D of those facilities currently leased to United States Enrichment Corporation
will begin once the GDP ceases operation (DOE 2004b).

The potential of a positive benefit may occur when United States Enrichment Corporation
ends the lease agreement with' the DOE and the DOE reservations undergo D&D (DOE 2004a,
DOE 2004b).

4.11 Environmental Justice

- The environmental justice evaluation was performed using the mnost iecent population
and economic data available from the U. S. census Bureau and was'done in accordance with the

-procedures in NUREG-1748,' "Environmental Review Guidance for Licensing Actions
."Associated with NMSS Programs," Final Report,.2003. NUREG-1748 was recently supported
by the NRC's draft Policy Statement on the "Treatment of Environmental Justice Matters in
NRC Regulatory and Licensing Actions." 68 FR 62642 (Nov. 5, 2003).
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411.1 No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the facility-would not be deployed and operated at
Piketon. None of the environmental Jimpacts associated with- the project, . including

* socioeconomic benefits, would be generated and the affected environment would remain the
same. USEC would continue operations atTPGDP to produce and market uranium enrichment
services to its domestic and foreign customers. -United States Enrichment Corporation would

* continue to lease and operate existing facilities and associated lands at the Piketon DOE
reservation and PGDP.

4.11.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative

As.described in.earlier sections the.Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP) site. was
considered as an alternative. Accordingly, an.environmental justice evaluation was performed
for the PGDP in accordance with NUREG-1748 using 2000 U.S. census data. The evaluation
;shows.that-no'disproportionately high minority or low-income populations'exist within a 4 mile -

. .radius of the PGDP .site. Accordingly, no further. examination of environmental justice impacts
at the PGDP site is warranted.

4.11.3 Proposed Action .

* This section examines if. there. are disproportionately high minority or low-income
populations' residing within a. 4 mile radius of the ACP. If there is a disproportionately high:
minority or low-income population within'that area, a further examination of environmental.
impacts would be required to 'determine the potential for environmental justice concerns. As-

K discussed beloiw, no' disproportionately -high minority or low-inc6o'me populations were identified
* that would require further analysis of environmental justice concerns.

4.11.3.1 Procedure and Evaluation Criteria - . '. '
I - ' _ I * - -

Appendix C of NUREG-1748 was the primary guidance for this section. NUREG-1748
states in part:

- .If the facility is located outside the city limits or in a rural area, a radius of
. approximately 4 miles (50 square miles) should be used.

If the percentage in the [census] block groups significantly exceed that of the state
or county percentage for either minority or low-income population, environmental
justice will have to be considered in greater detail. As'a general matter (and where
appropriate); staff may consider differences 'greater than 20 percentage points to
be significant. Additionally, if either the minority or low-income population
percentage exceeds 50 percent, environmental justice will have to be considered
in greater detail.

NUREG-1748, C-4 and 5 (footnotes omitted).

To determine what communities to include in the evaluation, USEC conservativ'ely used
K>' the DOE reservation boundary instead of the ACP boundary. All Census Block Groups (CBG)
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located in whole or in part within a four mile radius of the DOE reservation were included, using
2000 U.S. Census data. See Figures 3.10-2 and 3.10-3. The CBGs within 4 miles of the DOE
reservation are: (1) Tract 9522, CBG 3, Pike County, Ohio; (2) Tract 9522, CBG 4, Pike County,
Ohio; (3) Tract 9523, CBG 1, Pike County, Ohio; (4) Tract 9527, CBG 1, Pike County, Ohio;
and (5) Tract 9922, CBG 2, Scioto County, Ohio. Raw minority population data and raw low-
income data were obtained for the State of Ohio, Pike County, Scioto County, and the above four
CBGs. See Tables 3.10-6 through 3.10-8 in the above section.

The minority and low-income population percentage data were compared with the
appropriate state and county counterparts. These comparisons were made pursuant to the "20
percent" and "50 percent" criteria set forth in Appendix C to NUREG-1748 to determine: (1) if
any individual CBG contained a minority population group or low-income household percentage
that exceeded the county: or state by more than 20 percentage points; or (2) if any CBG was
comprised of more than 50 percent minorities or low-income households.

-4.11.3.2 Results . - .

As described above, the minority and low-income population percentages for each 6f the
*CBGs were compared against the corresponding state and county percentages. See Tables 4.11-.
'1, 4.11-2, and. 4.11-3 (A positive value means the CBG has a higher minority or low-income.

* population percentage; a negative value means the CBG has a lower minority or low-income
population percentage). The."20%". criterion contained in Appendix C to NUREG-1748 is not
exceeded because none of the CBGs contain a minority population group or low-income
household. percentage that' exceeds Pike County or Ohio by more than' 20 percentage points.
Additionally, the "50°/o"'criterion. contained in-Appendix. C to NUREG'1748 is not exceeded
because the total minority population and total low-income population for all CBGs are less than
50 percent. See Table 4.11-3 and Table 4.11-4. Accordingly, USEC has concluded that no
disproportionately high minority or low-income populations exist that would warrant further
examination of environmental justice impacts upon such populations.
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Table 4.11-1 Difference Betwveen Census Block Groups(CBG) and Ohio

County, Ohio _
Tract 9522, CBG 4, Pike -11.3% -0.2% -1.2% 0.0% -0.8% -0.9%/ -1.9%
County, Ohio ; . . . - .
Tract 9523, CBG 1,:Pike -10.1% 0.4% -1.1% 0.0% -0.7% 0.5% ; -1.3%
County, Ohio . _ .
Tract 9527, CBG 1, Pike -11.3% 0.2% -0.3% . 00%. 0.3% -0.5% -0.8%
County, Ohio . . ; . . ._._ ;

Tract 9922, CBG 2, -11.3% 0.6% -1.2% - 0.0°'% -0.8% -1;.5% 4.9%
Scioto County, Ohio : .;;

Source: Census 0 .i - .;. . .2000

Table 4.11-2 Differen'ce Between CBGs and the AppIlcable County (either Pike or Scioto) '

Tract 9522, CBG 3, Pike -0.6% -1.0°% -0.4%°/ -0.1% 0.4% 1.4% 0.4%
County, Ohio '
Tract 9522, CBG 4, Pike -0.8% -1.0% -0.4% -0.1% -0.2% .0.7% -A5%
County, Ohio ; . . .

Tract 9523, CBG 1, Pike 0.5%-- -0.4% -0.3% - --0.1% -0.1% - 0.8% 0.0%
County, Ohio . - . . . :

Tract 9527, CBG 1, Pike -0.8% - -0.6% - 0.5% -0.1% 0.9% -0.2% 0.5%
County, Ohio ' . -__-__

Tract 9922, CBG 2,; -2.6% 0.3% -0.4% -0.1% -0.2% -1.5% -0.6%
Scioto County, Ohio _

I. I

Source: Census 2000
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Table 4.11-3 Difference in Low-Income Population

T T

Tract 9522, CBG 3, Pike -0.1% -8.1%/
County, Ohio
Tract 9522, CBG 4, Pike 6.6% -1.4%/c
County, Ohio
Tract 9523, CBG 1, Pike 10.8% 2.8%
County, Ohio
Tract 9527, CBG 1, Pike . 14.5% 6.5%
County, Ohio.
Tract 9922, CBG 2, : 3.9% -4.8%
Scioto County, Ohio __

Source: Census 2000

Table 4.11X4 Total Minority Population Percentage
*;. . ,- *;

... ~~~~ . . ,, .*....-

Tract 9522, CBG 3, Pike 1571 54 :3.4%
County, Ohio
Tract 9522, CBG 4, Pike 1,534 9 0.6%
County, Ohio -
Tract 9523, CBG1, Pike 2,493 - . 102 4.1%
County, Ohio ____

Tract 9527, CBG 1, Pike 1,350 45 3.3%
County, Ohio
Tract 9922, CBG 2, 793 7 0.9%
Scioto'County, Ohio .
Source: Census 2000

.. I..

.. I..
1, .

.I.

I'

I -.

.. . .

. w.
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4.12 Public and Occupational Health Impacts

* Potential impacts to air quality and surface and groundwater quality were assessed to
evaluate exposure pathways to occupational workers and the public.: Potential human health
impacts due to exposures from permitted e miissions and accidental releases from the proposed
ACP were estimatedA.for radioactive and chemical gaseous emissions. Bounding accident
scenarios were postulated and evaluated to determine potential exposures to the occupational-
worker and the public from the proposed ACP. The environmental analysis is based on a 7
million SWU plant bounding the impacts of a 3.5 million SWU plant..

4.12.1 No Action Alternative .

.:-Under. the No Action Alternative, ongoing site activities would continue and potential
human health impacts would be approximately the same as those calculated for the year 2000. for.
each respective site. USEC would continue operations at PGDP to produce and market uraniuxinf
enrichment services. to its domestic and, foreign customers. .The United States Enrichment
Corporation would continue.to lease and operate.existing facilities and associated lands at the,
Piketon DOE reservation and PGDP.

Under the No Action Alternative, radiation effects to the public would be minimal and
consistent with current effects. Airborne radionuclide emissions would continue to be the largest:
.contributor to any potential dose received by the public from United States Enrichment
Corporation operations (NESHAP 2003a).

Under the No Action Altermative, on-reservation worker average whole body dose would
'be less' than 10 mrem/yr, which is 'significantlyless than the NRC and DOE worker dose
'standards of 5000 mreml/yr. The collective dose for all plant personnel would.be similar to.
recent annual doses at the Piketon DOE reservation., - .

Industrial hazards at the Piketon DOE reservation would be typical of those at other
industrial plants where employees work with hazardous materials and operate industrial
equipment.

Under the No Action Alternative, potential health effects at the PGDP would be.
consistent with current effects. The maximum potential CEDE to the MEL from airborne

' radionuclide releases is well below 10 mrem public dose limit.

.:Then-reservation PGDP..worker -average whole body dose would be less than 10
mrein/yr, .which is significantly less than the NRC and DOE worker dose standards .of 5000.;
mremlyr. The collective dose for all plant personnel would be similar to recent annual doses at,
the PGDP DOE reservation. The collective dose for all plant personnel would be similar to
recent annual doses at the PGDP DOE reservation. -, . .

A documented safety program that would implement OSHA safety and industrial hygiene
requirements would protect worker health and safety at each plant.
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4.12.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative

One process building (approximately 1,231,172 ft2) and other support structures (e.g.,
above-ground storage tanks, training areas, administrative services; etc.) would be constructed on
ground leased to USEC on the PGDP DOE reservation for the ACP. Operations are'considered to'
be the'same as the Piketon ACP operations except for building configuration.

4.12.2.1 Non-Radiological Impacts

Existing air quality on the PGDP site attains NAAQS for the' criteria pollutants. However,,
McCracken County (which includes PGDP and the City of Paducah) was recently identified by
the Kentucky Department of Air'Quality as a potential non-attainment area for ozone based on
the 8-hr-standard. Principal non-radiological-NAAQS "criteria" pollutants would be limited to
{exhausts from'four large (greater than 600 hp) stationary- diesel engines, which wouldhb used in
the unlikely event-of a power failure.- Based- on AP-42 emission factors and 500. hours of
operation, emissions from these generators would be well below the PSD increments; therefore,
no PSD review would be required by the EPA or Kentucky Department of Environmental
Protection.

Construction

Precautions would also be taken during the construction and operations phases to avoid
impacts from accidental discharges of fuel, waste,. and sewage. These precautions, including the
use of spill response plans, safety procedures; spill controls, countermeasures plans, an'd spill
response equipment in accordance with federal and state laws, would- minimize the likelihood"

- and severity of potential impacts from accidental. discharges. The possibility of contaminant
migration to soils, surface water, and ground water would be reduced by limiting construction to
dry periods. Consequently, no adverse impacts to surface water and ground water would result.

* -Water quality should not be adversely affected during construction because standard soil
erosion control methods (e.g., silt fencing) would be used. Work would be planned to minimize
excavated or graded areas.. No potential: exposure pathway to workers or the public should
occur.

Fugitive dust emissions from. excavation 'and grading during construction would be
-mitigated using best management practices and dust suppression methods (e.g., water sprays and

-- .sed limits on dirt roadways). No' significant air quality impacts are expected. Emissions from
- heavy equipment should not, significantly affect air quality, but would, result in a temporary

increase in VOC emissions.

Construction activities for the one process building and support facilities would require
the addition of 1,200 personnel. Constructiodn activities would be managed under the OSHA
construction regulations (29' CFR Part 1926). The increase in personnel and construction
activities may result in a slight increase in the OSHA recordable injury and illness rate.
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Operations

K> Existing air quality on the PGDP site attains NAAQS for the criteria pollutants. However,
McCracken County (which includes PGDP 'and the City of Paducah) was recently identified by
Kentucky Department of Air Quality as a piotential 'non-attainm'ent area for ozone based on the 8-
.hr-standard. The Proposed Action would not significantly affect' air quality or potential
exposures.

Major non-radiological hazardous air emissions associated with ACP operations will be
HF. The CAP88-PC air dispersion model was'iused to estimate the off-reservation.airborne
concentrations of uranium and HF averaged for one year of emissions. Details of the CAP88-PC
air dispersion model and site-specific inputs used to evaluate radiological doses to the public are'
discussed in Section 4.6.3.2, Radiological Air Quality Impacts. Assuming UF6 reacts with
atmospheric moisture' to form .U0 2F2'solid and fourmolecules'of HF vapor, the average HF
concentration is calculated to be 2.27x104* p.....g/rn 3.. at the location of the Maximum Exposed,
Individual (MEI). .This is approximately, 6 million times less' than.2,300 pg/r 3, the Threshold
Limiting Values (TI1LV) published by the ACGIH for HI..'

-Operation of the ACP at PGDP would entail -the addition of approximately 600 personnel,
which may result in a slight increase in the OSHA recordable injury and illness rates or m
*injuries. Industrial'activities.would be managed under the OSHA industrial regulations (29 CFR
.1910) and in compliance with site licenses and permits.

K> 4.12.2.2 Radiological Impacts . - .

Construction

No radiological impacts at the PGDP are.aiticipated as a result of ACP construction,
since no radiological materials would be available for release and/or exposure during this phase
.of the project. . . . . .. . .

o .era io.s - . .. . . . ;

. The projected emission rate.for the ACP is 1.86 milhicuries (mCi) pe9r week, or 0.097
curies per year (Ci/yr) of totaluranium.: Theeannual radioactive doses were 'estimated for this
alternative using the CAP88-PC model'and wind. velocity data from the. site' meteorological
tower-at Barldey Regional Airport ouiside the City of-Paducah.. The iibdel'indicates that the'
.annual EDE rate for the MEl would be 0.9irem/yr.'.The MEl is' a'iypothetical person living at.'
the site boundaryl,098m no-rth-orthwest of the'proposed process' buildinglocation. The MEl
is conservatively assumed to consume a substantial portion of their diet produced' at the site
boundary, with the remainder of their diet taken'from within an 80 km (50 mile) radius of the
* process :building. The calculated MEl dose is lower than the EPA standard of 10 mrem/yr and
the NRC TEDE limit of 100 mrem/yr.

t ; u '. . i..... . * . . ., .
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. The CAP88-PC model estimates annual average air concentrations (pCi/m3) of each
isotope at locations (distances from the stack) specified in the input parameters. Converting the
activity concentrations of the uranium isotopes to mass concentrations and summing gives an
average total uranium concentration of 6.74x10-3 [ug/m 3 at the location of the MEI at the site'
boundary. The NIOSH Time,-Weighted Average Recommended Exposure Level (REL) and'
ACGIH TLV for uranium is 200 pglm3. The maximum average uranium concentration at the
.plant boundary will be a minimum of 10,000 times less than occupational exposure standards.
The CAP88-PC model results indicate that radiological air-quality impacts and/or potential
exposures for this alternative would be insignificant.

Accident Analysis

Accident analyses were performed for potential on'site accidents as part of USEC's ACP
Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA) and documented in the ISA- Summary and are assumed to be
the sae- for PGDP. Off-reservation radiological and chemical impacts from the postulated'

: accidents were evaluated and items relied on for safety (IROFS) to either prevent, postulated
- accidents or to mitigate their consequences to. an acceptable level were identified and

documented (ISA Appendix F)..

The unprevented frequency for a fire event (ISA Table CYI-3) was quantitatively
determined to be [This information has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and isi
located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report.] .This number was based on a previous
study of fire induced UF6 cylinder failures. Refer to Appendix E of the ISA Summary for the
American Centrifuge Plant for the specific details of this study.

[This information has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in
Appendix C of this Environmental Report.]

The ISA Summary combined the unprevented frequency and unmitigated radiological
and chemical consequences for each receptor, which yielded a risk level for each receptor that.
was compared to the ERPGs and 10 CFR 70.61. performance criteria. [This information has
been withheld pursuant to 10. CFR 2.390. and is located in Appendix C of this
Environmental Report.] These classifications are based on the comparison of the modeled
release data with ERPGs. The ERPGs are airborne chemical concentration limits us'ed for

* . emergency response personnel, below which it is believed that nearly all individuals could be.
- exposed for up to one hour without experiencing certain health effects. .The radiological risk for

all receptor groups: is below the performance criteria and no. IROFS need to be implemented to
reduce radiological risk..

4.12.3 Proposed Action

Potential impacts to air quality and surface and groundwater quality were assessed to
evaluate exposure pathways to occupational workers and the public.. Potential human health
impacts due to exposures from permitted emissions and accidental releases from the proposed
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ACP in Piketon, Ohio were estimated, for radioactive and chemical gaseous emissions.
K> Bounding accident scenarios were postulated and evaluated to determine potential exposures to

the occupational worker and the public from the proposed ACP.

4.12.3.1 Non-RadiologicalImpacts

Non-radiological environmental monitoring on the DOE reservation includes air, water,
sediment, and biota (fish and vegetation). -Monitoring of non-radiological parameters is required
by-state and federal regulations and/or permits, but is also completed to reduce public concerns
about plant' operations. In 2002, non-radiological environmental monitoring information was
collected by both DOE and the United States Enrichment Corporation (DOE 2003a).

Construction

ou Durng construction of the ACP,'the-amount of sediment-carried in surface water runoff
'ould increase. Preventive measures would be taken to prevent the removal and erosion of soils
during this phase of the plant, mininizing surface water impacts. Engineering controls and best
management and construction .practiceswould be implemented to minimize the -extent. of
excavation. Disturbed areas will be controlled, to the extent practicable, to minimize erosion and
sediment runoff and would not adversely affect the long-term safe operation of the ACP or DOE
reservation activities. The use of physical barriers (e.g.; silt fences) would minimize the amount
of silt reaching the surface water and reduce direct effects on water quality.-,'

--No impacts on groundwater are expected during the construction and refurbishment
-phase-of the Proposed Action. Non-contaminated soils within the .pro' sed constructions area
will be disturbed but controlled, as previously stated. Typical threats to groundwater include
spills of oils and solvents. Few if any oils or solvents will be used 'in the refurbishment and
construction phases of the Proposed Action. -Their presence would be due to maintenance
activities or spills. If a spill occurs, trained qualified professionals will pro'mptly deploy spill

.cleanup materials. Affected soils will be saripled, analyzed, and managed by USEC according
to appropriate procedures that encompass NRC, state, and federal requirements. -

*t,* . ; . , .aa ;-., . . _ 'l. . A :.

''Fugitive dust emissions released by excavation and grade work during the construction of:
- additional cylinder yards and additional buildings would be mitigated by means of best

: .: management practices (e.g., dust suppre'sionietli'ods such as a'water spray and speed limits on
dirt rToadways); N6o significant air 'quality impacts are expected. Emissions from 'heavy
equipment should likewise not significantly affect air quality, but would result ina temporary
increase in VOC emissions. -'

Manufacturiii '- . .t,. .. ; L :'.

Centrifuge manufacturing and assembly operations are conducted in the X-7725 facility
or other comparable site building. The manufacturing/assembly operations consist of the
manufacturing of centrifuge components, assembly and testing of sub-assemblies and
assemblies. The manufacturing/assembly process will be an ongoing activity through the
production of approximately 24,000 completed centrifuges and sufficient'spares to operate a 7
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million SWU per year plant. Each of the manufacturing/assembly areas has multiple workstation
and equipment sets to allow for the production of up to 16 mi achines per day.

Manufacturing of a centrifuge includes a filament winding process. This process requires
a combination of resins, curing agents or hardeners and filaments. Final curing of the resulting
parts occurs in a curing oven or hood. Solvents are used to clean the produced parts and
manufacturing equipment. :The airborne'emissions generated by the processes are confined and
captured-by the use of hoods or local ventilation capture systems that vent the emissions to
permitted vents. Where required (e.g. for volatile organic vapors), emission control equipment is:
used as. part of the permitted emission vent system. Airflow from the hoods is monitored to
ensure adequate flow and alarmed if a reduced flow is detected so that operations can be
curtailed.

The typical materials used in the manufacturing process are carbon fibers, resin systems
* (resins hardeners and modifiers), (fibers/resin system),.and other chemicals for cleaning of parts

and for support of the. manufacturing, process. Typical materials used are listed in Table
.4.12.3.1-1 (located in Appendix E). The common chemicals that may be used/released from the
above, processes are acetone, alcohols, carbon dioxide, ethanol, Freon 134, resin products,
solvent. vapors, and n-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP).' A number of these chemicals are flammable
and have LELs that could be exceeded if ventilation fails during'production evolutions. The use

. of air flow monitored hoods and local- exhaust systems, with back-up power supply, minimizes'
the potential for sufficient accumulation to create a problem.

* - . Combustible materials used in the. manufacture of centrifuge components are stored in
. approved. storage areas in flammable storage cabinets/areas meeting National Fire Protection

. Association. (NFPA) 30 requirements. The approved storage areas and flammable storage...
cabinets are located away from licensed material.

Control of flammable mixtures from, the centrifuge manufacturing process includes the,
use of local ventilation and/or. ventilated hoods, and storage cabinets for control of combustible,.
and/or flammable materials. inside the manufacturing areas. . Back-up power ensures continued
ventilation in the event of loss of power and the ventilation flow from the hoods and cabinets is
measured and alarmed if inadequate flow is detected.

* : Centrifuge manufacturing operations are located to minimize the impact on licensed
material resulting from a fire or explosion...: Positioning of 'the centrifuge manufatiuring.

. operations in this fashion places walls and other barriers between the centrifuge manufacturing
activities, where there are flammable materials with a low LEL inside the facility.

Appendix B of the ISA Summary identifies other chemicals and typical industrial
materials (e.g., acetone, solvents, acids, fuels, and oils) that are used in the ACP for assembly'
and maintenance activities.
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Table 4.12.3.1-1 Typical Material Usage for Manufacturing

K> The information within this table has been determined to contain Export Controlled Information
and is located in Appendix E ofthis report .

Operations -.

Industrial activities would be managed under the OSHA industrial'. regulations
(29 CFR Part 1910, 29 CFR Part 1910.119, and 29 CFR Part 1910.120) and in compliance with
site licenses and permits. , . .-. - -.

* .Direct exposure-to.chemicals on'the DOE reservation is not a likely-pathway of exposure
i for-the public from-normal operations. For airborne releases, concentrations off-reservation are
.too small to present problems through dermal exposure or inhalation pathways.

. Normal operations should not adversely affect surface or groundwater resources. Process
* .building floors are designed with reinforced concrete with a smooth troweled, sealed finish:

Outside areas and building roofs: drainto 'the storm sewer systems. No wastewater will be
intentionally discharged from the liquid effluent tanks. Accumulated water in the tanks will be.-
sampled and managed according to analytical results. Trained professionals using approved spill
response protocols and equipment will contain liquid spills within the process buildings. ' Spilled
materials will be collected, sampled, analyzedf.and managed in accordance with applicable

K> federal and state'laws.

Water discharge.' outfalls are in areas of the site that are not readily accessible to the
geneial. public. . Daily public exposure to water from these outfalls is highly unlikely, and
ingestion of water directly from the outfalls is even less likely (DOE 200lb).

. The chemical airborne concentrations of total uranium and.HF were calculated to be
.5.82x I0- pg/m3 :and 1.96x10 3 pg/i 3, rpectively.'; ACGIH TLVs are 200 pg/rn3 for uranium
and 2,300 pg/m3 for HF.. OSHA has published'a permissible exposure limit (PEL) for uranium'
of only. 50 pg/nm3. The projected concentrations are a minimum of four. orders of magnitude

.below these standards. Consequently, no adverse health effects are expected from exposure to
airbomre'chemical releases at these low concentrations.
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4.123.2 Radiological Impacts

Radiological environmental monitoring on the DOE, reservation includes air, water,
sediment, and biota (animals, vegetation, and crops), as well as measurement of both radiological
and chemical parameters. Environmental monitoring is required by state and federal regulations
and/or permits, but is also completed to reduce public concerns about plant. operations. Both
DOE and the United States Enrichment Corporation collected non-radiological environmental
monitoring information in 2001 (DOE 2003a).

4.12.3.2.1 Pathway Assessment

Airborne chemical and/or uranium released from routine operations or after potential
accidents may be deposited downwind onto soil and surface water, or as an effluent into the
atmosphere. Human and'ecological receptors would be exposed to the chemical toxicity of the
uranium or. chemical constituents and to the effects from contact, inhalation, and ingestion of.
contaminated soil, water, sediment, and food.

ACP radioactive, and chemical emissions are expected to increase based on the current
conceptual plant design input ."modeled" emission that estimate 'a weekly maximum of 1.86

* mCilwk. 'As comparedto historical GDP operations; these estimated emissions are much smaller
than the sum of the GDP BEQs of 4.99 mCi/wk.

The monitoring programs described in the Portsmouth Annual Environmental Reportfor
2001 (DOE 2003a) and .Chapter 9.0 of the License Application for the American Centrifuge
Plant details DOE/United States Enrichment Corporation and USEC monitoring activities and:
locations for exit pathway, baseline, and compliance monitoring. Figures 6.0-1, 6.0-2, and 6.0-3
depict the locations'. of. various environmental media sampling points on and off the DOE
reservation: Discussions for. air quality impacts are located in Sections 3.6.3 and 4.6, of this ER,
and water quality impacts are located in Sections 3.4 and 4.4, of this ER

The calculated.MEI dose .for 2002 United States Enrichment Corporation emissions is.
0.026 mrem/yr (USEC 2003),' and'the calculated dose from combined United States Enrichment
Corporation and. DOE. emissions is 0.031 mrenm/yr. These doses' are well below the EPA 10

. mrem/yr standard and. the NRC. TEDE 100 mrem/yr limit. 'The estimated emissions from
'operation of the proposed ACP process buildings are identified in Table 4.12.3.2.1-1.
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Table 4.12.3.2.1-1 American Centrifuge Plant Dose Modeling

Ohio National
Guard

. . 0... 2, 7.. -I ; .

. '..0.27. : -•0.30,

UF6 Process

1,526 m NNW .
OVEC Office .' 0.18

Bldg -

0.031 ; 0.21

.- ' ... Boundary fEI ...
1,118 m SSW ., 0.55 '.** ' .0.58 .

-_ _ _. _ _ _. _ B oundary : . . _ .
Source: Waste Management, Environmental Compliance, Industrial Safety

The worst-case estimated operational emissions are approximately 0.58 nrem/yr, which
-is a fraction of the EPA 10 mrem/yr standard and of the NRC TEDE 100 mremlyr limit.

. The collective EDE for the population living within an 80 km (50 mile) radius of the
v ACP would be 3.14 person-rem/yr. . .'

The CAP-88 model. predicts that average uranium airborne concentration would be-
5.82x10 3 pg/rm3 at the Ohio Nationjal Guard X-751 Mobile Equipment Shop. The NIOSH Time-
Weighed Average Recommended Exposur'e Level and ACGIH TLV for uranium is'200 pg/m3..
The maximum average uranium concentration 'at the plant boundary will be a minimumof four
orders of magnitude (i.e., thousand times less) than the occupational exposure standards. 'Details
of the CAP-88 models and their respective results are discussed in section 4.6.2.2 of this ER..

AccidentAnalysis .

Accident analyses were performed for potential on-site accidents as part of the Integrated
Safety Analysis and documented in the ISA Summary for the American "Centrifuge Plant. 'Off-

-reservation radiological and chemical impacts fromthe postulated accidents were evaluated and'
IROFS to either prevent postulated accidents or to1mitigate their consequences to' an acceptable
level were identified and documented (Appendix' F of the ISA Summ'ary 'for the Ame'rican
Centrifuge Plant).- rhis information has been vwithheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 'aid is'
located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report.] The ISA identifies this bounding case
in the facility's operations, designates IROFS to either prevent accidents or mitigate 'their
consequences to an acceptable level, and describes management measures to provide reasonable
assurance of the availability and reliability of the IROFS.
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The unprevented frequency for the fire event (ISA Table CY1-3) was quantitatively
determined to be [This information has been withheld'pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is
located in Appendix C of this Environmental Repoit.] This number was based on a previous
study of fire induced UF6 cylinder failures. Refer to Appendix E of the ISA Summary for the
American Centrifuge Plant for the specific details of this study.

The ISA combined the unprevented frequency and unmitigated radiological and chemical '
* - consequences for each receptor, which yielded a risk level for each receptor that was compared

to the 10 CFR 70.61 performance criteria. [This information has been withheld pursuant to
10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report.] These
classifications are based on the comparison of the modeled release data with the Emergency
Response Planning Guide (ERPGs). The ERPGs are airborne concentration limits used for
emergency response personnel, below which are believed that nearly all individuals could be
exposed for up to one hour without experiencing certain health effects. The radiological risk for

* all receptor groups is below the performance criteria and no IROFS need to be implemented.

4.12.3.2.2 Public and Occupational Exposure

Direct exposure to chemicals from the routine ACP operations does not represent a likely
exposure pathway for the public.. For airborne releases,, concentrations off-reservation are too.
small to present problems through dermal exposure or inhalation pathways. Water discharge
outfalls are found in areas of the site that are not readily accessible to the general public. Daily
-public exposure to water from these outfalls is highly unlikely, and ingestion of water directly
* from the outfalls is even less likely (DOE 2003 a).

: Exposures to chemical agents are controlled by administrative and engineering methods
and/or personal'protective equipment. Exposure results are reported as an 8-hr TWA for the
occupational worker, as listed in 29 CFR 1910.1000, Table Z-L.

Environmental monitoring is required by state and federal regulations and/or permits, but
is. also conducted to reduce public concerns' about' plant operations. Non-radiological
environmental monitoring is conducted by DOE and the United States Enrichment Corporation
(DOE 2003a) in 2001.

*Accident analyses were performe for potential on-site accidents as part of USEC's ACP
Integrated Safety Analysis and' documented in the ISA Summary. Off-reservation radiological

- -and chemical impacts from the postulated accidents were evaluated and IROFS to-either preyveint'
postulated accidents or to mitigate their. consequences to an cceptable level were identified and:
documented (Appendix F of the ISA Summary for the Amercan Centrifuge Plant). The quantity
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of MAR for the bounding accident was established as [This information has been withheld
Xpursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report.]
* (Appendix A of the ISA Summary for the American Centrifuge Plant).--

Radiation dose and airborne chemical concentration resulting from a release directly
*downwind was calculated using the straight-line Gaussian plume dispersion equation as
discussed in Chapter 4.0 of the ISA Summary for the American Centrifuge Plant and
* documented in 'Appendix C of this ER. The toxic radiological uptake is' limited to '30 mg under
.10 CFR 70.61(b)(3)..' The calculated airborne concentrations from the'release -and dispersion
models estimated at the receptors of interest were compared to the chemical consequence limits.
The chemical consequence' limits selected 'are the ERPGs given in Table A-6 of Appendix A of
the ISA Summary for the American Centrifuge'Plant.

* The ERPGs are airborne concentration limits used for emergency response personnel,
below which it is believed that nearly all individuals could be exposed for up t6 one hour without
experiencing certain'health effects. The ERPG-1, ERPG-2, and ERPG-3'values for UF6 are 5

.mg/i 3, 15 mg/n 3, and .30 mg/m3, respectively. Since UF6 can readily react with'thenioisture in
'the air forming uranium compounds and HF, the chemical effects of HF have to be considered
* also.'The ERPG-l; ERPG-2,. and:ERPG-3 values for HF are 1.5 mg/rm3 '16.4 mg/ni3 and 41
mg/i 3, respectively. -'Special ERPG values for 10-minute exposures are also used for HF, with
the ERPG-1, 'ERPG-2, and ERPG-3 values being 1.5 mg/rnm 3, 41 'mg/rn3, aid&.139 mg/i 3,

' respectively. Instead of using the ERPG 'values for uranium compounds, the ISA uses the
. uranium uptakes of 10 mg, 30 mg, and 100 mg-as the equivalency for ERPG-1, ERPG-2, and'

*> ERPG-3, respectively. The ISA Summary used a 100 mguptake, which is approximately half of
the 50 percent lethal concentration as the equivalency of the ERPG-3. Comparison of the

* calculated chemical airborne concentrations at the receptor to the appropriate ERPG values (or
* uranium uptake values) allows the 'assignment 'of a chemical consequence level of High,

Intermediate, or Low to each receptor. Unless otherwise stated, exposures'are a'ssumed to be for
* one hour for all receptors and the one-hour ERPG values will be used.

-High consequences for the off-reservation receptor are generally based on airborne
* concentrations exceeding the' ERPG-2 -value (or 30 mg uranium uptake), while Intermediate

consequences to the off-reservation receptorae based on exceeding the ERPG-1 value (or 10mg
uranium uptake). 'High consequences to the WCA and'WRA receptors are b'ased on airborne
concentrations exceeding the ERPG-3 value (or 100 mg uranium uptake), while intermediate
*consequences to the WCA and WRA "'epto's are based on concentrations exceeding the
ERPG-2 value (or 30 mg uranium uptake). For' those events that 'involve only the release of UF6

- from cylinders or pipes in the absence of fire, the rate of diffusion of UF6 is generally very low
* such that th& UFj has 'sufficient time'to'rea'ctwith air and the product U0 2F2 has time to deposit

or plate out. HF concentrations are used to compare with the ERPG values for both on-site and
off-reservation receptors during these events in the ISA.

Both HF airborne concentrations and uranium uptake were evaluated in 'determining the
unmitigated chemical consequences toothe individual receptor groups.

; ;
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[This information has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix
C of this Environmental Report.]

The ISA Summary combined the unprevented frequency and unmitigated radiological
and chemical consequences for each receptor, which yielded a risk' level for each receptor that-
was compared to theERPGs and 10 CFR 70.61 performance criteria. This information has.
been withheld' pursuanit to ,10 CER' 2.390' and is located in Appendix C of this.
Environmental Report.] The radiological risk for all receptor groups is below the performance
criteria and no IROFS.need to be implemented to reduce radiological risk.

'Education, expe ience, and training requirements are established for the environmental,.
health; safety, safeguards, security and quality areas to supp'ort safe operation'of the ACP. and
are described in Chapter 2.0 of the license application. . . ,

; The healthprotection program provides, services for: individuals to meet. regulatory
requirements and -to' maintain a high level of employee health. The X-1007. Fire Station .
maintains a first aid room and. provides. ambulance service, for emergency conditions., Pike
Community Hospital will provide healthcare services to ACP workers.

Decontamination and Decommissioning

The following features primarily serve to minimize worker exposure to radiation and
minimize radioactive waste Volumes during decontamination activities. As a result, the spread of
contamination is mninimized as well. . .

Ample access is provided for efficient equipment dismantling and removal of
equipment that may be contaminated. This minimizes the time, of worker exposure.

Connections in the process systems are provided for thdrougli purging. This removes
. a significant portion of radioactive contamination prior to disapsembly.

* Design drawings, prepared for the facility simplify the planning and implementing of
; decontaminationprocedures. . ,

* Worker access to contaminated areas is controlled to assure that workers wear proper
.protective equipment and linift their time in the'areas., . '

USEC anticipates that the majority of the radioactive material will be recovered from the
ACP upon completion of the operation; however, material will be dispersed through the cascade
components and piping. The resulting radiological impacts during decommissioning activities
would be far below the EPA standard of 10 mrem/year and the NRC TEDE limit of 100
mrem/year.
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Consistent with the policy during ACP operation, -the policy during decommissioning is.-
to reduce individual and collective ocptonal radiation exposure in accordance with -the
ALARA 'principle.' ,A' Radiation .Protection -Program 'will identify and control sources of *
radiation, establish worker protection requirements and direct the use of survey, and monitoring,
instruments.

4.13 Waste Management

Potential waste impacts were assessed for. refurbishment, construction, and operation
activitie's of the ACP. The environmental analysis is based on a 7 million SWU plant bounding
thei iacts ofa 3.5rmillion W pat

4.13.1 No Action Alternative -.. - . .- .

* Under the' No Action Alternative, USEC would not conduct --or support further
development of gas centrifuge technologies for uanium enrichmnent on the DOE reservation in
-Piketon, Ohio. USEC -would continue operations at PGDP to produce and mre uranium'

* enrichimenftservices to. its domestic and foreign-customers. The United'States; Enrichment
Corporation- would Continue to lease. and operate'existing facilities and associated lanids at the
Piketon DOE reservation adPDP

Udrthe No Action Alternative,' waste "'anagmn'ciiie ol ecnsistent-with'
*activities deseribed for the existing environment (Sections 3.12 and 4.13). The United States

-Enrichment Corporation would* continue, to pursue additional commercial waste treatment and
* disposal'facilities. The -United States Enric'bment,.Corporation would continue' to use less -han-

*90-day'accumitionr a.reas for .te'mp'o'ra'ry -s't~orage. of hazardous: waste -pending. off the DOE
*reservation shipment to arnumber of commercial facilities for treatment and disposal.., Industrial

waste -would continue to be temporarily accumulated and then shipped to cMMercial landfills in
close. proximity. to he respective GDP. LLW would continue to be stored-at-on-reservation'-
United: States Enrichment *. Corporation-leased' facilities 'pending shipment off the DOE'
reservatio'n.for treatment and disposal. Mixed-and hazardous waste generated',by-the United
States 'Enrichmnent Corporation 'and stored in excess of 90 days would continue to be stored at

:DOE-Managed facilities pending shipment for off the DOE reservation treatment and disposal.

-4.13.2 -Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plaint Siting Alternative :

Quatiie ofwateareasumd b te ame as the Proosed Action for activities except:
thec~stucio pas..Because PGDP does not have existing buildings .that-could be modified

*to accom-modate half 'of the planned expansion,'.one 1,231,172 f 2 building and numerous support,..
stutrs(~.gas; tetfciiynachine ,assem~bly and maintenance building, machine transfer.,

cofridor, product feed and -withdrwal .bu4ild!in, ec.) would need to be -constructed to 'meet
anticipated 'initial prioduction levels of, approximately 7 million SWU., -Since 'new -building

*materials w~ould'-be 'utilized in non-radioactively-contaminated--areas of the -site, PGDP
construction activities would therefore generate double the' amount of sanitary/industrial waste in
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the construction phase of the project, as compared to the Piketon, Ohio option. Wastes generated
during the various phases of the project at PGDP would 'be handled in accordance with
procedures that comply with NRC, state, and federal requirements. The quantity of wastes
generated during the operations phase of the ACP at PGDP are anticipated to be the same as the
Proposed Action (with the exception of construction. wastes) and would be expected to be
insignificant compared to the overall PGDP site waste generation rates. The management of
wastes generated during the construction and operations phase of the ACP at PGDP are assumed
to be the same as the Proposed Action.

4.13.3 Proposed Action

The waste management impacts of the Proposed Action are addressed in this ER. These
buildings would consist of the core of the ACP and support operations. The processes defined
-for each building in the scope, including the anticipated work to be performed in each building

: during the refurbishment, assembly, and operation phases and the associated potential impacts
are detailed below. Waste* types that are anticipated to be generated range from
sanitary/industrial to RCRA and LLRW.

The majority of wastes generated by the ACP operations will be managed for USEC at
the XI847 facility located near the southern end of the DOE reservation. The facility is a steel
structure with concrete floors and is divided into three major staging'areas. The northern and;
southern sections are separated from the center section of the building by concrete block four-
hour rated firewalls and steel fire doors. An administrative area adjoins the staging area. A
RCRA 90-day storage area is also located within the building.

The XI-847 facility is used to accumulate and stage/prepare hazardous, hazardous;
radioactive mixed waste, low level radioactive waste; and non-hazardous recyclable materials
prior to shipment off-reservation. The building is equipped with truck and rail loading/unloading
facilities and scales. The XT-847 facility supports'nuclear measuring activities. This includes a:

-glove box with associated ventilation and containment housing, box monitor, NDA, LDWAM
laboratory and office.

4.133,1 Refurbishment Phase .

Waste generated during; the ACP refurbishment phase will consist of sanitary/industrial
Waste. This will include normal building construction materials such as steel beams, plywood,
concrete, etc. Support equipment will undergo maintenance servicing and checkout.. Examples '

* of this activity are lubrication and oil changes in the'cranes and pumps. Waste from these
activities wills be. non-regulated . lubricants and- cleaning materials,. and: general maintenance
debris, which will be sanitary/industrial waste. General sanitary/industrial waste from paper and
packing: products, wood, :cement,- steel rebar and general building trash will be generated.
Incandescent and fluorescent light bulbs, lead acid and non-lead acid batteries, aerosol cans, etc.
will be generated throughout the project and will be handled in' accordance with established
recycling and hazardous waste managementfprograms. In addition, LLRW and RCRA wastes
could be generated during the refurbishment phase. These wastes'would be handled according to
procedures that comply with, NRC, State, and Federal requirements. Reasonable efforts will be
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taken to minimize the amount of waste generated during this phase using approved USEC waste
> minimization and' pollution prevention. The majority of, the wastes generated during the
refurbishment phase will be attributed to heX-3001, X-3002, and X-3346 buildings.

X-3012 Buildin. -

The X-3012 building is planned as offices, change out, maintenance, and training areas,,,
for the ACP. 'Minimal changes will be necessary, for these areas since they are already serving
these purposes. Therefore, only a small portion of the wastes generated during te refurbishment
phase will be attributed to these facilities.,

4.13.3.2 Construction Phase

Process Buildings

Two process buildings, in addition'to X-3001 and X-3002, spanning approximately.
300,000 f12 each will serve as new construction, as well as other operational support structures
-such as..the.Process.Support. Building, .Feed.and Product Shipping and Receiving Building,

. Product and Tails Withdrawal Buildings and UF6 cylinder storage yards.; It is anticipated that
- onlyl sanitary and industrial waste will be generated from ACP construction activities. General
.sanitary/industrial waste rm paper anid packing products, wood, cement,l steel rebar and general
.building trash will be generated. Incandescent and fluorescent light bulbs, lead acid and non-
lead acid batteries, aerosol cans, etc. will be generated throughout the project and will be handled
in accordance -with established recyclingand hazardous waste management programs.

> .Reasonable efforts will be -taken to minimize the amount of waste generated during this phase
using approved USEC waste minimization and pollution prevention procedure. .

* Manufacturing Process

Centrifuge.manufacturing operations are conducted in the X-7725 facility. or other
comparable site building. Manufacturng of the centrifuge includes a filament winding process.
This process requires' a combination of resins,;curing agents or hardeners and filaments. Final
curing of the resulting parts occurs in a curing oven or hood. Solvents 'are used to 'clean the
.produced parts and manufacturing equipment.- The airborne emissions generated by'the'

* processes are confined and captured by the use of hoods or local ventilation capture systems that
vent the -emissions to' permitted vents. i,4 Where 'required (e.g. for volatile organic vapors),
emission control equipment is used as part of the permitted emission vent system; Airflow from*tehosimoioed t esured-adpr~fhpritdesin .o-roperathe hoodsis mo i ensure adequate flow and alarm if a reduced.flow is detected so that."
operati o n a be ciiitailed. ............; .....*A .2- -...................

; Some RCRA'wastes are generated tlioughithe use of solvents and can be in the form of:
' excess.spent solvent' rags,' wipes. and'other-material that' come into contact with the spent

solvents.- Wastes are stored in approved, storage areas in flammable storage cabinets/areas
meeting NFPA 30 requirements prior'tof removal for disposal. Excess fibers, reacted resins, and
curing agents are considered to be 'sanitary/industrial waste. During assembly of parts (either
subassembly or final assembly), cleaning of the assemblies is preformed using solvents. These
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evolutions generate air emissions (vented as described above) and a small quantity of sanitary
waste (dry wipes, rags, etc.) and RCRA wastes from the solvent cleaning.

The typical materials used in the manufacturing process are carbon fibers, resin systems
(resins, hardeners and modifiers), prepregs (fibers/resin system), and other chemicals for'
cleaning of parts and for support of the manufacturing process. The common chemicals that may

-be used/released from the above processes are acetone, alcohols, carbon dioxide, ethanol, Freon
134, resin products, solvent vapors, and n-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP). (see Table 4.12.3.1-1)

Appendix B of the ISA Summary identifies other chemicals and typical . industrial
materials (e.g.,.acetone, solvents, acids, fuels, and oils) that are used in the ACP for assembly.
and maintenance activities.

4.13.33 Assembly Phase

Process Buildings

Two process' buildings .in addition to X-3001 and X-3002, spanning, approximately
.300,000 ft2 each will serve as newconstruction, as well as other operational support structures'
such- as the Process Support Building, Feed'and Product'Shipping and Receiving Building,
Product and Tails Withdrawal Buildings and'UF6 cylinder storage yards. It is anticipated that
only sanitary and industrial waste will be generated from ACP construction activities. General
sanitary/industrial waste from paper and packing products, wood, cement, steel rebar and general
building trash.will be generated. Incandescent and fluorescent light bulbs, lead. acid' and non-
lead acid batteries, aerosol cans, etc. will be generated throughout the project and will be handled
in accordance with established. recycling, and hazardous. waste management programs.
Reasonable efforts will be taken to minimize the amount of waste generated during this phase
using approved USEC waste minimization and pollution prevention procedure.

. .. Assembly and testing of the completed-machines will take place in the X-7725 and X-
* 7726 facilities.. Research' and Development will occur' at Oak' Ridge, Tennessee and" was
- . addressed in the DOE Environmental4Assessment for the United States Enrichment Corporation

Centrijige Research and Development Project at. the East Tennessee Technology Park (DOE
2002b).

*... Some of the simaller parts or sub-assemblies will undergo mechanical testing which will
include,- in. some cases,: planned failure tests.: A fully assembled'machine may also fail during
operational tests. If the operational machine contains UF6 gas, LLRW may be generated. The'
quantity of LLRW generated is expected to be insignificant compared to the overall' DOE
reservation LLRW. generation. Prior to final assembly or even for sub-assembly, final cleaning
of. the parts is performed. In'addition,. maintenance activities performed on machine parts will
also generate. oil and: solvent' soaked cleaning; rags. Modification of. machine parts may be

* necessary and require activities 'such as drilling, welding, etc. These activities will result in the
generation of a small quantity of sanitary/industrial waste (e.g.; dry wipes, rags, scrap metal, etc.)
and listed RCRA wastes when solvents are used for cleaning.,
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4.13.3.4 Operations Phase

Feed, Withdrawal, and Customer Services Facilities

The X-3356 building will be constricted to support the withdrawal of UF6 material
associated with the 3.5 million SWU capacity plant. The X-3366 building will be constructed to
support the withdrawal of UF6 material associated with the 7.0 million SWU capacity plant. The.
X-3346A building will be constructed for the shipping and receipt of UF6 cylinders and'PSPs
(protective structural packages) as required. The Feed, and Customer Services Facilities will be
built onto the' existing X-3346 building;..This facility will house a number of feed, as well as
product and tails withdrawal lines, as well as sample and toll transfer lines. These facilities will
use cold traps to control emissions and, the' feed and withdrawal. buildings will use
Freezer/Sublimers (F/S)'as.well.' The FIS and the cold traps ,will be cooled by a closed-loop,
.two:stage, liydrocarbon-based refrigerant: system. The refrigerant 'system dumps.heatfto a -

recirculating TWC system.: The TWC system is a standard industrial cooling tower system that
uses evaporation to dump waste heat to the-atmosphere. Both the refrigerant system and the
cooling water systems are physically isolated from the product ~and tails lines to minimize'the
possibility of cross-contamination. It is 'anicipiated that there will be. no waste refrigerants
generated 'as thesystem would only require makeup product to be added to continue to function.
at normal capacity. -At' some' point, the refrigerant may need to be changed due to routine -

maintenance activities. Because the refrigerant system utilizes hydrocarbons, which are in a
*gaseous state at standard atmospheric temperature and pressure, there would be no potential for
generating .LLRW or LLMW. The cold trap and F/S systems are designed to capture and store'.
fugitive~product emissions for future reprocessing thereby generating no waste. ' :

Uranium concentrations in the genera.l ioom'air are expected to be insignificant. Process
equipment and piping will be evacuated through abuilding evacuation system that passes UF6
through one or more banks of cold -traps,- followed by one or more .banks of alumina traps,
followed .by.a roughing filter. Areas were p'otential releases to room air are likely .will be

* equipped with gulper systems, which function much like laboratory hoods.:

, 'QOnly limited quantities of wastes' are projected from the feed, withdrawal and customer
services facilities. Wastes could be generated from spot decontamination and minor maintenance
activity wastes, resulting in the possible production of sanitary/industrial, RCRA hazardous,
LLRW and LLMW. '

-Process BuiligH 'o-4''4 r, -L ' - '- " , ',,'[

- ' large number 'of centrifugdemachines (approximately .6,000).will be installed and-
operated in each process'building. The machine operations area will require the use of cooling
systems. The centrifuges are cooled by a closed-loop, MCW system.'The MCW dumps its heat
to the TWC system. Thee will be limitedci`qqantities of waste generated from miscellaneous
activities during the project ssuch as maintenance. Some excess reacted hard resin-hardener
mixtures will result in the generation of a small quantity of sanitary solid waste.
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Uranium concentrations in the general room air are also expected to be insignificant.
Process equipment and piping will be evacuated through one of two vacuum systems, the PV/EV
systems. These systems evacuate any gasses inside the centrifuge casing'and outside the rotor
through one or more banks of alumina traps. There are no areas were routine releases to room
air are likely in the process buildings. Specific operations that are likely to create releases will
by handled with gulper systems.

General Wastes

No asbestos containing material is projected to be generated by this project-
Additionally, no. TSCA PCB waste is projected for the project. If either of these- materials is
found,: appropriate control, preventative'and waste management measures will be implemented in
accordance with established site procedures. There are no projected uses of explosive materials
on the project. There will be only consumer-use type pesticide/herbicide used for localized
insect control. '

A quantity of operational and maintenance chemicals, supplies, and materials required to
maintain' project continuity will . be stored' within the'process building support facilities in
appropriate storage containers, cabinets, or areas, (i.e., in flammable storage cabinets, carcinogen -
storage cabinets, etc).' Aft appropriate chemical inventory list will be maintained and MSDS will
be available.

USEC will perform 'the handling and storing of waste within the process buildings and
support facilities. i USEC. will follow appropriate procedures' that comply with NRC, State and.,
Federal requirements when performing these activities. USEC 'will obtain permits required for:
construction and operation of the process buildings and support facilities. USEC will fully
characterize waste per the requirements of the receiving TSDRF facility.

* , When handling and storing project waste, the appropriate LLMW or RCRA satellite
accumulation' areas and 90-day storage areas will be utilized. Waste may also be transferred to
the appropriate permitted TSDRF facility.: Sanitary and industrial waste will be':transferred or'
transported to the USEC approved, sanitary/industrial landfill. Proposed process buildings and
support facilities will be' designed to operate -in compliance with applicable waste management
laws and regulations.

Mixed and Radioactive Wastes

For the major volume waste stream (DAW) the radionuclide activity will range from the
lower- limits of detection, which are dependent on the waste matrix and analysis method up to
200-ppm total uranium.-"' -At a conservative average weight assay of 2.5 Percent 3U the
approximate uranium isotope weight. distribution would be' ( (.975),: 3U (<.00001), 0 5

(.025), and 2 4U (.0002).' This is based on the isotopic distribution, for uranium enriched to 2.5
percent in the gaseous diffusion plant cascade. The technetium-99 maximum activity is 1,000
pCi/g.
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In small volume waste streams where radionuclides are ,concentrated (i.e., alumina,
<> magnesium, and sodium fluoride chemical traps)the technetium activity may'approach 1.0x1

pCilg and total uranium 1.0x10-5 ug/g with an isotopic' distribution the. same as for DAW as
explained above.

LLRW generated by the proposed ACPwill be stored/disposed in a manner consistent
with NRC, Federal, and State regulatory. requirements. Classified wastes will be stored.in'
accordance with the appropriate security. and regulatory requirements and will be disposed at an
appropriate site in accordance with regulatory requirements.

USEC will manage newly generated LLMW in compliance with .40 CFR Part 266.
-Subpart N and Ohio Administrative Code -(6AC) Chapter 3745-266. These requirements are as
follows: .

. . . * Storage of .LLMW waste in tanks or containers are in compliance with the
requirements of the ACP license that apply to. the, proper' storage of. low-level

. . radioactive -waste (not including those license requirements that relate' solely to'
recordkeeping);

... * .. Storage .of;LLMW in ,tanks .or containers are in compliance with. chemical
compatibilityrequirements of a tank or, container in 40 CFR 264.177, or 264.199 or 40:
CFR 265.177, or 265.199;

*< Certification that plant personnel who manage stored conditionally exempt LLMW are<.
.-trained in a'manner that ensures that the conditionally exempt waste is safely managed.
and includes training in chemical waste management and hazardous materials incident
response that meets the personnel training standards found in 40 CFR 265.16(a)(3);

Inventory of stored conditionally exempt LLMW performed at least annually and
.. *.. inspections are conducted it least quarterly for compliance. .^.

.~~ ~ .. .. .

. : in n ae cMixed wastes that cannot be processed on-site are stored until treatment is available at
commercial treatment plants that are licensed in accordance with 10 CFR Part 61,' or applicable
NRC Agreement State requirements.

* . Off-reservation shipments of radioactive wastes are manifested in accordance with 10
CFR 20.2006. Waste shipments are packaged,.labeled, and manifested.in-accordance with

* . applicable State, DOT, NRC, and EPA requirements.

* . . ACP -generated radioactive wastes are disposed of at commercial disposal plants that are.
licensed in accordance with 10 CFR Part 61 or' applicable NRC Agreement State requirements.
Packages are inspected prior to shipment, as appropriate,.to verify compliance with applicable

* packaging and transportation requirements. Copies of the disposal site license are retained in
accordance with procedural requirements. ., *

. 2
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Waste disposals are in compliance with 10 CFR Part 20, Subpart K. Waste disposal
records are retained in accordance with 10 CFR 20.2108. Classified waste is disposed of in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 95 and Security Program requirements.

LLRW and LLMW generated at the ACP is tracked through a Request for Disposal
system. Each waste container is given a unique identification number. The. identification
numbers are entered and maintained in a'computer-based database. The database is updated to
reflect location, characterization, treatment data, and waste disposal information.

Shipments of LLMW will occur approximately every 90 days. LLMW that contains high
enough grams of 235U to impact the TSDF's permit gram limit acceptance criteria would be
scheduled with the TSDF facility and will be shipped, as the TSDF NRC Licen'se gram limit will

* allow. The waste will remain on-site and managed in accordance with LLMW rules in OAC
3745-266 until shipments can be scheduled to the TSDF.

Depleted Uranium' Hexafluoride (Tails)

Overview

USEC has a strong history of safe handling and storage of DUF6 at both the Paducah and
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant sites. With-regard to DUF6 disposal, USEC intends to
continue with efforts to move the material into commercial markets. Any remaining ACP tails
that can not be commercially reused will ultimately be disposed in the same manner as the DOE
tails inventory, the disposal* of which is authorized by the USEC. Privatization Act. DOE is
currently constructing and plans to operate two Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion
Facilities. These facilities are located at DOE's Piketon, Ohio and Paducah, Kentucky sites.
USEC currently plans to store ACP tails at the ACP in accordance with applicable statutory
authorizations and regulations until it can be commercially utilized or DOE's conversion plants

-can accept the tails for processing. For planning purposes, it is assumed that the ACP DUF6
would be converted at DOE's Piketon conversion facility. USEC's mature and proven Tails
Management Strategy - focusing on safe storage and disposal of DUF6 produced at the ACP - is
detailed below.

Tails to be Produced

Depleted uranium hexafluoride (tails) will be produced while enrichment activities are.
conducted at the ACP. .The actual production rate of tails will be a function of the demand for.
enriched uranium. For a given production level, the amount of tails' generated by the ACP will.-
be equivalent-to the amount of.tails that would.have-been generated using.PGDP. For planning
purposes, the theoretical production rate of tails at the ACP is based on all centrifuge machines
in a 3.5 million SWU per year. plant running 24 hours per day, 365 days per year for. 30 years,
with product enriched to 4.95 weight percent 235U and tails depleted to approximately 0.4 weight'
percent 235U. At this rate; the ACP 3.5 million SWU plant will generate approximately 9,520
MT of tails annually or 285,600 MT of tails over the 30-year license period. This would equate
to slightly more than 21,409 tails cylinders. At this rate, the 7 million SWU plant will generate
approximately 19,040 MT of tails annually or 571,200 MT of tails over the 30-year license
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period. Over a thirty-year period, the 7 million SWU ACP is expected to produce approximately
<> 42,818 cylinders of depleted uranium compared to' the Piketon DOE -reservation and ETTP

inventory, currently planned for conversion at the Piketon facility, of 21,900 cylinders.

Cylinder Management

ACP DUF6 cylinders will be managed in accordance with both NRC requirements that
'apply to the proper storage of low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) and with EPA and OEPA'
rules for Storage, Treatment, Transportation and Disposal of Mixed Wastes. Generally, the
environmental rules include requirements for "waste storage compatibility,. personnel training,
inventory and emergency.planning, as well as full'onmpliance with the NRC licen'se. 'Under this
dual regulatory approach, the ACP DUF6 can be stored at the Piketon site until final disposal.,.

- -.. Depleted UF6 is stored in steel cylinders until it can be processed in accordance with the
* disposal strategy established byUSEC. USEC manages depleted UP6 at the ACP in accordance

with 40 CFR Part 266 and OAC 3745-266. .- '.. "'

The cylinders 'primarily used for storage -of tails are known as Model 48G cylinders.
-These cylinders are made of carbcn steel and are'about 4 feet in diameter, 12 feet long and weigh
about 30,000 pounds when full.- While.a cylinder is being filled, it is cooled so that.the gaseous
DUF6 is'solidified. A filled cylinder is then moved to a cylinder yard where it is stacked in
place.. USEC will store the DUF6 cylinders in a manner designed to minimize risk to workers,
the public and the environment. ' ' . . -

:The ACP tails storage capability willconsist of two storage pads. One already exists and
provides approximately 135,000 square feet of storage space. It is estimated that this will .
support the first five years of plant operations. .The. second storage pad will be 1,060,000 square
feet, which is estimated to be enough space to support the remaining 25 years of operations. The
-extra USEC storage capacity will be constructed early to ensure adequate, available storage
capacity (in case timing of the conversion plant is delayed).

*- .. The design ;of the cylinder storage yards was based 'on the determination .of accident
- scenarios, which might re'sultffrom' natural phenomena, operations, fire, impact, etc. .,The only

credible events that can' result' in offsite-consequences are fire-related events. An accident
-'scenario is considered "credible" if its'prob-ability is 'greaterithan one chance in a mnillion; The
health issue of concemn-with regard to -consequences of exposure would be chemical in nature -

due to uranium intake and hexafluoride exposure - not radiological. The A'P integrated safety
analysis has Established that flre-related events have a likelihood of occurrence that is "highly.

* unlikely`.' (<14 5) or the:associated consequences' ha'.'e a likelihood of occurrencelthat is "highly
-unlikely~'.The structures, systems, equipment, components and activities of.personnel that are

* put in place to prevent potential accidents include the following:.' * .

A) Cylinderintegrity . .- .:
2) 'No liquid UF6 is present in the cylinder storage yaids:

* 3) '.The concrete pads are graded/sloped to minimize.the pooling effect for'spilled fuel
4) Cylinders are not overfilled
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5) Fuel volume is limited on the equipment used to move large cylinders
6) Combustible Material Control Program within the yards
7) Fire response
8) Emergency notification procedures
9) Alert notification and protective actions
10) Trained operators

Tails Reuse and Disposal

Although there is currently a limited market; there are many existing commercial uses for
. which tails might be used including military applications,' counterweights, and. radiation
* shielding applications. Depending on future technological developments.and the existenrce of

facilities available prior to the ACP shutdown, the'tails may have future commercial value and/or
be marketable for further enrichment or other processes.. For' example, the conversion of

:.. depleted U 6 could' produce marketable materials'-such as depleted U308, HF,calcium fluoride
(CaF2), and steel from the emptied.DUF6 cylinders.. In order to 'not foreclose these opportunities,

* the tails will be stored in the form of solid UF6. USEC also notes that DOE has initiated a
research and developme'nt program on uses for depleted uranium (DOE 2004, DOE 2004c).

The DOE inventory of DUF6 currently planned' for conversion in'the Piketon conversion
facility consists of about [This information has been withheld pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 and
is located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report.l': 16,000 DUF6 cylinders located at
Piketon and an additional [This information' has been withheld pursuant to. 10 CFR 2.390
and is located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report.] 5,000 DUF6 cylinders being
moved from the ETTP to Piketon for'a total of [This information has been withheld pursuant

* to 10 CFR 2.390 and is located in Appendix C of this Environmental Report.] .21,000 DUF6
cylinders. The'conversion facility started construction in July of 2004 and will be complete in
about two years. (DOE 2004, DOE 2004c).

. .DOE notes in their final EIS for Construction and Operation of a Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride Conversion Facility (Final' UDS EIS) that it is possible they will assume
management responsibility for'additional DUF6 in' addition to the cuire'nt inventory. Section
3113(a) of the USEC Privatization Act:requires' DOE'to accept.LLW, including depleted
uranium that has been determined to be LLW; for disposal upon the request and reimbursement
of costs'by!an.NRC uraniu- enrichment facility licensee. To 'date; this provision has'not been
invoked and the' form in which the depleted uranium would be transferred to DOE has not been
specified. However, DOE believes that depleted uranium transferred under this provision'of law'
in the. future, would most likely be in the form of DUF6, thus adding to the inventory of material
*nieding conversion at;a Da E6 conversion facillty DOE acknowledges in their draft EIS that.
."-it is reasonable to assume that the conversion facilities could be operated longer than
specified in the current plans in order to convert this material." (DOE 2004, DOE 2004c)

There is also the possibility that in exchange for services, USEC would transfer. DUF6
cylinders from USEC to DOE. An exchange of tails cylinders for services provided by USEC to
DOE has been accomplished three times previously. In' each instance, DOE took ownership of
the DUF6 cylinders at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant'in Paducah, Kentucky.
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According to the Final UDS EIS, the facility will use a dry conversion process in which
DUF6 is vaporized and converted to U308 by a reaction with steam and hydrogen in a fluidized-
bed conversion unit. The conversion process would generate four conversion products that have

.the potential for use or reuse:' depleted .U308, -HF, CaF2 and steel from the emptied DUF6
cylinders. 'According to UDS, of the four conversion products' only HF currently has a viable'
*commercial market. Although the depleted U308, CaF2, and emptied cylinders have the potential
for use or reuse, currently none of the uses have been proven to be viable due to cost, perception,..
feasibility or the need 'for additional study.' If no feasible alternative exists, UDS expects this

; material to become waste. These materials would be processed and transported to-Envirocare of
*'Utah, Inc..for disposal, with the Nevada Test 'site as an optional disposal site.

* 'While awaiting conversion to U308', DOE will store the Piketon DUF6 cylinders in two
. -:.storage yards that have sealed concrete bases. -The ETTP cylinders will be placed on half of an....

.-existing USEC 'storage yard that has been de-leased to DOE. USEC plans. to store DUF6
-cylinders from the ACP on the other half of this yard. The cylinders are stacked two high and
: placed on-a new concrete saddle with sufficient room between cylinders and cylinder rows to'.;

* permit adequate visual inspection. The management of DOE's DUF6 cylinders will be subject to,'
. :an Ohio EPAs Director's Final Findings and Orders exempting DOE from hazardous waste

:transportation and permitting requirements under Ohio Revised Code. Although-DOE'and -'
-USEC will be subject to different regulatory. documents for .the management of DUF6 at the
*Piketon facility, the management controls dictated.by those documents are not significantly
different. The monitoring and reporting requirements placed on- DOE, however, are slightly:
more rigorous than those placed on USEC.due to the fact that the DOE DUF6 cylinders are'older.
and have shown evidence of external corrosion whereas USEC's DUF6 cylinders will be new.

In the Final EIS, DOE states that the DUF6 "conversion facility operations could also be
:,expanded by operating the facility longer than the currently anticipated 18 years. There are no

current plans to operate the conversion facilities beyond' this period. However, with routine'
-facility and equipment maintenance and periodic equipment replacements'or upgrades,' it;is.

.believed that the conversion facility could be operated safely beyond this time period to.process'
any additional DUF6'for which DOE might assume responsibility.1"(DOE 2004, DOE 2004c) '-
.Consequently, USEC does not anticipate that the time required for processing both the DOE and
the USEC tails at the DUF6 facility will exceed the design life of the DUF6plant. The impacts of
operating the DOE DUF 6 facility are detailed in DOE's Final EIS. -

The ACP is classified as 'a large-volume generator of Resource Conservation .and.
Recovery Act of 1976 hazardous wastes, which'transfers solid wastes to appropriately.permitted
*Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilities wi Jin90 days.

Table 4.13.3.3-1 shows waste 'projections for the proposed ACP operations with
information available at this time. - , ,- - .. ' - - --

- .'~ . '
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Table 4.13.3.3-1 Projections of Waste Quantities for Major Waste Types
I I: : -. -: * : . I . - : .

Centrifuge parts, piping, excess equipment LLRW GCEP Cleanup 275,000-300,000
rags, wipes, aerosal cans RCRA GCEP Cleanup 50-100 ft'
circuit boards, bulbs, lead parts Recyclables GCEP Cleanup 5,000-6,000 fte
Construction/Refurbishment Sanitary/Industrial Construction/ 1,400 ton

Refurbishment
Excess equipment, piping, cable, etc.. LLRW Refurbishment 200-500 ft3

rags, wipes, aerosal cans RCRA Refurbishment 50-500 W.

circuit boards, bulbs, cable Recyclables Refurbishment .100-50~e '

Spent solvent rags, PPE, RCRA Manufacturing - 300-400 ft3

wipes from parts cleaning Assembly
operations in support of
start-up and testing activities. ._.
General maintenance and Non-regulated' Manufacturing 160-20
ACP materials in support of start-up and Assembly *
testing activities.
Packing material, paper, Sanitary/Industrial Manufacturing/ 432-540 ton
wood, etc. in support of start-up and testing Assembly
activities.'
Paper, office waste, bathroom supplies Sanitary/Industrial Operational 250-300 ton
Classified Waste = Non-regulated- Operational * 300-400 f_
Classified Waste ' LLRW Operational 420-520 ft3

'General maintenance, Mixed/RCRA Operational 300-400 fte
plant materials, laboratory,
lubricants, vacuum system
components, etc. :_.
General maintenance, RCRA Operational 70-110 lft
plant materials? laboratory,
lubricants, vacuum system
components, etc.
General maintenance and Non-regulated - Operational 160-200 ft'
maintenance materials, ' -

lubricants, vacuum system ' ' : : : ' -
components, etc.
General maintenance and LLRW Operational 6,000-12,000 ft3

maintenance materials,
lubricants, vacuum system
components, etc. : ' .- - - ' ,
PCB waste. TSCA _ none projected
Asbestos waste TSCA - none projected
Recyclables - Fluorescent Bulbs, Circuit . 2,000
Boards, Lead-Acid Batteries, Used Oil ''' . .
'A Non-Regulated Waste is any discarded material that is excluded under the Ohio Administrative Code - AAC 374S-5104, does not exMibit a
characteristic of a hazardous waste under OAC 374S-51-20 to 3745-51-24, or does not meet any of the listing descriptions in OAC 3745-51-31 to
3745-51-33.
* Note- failed centrifuge machine will be parked until D&D.
Source: United States Enrichment Corporation Waste Management, Environmental Compliance, an d Industrial Safety.
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Decontamination and Decommissioning Waste

Wastes produced during decommissioning will be collected, handled, and disposed of in
a manner similar to that described for those wastes produced during normal operation. Wastes
will consist of normal industrial trash, non-hazardous chemicals and fluids, small amounts of
'hazardous materials, and low-level mixed (LLMW) and radioactive (LLRW) wastes. The
radioactive waste will primarily be crushed centrifuge rotors, trash, and citric cake. Citric cake

. consists of uranium and metallic compounds precipitated from citric acid decontamination
'solutions. It is estimated that approximately 1.8 million cubic feet of radioactive waste will be

. generated during the decommissioning operation. This waste may be subject to further volume
reduction prior to disposal.

* Radioactive wastes (both LLRW and:LLMW) will ultimately be disposed of in licensed
*low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities; Hazardous wastes will be disposed of in

*hUzaidous waste disposal facilities. Non-hazardous and non-radioactive wastes will be disposed
.. of in amanner consistent'with good industrial practice and in accordance with applicable

..'regulations. A more complete estimate of the wastes and effluent to be produced during
.decommissioning will be provided in the DP to .be submitted at or about the time of license
termination.

- The ultimate disposal of UF6 tails remains to be determined between. potential
commercial uses or processing at.the DOE conversion facility in Piketon, Ohio. However, for -

, conservatism, USEC provides financial assurance to fund the'estimated cost of conversion and
disposal of the depleted uranium inventory. This funding is described in the DFP and is in
addition to the funding requirements for decommissioning the ACP. Classified components and
documents will be disposed of in accordance with the requirements of the Security Program for
the American Centrifuge Plant. '
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5.0 MITIGATION MEASURES

Under the Proposed Action, activities will occur within existing and newly constructed
facilities. As discussed in Chapter 4.0 of this ER, the Proposed Action would not result in any
significant adverse environmental impacts.: The ISA Summary identifies potential accident.
sequences in'the plant's operations, designates- IROFS to either prevent such accidents or

-mitigate their consequences to an acceptable level, and describes management measures to
provide reasonable assurance of the availability and reliability of IROFS. Management measures
are the principal mechanisn by which the reliabilitj and availability of e'ach' IROFS is ensured.
Management measures are .described in Chapter' 11.0 of the License -Application and ISA'
* Summary for the American Centrifuge Plant. Mitigation measures, other than those in the ISA
Summary forthe American Centrifuge Plant, maybe necessary and are listed below.

'Construction of the'ACP at.the"DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio could potentially:
increase the amount of sediment carried. in isurface water' runoff. Preventive measures to
minimize surface water impacts would be taken to prevent the removal and''erosion' 'soilstospevet t eremoa nd ersontfofs~n bsoil
during the construction 'phase of the Proposed` Action.' 'Engineering controls, and best

.:management and construction.practices would be implemented to minimize' the extent of
excavation. Disturbed areas will be controlled, to the extent practicable, to rminimize erosion and
-sediment runoff. Physical barriers, such "as silt':fences, would 'ixiinize the amount of silt
reaching the surface water and reduce direct effects on water quality.

Construction activities will 'cause short-termr impacts to air'quality from' the release of
.> fugitive dust from site preparation activities, including soil excavation, and other construction

activiities.'' The' site'is located in a county 'that'is-'exempt from the'restrictions on emissions for .
*fugitivedust specified in Ohio Administrative'.Code 3745-17-08. However, to 'avoid nuisance'
conditions and particulate matter concerns dust suppression tecliniques'will be used to mitigate
releases of dust during excavation under dry bonditions.'

Process building floors are designed with 'reinforced concrete with a smooth 'troweled
finish and sealed.- Outside areas and the huildifig.roofs drain to the storm sewer systems. No
'astewater will be discharged from thellquiid'effluent tanks: "Accumulated water in the tanks

*will be sampled and managed according to analytical results. Trained: professionals using
'approved spill 'response protocols and spill response equipment will promptly contain liquid
spills 'within the process buildings. 'Spill mterias'will be collected, sampled, analyzed, and.
managed in accordance with applicable fedeiral and state laws.'''

Accidental releases could include gaseous releases at cylinder'connections. Releases will
rapidly convert to solid UO2F2, which would be collected. Alumina traps will be used to collect

"residual UPF6 evacuated from'process 'equipment-and piping. In the sampling and transfer area,
liquid U 6 will. be present 'in cylinders but will not 'be moved ;fromr the'building while in the,

. .liquid state. Because the process building and support-facilities floor system consists of
troweled-surface, sealed concrete. Immediate spill-cleanup response and area-decontamination
protocols, spills of hazardous materials would not reach the underlying soils and would therefore
not affect existing DOE reservation soils or geology.
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To minimize any impacts to underlying perimeter cylinder storage yard soils, absorbent
spill equipment will be promptly placed adjacent to the perimeter(s) to capture liquid hazardous
materials that may spill over the perimeter edge. In the event that the spilled material does reach
the perimeter soils before' it' can be'- contained, affected soils will be promptly excavated' and
managed as LLMW, reducing the potential spread of contamination. The. excavated, affected
soil area will undergo confirmatory soil sampling to verify that residual contamination does not
exist. Clean fill soils will then be placed in the excavated area.

The holding ponds utilize an oil diversion system that allows the capture and containment
of inadvertent spills from the' area. Conventional spill equipment (e.g., booms, absorbent pads,
etc.) will also be used in the event'of spill.

Typical threats to groundwater include spills' of 'oils and solvents. Few if any oils or
solvents will be used in the refurbishment and construction phases. 'Exceptions to this would be
due 'to maintenance activities or spills.- .If a spill occurs, trained,' qualified professionals- will
promptly deploy spill' cleanup materials. Affected soils will be sampled, analyzed, and maniged
according to appropriate procedures that comply with NRC, state and federal requirements.

Above ground storage tanks'will be' constricted of materials' compatible with the product
to be 'stored the conditions of storage (e.g., pressure' and temperature), and will meet the'
operational regulatory requiremnents. A secondary means of containment' for tanks 'storing'
petroleum products, as required by 40 CFR 112.8, will 'provide for the entire capacity of the
AST, with sufficient freeboard to contain precipitation if dyke systems are utilized.

Fuel lines and tanks will be labeled in accordance'with regulatory, standards. 'Spill
cleanup materials, 'such as absorbent' pads and/or spill pallets, will be available at hose'
connections. Fuel-oil delivery procedures will be used and followed by truck drivers and
receiving personnel during unloading operations at the tank.

-' . Precautions will be. taken to avoid impacts from accidental discharges, such as the use of
safety procedures, spill prevention plans, and spill response plans in accordance with federal and.
state laws. These measures should mzinim e the likelihood and severity of potential impacts
from accidental discharges.

'.. Potential impacts to wetlands at the DOE reservation would be minimized or eliminated
-by maintaining a buffer near adjacent wetlands during construction and by placing temporary
construction lay-down areas on previously disturbed areas at the' site. If impacts to wetlands are
unavoidable, compensatory mitigation might be required.

USEC will manage the Depleted UF6 tails cylinders in accordance with 40 CFR Part 266,
Subpart N and Ohio Administrative Code Chapter 3745-266 while in storage.
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6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING PROGRAMS

This section of the ER provides an over&view of the Environmental Monitoring Program
and its objectives.

Environmental Monitoring

The ACP is located contiguous to an existing uranium enrichment plant (the GDP), which
has approximately 50 years of accumulated experience in managing uranium and UF6. The GDP
was operated by the United States Enrichment Corporation, a subsidiary ofUSEC, from 1993
until it .was placed in cold standby, and .by predecessor organizations .of the United States
* Enrichment Corporation prior to 1993. The .environmental 'monitoring system for, the ACP is.
based on the experience and data accumulated at'the GDP.

AirMonltorint . :. . .-

Between 1980 and 2002, annual gaseous uranium effluents from the GDP: ranged
:between 0.97 and 0.005 Ci/yr. Ambient air samples collected over this period by the GDP
operators showed that these levels of effluents 'do not produce a quantifiable difference in
ambient. air concentrations in unrestricted areas.- ACP operations are not expected to exceed
these levels of effluents.

In addition, experience at the GDP has shown that any release large enough to produce:.
Q high or intermediate consequences will first produce a large and very visible cloud of white

smoke at' the point of release. The ACP :has a ,written procedure for 'dealing with unplanned
releases ("See and Flee") that includes immediate reporting'of observed releases to the ACP
Shift Manager and .-evaluation by the environmental professionals . of available credible;
information. Therefore, atmospheric impacts of ACP operations, including action levels, will be;
based on gaseous effluent monitoring or. other credible effluent information and atmospheric-
dispersion modeling as described in Section 9.2.2.1 of the license application. -

The United States Enrichment Corp'oration ceased sampling ambient air and returned the
site's network of permanent air samplers to DOE in 1999, which upgraded the samplers for it's

-purposes.: Based.on the;DOE'Ainual Environmental Reports.published since then, average
airborne uranium concentrations have been:1.1 "x 10.15 micrograms per milliliter (gig/iijL) on-site-
(i.e-, within the'DOE reservation), 7.4 x 10'l.jeniL inunrestricted areas, and 5.5 x 1016 1igimL'

: at-the DOE background station. :'These results are consistent with the':gross' activity mOnitoring'
.'conducted priorto he tumovei/upgrade. .They 're' also a minimum of three orders of magitude
le'ss than the applicable discharge limits for uranium isotopes in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B.

The United States Enrichment Corporation maintains a meteorological tower that is'
located on the southern section of the DOE.reservation. The tower is equipped with instruments
at the ground, 10-, -'30-, and 60-meter levels.:" .Among the parameters measured'are air

* temperature, wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, solar radiation,'barometric pressure,'
precipitation, and-soil temperature. Data from the National Weather Service or-other local
sources may be used in lieu of or to supplement on-site data.

I -
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The effluent monitoring and meteorological data are used to calculate the environmental
impacts of airborne effluents from the ACP using EPA-approved dispersion models as described
in Section 9.2.2.1 of the license application.

Soil and Vegetation

Between 1980 and 2002, annual gaseous uranium effluents from the GDP have ranged
betweeni 0.97 and 0.005 Ci/yr. Soil and vegetation samples collected over this period by the
GDP operators show that' these. levels of effluents do not produce a statistically significant
difference in soil and vegetation concentrations in unrestricted areas. (Liquid effluents, do not

. have a direct impact.on soil and terrestrial vegetation around the DOE-reservation.) ACP
operations are not expected to exceed, these levels of effluents. 'Consequently,. soil and
vegetation monitoring is not useful in detecting a public impact due to gaseous effluents from the

: . ACP. Therefore, atmospheric impacts of AC1Foperation, including action levels,.will be.based
on gaseous effluent monitoring or other effluent information and atmospheric dispersion
modeling as described in Section 9.2.2.1 of the license application.

.. .Soil and vegetation monitoring may be useful 'in assessing. the long-term impacts of
effluents from ACP operations or DOE. environmental remediation projects. or in assessing the
impact: of a high or intermediate consequence release that has already: been detected and
controlled.' Therefore, the ACP maintains a soil.and vegetation monitoring program for these

*purposes.

Soil and-vegetation (wide-blade grass, typical of local cattle forage) samples are collected
semiannually. The sampling networks. completely surround the DOE reservation, including the:
predominant downwind directions,'and are administratively divided into on-site, off-reservation.
(up'to5 knm) and remote (5 to;16 kin off-reservation). A map of sampling locations in-each.
group'is-provided in Figure 6.0-3.-. Soil samples are analyzed for gross alpha activity, gross beta
activity, technetium beta activity,. and total uranium concentration. Vegetation' samples are
analyzed for technetium beta activity and total uranium concentration. Specific details of the
analytical methods are presented in Section 9.2.2.5 of the license application.:.

: ... In addition to the semiannual vegetation. samples, the ACP also collects annual crop
samples from. local gardeners and farmers on a'voluntary basis. Because of the voluntary nature.
of these. samples, the. sampling locations change from year to year. .Crop samples are normally '
analyzed. for technetium beta activity, and total uranium concentration only. The analytical
methods are the same as for the vegetation samples. No contamination has bben found in crop
samples.

Surface Water

. .Between 1980 and 2002, annual waterbome uranium effluents from the GDP have ranged
between 0.71 and 0.026. Ci/yr. Surface water samples collected over. this period by the GDP.
operators show that these levels of effluents do not produce a statistically'significant difference
in the Scioto River. ACP operations are not expected to exceed these levels of effluents.
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Consequently, surface water monitoring is not useful in detecting or evaluating a public impact
due to liquid effluents from the ACP. Therefore, impacts' of ACP operation on local receiving
waters, including action levels, will be based on' effluent monitoring and pathways modeling as
described in Section 9.2.2.2 of the license application.

Surface water monitoring may be useful in assessing impacts of effluents from DOE
environmental remediation projects or historical 'contamination. The ACP maintains a surface
water-monitoring program for this purpose.

* Radiological analyses are performed on grab samples from upstream and downstream
*locations in Little Beaver Creek,.Big Beaver Creek, Big Run.Creek, and the Scioto River. A
map of the ioutine'urface water sampling points is found in Figure 6.0-1. Samples are collected
weekly -from.- the Scioto River and one location (RW8) in Little Beaver Creek. . Other locations

- are sampled monthly.. Specific details of~the analytical methods are presented in Section 9.2.2.5.
* of the license application. 'See Table 6.0-1 for a summary of the environmental measurement

* and monitoring prograrn sampling locations, parameters, and'frequency.

Sediment Monitoring

. . . Between 1980 and 2002, annual waterborne uranium effluents from the GDP have ranged
between .0.71 and 0.026. Ci/yr.' Sediment-samnples collected over this period by .the GDP

. operators show that these'levels of effluents do not produce a statistically significant difference
in the Scioto River. ,ACP operations are'not .expected to exceed these levels of effluents.

- > Consequently, sediment monitoring is .not useful in detecting a public impact due to' liquid...
effluents from the ACP. Therefore, impacts, of ACP operation on local receiving waters,
including action levels, will be based on effluent monitoring and pathways modeling as
described in Section 9.2.2.2 of the license application.

Sediment sampling 'around, the site is 'conducted semiannually to assess potential
:radionuclide accumulation in the surro'undiiig receiving streams. The sampling locations include
both upstream and downstream locations. A map of the sample locations is provided in.Figure
6.0-2. 'Sediment sample'analyses include gross alpha activity, gross beta activity, and technetium.

.. - beta activity and total uranium concentration.. Specific details of the analytical methods are
presented in Section 9.2.2.5 of the license application. . -. -.

Groundwater -.

Due to historical operations, the DOE reservation has multiple plumes of. groundwater
*..contamination. * The primary contaminant in the plumes. is 'the halogenated solvent
trichloroethylene, but limited areas of technetium. contamination also exist..

DOE is conducting a' site-wide en vironvmrental remediation program under-an Agreed
Order with the State 'of Ohio. As "part of this program, site groundwater monitoring is under the
control of DOE and the data is reported as' part of DOE's Annual Environmental Report for the
DOE reservation.' The ACP does not conducta separate groundwater monitoring program.:
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Direct Gamma Radiation Monitoring

The only significant sources of environmental gamma radiation introduced to the' site by
man are the uranium isotope 235U and the short-lived 23 U daughters. There are small amounts of
other gamma emitters present on site as sealed sources and laboratory standards, but these are not
detectable at any large distance. Gamma radiation levels in unrestricted areas around the ACP
are dominated by naturally occurring radioactive materials.

The site conducts external gamma radiation monitoring consisting of lithium fluoride
thermoluminescence dosimeters (lLDs) positioned at various site locations and at locations off-
reservation. There are nine dosimeters. spaced: around the perimeter of the limited area of the,
DOE reservation including cylinder storage areas; eight dosimeters. spaced around the DOE
reservation boundary, and two dosimeters located off-reservation. These'dosimeters are collected
and 'analyzed quarterly. Processing and evaluation are performed by a processor holding current
accreditation from the National.V6luntary Laboratory Accreditation Program of the NIST.

Laboratory Standards

A National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program-certified vendor processes the
site's environmental TLDs as' described in Section 9.2.2.4.6 of the license application. A
laboratory licensed by the NRC or' an Agreement State provides other radiological and. chemical
analyses. The following description is based on current services'provided by the on-site X-710
building laboratory, which is licensed by the State of Ohio and certified. by the NRC, but is not.
part of the ACP.M Off-reservation. vendors providing analytical services for the ACP will be
required to meet the equivalent standards as part of the contract.

.. .2.5

* Vent samples. (i.e., activated'alumina) are analyzed for uranium isotopes (23 U, 23U, and
.. 8) and 99Tc. Uranium isotope concentrations are determined using either alpha spectrometry
or Inductively Coupled Plasma/Mass Spectrometry (ICP/MS). Technetium concentrations are
determined using liquid scintillation counting.. Analytical results are reported in micrograms of.
analyte per gram.of alumina. These results are converted to grams released using recorded flow.
data and the measured-weight of alumina in the sampler and to activity using published specific
activities for individual: isotopes.. Gaseous effluents equivalent to an annual'public dose. of less
than O.l.:rem are routinely quantified.: Since the airborne concentrations in 10 CFR Part 20,
Appendix B, Table 2 are'equivalent. to an annual dose of 50 mrem, the MDA of these methods
are equivalent to less than 0.2 percent of the 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2 valies.

.' Water samples from NPDES outfalls are analyzed for gross alpha and gross beta activity,
technetium beta activity, and total uranium concentration. The gross activities are determined by
proportional counter and the technetium activity by liquid scintillation. The MDAs are 5 x 10
giCi/mL for gross alpha, 1.5 x I0-8 gCi/mL for gross beta, 2 x _I0-8 pCi/mL for technetium beta.
The. total uranium.'concentration. is determined by ICP/MS, with a minimum detectable
concentration of 0.001 pghnL. .The isotopic distribution of the total uranium is estimated to
match the calculated uraniumr alpha activity to the measured gross alpha activity. The Table 2
values for liquid releases are 3 x 10-7 p.Ci/mL for each of the uranium isotopes and 6 x 10-
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*gCi/mL for technetium. Consequently, the MDAs for liquid effluents are less than two percent
of the applicable 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2 values.

Environmental samples are analyzed for gross activities by proportional counter and
technetium activitybyliquid scintillation. To accommodate a data sharing agreement with DOE,

* uranium concentrations in environmental samples are determined by alpha spectrometry. The
.minimum detectable activities/concentrations are cdI parable to those for effluent samples.

Laboratory QC includes the use of a dedicated Chain of Custody system, formal written
* procedures, NIST-traceable standards, matrix spikes, duplicate, and replicate samples, check

samples, and blind and double-blind QC samples.

Any laboratory providing analytical services to the ACP will be required to participate in
at least one laboratory intercomparison program covering each type of analysis contracted for.

'.Intercomparison.programsjthat X-710 building labdrafory currently participates id include: the
EPA Discharge Monitoring Report Study, NIOSH Proficiency Analytical Testing Program; EPA
Watefr Pollution Performance Evaluation. 'Study, ' EPA Water Supply' Study, 'NIOSH'

- Environmental Lead Proficiency Analytical Testing Program; Proficiency Environmental Testing
program, a commercial program sponsored by the. Analytical Products Department of Belpre,

*':Ohio; DOE Environmental Measurements Laboratory Radionuclide Quality Assessment
Program; and DOE's Mixed Analyte Performance Evaluation Program.

. .

I

.1

I . -

i
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Table 6.0-1 Environmental Measurement and Monitoring Program Sampling Locations, Parameters, and Frequency

Surfacewater RW-2, RW-3, RW-5, RW-7, RW-12, RW-13,
RW-33, RW-10N, RW-10S, RW-=0E, RW-10W Total U (ICP MS),99Tc, Gross a & ,B Monthly

WATER RW-1, RW-6, RW-8 Total U (ICP MS), 99Tc, Gross a & 3, Fluoride, P-Total Weekly
Sediments RM-6, RM-1, RM-12, RM-11, RM-7, RM-8, RM- ICP Metals (Al, Sb, As, Ba, Be, Cd, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, Pb,,

5, RM-13, RM-33, RM-3, RM-2, RM-9, RM-10, Mg, Mn, Ni, K, Se, Si, Ti, Zn), Hg, Ag, PCBs, Total U Semi-Annual
RM RM-1ON, RM-1OE, RM-1OS, RM-1OW (ICP MS),- 99Tc; gross-alpha/beta
Soils (RIS-1, 3,5, 12,15, 17, 19,22,25,26,32,33,34,

35, 36) (SAS-1, 2, 3, 4, 6,8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13, 14, Semi-Annual
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, Total U (lP MS),99Tc, Gross a & 13

SOIL 28,29) (RS-1ON, 10S, lOE, lOW)
Vegetation (RNV-i, 3,5, 12, 15, 17, 19,22,25,26, 32, 33,-34,

35, 36) (SAV-1, 2,3,4, 6, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, Total U (ICP MS),99Tc, Gross a (if Total U >O.l pg/g), Semi-Annual
15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,21,22, 23,24,25,26,27, Fluoride, gross alpha/beta

VEG 28,29) (RV-1ON, 10S, lOE, lOW)

Biota (Fish) RW-1, RW-2, RW-6, RW-8 Total U (ICP MS), 9Tc, Gross a & 13, PCB and Cr Annual

BIOTA
Crops, -

Produce 5-6 locations Total U (ICP MS), 99Tc, Gross a (if Total U >0.1 jig/g) Annual

CROPS
Wildlife (deer) On-site Total U (ICP MS), 99Tc, Gross a & ,B, Fluoride, PCB Annual

WIDLFn-site_____________(Fat, fetus)

WnMIF

(
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As discussed in this chapter and summarized in Chapter 4.0 of this ER, non-radiological
impacts to the environment from the construction' and operation of the ACP are expected to be
minimal. Consequently, non-radiological environmental monitoring prescribed through the
various environmental permits for the construction and operation of the ACP are expected to be
sufficient to evaluate any non-radiological environmental impacts.

As discussed in this chapter and summarized in Chapter 4.0 of this ER, radiological
impacts to the environment from construction and operation of the ACP are expected to be
minimal. The radiological environmental monitoring program measures radiation levels and
radioactivity in the facility environs due to radioactive effluent releases to the environment.
Routine radioactive releases from the ACP are limited to radioactive airborne release through
continuously monitored stacks located on the'roofs of the process facilities. The transport of
contaminants from the stack to the receptor can result in exposure by immersion, inhalation, and
ingestion of: foodstuffs on which contaminants -have been deposited by either wet or dry
deposition processes. Radiatibn measu' ments air sampling -Asoil sampling, yegetation, and
terrestrial sampling will be perfomied with analyses for uranium and radionuclides of interest.

The ACP does not routinely discharge any radioactive liquid directly to the environment.
Process liquids are transferred to appropriate'.treatment facilities.' The non-radioactive liquid
effluent is storm water runoff. Therefore, the'Radiological Monitoring Program will focus on the
environmental media impacted by the airbo'me pathway for the anticipated types and quantities
of radionuclides released from the facility. Storm water runoff is not expected to be
contaminated; however, confirmatory measurements will be performed. Surface water sampling*
and sediment sampling will be'performed with- analyses for uranium and' radionuclides of
interest.

Analytical data from the Radioactive Effluent Monitoring and Sampling Program is used
to demonstrate regulatory compliance and lack of environmental and ecological impacts.

-Details on the Environmental Measurements'and Monitoring Programs are found in
Chapter 9.0 of the license application. I
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Figure 6.0-1 Locations of Routine Surface Water Sampling Points
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CP-029-RO

Figure 6.0-2 Stream Sediment Sampling Locations
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7.0 COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

In this ER, USEC has evaluated the environmental and other impacts and costs associated
with the Preferred Alternative of siting the ACP in Piketon, Ohio, as 'well 'as the impacts and
costs associated with th6 No Action Alternative and the Reasonable Alternative of siting the
ACP at PGDP. This Chapter provides a costfben-fit analysis for the Proposed Action of siting
the ACP at the DOE reservation in the existig GCEP bcomplex in Piketon,'Ohio, the No Action
Alternative, and -PGDP Siting Alternative'. -The analysis includes'both qualitative and
quantitative discussions of costs 'and 6environental impact. As discussed below, the decision'to
locate the ACP in Piketon, Ohio is justified on environmental, cost, and schedule grounds,' and
-there is no obviously superior alternative.

7.1 Qualitative Analysis of Alternatives

7.1.1 Construct and'Operate the Americ-an"Centrifuge Plant 'at Paducah Gaseous Diffusion.
Plant. '

:"Asdiscussed throughout Chapter 4.0 of this ER, both the Preferred Alternative and the
alternative of siting the ACP -at PGDP .are acceptable alternatives on environmental.grounds.
Neither'alternative would result. in any significant adverse environmental impacts. However,
siting* of the plant at PGDP would entail. somewhat larger impacts associated with the need to

* construct all new buildings. In addition, it should be noted that in connection with the
previously-planned AVLIS facility,-USEC -conducted. a site selection screening process which,

* > although not completed, identified PORTS as one of a number of acceptable sites for' that
facility. Furthermore, it should be noted -that the site selection process for Louisiana Energy
Services' proposed National Enrichment Facility included PORTS as one of six sites that passed
the screening process and was considered in detail in choosing the preferred site (NEF 2004)

'As with the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio, the PGDP alternative meets the need and
provides the following benefits: (1) readily accessible environmental data; (2) past history and

. experience'in uranium enrichment; and (3) the availability of skilled labor with uranium
enrichment industry experience.

.. On August 15, 2003, USEC issued Requests For Proposals to:the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and State of Ohio to site the AC.P at the respective Gaseous Diffusion Plant. Both
states were offered an opportunity.to provide financial or other incentives to reduce the cost of
the ACP. USEC.performned a detailed qualitative and quantitative evaluation of siting the ACP
inPaducah, Kentucky or Piketon, Ohio after the state proposals were received. As stated in the
Section 2;3 ofthis ER,'the evaluation included the'following :

* Environmnental, safety, and health factors -, - ..

* Cost to construct and operate the ACP

V Schedule to deploy the'ACP

7-1,
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Community support and socioeconomic factors

* Factors that will lower the costs of USEC's current operations

Based on USEC's evaluation of state proposals, the Piketon, Ohio site is the Preferred
Alternative on the basis of comparative economic costs and schedule. PGDP has a higher
schedule risk; making the achievement of DOE-USEC Agreement milestones more difficult.
Some additional schedule risk is also created by the seismic considerations associated with the.
PGDP site. A summary of the detailed analysis of Paducah, Kentucky versus Piketon, Ohio is.
provided in Section 7.2 of this ER.

7.1.2 No Action Alternative

.The No Action alternative involves not deploying the ACP. As discussed thfoughout
* Chapter 4.0, the. No Action Alternative would result in no additional or incremental adverse

environmental or' other impacts at the. DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio. It would obviate,
. . however, the significant socioeconomic benefits (additionaljobs) created by'refurbishment' and

operating activities at the ACP. The No Action Alternative, also fails to meet the need to replace
higher cost SWU.production at PGDP with lower cost SWU production (as discussed in Section'
l. lof this ER). As a result the No Action Alternative is clearly not the Preferred Alternative.

: UF6 production will continue at PGDP under the No. Action Alternative, resulting in
continued emissions and resource use.at PGDP. A-plant utilizing the gaseous diffusion process
requires large-scale use.of Freon, electricity, 'and:non-contact cooling water, which results in
leakage to the environment.

7.2 Detailed Analysis of Paducah, Kentucky~verses Piketon, Ohio

.7.2.1 Environmental, Safety, and Health Factors .

The environmental impact of this:alternative would be essentially.the 'same as the
. Proposed Action -except for the environmental safety and .health factors'associated 'with

constructing more new buildings and associated infrastructure. .

-7.2.2 Cost to Construct and Operate the American Centrifuge Plant

The total capital, operating and maintenance costs of siting the ACP at PGDP are higher
. than.those for'the.DOE'reservation in Piketon, Ohio. The additional costs associated with

constructing an entirely new plant to house the ACP at the PGDP are substantial, particularly
when compared' to the overall ACP costs (see Appendix C). USEC has compared the project
costs (net of.financial incentives offered by both Ohio and Kentucky) and has concluded that
siting the ACP at the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio will cost less than siting the ACP at the
PGDP. The costs to construct and operate the ACP at either site contain confidential commercial
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or financial information. Therefore, the information is being submitted to the NRC under
separate cover in accordance with the requirements of 10.CFR 2.390.

7.2.3 Schedule to Deploy American Centrifuge Plant

Siting the ACP at PGDP would require the construction of all new buildings and some
associated infrastructure. Work necessary to have facilities ready to begin commercial
operations (January 2010 in the DOE-USEC Agreement) would be considerably more than the
work needed attthe DOE reservation by January 2009 (which is the. corresponding milestone date
to begin commercial operations in Piketon, Ohio), making the PGDP schedule higher in risk.
*While the ACP could be safely deployed at PGDP, the need to design a plant for the greater

* seismic activity introduces a factor that could'impact the schedule. The combination of the
requisite construction activity and the seismic activity add schedule risk to the ACP deployment
at PGDP.

7.2.4 Community Support and Socioeconomic Factors

* Federal and State political leadership and local residents of both Ohio and Kentucky have
'expressed strong support for the ACP. Both states have benefited from the gaseous diffusion
plant operations and both are interested :in continuing to meet the Nation's energy needs,
utilizing advanced enrichment technology. Siting the ACP at either site would produce increased
* employment opportunities for people'living in these regions. Construction staffing would be

.. ' . greater at PGDP, while staffing for operations at either location would be essentially equivalent.
. . At either location there would be significant increases in employment opportunities and

correspondingly' significant potential impacts on' local property values, with only a modest
increase on community and emergency services such as schools and police.

7.3 Conclusion

* In conclusion, USEC has evaluated the .No Action Alternative, and has performed a
E qualitative and quantitative cost benefit analysis of the reasonable alternative of siting the ACP at

PGDP. Based on this evaluation, USEC concludes that the no action alternative fails to meet the
.need and the environmental impacts,-costs, and schedule risks are lower at the DOE reservation
in Piketon, Ohio than in Paducah, Kentucky. USEC has concluded that there is no obviously
-superior alternative to the Piketon, Ohio, location and that the cost-benefit balance weighs in
favor of siting the ACP in Piketon, Ohio as the Preferred Alternative.
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K> 8.0 SUMMARY OF ENYRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

8.1 Unavoidable Adverse Environmental Impacts

Radiation and chemical releases from bperations, in general, may cause adverse impacts.
However, the releases and corresponding exposures from the ACP would be well below
regulatory limits and proportionally very small. In addition, USEC would use safety procedures,
spill prevention plans, "and spill response plans in accordance with State. and Federal laws to
avoid and investigate accidental spills or leaks.

The potential for injuries and fatalities of workers exists during project' construction and
operation. Engineered' controls, precaitions, 'training, safety programs, and . management
measures will reduce the potential for worker injuries or fatalities.

8.2 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources
e . .. . sewer.

Irnpacts to utility usage for the ACP zwere analyzed for electricity, water, and sewer.
Based on existing excess capacities and the increase in utilization, the impact to the utility usage
-would increase over current (i.e., ColdiStandby) usage, but would be well within design and
historical usage levels for' the various utilities. Historical experience over fifty years has shown
that' even' with usage 'levels corresponding to the operating GDP, 'there was no impact on
availability or cost of traditional utilities to coimmuni-ties in the ROI. Natural gas (for the X-6002,
Boilers) is a relatively new utility to the Portsrmouth reservation, but its usage is small due to its
use being limited to space heat. Even in the 7M SWU plant'natural gas usage will not increase
beyond the design capacity of the existing' supply line.' Consequently,'the proposed action will-
have'no impact on availability or cost of utilities to communities within the ROL.

The- proposed site of the ACP. is' withini the existing industrialized DOE reservation
boundary, which has been previously disturbed. The area of the Proposed Action is either.inside.:
existing concrete -floor buildings, paved, or areas that have been previously'disturbed for
industrial purposes. Consequently, there is little to'no vegetation within the immediate project
area.' Therefore, the use 'of this 'proposed site would not result in a change to' existing land use
patterns and plans or destruction of Wildlife habitat or ecological resources.

83 Short-Term and Long-Term Impacts 'and Relationship Between Short-Term Use of
the Environment and the Maintenanccand Enhancement of Loig-Tcrm Productivity

'.The plant would be consistent 'with 'local,' State, and'Federal plans and permits.; These.
plans 'are based on planning efforts that recognize the need for orderly gro9th and the'demands
for new technology to'produce LEU within'the context of past, present, and future development.
The short-term impacts and use of resources for the proposed plant also'would be consistent with
the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity for the State of Ohio.

K> . ...
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8.3.1 No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, there would be no. reduction in uses of resources. The
demonstration of acceptable reliability, performance, and economy of the gas centrifuge

* machines would not occur; therefore, there would be no effect on long-term efficiency and
productivity.

UF6 production will continue at PGDP under the No Action Alternative, resulting i'n
continued emissions and resource use at PGDP. A plant utilizing the gaseous diffusion process.
requires large-scale use of Freon, electricity, and non-contact cooling water, which results in
leakage to the environment. Electricity at the Paducah plant represents about 60 percent of

- production cost.. The ACP does not'require this large-scale use of electricity and Freon and
much less use of cooling water.

;8.3.2 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Siting Alternative

Under.the PGDP Siting Alternative Actionishort and long-term impacts to the site would
-be similar in magnitude to those evaluated for the Proposed Action. Short-term impacts. would
be associated with the significant'construction activities (e.g, soil erosion control, stormwater
runoff, etc.) to accommodate the planned production .of enriched'material; 'Specifically, seismic
impacts upon.the ACP operations at the PGDP could be significant due to the fact'that the
Paducih site is located adjacent to the NMSZ; the' locus of one of the, highest intensity

-earthquakes in North American history. Although.the probability of a major carthquake during
the operation' of the plant is very low,' the consequence of such an event is significant.. Because
of the seismic risk, facilities must be designed and constructed to withstand the substantial.'
ground accelerations associated with magnitude 7-8 earthquakes. The higher 'costs associated
with construction in a high-seismic: hazard zone are coupled with' the fact that facilities suitable
to house operations are not present that can be refurbished. Construction costs for the required:
production facilities will be significantly higher than those estimated for the Proposed Action.

8.3.3 Proposed Action

'.Under the Proposed Action, short-term uses of resources would be greater than for the No-
'Action Alteative. 'Any'short-term commitments of resources associated with construction and.

- .refurbishment activities, water'discharges, air emissions and 'utility usage would be in. exchange
for. the construction and operation of a reliable, econiomic production of material utilizing state of

* the art gas centrifuge machines that does not require large-scale use of Freon, electricity, and
hbon-contact cooling water, resulting in less environmental impacts'in the long-term.

UF6 production will ultimately cease at PGDP when. the Proposed Action becomes
operational resulting. in reduced emissions 'and resource use (i.e.; water, electricity and Freon).
D&D of those facilities currently leased to the United States Enrichment. Corporation will begin
once the GDP ceases operation (DOE 2004b).

The refurbishment, construction, and operation of the proposed ACP in Piketon, Ohio
would have an impact on the environment for at least asking as the plant is in operation. While
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the land has already been developed for the GCEP buildings, the land taken for the project would
not be available for other projects and purposes during the period that the land is used for the
ACP. Utilities would also experience an increase in demand to support the planned operations;
however, demands would be well within the design and historical capacities of the various utility.-
plants. There would also be an increase in the amount of waste generated by the project, but the
amount and type of waste that would be generated is only a minimal portion of that which has'
been generated historically on the DOE reservation. There would be no cumulative impacts to
visual, noise, cultural, ecological, water, land use or soils and geology.

There would be a slight increase in the dose rates for an on-site tenant workers (0.35
:mrein/yr) and a resident neighbor. (0.55 mremn/yr) located adjacent to the DOE reservation
-.'boundary. These exposures are well under.EPA's maximum limit of the NRC maximum
exposure rate of 100 mrem/yr for a worker and neighbor, respectively.

*~ .'" .\:
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11.0 GLOSSARY

* Absorbed Dose: The energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation. The unit of absorbed
dose is the rad. - .,.

Air pollutant: Any substance in air, which could, if in high enough concentration, harm man,
other animals, vegetation, or material. Pollutants may include almost any natural or artificial
composition of matter capable of being airborne..

Air quality standards: The level of pollutants in the air prescribed by regulations that may not
be exceeded during a specified time in a defined area. Air quality standards are used to provide a
measure of the health-related and visual characteristics of the air.

Ambient air: The surrounding atmosphere as it exists around people, plants, and structures.

Aquifer: A saturated geologic .unit through;,which significant quantities of water can migrate
under natural hydraulic gradients.

Borrow Area: .Earth (spoils) removed. from the construction area and stored on the DOE
reservation to used as backfill or as a source for future use.

Baseline: A quantitative expression of conditions, costs, schedule, or technical progress to serve
as a base or standard for measurement during the performance of an effort; the established plan

'V against which the status of resources and the progress of a project can ble measured.

CAP88: A suite of computer models controlled and distributed'by the EPA for modeling the:.
dispersion of radionuclides in the atmosphere and the dose equivalents and total effective dose
equivalent caused by those radionuclides; .CAP88 is approved'by the EPA for demonstration of;
compliance with the radionuclide NESHAP.

.Clean Air Act:. -A Federal law that requires-the EPA to set.and enforce air pollutant emissions
standards for stationary sources and motor vehicles.

Code of FederalRegulations.(CFR): All Federal regulations in force are published in codified
form in'the Code ofFederal Regulations. ** ',.': -,

Commercial Plant: American Centrifuge Plant at the DOE reservation in Piketon, Ohio''

Committed Dose and Committed Dose Equivalent: The dose or dose equivalent an organ or
tissue would receive during a specified period oftime (usually:50 years) as a result of intake (as
by ingestion or inhalation) of one or more radionuclides from a defined release, frequently over a
year's time. Also called the dose commitment.-
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Conunitted Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE): The summation of the committed dose
equivalent received by specified tissues of the body times a tissue-specific weighting factor.
This sum is a risk-equivalent value and-can be used to estimate the health effects risk of the
exposed individual. The tissue-specific weighting factor represents the fraction of the total'
health risk resulting from uniform whole-body irradiation that would be contributed by that
particular tissue.

Criteria pollutants: Six air pollutants for which national ambient air quality standards are
established by the Environmental Protection Agency under Title I of the Federal Clean Air Act:
sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides,'carbon monoxide, ozone, particulate matter (smaller than 10.
microns in diameter), and lead.

Cultural resources: Archaeological sites, architectural features, traditional use areas, and
Native American sacred sites or special use areas.

Cumulative impacts: The impact on the environmentwhich results from the incremental
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably, foreseeable future actions
regardless. of what agency (Federal or non-Federal), private industry, or individuals undertake
such other actions. Cumulative impacts. can result from individually minor but collectively
significant actions taking place over a period of time (40 CFR 1508.7).:

..Depleted uranium: Uranium whose content of the isotope 235U is less than 0.7 percent,- which is
the 235U content of naturally occurring uranium.

Direct economic effects: The initial increases in output from different sectors of the economy
resulting from some new activity within a predefined geographic region.

Direct jobs: The number of workers required at a site to implement an altemative.

Dose. equivalent: The product of absorbed dose in rad (or gray) and a quality factor, which
* accounts for the variation in' biological effectiveness of different types of radiation. Dose

equivalent is expressed in units of rem or Sievert, where 1 rem equals 0.01 Sievert.

Effective dose. equivalent (EDE): The summation of the dose equivalent received by specified
* tissues of the body times a'tissue-specific weighting factor. This sum is a'risk-equivalent'value

* and can be used to estimate the health effects risk'of the exposed individual. The tissue-specific
weighting factor. represents the .fraction of the total health risk resulting from uniform.whole-
body irradiation that would be contributed by that particular tissue.

Effluent: A gas or liquid discharged into the environment. '

Emission standards:' Legally. enforceable limits on the quantities and/or kinds. of air
contaminants that can be emitted into the atmosphere;

Endangered species: Defined in the Endangered Species Act of 1973 .as "any species, which is
in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range."
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Endangered Species Act of 1973: .A Federal law that requires Federal agencies, with the
<j consultation and assistance of the Secretaries of the Interior and Commerce, to ensure that their

actions will not likely'jeopardize the continued existence 'of any endangered or threatened
species or adversely affect the habitat of such species.

Environmental justice: The fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, incomes, and
educational levels 'with respect' to the development, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.. Fair'treatment implies that no Population of
.peopleshould be forced to shoulder a disproportionate share of the negative environmental
impa6ts of pollution or environmental hazards due to a lack of political or economic strength.

Exposure limit: The level of.exposure to a hazardous chemical (set by law or a standard) at.
which or below which adverse human health effects are not expected to occur:

Fault: A fracture or a zone of fractures within a rock formation along which vertical, horizontal,
or transverse slippage has occurred. A normal fault occurs when the hanging wall has been
depressedin relation to the footwall. A reverse ''fault occurs' when the hanging wall-has been
raised in relation to the footwall. . ' '

Floodplain:: The lowlands adjoining inland and coastal waters and relatively flat areas including
-at a 'minimum that area inundated by.a 1-percent or greater chance flood in any given year. The
base floodplain is defined as. the 100-yr (1.0 percent) floodplain. The critical action floodplain is
-defined as the 500-yr (0.2 percent) floodplain.

: Formation: In geology, the primary unit of formal stratigraphic mapping or description. Most
formations possess certain distinctive features. i

* . Gaussian plume: The distribution of material (a plume) in the atmosphere resulting from the
'release of pollutants from a stack or other source.', The distribution of.concentrations about the

* centerline of te plume, which is assumed to iecrease as a function of its distance from the
source and centerline (Gaussian distribution), depends on the 'mean wind speed and atmospheric
stability. '

* . Glovebox: An airtight box used to 'work"with hazardous material, vented to a closed filtering
system, having goves attached inside of the box to' prtect the worker. . .

: Hazardous chemical: -Under 29 CFR Part- 1910, Subpart Z, "hazardous chemicals" are defined
as "any chemical,' which is aphysicalhazaid 'or a health hazard."'Physical hazards include
combustible liquids, compressed gases, explosives, flammables, organic peroxides, oxidizers,
pyrophorics, and reactives. A health hazard is any chemical for which there is good evidence that
acute or chronic health effects occur in exposed employees. Hazardous chemicals include'

* carcinogens, toxic or highly toxic agents, reproductive toxins, irritants, corrosives, sensitizers,
hepatotoxins, nephrotoxins, agents that "act .on the hematopoietic system, and agents that damage
the lungs, skin, eyes or mucous membranes.

;~ ~ ~ ~ .* . :
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Hazardous material: A material, including a hazardous substance, as defined by 49 CFR 171.8,
which poses a risk to health, safety, and property when transported or handled.

Hazardous/toxic waste: Any solid waste (can also be semisolid or liquid, or containerized
gaseous material) having the characteristics of ignitability, corrosivity, toxicity, or reactivity,
defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and identified or listed in 40 CFR Part
261 or by the Toxic Substances ControlAct.

Highly enriched uranium (HIEL): Uranium in which the abundance of the isotope '2 5U is
increased well above normal (naturally occurring). levels.

Indirect jobs: Within a regional. economic. area, jobs generated or lost in related industries as a
result of a change in direct employment.'

-: Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA):: A formalized and documented process' that identifies
potential accident sequences in a plant's operations, designates items relied on for safety to either
prevent' such accidents or mritigate. their consequences to an acceptable level, and describes
management. measures to provide reasonable assurance of the availability and reliability of items
relied' on for safety.

Isotope: An atom of' a chemical element with a specific 'atomic number and. atomic mass.
Isotopes .of the same element have the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons
and different atomic masses.

Lease Agreement: Lease Agreement between the United States Department of Energy and the
United States Enrichment Corporation, July 1, 1993

Low-level radioactive waste (LLRW): Waste that contains radioactivitybut is not classified as-
high-level waste, iraisuranic waste, spent.nuclear fuel, or "1le(2) by-product material" as.
defined by DOE Order 5820.2A, Radioactive Waste Management. Test specimens of fissionable

... material: irradiated for research and development only, and. not for'the production of power or.
. plutonium, may be classified as low-level waste, provided the concentration of transuranic waste

is less than 100 nanocuries per gram. .Some low-level waste is considered classified because (1).
'the nature- of the generating process and/or constituents, and:(2) the waste would reveal too much.
about the generating process.

Manufacturing: As used in this document, the production of centrifuge components.

Maximally exposed individual (MEl): A'hypothetical person who could potentially receive the
maximum dose of radiation or hazardous chemicals.

Migration: The natural' movement of a material 'through the air, soil; or groundwater, also,
seasonal movement of animals from one area to anotlier.

* Millirem (mrem): One one thousandth (/hooo) of a rem. A unit of radiation dose equivalent.
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Mixed waste: Waste that contains both "hazardous waste" and "radioactive waste" as defined in
this glossary.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS): Air quality standards established by the
Clean Air Act, as amended. The primary NAAQS are intended to protect the public health with
an adequate margin of safety, and the secondary NAAQS are intended to protect the public
welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant.

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP): Emission standards
for the control of releases of specified hazardous air pollutants, including radionuclides. These
were implemented in the CleanAir Act Amendments of 1977.

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA): A Federal law that'is the basic national:
charter for the protection of the environment. It requires the preparation of an environmental.
impact. statement for. every major Federal action that may significantly affect the quality of the

..human ;or natural environment. Its main purpose is to provide environmental information to
decision makers.and the public so. that actions are based on an understanding of the potential
environmental consequences of a proposed action and its reasonable alternatives.

-- nvrometa co. ine ... a -pr .& -. *its-.:

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA): A Federal law that provides
that prop'erty resources with significant national historic value be placed on the National Register
of Historic Places. It does not require anypemits but, pursuant to Federal code, if a proposed:.
action might impact an historic property'resource, it mandates consultation with the' proper
agencies.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES): Federal permitting 'system
'required for any discharges to waters of the United States regulated through the Clean Water Act,
as amended.

National Register. of .Historic Places (NRHP): A list maintained by the Secretary ofthe'
:Interior of districts, sites, buildings, structures,'and objects of prehistoric or historic local, state, .
-or national significance; The list is expanded as authorized by Section 2(b). of the Historic Sites
Act of 1935 (16 U.S.C. 462) and:Section lOl(a)(l)(A) of the NHPA of.1966, as amended.'.

Nitrogen oxides (NOX): Refers to the oxides of nitrogen, primarily NO (nitrogen oxide) -and
NO2 (nitrogen dioxide);. These are produced in the combustion of fossil fuels and can constitute
.-an air pollution problem. When nitrogen dioxide combines with volatile organic compounds,
such as ammonia or carbon monoxide, ozone is produced. . . -

Nonattainment area:. An air quality.control-.region. (or portion thereof) .in which the
Environmental Protection .Agency has determiued that ambient air concentrations exceed
NAAQS for one or more criteria pollutants...

Off-Reservation: As used in this ER, the term denotes a location, facility/building, or activity
occurring outside the boundary of the entire DOE reservation. .. ... . :
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On-site: 'As used in this ER, the term denotes a location or activity occurring somewhere within
the boundary of the DOE reservation.

On-site population: USEC Inc., United States Enrichment Corporation, U.S. Department of
Energy, and contractor employees who are on duty, and badged on-site visitors.

Ozone: The triatomic form of oxygen; in the stratosphere, ozone protects the Earth from the
sun's ultraviolet rays, but in lower levels of the atmosphere ozone is considered an air pollutant

* Plume: The elongated pattern of contaminated air or water originating at a point source, such as
a smokestack or a hazardous waste disposal site.

Prehistoric: Predating written history, in North America, also predating contact with
Europeans.

* Prevention of. Significant Deterioration: Regulations established by the 1977 Clean Air Act
Amendments to limit increases in criteria air pollutant concentrations above.baseline.

Prime farmland: Land-that has the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics
-' . : for producing food, feed, fiber, forage, oilseed, and other agricultural crops with minimum inputs

of fuel, fertilizer; pesticides, and labor without intolerable soil erosion,: as determined by the
Secretary of Agriculture (Farmland Protection Policy Act of 1981, 7. CFR Part 7, paragraph
658). .

Radiation: The particles emitted from the nuclei of radioactive atoms.

. Radioactive'waste: Materials from nuclear operations that are radioactive or are contaminated
with radioactive materials, and for which use, reuse, or recovery are impractical.

RRadioactivityi .The spontaneous, decay or disintegration of unstable atomic nuclei, accompanied-
by the emission of radiation

* Radlonuclide: A radioactive element characterized according to its atomic mass and atomic
- number, which can be man-made or naturally occurring. Radionuclides can have a long life as
. soil or water pollutants, and are believed to have potentially mutagenic or carcinogenic effects oi

the human body.

Recharge: Replenishment of water to an aquifer.

-Regional economic.'area: *A geographic area.consisting of an economic node and the,
* surrounding counties that are economically related and include the places of work and residences

of the labor force. The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis defines each regional economic area. m

Region of influence (ROI): A site-specific geographic area that includes the counties where'
approximately 90 percent of the current DOE reservation workforce resides.
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Remediation: The process, or a phase in the process, of rendering radioactive, hazardous, or
K> mixed waste environmentally safe, whether through processing, entombment, or other methods.

. ~ ;I. 5; 5,jr I . . ...

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), as amended: A Federal law that provides
for a "cradle to grave" regulatory program for hazardous waste which established, among other
things, a system for managing hazardous waste from its generation until its ultimate disposal.

Risk: A quantitative or qualitative expression of possible loss that considers both the probability
that a hazard will cause harm and the consequences of that event.

Risk assessment (chemical or radiological): The qualitative and quantitative evaluation
performed in an effort to define the risk posed to human health and/or the environment by the
presence or potential presence and/or use of specific chemical or radiological materials.

Roentgen: A unit of exposure to ionizing X- or gamma radiation equal to or producing 1
electrostatic unit of charge per cubic centimeter of air. 'It is approximately equivalent to 1 rad of
gamma or X-ray radiation.

Roentgen equivalent man (REM: The unit of radiation dose equivalent

Runoff: The portion of rainfall, melted snow, or irrigation water that flows across the ground
surface and eventually enters streams.

* Sanitary wastes: Wastes generated by normal housekeeping activities, liquid or solid (includes'-
sludge), which are not hazardous or radioactive.

Scope: In a document prepared pursuant to the NEPA of 1969, the range of actions, alternatives,
and impacts to be considered.. - -- 4

Scoping: Involves the solicitation of comments from interested persons, groups, and agencies at
public meetings, public workshops, in writing, electronically, or via fax to assist Department of
-Energy in defining the proposed action, identifying alternatives, and developing preliminary
issues to be addressed in an EIS.

.Seismic: Pertaining to any earth vibration, especially an earthquake.

Seismicity: The tendency for the occurrence of earthquakes.

Silt: A sedimentary material consisting of fine mineral particles intermediate in size between
sand and clay.

Siltstone: A sedimentary rock composed of fine textured minerals.

Source term: The estimated quantities of radionuclides or chemical pollutants released to the
environment.
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Specific activity: The level of radioactivity per unit mass of radionuclide. The specific
activities used for this report are:

23U -6.30 x 10 3 Ci/g
, 2 3 5 U-2.l8xlOCi/g

23 8U -3.39 x 10-7 Ci/g

Surface water: Water on the Earth's surface, as distinguished from water in the ground
(groundwater).

Threatened species: Any species that is likely to become an endangered species within the
foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range.

Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE): The sum of the effective dose equivalent due to
external radiation and the committed effective dose equivalent due to internal radiation.

T Controt. .Ac -.f .-.7:

Toxic. Substances Control Act of 1976 (SCA): A Federal law. that authorizes the
Environmental Protection'Agency to secure information on all new and existing chemical
substances and to control any of these substances determined to cause an unreasonable risk to
public health or the environment. This law requires that the health'and environmental effects of;
all new chemicals be reviewed by'the Environmental Protection Agency before they are
manufactured for commercial purposes.

Uranium: A naturally occurring heavy; silvery-white metallic element (atomic number 92) with
many radioactive isotopes. 2 .5U is most commonly used as' a fuel for nucle'ar fission. Another
isotope, uranium-238, can be transformed into fissionable plutonium-239 following its capture of
a neutron in a nuclear reactor.

Wetland: Land or areas exhibiting hydric soil conditions, saturated or' inundated soil during
some portion of the year, and plant species tolerant of such conditions.
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APPENDIX A

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS; CHEMICALS AND UNITS OF
MEASURE; CONVERSION'CHART; AND METRIC PREFIXES
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACGIH

ACP

ALARA

amsl

ANSI

AST

AVLIS

bgs

-BEA

BLM

BLS

CAA

CAFE

CAP

CCZ

CEDE

CERCLA

* CFCs

CFR

CRADA

D&D

DAW

DBE

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists

American Centrifuge Plant

as low as reasonably achievable

above mean sea level

American National Standards Institute

above ground storage tank

Atomic Vapor Laser Isotopic Separation

below ground surface

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

U.S. Bureau of Land Management

Bureau of Labor Statistics

Clean AirAct of 1970

Corporate Average Fuel Economy

Corrective Action Program

Contamination Control Zone

Committed Effective Dose Equivalent

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act

chlorofluorocarbons

Code of Federal Regulations

Cooperative Research and Develop Agreement

decontamination and decommissioning

dry active waste

design basis earthquake
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DFP Decommissioning Funding Plan

DOA U.S. Department of Agriculture

DOE U.S. Department of Energy'

DOT U.S. Department of Transportation

DP Decommissioning Plan

.DSA Decontamination Service Area

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

ER Environmental Report

: EDE effective dose equivalent

EOC Emergency Operations Center

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ERPG Emergency Response Planning Guide

E1TP East Tennessee Technology Park

EV evacuation vacuum

F/S freezer/sublimers

FCs perfluorocarbons

FONSI Finding of No Significant Impact

FPPA FarmlandProtectionPoli Ayctiof,1981

FTE full-time equivalents
GCE ... t*.-.............................. ... ....

GCEP Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant

GDP gaseous diffusion plant

HEU highly enriched uranium;

HFCs hydrofluorocarbons

K IROFS items relied on for safety

A-3 .
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ISA Integrated Safety Analysis

LDWAM Low Density Waste Assay Monitor

LEC Liquid Effluent Collection

LEL lower explosive limits

LEU low enriched uranium

LLMW low-level mixed waste

LLRW low-level radioactive waste

LLW low-level waste

MAR material at risk

MCW machine cooling water

MDA Minimum Detectable Activity

NEI maximally exposed individual

MM Modified Mercalli

NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards

NAC Noise Ambient Criteria

NDA Non-Destructive Analysis

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act

NESHAP National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

NFPA National Fire Protection Association

* NHPA National Historic Preservation Act

NIOSH National Institute for Occupational Health and Safety

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NMSZ New Madrid Seismic Zone

A4
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NPDES

NRC

NRCE

NRCS

* NRERP

NRHP

OAC

ODS

ODH

ODNR

ODOT

.OEPA

ORNL

OSHA

OVEC.

PCB

PEL

PGA

PGDP

PM

PORTS

PSD

PSP

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

National Register Criteria for Evaluation

Natural Resources Conservation Service

National Resources and Environmental Research Program

National Register of Historic Places

Ohio Administrative Code

ozone-depleting substances -

Ohio Department of Health

Ohio Department of Natural Resources.

Ohio Department of Transportation

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency .

Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Ohio Valley Electric Corporation

polychlorinated biphenyl - .. .

Permissible Exposure Limit '.... ,.. -

peak ground acceleration

Paducah Gaseous Difflsion Plant : ..

particulate matter .

Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant.

prevention of significant deterioration

protective structural package

. :1 , "
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PV

QC

RCRA

RCW

RIIs

REL

ROI

SHPO

SIC

SILEX

SR

STP

TEDE

..TLD

TLV

. TSCA

TSDRF

TWA

TWC

UDS

USEC

USFWS

USGS

purge vacuum

Quality Control

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976

recirculating cooling water

Recordable Injury/Illness rates

Recommended Exposure Limit

region of influence

State Historic Preservation Office

standard industrial classification

Separation of Isotopes by Laser Excitation

State Route

Sewage Treatment Plant

Total Effective Dose Equivalent

thermoluminescence dosimeters

Threshold Limiting Value

Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976

Treatment, Storage, Disposal, Recycling Facility

Time Weighted Average

tower water cooling

Uranium Disposition Services, LLC

USEC Inc.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

United States Geologic Survey

A-6
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UST

UTM

VOC

VRM

WAC

WCA

WRA

underground storage tank

Universal Transverse Mercator

volatile organic compounds

Visual Resources Management

waste acceptance criteria
W o k e T

Worker in the Controlled Area

Worker in the Restricted Area:

. I :r ,

�. 4 , "..

I

t

I
i -
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C

Ci

cc

cfs

cm

Co

dBA.

DUF6

F

ft

ft2

fte

g

Gal

Gal/yr

GPD

ha

HCFCs

HF

h

hp

m.

Celsius

curie

cubic cen,

cubic feet

centimete

carbon m4

decibel A

depleted i
hexafluori

Fahrenhei

feet

square fec

cubic feet

grams

gallons

gallons pc

gallons pt

hectares

hydrochic

hydrogen

hour

horsepow

inches

CHEMICALS AND UNITS OF MEASURE

kg kilogram

kmI kilometers

timeters km2  square kilometers

* per second km/h kilometers per hour

rs kV kilovolts

onoxide L liters

-weighted lb pounds

iranium Lid liters per day
ide

m meters
it

M2 square meters

M3  cubic meters

M/s meters per second

mCi millicuries (one-thoi isandth

,r year

.r day

rofluorocarbons

fluoride

er

mg

MGD

mg/im3

ml

nmmbtu

mph

mrem.

MT

of a curie)

milligram (one-thousandth of
a gram)

million gallons per day

milligrams per cubic meter

miles

million british thermal unit

miles per hour

millirem (one-thousandth of a
rem)

Metric Tons
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CHEMICALS AND UNITS OF MEASURE

K>
MW megawatt - :'.. "iI U F6

NMP n-methyl pyrrolidone

NO2  nitrogen dioxide

NOX nitrogen oxides

03 ozone

Pb .lead

PCB polychlorinated biphenyl

PM10  particulate matter (less than,
10 microns in diameter)

PM2.5  particulate matter with a
mean aerodynamic diameter.
of 2.5 pm or less

UF4

.U0 2F,

yr

* x 1Ci/g

pi/In

Itg/kg

Z

uranium hexafluoride

uranium tetrafluoride

uranyl fluoride

* year

microc'urie (one-millionth of
a curie)

microcuries per gram

picocurie (one-trillionth of a'
curie)/cubic meter

microgram (one-millionth of
a gram)

micrograms per kilogram

micrograms per liter

micrograms per cubic meter

micron or micrometer (one-
millionth of a meter)

Weight

ppm

K\_ rem

RM

*SO2

SWU

99Tc

TCEB

2 3 4U

2 3B5 u

236U

238U

U3 08

parts per million

roentgen equivalent man !

river mile

sulfur dioxide

separative work units

technetium-99

trichloroethylene

Uranium-234

uranium-235

* j g /in

ttg/M

uranium-236

"uraium-238

triuranium octaoxide

A-9,
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:I . CONVERSION CHART
Volkswag I --:, 0-I a~P-f .- 1 N M4r MM*M U 9

't)

W INS 2-'2141 , t t' OU.-RL JU[Q± 4 E IS

dA=lI~Tw I n *M&e
I- !t2.@a;I<MYe-;As'

Wil li$=. i ;>kk WV-10MAMMMOW."
MM M AM

N_ -W w ~ A (4'y&,.g Th
_____ 41 S M"

inch
feet
feet
yard

2.54
30.48
0.3048
0.9144
1.60934

centimeter'.
centimeter

meter
meter

kilometer I

centimeter
centimeter

meter
meter

kilometer

* 0.3937
0.0328
3.281
1.0936

0.62414

inch
feet
feet
yard

* square inch.
- . . square feet
* - . square yard

acre .
* sauare mile

6A516
0.092903

0.8361
0.40469 -
2.58999

square centimeter
square meter.

* square meter |

hectare |

square centimeter
square meter
square meter

hectare

*, 0.155
10.7639

- 1.196
2.471

square inch
square feet.
square yard

acre

fluid ounce
gallon

cubic feet
rcicdn vnrA

29.574
3.7854

0.028317
0 7a455

milliliter
liter

cubic meter
richh' meter -

milliliter
liter

cubic meter

0.0338
0.26417
35.315

fluid ounce
. gallon
cubic feet

<21-

ounce
pound .

short-ton
. 97RVR

28.3495 gram gram
0.45360 - kilogram kilogram
() 0l71 met-ri tnMn niefw;n fnn

0.03527
2.2046,

ounce
pound

rem 0.01
rad 0.01 I1 Wuu rem

100'-. - ad . ..

uotracr J.Z Muluply

* Fahrenheit multpely by Celsius C elsius then add Fahrenheit
519ths 32

'<y
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METRIC PREFIXES.

exa-
peta-
tera

* giga-.
mega-
kilo-
hecto-
deka-
deci-
centi-
milli-

. . . nao* micro-
nano-

* femto-
* atto-*

P
T
G
M
k
h
da
d
c
m
IL
n
)p
f
a

I UU UJUU UUU UUUUU UUU = IU -
1 000 000 000 000 000 = 1015

1 000 000 000 000= 1012

1 000 000 000 = 109
1000 000 = 106

I 000 = lo,

100= 102
10= 101

0.1-10-1

0.01= 10
0.001 =lo-

0.000 001 = 10-6
0.000 000 001 ='10-

0.000 000 000001 = 10-12
0.000 000 000 000 001 = 10.

0.000 000 000 000 000 001 = lo'

A-11.,
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AG~b~Mpany

November. , .... .. . .. ..

-S.

S., .-. .. 2

of ONaturial4ra 08
O Zi R xtoN nlReso

Coveinnibe lhI200.4322

: - :@e@-t;~@:^*~A$ **@*sw. t --. ;

*;si( ef' of 'aua ra 's~*-.* * @. - s.. -- *-- -- ''.! ..,- t ". w* 4. 3S 1ss k* -- s- ; , *< ; w2% rtd V4 " !

-> .2 ': Af..s S.' s io oo 2 0 5

Letter:of Consultation!for the Pi~opbsed Coiisciton ancf.Oeeratlon of the
:.'. Centref Coninkercisl Plant asft Pwrtioih (useous'ion Plant keton, Oiion1?

USEC I;(USEC) is.preparing ai nv int Rort (ER)` widinceih io Code o
Federai Regadons (CPR) 51.45 br the-proposed use of sB i-Al forner U.S. Department of
Energy.(DOE) a Centrifuge Enrichment Pl (GCEP) buildings, 'atssoted parking areas,
and pedestian/vehicle portals on, th DOE Portsmouth Gaseous: Diffilsion' Plant (PORTS)
reservation. USEC proposes to construct and operate the a Centrifuge Com iaPlant, a uranim enrichment facility tha would prodce 3.5 nitlionseparative wor units (SWU)
using centrfifge teehnology. Tho enriheduiiraimuinis'sold for.use mi nuclar power plants to
geeate electricity. This site is one :of two under consideration *.USEC for theAmerican.' Ce(tifjflg Comnercial Plint. A siting' decisionlias hof' i'iiiade, 6uiis expected later ihis
calendar year.

USEC is a private corporation regulated :bythe U.S;.Nuclear Rgulatory Commission (NRC).
Th Amenrican Centrige Commercial Plant is he third step in USEC's plan to demonstraie and:
deploy the American Centrifuge technology.- Jhe firs 'ste is the Demonstration Project, which
is underway in Oai Ridge, Tennessee, and will dmonstrate'an econo ically attractive gas
centrifige machine and enrichment process. The second step is the deployment of the American
Cenirifuige Lead Cascade Facility at PORTS, which is also underway and will provide reliability,
perirmance, cost, and other tal data of the nimt process. Based on the success of these
initial two steps, USEC will make a fain'decision whether to depldy' the American Centrige
Commercial Plant.

':'. The proposed action'would result fromo g the Co al Plant at the site'of the former
DOE GCEP and the existin se of the Amerii Centrifue Lead Cascade Facility. The GCEP''fadilities located within DOE's 'PORTS reservation were built in the early 1980s. The GCEP
programwastenmiaated in 1985.

M . USECInc=
6903 Rokedge Dmi, Bethsa, MD 20817-1818

Tclephonc301-564-3200 Fas301-564-3201 http:l/www.useccom



Ms. Nancy Strayer
Novcnber 12,2003
Page 2 of 4

The GCEP facilities are adjacent to the existing gaseous diffusion plant, which ceased uraniu.
enrichment operations in May 2001. Currently, the primary uses of the GCEP facilities are
waste storage, warehouse activities, office and locker areas for support functions for the DOE.
Upon NRC issuance of a license next year, the Lead Cascade Facility will be allowed to operate
up to 240 centrifuge machines in the recycle mode as a "closed loop' system.

*,The Conftidiar Plant would utilize tfioadisting process buiding (ise., X- 301 and X-3002) '; ..
. filled Wil-:n smkcie- igi e- e mr int to pioduc3iSmilnion SWU of.,T

.c2iuid u *af li ll e two ....."b.osa i holise:& :ge- -- 7 r -6 ;

.assocae ipi.cesipip simment-ato asnlsantrols, mputersysta& supp:rt:-. ;>.
m .h . eilapies to be C4 ji e mu erciP1flant -C.s incle t-mm ,. .. ! -

ic.'t h-'X . '-
;01 Pr" it ;>'ov,; ~,o;,>,X w} 3uld ,p.lia o , C7-Aa :.anfe T

ott.;.| , .-. :.-oo;., , t.',,.rio.o Whe B?7l5O: e' ntbideS c~~o'ek trs, ~ .trF.a;x;t
.'q'- and ass7inble'and 'epar cenfrifiuges.: Th'X.7725prfms the saire ins as the X-7726:.
*only ou 'i sI and provides j ,s fheilitiess i o a t storage auudwi,-
mainteance~ areas f~r. the mntra-plant iiaunportei. An intra-plant transporter moves centrifige
*..machins between t X -7725'or the X7726 to tho X-3001 or-X-30022through the coverd an.... ..
en iron ally' contolled X-7727 sa mddi to these' faciiies:USEC provides support
facilities for the Coimmercial Plant. A Feed and Toll Transfer Fclt, and ~Product and Tails

paWithdrawal Faii wbe refirbish.dkonstuted adacent to the Proces Bildings. Sth e
* .reas and failities described here and depted in Attachment 1' are owned by the DOE and
would bcleased bthEC. USEC is also eauttghas part of the Environmental Reporte th.e
Witing and opeatlion of addtrional capai t directly souet of the exisig process buildings
(depicted in green in Atthment, 1). New building(s) that would house the centrifiges would.

. - - -.approximaely double the SWU capacity ofthe facility. - -

This letter is intended to serve as infomal consultation regarding protected or rare species that
* may be on or near the site. In this regards, USEC requests an updated list of protected species
and habitats on the PORTS resoeration and solicits your recommendations'and comments about
the potential effects' of this proposed. action . Documentaidon of your' Consultation will be

* included in the USEd Environmental Riport for the American'Ceitrilge CommrcialPlant.
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Ms. Nancy Strayer
November 12,2003
Page 3 of 4

Information contained in Attachment 1 is considered proprietary to USEC and is requested to be
withheld from public disclosure.

If you need fiurther information on this proposed action, please do not hesitate to call me at 740-
897-2710 or Greg Fout at 740-897-3823.

;_ S. Si*., .- ,..' . .,.-; ~f.g,.-.* -.

-,WN

* t S S - s -:s ro-;

* - --* s

cclatt --. ** *-

* - *,g Fo -t**

..: . .TJ.Jutice,:emorsEconom.cDe.ielopt.Office..
James Morgan
Mario Robles
Carol O'Claire, Ohio Emergency Management Agency
File-RO-390-03-003E
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Division of Niatural Areas and Preserves: Date:
Ohio Department of Nahtrol Resources
1889 Fountain Square Court, F- I IIl
Columbus, Ohio 43224

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION |

Please delive ihe following fax message to:

Name:

From: Debbie woSschke (614-265-.681B) - .. . - - _

Total nUmber of pages chcluding this cover sheet:____ If you do not recbiWe oll the pages.
please coll: Office Number. 614/265-W56 Fox Number: 614/267-3096

Comments:
;n order to proce= yo= rwqust for inforwticn for tIbQ .

project,-, please fill oue and r i Ae 4dta, rougwt om P ca .-
note ur fegs 1isted at the top of thdi-rmn FCC Ifree to if
you have any questions. Whak Y=u..

-1
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(I w .,t N1B*

DATA REQUEST

OHIO DEPAITMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DMlISION OF NATURAL AREAS AND PRESERVES

- HERITAGE DATA SERVICES
1889 FOUNTAINSQUARE COURT, BUILDING F-1
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43224.
PHONE: 614-265-6453: FAX: 614-267-3096

*INSTRUMTINS
Please fill out both sides of this date request form, sign it and retum it to the address or fax rmnber
listed above along with: (1) a letter formally tequesting data and describing your projec, and (2) a
m.ap detailing the boundaries of your study area. A photocopy from the pertinent prtlon of a USGS
7.S minut topogaphic map Is preferred bt sother maps are aceptable. Our tumarLind time is two
weeks, altough we can often respond more quickly.

FEES,
- Fees am detemined by the amount of tme it takes to cdponetd yur proiect Thhe ctiage Is 25S.0o

per 1 hour wfth a 'A hour minimum. We can perform a data search manually or by computer. The:;
Heritage Data Services staff will determne the most cost-efficient method of doing your search. A
cost estimate can be provided upon request Unless otherwise speced, an invoice will accompany
the data services response.

. I

**.+* .*** s " **. . **v.t*,* ***"*****k,1,..*0k

This request Is being submitted by: i) fax c mail o both

Date:

Your
Agency/Organization:

Your NameM~tie:__

A.ddress:

Phone/Fax

Project Name/Numnber.

Project is located on the following USGS 7.5 minute topographic map(s):

If there Is a program or contracting agency requiring this infornaUor, please give the name and
phone number of a contact person:
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The Natural Herttage Data Base contains records for the categorices of species and features fisted
below. Check the appropriate-boxes ti Indicate your selection.

PLANTS: a Federal Status Only
3 Stata Legal Status Only
a Rare (non-legal status)
u An ortheabove

ANIMALS: o3 Federal Status Only
a State LegalStatus Only
* Rare (non-legal status)
- . All of the above

PLANT COMMUNIIES: io All
r Wetands Only
a Other

OTHER FEATUFZES: 13 Geologic Features
D3 BreedinglNonbreeding Animal Concentrations
D Champion Trees
1 State Nature Preserves and Natural Are
ac State Wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers
ci StateParks, Forests, Wildlife Areas
o3 An of the bove
o Other.

Besides name, location and status, specify any additional infomation you need:

The area you want searched: a study are a as outrined on the map
a study area plus % mile radius
n study area plus Inmile radius
3 other

How wllP the information be used:

., -he informallon supplied above Is complete and accurate. Any material supptled by the Natural
Heitagp )t Base wil not be published without puiorvertden pernfislson and without crediting thM

.- Division of Natural Areas and Preserves as the source of the material.

* YoL Signatre._ ___
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w-)tUSEC
Gobal Enery Company

November 25, 2003

Ms. Nancy Strayer
Assistant Chief ofNatural Areas and Preserves
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
1889 Fountain Square, Building F-
Columbus, Ohio 43224

Heritage Data Request regarding the Proposed Construction and Operation of the
American Centrifuge Commercial Plant at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant In
Piketon, Ohio

As requested by your office on November 18, 2003, Attachment 1 of this letter submits a
Heritage Data Request and Attachment 2 submits copies of the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS)
7.5 minute topographic maps associated with the American Centrifuige Commercial Plant in
Piketon, Ohio. Please reference the previously submitted USEC letter (RO-390-03-003E dated
November 12, 2003) for the information pertaining to this project. -Documentation of your
Consultation will be includedmin the USEC Efivironmental Report for the American Centrifuge
Commercial Plant.

If you need firther infbnnation on this triopoed action,-please do not hesitate to cal me at 740-
897-2710 or Greg Fout at 740-897-3823i

.Sincerey,

Peter//Miner
ReglMtoryanager

Attachments as stated

cclatt:
Kelly Coriell Mario Robles
Greg Fout . Carol OWClaire, Ohio Emergency
T. J. Iustice, Governor's Economic Development Office Management Agency
JamesMorgan File - RO-390-03-005E

kj ,i . USEC Inc=
6903 Roddedge Dri, Betheda, MD 20817-1818

Telephone 301564.3200 F= 301-564-3201 http://www.uscc.coui
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Attachment 1 to letter RO-390-03-'OOSB

freritage Data Request.
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DATA REQUEST

OHO DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIIMSION OF NATURALAREAS AND PRESERVES
HERITAGE DATA SERVICES
1889 FOUNTAIN SQUARE COURT, BUILDING F-1

_ COLUMBUS, OHIO 43224.
-111 e'lG PHONE: 614-265-6453; FAX'614-287-30

PMease 91 out both sides of this date request form, sign It and run ft to the address orfax rumrber
resed above aong wkh: (1) a letter formally requestIng data and describkn your prject and (2) a

. .rnap dataiing the bouridarios of yow study area. A photocopy from the pernent portion of a USGS
7.5 smnut topographic ap Is prefered but oteraps are acceptable. Our umroundtime is two
weeksa, alth we can often respond more quiky. .

Foesare determined by h mon itie£me tdtals eX-t5 torp ec-1 l.250per S hoirwfth a ' hour mknum. We can perform a data seardh manualy cr by compter-. The
Henrage Data Seices Mtaff W determine the most tost-ffsdent method cf doing yow search. A
costetmate can be provided upon request Uriess otherwise specifW, an Ivdce will aomPanY

* the data services response.',

* . * . . a. .

Thsrequest Is behsubrnfited by: 1 fax - 1 mof b bot

.Date: 11/21/03

Your
e. A cy/Organization:- USEC Ilnc.

YourNamefle: Peter J. 'Miner, ary Manager

Address: P.0. Box 68,R 23fl. R So7trth MS-l12

ChySteJ4pr - P I Ptonr OH 4 S66i

;Chonax - 74n/RQ7-v710.*aqd Fn-7hflpq7-h'/hl -.

*. Po t<NaMeiNumberi AmerIcan' Certilfu5,e Corhmerecal a1InttlA66SE18 - ;

* Projec Is located on the fouowIri USGS 7.6 minute topogaphic map(s):

.To be ;rovided Vip ratl. A total of for maps wtill- h prsiidfeA.l

If there Is a progIno1 or cont agenc reqfing his Infsm ation, please give 1110 narne snd
phone number of a contct person: :
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The Natural Heriage Data Base contains records for the categorqs of species and features listed
below. Check the eppropriate boxes to dicate your selec~ton.

PLANTS: a Federal Status Only
a State Legal Status Only
n Rare (nonlegal status)

Al lW or the above

ANIMALS:. a Federd Status Only
n State Legal.Status Only
a Ram (nonegal satus)
Y7 All o the above

PLANT(

OTl-fER I

=OAMUNIMES: b All
O Wetlands Only
* 3 Other

FEA7VRES: a Geoloolc Feabres.
-o B-reedinWIS1breedring MImal Concentratons
- ChampionTres
a State Nature Preserves and Natural AJs
* StatolWild. Scenlc and Recreaffonal Pive
a State Pars. Forests, WIdUfe Areas:
w AU of the above
a Other

.

Besides name, fqcation and status, specify any additonal Information you need:

N8

* The area you want searched: a stjdy areas otllned on the map
a sWdy area plus S mile radius
r*study area plus 1.nile radius
n o

Hawwill the information be used: . . . .-..

Documentation of thIs consultatlon will. hp Inrlittwd~e In the IIFC Fo trl

Report for the AmerIcan Centtgfuge Conmere Ia Plsndt.

.The infomnatlon supplied above is complete anrd accrate. Ay materW supplred by the Natua
Hertage Data 1ase 11 not be Oub~shed wftut pdior written permission and without cre fifg the

; DsIon of Nars eas and Preserves as the source of the material.

Your Signabt '-',
Peter Iner, 11/21/03
Regula y Manager

* USEC .:
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Attacbment 2 to letter.RO-39O-03-OO5E

USGS 7.5 Minute Topographic Maps

i. . . . . . .



Ohio Department'of Natural Resourices
BOSAVT. GOVERNOR 'SAIIUELW.SPMEC. ERC

Division of Natural Areas and Preserves
Nancy Streyei, Acting Chief

1889 Fountain Square, Bldg. F-I
Columbus, OH 43224-1388

Phone: (614) 265-0L453;, Fax. (614) 267-3006

December'i, 2003

Peter Miner
USEC Inc.
PO-Box 628
3930 U.S. Rt. 23 South

:MS-1212
Piketon, OH 45661

Dear Mr. Miner.

After reviewing our Naturpl Heritage maps and files, I find the Division of Natural Areas
and Preserves has no records of rare or endangered species in the proposed American
Centrifuge Commercial Plant Construction project area, including a one' mile radius, at the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Piketon, Pike County, on the Piketon, Waverly South,
Wakefield and Lucasville Quads (173605001).

There are no existing or proposed state nature, preserve's or scenic rivers at the project
site. We are'also unaware of any uniquelecological sites, geologic features, breeding or non-
breeding animal concentrations, champion trees,-or state parks, forests or wildlife areas within
a one mile radius of the project area.

Our Inventory program has not cornpletably surveyed Ohio and relies on Information
supplied by many indivduals and organizations. Therefore, a lack of records for any. particular
area i5 not a statement that rare species or unique features are absent from that area..- Please
note that although we Inventory all types of plant communitle, we only maintain -records on the
highest quality areas. Also, we do not have data for iall Ohio wetlands. For National Wetlands
Inventory maps, please contact Madge Fbtk In the Division of Geological Survey at 614-285-1
6576.

Please contact me at 14-265-8818B11 can'be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Debbie Woischke, Data Specialist
Divsion of Natural Areas & Preserves
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Farmland Conservation Imipact Rating~: -InstallationanofteA era:ercal latnd m .:64Prant In POIth A0 eicnCentrifueC CommerilPata h i'rtsoutxli Gaseo'us DiffuionPlntInPkeon Oi
.'iJSEC -Inc. (SC i rprn iiBvinbt eot(ER) od,-

Federal.Regulatons (CER) 51.454fdr the proposed use of severi former U.S. Departenit of'
Energ (DOEZ) Gas Centrifuige Bnrichment Plant (GCEP) buildings~, associated p-gkin areas,
and pedestrian/vehicle portals. on the. DOB otnEuhGsos ifso Plait (PORTS)
reservation.. USEC proposes to co'nstruct and operate the American Centrifuge Commoicial-

*Plant,'a uranium enrichnmet ficility that would produce 3.5 million separative work'units (SW.U).
using centrifuige tecbnology. The enriched muaniu is sold for use in nuclear powerjplants'-to'_
generate electri'cy This site is one of two under- consideration -USC for * ; Am e .

Cetiue Commercial Plant. A iigdcso hai not been znade; but is cxjected later 'this"
caledar year.

!s *' * * -'ii S t ' * '* '.j ';. .. *-5''*

.. SEC is a private corporation regulated by ;heiU.S.Nucle a e=rlatoio Comtisin ('RC)
The American Centrifuge Conmnueria Plant is the third step in USEC's plan to emonistrate and
deploy the American Centrifuge tech.ology. Tfirst step is the Demonstration Pro-j:c-t, :which
is underway in OakRidge, Tennessee, hurd*w11demonstra)te an. conomicll attact g
centrifugemachine andeichment proce SlSThe seondstep o ist&de lormer.t othe p A i
Centrifge Lead Cascade Facility atPORTS Which is also underway adw providrelaby,-pe.fond ane, cost, and other vital datao on ffite enric nt proces BasedGaseouthe s s f these

* initial two stem USEC prpol make a fnal decision whether to deploy the American Centrifuge
.Commercia Plant.

The proposed antion would remilt from locating the Commdial Plant at the site of-the former
DOE GOEP and the existing site of the Amcdcan Centrifuge Lead Cascade Facility. The GCEP
facilities, located within DOE's PORTS reion were bUul in the early 198Os. The GCEP
progr was terminated in 1985.

69i3Rmokc cn Desse vcBched:AMD 20817-1a18

Telephonc 301-564-3200 F=z301-564-3201 htrPJ/vwwwusec~com



Mr. im Borcelt
November 12, 2003
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The GCEP facilities are adjacent to the cxsting gaseous difnisiol plant, which ceased uranium
enrichment operations mi May 2001.. Cuirentl, the primary uses of the GCEP facilities are
waste storage, warehouse acvities, office and locker areas for support fimctions for. the DOE.
Upon NRC issuance of a license next year, the Lead Cascade Facility will be allowed to operate
up to 240 centrifuge machines in the recycle mode as a "closed loop" system.

'.: -.. ::.. ;.TheCPnt- would utiize two existing process ud . 001 and ŽC-3OO2 )z,.
*:- ^+^..-filld . .... ihnlem a.astc~ade atragemcit to: pi4u~e. .-3;.5 million SWUJ of ;.: - ................................
*:. :..emincheurau-.$U. The -tlidingrbuvdill hous. tlhe 'centrifiige machine s,- "*

U.-;;assocdate, pip nntann Te c sjeiiRsj.aiiaiy sports m4 - ;
*thbeoisa Plnsh ice' th X.. :..bo'irihpfr~n macllitXs;-27J 1

ass.__cirjtien at6425- A''unti -Bicb lldi 'Ek, cid ar supip;

^..o.vecsught iteS. iidznaicl6 era,ch-r¢
* ;' win bii-Xrn;m~ iT~' ~ ii r~'~w~i --btriti1*;ecrrneflnnAS i . . .v '4, 4. . * . .4 .adass5.ii1e m d repaw etrd ies- >;aX 4.725 mns ah ,fiil*IsS:tandme X-:7725 Verforims the ~ -X72

t .. :only on ar sa1o azd poides ad trtiv aclties tanifbinad the storage nd*'.
maintence areas for the inta-plant porter. An intra-plant inorter moves centrifiuge
...:..macinsbeteentheX-7725 ortheX-7726 to theX-3001 orX-3002 through the coveredand
enviromntai controlled X-77271L: In addition to these facilities, USEC provides support
facilities for the Commerc Plant - A Feed and Toll Transfer Facility, and Product and Tails
Withdiawal. Facility will be refurbished/constructed adjacent to the Process Bu Some
areas and filities described here and depicted in Attachment i are ovned by. he DOE and'
would be leased by USEC. USEC is also evaluain as part of the Environmental Report, the
siti and operation, of additional capacity' ditly south of the existing process buildings
(depicted in green i Attachmn 1).: Nevw building(s) that would house the centrifuges would

-.- - approximatelydoublethe SWU capacity of the facility. * - -.

In order to comply with the requirements of the Farmland Protection Policy Act and to rate the
* relative impact of the proposed action, USEC is 'submitting a Fkmland Conversio m Ipact
Ratmig fbrm (fbrmi AD-1006).. .The afcted 200 acres are located in. existig site facs
originally design' constructed, and intended for gas centriffige -niichmznt on land that. has
been previouislybr ozvitd to industrial use; therefor', should not require any', trand
conversion. The results of the Famland Conveision Imact Rating will be included in the USEC
Enviro Report for the American Ceitrifuge C o Plaui alier the'process and any'
fibrtheer consultation with the Natlural Resources Conservai&on Servie is complete.



Mr. Jim Borchelt
wnvemb"i 12- 200-1
Page 3 of4.

Infointion contained m Attachment. i is consdered proprietary to USEC and is requested to be
withheld frompublic disclosure.:.

If you need further infbrmation on this proposed action, please do not hesitate to call me at 740-
897-2710 or Greg Fout at 740-897-3823.

tnI.-, -. .. ;,r.;* - ................................ ; .;N. T* .-.t.-^;.v
- ,Sincerel:;, 'i.,:g-gf :-M.........................:--',2.d.: . _.. ,:r*; .. ^

I. .

Pe .:: .'. t. § ** *. , ' : * *
V.. * ~. .-. * * - * , '.*3 ' ! -.;-'s

5..;., ... f.:-_ ,.* t

Greg Fout - . ;e. -p -n ; i -e
* I. tice Govenor'sEconomic D Offic

: * :.James Morgan......-; ....
Mario Robles
Carol O'Claire7 Ohio Emergency Management Agency

K> File-RO-390-03-002E
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U.S. Department of Agriculture

FARMLAND CONVERSION IMPACT RATING
PART I (To be completed by Federal Agenlcy) aeO adEauto eus ~eb 2 200r3

Name Of Projec * eVerl Anen Involved -
-Cmmarrial Plant * .. icear Requlatory Comm~ssion
Proposed Land Use S -Oi
*iContinued Commerclal/lndustrtal Use :C te, Shte -ts . S .

to 1 Eg 1.

.. , ARTVIt .rbcoS.mpl' : .e'*;^"^< .'tedbySedralogecy) maimumD^~

* B.; . 01 XoaB'C6nveri&nir Ztigrd ~ :s *.,-sV- v-r... - -: ,,

Site Assesrment Ckiterla n77wae crttrk ara exphtincd ln CFR 6=~51bi Points... . .
1. Area In Nonurban Use 'I.
2. Perimeter In Nonurban Use . : _ .
3. Percent Of Site Being Farmed _ ' ' .
4,. Protection Provided By State And Local Government I . . ..
S. Distance Frorn Urban Builtup Arei * . * ...

* 6. Distance To Urban Support Services. | . _
7. Size Of Present Farm Unit Compared To Average _ . _ .
S. Creation Of Nonfarrnable Farmland . | ' , .
9. Availability Of Farm Support Services I . - _

10. On-Farm Investments . . | . _
11. Effect Of Conversion On Farm Support Services .| ______

12. Compatibility With Existing Agricultural Use _ _ . . . .
TOTAL SITE ASSESSMENT POINTS 160

* PARTVII (TobecompietedbyFederalAgency) | . .

* Reitlve Value Of Farmland (From Part-VJ 100 * . . . . .
Total Sit. Assesment (From Parr Vl above ora local is.

,,_"'a~ent! . 1160 .......A

TOTAL POINTS (Total of above 2 Itnes) 260
.*- -*. . Was A L site Assessment Usan?

Site Selected: Date Of Selection Yes 0 No Cl
Reason For Selection:

f&. Imtnhcdora on reverse sIdeJ 
-Form AD.1006 110-833

(Sec Jtstnuctfont on fvree s~deJ- Form AD-1 005 (11s31



Umitod alates Depatvmett f A~rCRaiNG

4NRCS. M

Wm~tly. Oh 45WO 74O-94W5.=

-December 5, 2003 .

US2ECP.O. Box 628 : ..

Piketon, Ohi6 45661.

Dear Mr. Miner,'

In response to your 11-17-03 Letter regardfng the Commercial Plant poect andfom
AD-10D6 prme amlanddetemination, the follo~wing applies. The project site is.
mapped UoA, Urban Land -Omtlga Comiplcx 0-60% slopes, according to the Pike

County Soil Surve, sheet 48.

* Tis mappin is noni-prime soilsand therefetheFPPIAdoes'not apply. Enclosed inthe'
* 1~I1-18-03 mnailfing were yourb~ole for fibrther procssng

Good lack wih the project and thank you, for conxtacting NRCS in Pike County.

',Sincerely, . . A

Jim B~orchelt .

District Conservationist-

I . .

I I
. . I
1 7
1 iB/mef I.

.

. I

* Th Natura Resources Cmwervationu~mca w& f"adrshIP In a partnerhfp effortto help peo~seco~he maintahn and kiwrom wxz ntural mwources and *nrwwnmet



U.S. Department of Agriculture

FARMLAND CONVERSION IMPACT RATING
PART I (To be completedby Federal Agency) November 12C. 2003

C B.iTot al A Plant Be Coeste e equlator Comisslon

Continued Commercllldsra Ue * . eoutOhio. ........ .... ..

PART I1 I Io be cc~npletedh brFederatAgenc~y) .Siai _Atemath Site C Sit 0

A. Total Acres To Be Converted Directlyn . .
B. Total Acres To Be Converted Indirectly

* C. Total Acres Ir Site 200'-u-

PA RT Vl tO be completediby Federal Agincy) - Maximnum .... . .
S1teA~ssmsrent Citer 177hese criteraroo x elconedln 7CFR 65EStSb) Points .

* 1. Area laINonurban Use ;.__.__._
2. Perimeter rn Nonurban Use ._._._._.
3. Percent Of Site Being Farmed :
4. Protection Provided By State And Local Government . . . . . . ....

* 5. Distance From Urban Bbiltup Area . . ._.._;._.._
6. Distance To Urban Support Services . . .__.
7. Size Of Present Farm Unit Compared To Average . . _ .
S. Creation Of NonfarrnableFarmland _ _ _ _ _____

9. Availability Of Farm Support Services .. ._*
10. On-Farrn Investments . .
11. Effects Of Conversion On Farm Support Services . . . *_._._.
12. Compatibility With Existing Agricultural Use * :

TOTALSITE ASSESSMENT POINTS 160-

PART VI I (To be completed by Federal AgencyJ . . .

._*Relative Value Of Farmland (From PartVJ 100
T sotalrSits 1s0.site, Asent (From Part Vl above ora local 16.

TOTAL POINTS (Total of above 2 lines) 260 ._._-_.
-.. . . .Was ALocal Sits Ajsessmsnt Used7

Site Selected: Date Of Selection Yes 0. No 0

Reason For Selection:

..

(See lnstucllon on ,ev�e s/del- * Form AD-lOOG (10-831
. (Sre Instruagom on reverse side) - I . Form AD-100011"31 .



* . * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

.This sol survey map was compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Soll Conservation Service, and cooperating
agencies. Base maps are prepred from 1981 aerial photography. Coordinate grid ticks and land division corners, If
shown. are apmxlmatelypoaltlowled. . -
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No4USEC
A lobal En~r~ Company

November 12, 2003

.. .. . I .

.. I. . . ..: J.... ;... - .-

r. Mark Epstein . . .. .;. CERT FAE- -AI
ArcheologyReviwsManaget . 7001:1940.0007.8210 8523
:ResourcePotectinndReVie : . :

o567 ast Hudso 3 .. . -; --.wc: *, --, .; .; ..
;';: ;Columbui, 01io 321i.,1030..-.-%.5.., ................. *-'* *.'-=

* WAH xia Mnsttatil a Act, SeeFi of
.he {A.erian CgOihf'g6 i rialCP outh Gs ) islv3aithan

* uu - * . ,.- . :.. .-[. ..-

USEC Inc. (USEG) is prepaing an lo n l Report (ER) n accor with 10 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 51.A5 for the prposed use of several former. U.S. Department of
:Energy (DOE)' Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) buildings, associated parking areas,

l pedestrian/ehicle portals on the:DOE Portsmouth Gaseous Diflision Plad (PORTS)
reservation. USEC proposes to construct and operate the American C~ntffigc Commicid
Plant, a uraniumn ennichmenit fuicity that woiild trdt . min p raifug Commercial(SWUprodo 3.5Miion sepmaraive workunitsi (SWE]);'

using centrifuge technology.' The enriched 'uranium is sold for use in' nuclear power phants to'
generate electricity. This site is one of tw6 -under consideration b- USEC for the American
Centrifuge Commercial Plant. A siting decision has not been made; but is expected later this
calendar year.

USEC is a private corporation regulated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commison (NRC).
The American Cege Commercii Planteis the third step in USEC's plaito demonstrate and
deploy the American technology. 'The first step is the Demonstration ject, which
is unday inOak Ridge, Tennessee, and will'demonstrate an economically attractive ggs
* centfige machine and erichmnt process. :;The second step is deploymnt of the Amencan
Cenrifuge Led ascade Facility at PORTS, which is also' underway and will provide reliabi,
: perfrmance, cost, and other vital data of the enrichment process." Based on the success ofthese
initial two steps, USEC will make a final decision whether to depldy the American Centrifgec
Commercial Plant. -.

The proposl action would result from lo6afg the Commercial Plant at the site of the former
DOE GCEP and the existing site of the American Centrifuge Lead Casae Facility. ;The GCEP
facilities, located wthin DOE's PORTS resevation were built in the early 1980s. The GCEP
program was terminated in 1985. -

V .. .-,. -I

.

The GCEP facilities are adjacent to the existin gaseous diffision plant, which ceased uranium
enrichment operations in May 2001. Currently, the primary uses of the GCEP ficilities are
waste storage, warehouse activities, office and locker areas for support functions for the DOE.

vUSEC I=
6903 Roddedgc D-, BaIhessa, MD 20817-1818

Telephonc 301-564-3200 Fax 301-564-3201 hItpi/www.usccom



Mr. Mark Epstein
November 12,2003
Page 2 of 4

Upon NRC issuance of a license next year, the Lead Cascade Facility will be allowed to operate
up to 240 centrifge machines in the recycle mode as a "closed loop" system.

The Commercial Plant would utilize two existing process buildings (ie., X-3001 and X-3002)
filled with centrifige machines in a cascade arrangement to produce 3.5 million SWU of
enriched uranium "U. The two process buildings will house the centuge machines,
associatedproce piping, umetation and controls, computerosystems,. .iir spport
*qipme Other' iclitiis 6 be used in thC oi~eiil Plant operations winchude the X-

.3012 Process Suppoirt.Building, X-7726 Centrifuge Training and Test Fbility, -X-7727H
*Tansf Corridor,.nd X-7725 Recycle and Asembly Building. The X-012 will: provide

:;- ..oversight and contfioliifthe equipnent in the cade and.also provides offl lockers, change
. ;.rroqo? and bra T X-7726 proyivd es to receive and test ccQu conentS,

Si&--ind assemble biad;ttrnfiges. The b'77tbrfobins the same fi tbd X-7726
* * -, n i larger, sca& on adirvides ti tainig i omIn sstorage^and

;.4 .a n te, .BI&Phmlant tkdai-pldnt tmaspbi r~fig
machines between the X-7725 or ihe X-7726 to ihe X-3001 or X-3002 through the covered and.
environmenta coniriled X-772 addion to these fities Srovide support
facilities: for the Comial Plant A Feed and Toll Transfer Fact, aid Product and Tails
Withdrawal Faity. .will be refixrbishedfconstfucted adjacent to the Process Building Some
areas and facilities described here and depicted in Attachment 1 are owned by the DOE and
would be leased by USEC. USEC is'also, evaluatgg as part of the Environmental Report, thle
siting and.operation of additional capacity directly south of the existing process buildings
(depicted in. green in Attachment 1). New building(s) that would house the ientrifiuges would
approximately double the SWU capacity of the facility.

The cons g partr recommended by NRC for this action is the Ohio. State Historic
Preservation Office (SEPO). The proposed action is within the previously disturbed area of the
PORTS reservation . In, addition, the. proposed action is within areas disturbed during
.construction of the GCEP facit tli=re, should not result in any additional impact to Native
American Indian tribal, religious, or cultural sites.

An Environmental Report for this action is being prepared in accordance with the requirements
of 10 CFR 51.45. Documntation of Consultations will be included in the USEC Envionm~ntal
Report for the American Centrifuge Commercial Plant

USEC has determined that the proposed action would not have adverse effects on historical
-resources included or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (National
Register).. The proposed action: would. result in utilizing the existing DOE GCEP f6dilitiea

. consistent *ith the onginal intent of. gas Aentrifge enrichment when the facilities were'
constructed in the. early 1980s. The proposed action would not impact the historical integrity of
the PORTS reservation.

J.01I



Mr. Mark Epstein
November 12,2003
Page 3 of 4

Information contained in Attachment 1 is considered proprietary to USEC and is requested to be
withheld from public disclosure.

If you need fither information on this proposed action, please d& not hesitate to call me at 740-
897-2710 or Greg Fout at 740-897-3823.

Sincerely,. ..... ^....t X
*,) . ... .. A *A

* . \ . .- '. ., -J. .

-.̂%>..PeterJ Ut;* .........:. t. <

- c./att: -~. .~.

Z Va,.Kllyoe ,;:-:4' .

Greg Fout
.T. J. Justice, Governor's Economic Development Office
Yames Morgan
Mario Robles
.Carol O'Claire, Ohio Emergency Management Agency

'.y . File-RO-390-03-004E
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Ohio Historic Preservation Office,

567 East Hudson Street
Columbus, Ohio 43211-1030 U.
6141298-2000 Fax: 614/ 298-2037

WVsit us at www.ohiohlsto'yorg

OHIO
January 28, 2004 HISTORIC

SOCIETY
Peter J. Miner SINCE 1885
USEC, Inc.
6903 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817-1818

Re: Installation and Operation of the American Centrifuge Commercial Plant
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PORTS), Pike County, Ohio

Dear Mr. Miner,

This Is in response to correspondence from your office, dated November 12, 2003 (received November
*14) regarding the above referenced project. The comments of the Ohio Historic Preservation Office
(OHPO) are submitted In accordance with provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as
amended (16 U.S.C. 470 136 CFR 800D; the Department of Energy serves as the lead federal agency.

Additional Information Is needed for us to complete our review of this project. The project will involve
conversion of series of buildings to locate equipment forthe centrifuge operation. This operation Is
connected to the proposed gas diffusion Lead'Cascade facility. The centrifuge operation will use several
existing buildings, Including X-3001, X-3002, X-7726, X-3012, and X-7725. It is stated that these
buildings were previously part of the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment plant that operated in the early 1980S.
One of the features giving significance to PORTS Is the large scale operation comprising the gaseous
diffusion plant. Based on the information provided In the correspondence, It does not appearthat the'
buildings to be modified contain equipment that formed an Integral part of the gaseous diffusion
operation. It also appears that that the buildings to be modified are of somewhat different style and
function, and scale than the main buildings that make up the core of the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion

.Plant property. However, the correspondence also Indicates that the centrifuge operation also proposes
the construction of a new building. We believe that the construction of a new building has the potential to
introduce a new element that has the potential to adversely affect this historic property. Please evaluate
the potential for the new building, If constructed, to adversely affect the historic property and Include this
evaluation In your finding [36 CFR 800.5].

Any questions concerning this matter should be addressed to David Snyder at (614) 298-2000, between
the hours of 8 am. to 5 pm. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,'

* ~aQ$?W39'2

David Snyder, Archaeology Reviews Manager
Resource Protection and Review

DMSlds (OHPO Sora Numbr 999162)

xc: Gary S. Hartman, DOE - Oak Ridge, P.O. Box 2001, Oak Ridge, TN 37831
Kristi Wehble, U.S. Department of Energy, PORTS, P.O. Box 700. Piketon,-OH 45661

i

i ... ...

. . .- _

I .. ^ i.



Ohio Historic Preservation Office

567 East Hudson Street
Columbus, Ohio 43211-1030
614/ 298-2000 Fax: 6141298-2037

MsIt us at wwohfohistoryorg

OHIO
May20, 2004 HISTORICAL

Peter J. Miner SItxEc 185
USEC, Inc.
6903 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817-1818

Re: Installation and Operation of the Anierican Centrifuge Commercial Plant:
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PORTS), Pike County, Ohio

Dear Mr. Miner,

This Is In response to correspondence from your office dated March 2,2004 (received March 5) regarding
the above referenced project. The comments of the Ohlo Historic Preservation Office (OHPO) are
submitted in accordance with provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended
(16 U.S.C. 470136 CFR 800]); the Department of Energy serves as the lead federal agency.

Your correspondence offers the position that the proposed new construction will Include buildings of
similar design and size to the nearby buildings and that there will be similar functions carried out In these
new buildings. Although not specifically stated In your correspondence, It appears that your discussion Is
to conclude that the qualities and characteristics that make PORTS significant will not be diminished by
the proposed new construction, While we believe that clarification of those qualities that make PORTS
significant would be helpful, given the available Information on the size, design, and function of the
existng and the proposed buildings, we are'able to offer our opinion that the proposed project will not
adversely affect the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant historic property.

As you are aware, private citizens have ralsed concerns about the potential for this project to affect
historic properties, Including prehistoric archaeological sites. The National Historic Preservation Act
strongly encourages federal agencies to Include comments and concerns from the public throughout the
Section 1 06 NYview process. it Is our pnderstanding Ofe area of proposed new construction has been
previously severely disturbed bi previous construction, ithathe topsolI In this area was removed to a
depth well Into the subsoil and the contours were completed regraded during previous construction.
However, we believe that It Is an Important responsibility to listen carefully to public concerns and to.
provide thoughtful and sensitive responses.

Any questions concerning this matter should be addressed to David Snyder at (614) 298-2000, between
the hours of 8 am. to 5 prm. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Mark J. Epstei& Dpartment Head
Resource Protection and Review

MJE:DMS/ds (OHPOSeriaNu'bar10o90S)

xc Gary S. Hartman, DOE - Oak Ridge, P.O. Box2001, Oak Ridge, TN 37831
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Araolg ~ iw Manager. --.-

* 567 BastHudsonS x ;ie
Colunibus, Ohio,43211-1030

Sbibject: National Hstoxic Presrivation Act, Section 106 CoMwliane5, nsallMton nd
Operation of the Amercan CemafugePlant in Piketon, Ohio:

DeaMr. Snyder * W:

* K his letter is in response to your conespnce dated Januaiy 28, 2004, on the
Mbove subject pMaining to fie pot l adVs affec of the Amercan Ce ge Plan
(ACP) that will emich uran e using c oetecbog'y-o histoic properties. As

. you are aware the Portsmoith Gaseous PDiusion Plant (PORTS) is an industial site tha
has been used to edich uraniumsince, he 1950* (i s diffusion'te0Iology Imas been'
used for suh enicment throughout the li of PORT. In the 1980s a centrifuge pla 1

was constructed and centifge ieciiolog, was d onstited at PORTS. The ACP il
utilize the existng centrifuge plant constructed in the 1980s and will 4so utie an ara

adjacent to the cisting plant for construdon of additional ctifugeprocess buildipgs.
- JSEC nc. bas reviewed 36 Code. oFedr uidons 8005. id is proviiding the

following for your consideration in detng r there s in adueiee efrect du6e to
the con stouofnwof dinfortheoACP.

* . .* .

* The wil be no physical destiaon of exstingbildings. As partof eariIer
consructionm nthe 1980a of a enzibini e ment a p nadjamt areas -
were set aside far xte plant exp on. e de opi of tse areas
included site d roadwa tom sewers tili N bi
the ACP willbeconstructed in th=co areas that havebeen designated id digned
for fute plant expansion and will be consistent with exdstbig site archietua
features. -. -

Asy altiation to eisting p r icing g restoration, rehabilitation, repair
i st ization hazardous material rcnediatdn, abd handicapped

USECI=. Doms C&CA
. . 6903 Ro c* D*4c,Beubesch,MD 20817-1818

Tdqeh~on301-564-3200 aO-S-3201 h
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access will be consistent wifli the Secietarl's standards for the treatment of
histoi properties (36 CER Part 68) and applicable guidelines.

b The area in which the new ACP buildings are to be costructed is vacant land
adjacent to the existing centrifuge plant facilities that was developed with utilities
and other iufrastxuctre in tihe 1980s to support construction of additional
centriftg process buildings. Consetly, thre will be no removal of property,
such as eisg buildings or archeological data fot in he site, as padt of the
construction of new buildings for the ACM.

New buildings for the AC? will be consistent with the chmeter of the adjoining
buildings Architectural features will follow established. guidelines constin
with the aistig building color schemcs, stling, and construction Within the

* propertfs setting that contribute to its histonc significance

* There will bo no introduction of visl, atnospherlo or audiblo eleneults that
diminish the integrity of the propert's significant historic feature. under tia o
Proposed Action, cisting and new facilities used for uravnim enrichment would
be used for the commercial ceiiifge uraniumri enichment project' Noise levels
would be consistent with previous uranium enrichment activities. Ground
disturbance and exterior renovation would be temporary. Changea to existing
facilities and construction of new anium enricmnt prooess buildings would be
consistent with existing sito chital feature Neither thes cnges nor the
* new construction would 'alter the exdsting visual chatacteristics of the site or
envrons;tus, no impacts to visualIsceic resources.would occ=.

The U.S. Bureau of Land Mmigement (BLM) has developed a Visual Resource
Mnagement (VRM ratig iyste to aid in the prese'ratin n of the
United States. This raing systm is as followr.

> Class I areas: erve the istfin chaacter of landscapes..
> Clas areas: Retia gm sg charactr of lands:ape

' > Class lII areas: Partally retain the st-ing charactr'oflandicApes
> Class IV areas: Allow magor modifications of cinj daact r of landscapes.

* The area has no existing stato nature preserves or secmic nrvers. developed
areas and Wility corridors (g.transmission lines and support hfcilities) on the
U.S. Depaeto EnerSy (DOB) reservation at PORTS are cosisten with a
VBM Cls IV dsigationl Tho remainder of theORTS eervation is consistent
withVRM Clas m ior IV.

* £ }Astoradon, rehab iiation, new construcdofi and operation of the ACP will be
consistent with natonally recognized standards and su=Mectto regulatory
oversight by the U.S. Nucle Regulatory Commission. This regulatory oversight

. will ensre egiect of the property will -not occur.: Conmtruction and
.refiubishnent activities will be conducted in prously distubed areas devoid of
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cultural and historical resources where neglect and deterioration are recognized
qualities

A lease agreement between the DOE and the United States mInicbment
Corporation is currenly in place conening the temporary lease of certain
acilites in support of the American Centrige Lead Cascade. An agreement

.hbetwe E DOB and the United States Enrichment Corporation wil be enered
. into for the ACP. The lease agreement has legally enforceable restrictions and
conditions to ensure the long-tem preservation of the property.

* Thers are no known areas of historn significance tW will be disturbed by the
.construction of the new ACP buildings.

.There are no known Amneican Indian religious or cultural areas on site that could
* be potentially distubed by new ACP construction activities.

If you need further information on this proposed action; please contact Greg Pout at
* 740-897-3823.

Si ycey

Pet-J*.Mlne

I*~ T tr * . Rger .

PMalmg

cc:
Kelly Coniel, ACP
Jobn ortel PORTS

mreg Fout, ACP
TJ. Justic, Governor'ssEconomio Developaent Office
James MorgM, ACP
Carol O'Claire, Chief Radiological Branch
Ma Smith, HQ
Kristi Wieble, DOE-PORTS -
Fle-RO-39044-002B

I
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on "Infoinl*fl 1 ft4on Se'o4Mfeged Sonr
. Installadon and Operation of the A rica 'Centrifuge Commeitiliil':Pht at the :- .

Portsmouth fasicu DDiffuon Plt I Oho - : :.. .

USEC Inc. (SECJ). is prpaing an Envro ta Rport (ER) inaccordance wt 10 -de qf
Fediral Regulations (CFR) 51.5 for the proposed use of sevral mer'U.S.D 'partment of. :
Energy (DOE) G Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) buildings, associated parkng areas,

* and pedestrisnhrehicle portals on the DOb -Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PORTS).
. . reservation.s. USEC proposes" to -construct'and operate the American Centrifuge Comnmercial

K>. Plant, a uranium enrichment facility that would produce 3.5 million separative work units (SWu)
using centrifuge techmology. The enrched uram is sold for 'se in nuclear power plants to,
generate electricity. This site is one of twi6under 'consideration by USEC for the Amerkaln

..C..trifige :Commercial Plant. -A siting decision hai not been. made; but is expected later this...
calendaryear.

USEC is a private corporation iegulatei by the U.S. Nuclear Reg tory Co mssion .(NRC).
The Ameica Centge Comial Plant s the third step imUSEC's plan to .dembnstrate and -

deploy the American Centifuge technology. The fit step is'the Demonstration Project, 'which
is underway in Oak Ridge, Tennesse, and will demonstrate -an economically attractive gas
centrifuge machine and enrichment process. The second step is the deployment of the American
Centrifuge Lead Cascade Facility at PORTS, which is also underway and will provide reliability,
performance, cost, and other vital data of the emichinent process. Based on the success of these

iial two steps, USEC will make a finad decision whether to deploy the American Centrifuge
Commercial Plant.

*he proposed action would result fromn locating the Commercial Plant at the site .of the former
DOE GCEP and the existing site of the American Centrifuge Lead Cascade Facility. The GCEP
facilities, located within DOE's PORTS reservation'were built in the early 1980s. The GCEP
program was terminated in 1985.

The GCEP facilities are adjacent to 'the exist gaseous diffusion plant, which ceased uranium
enrichment operations in May 2001. Curently, the primtry uses of the GCEP facilities are

* USEC Inc.
6903 Roddlge Dzivec Bedi~za MD 20817-1818

Tekphone 301-564-3200 Fax301-564-3201 http.I/www.usec.com
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waste storage, warehouse activities, office and locker areas for support functions for the DOE.
Upon NRC issuance of a license next year, the Lead Cascade Facility will be allowed to operate
up to 240 centrifuge machines in the recycle mode as a "closed loop" system.

The Commercial: Plant would utilize two existing process buildings (ie., X-3001 and X-3002)
filled with centrifiuge machines in a cascade arangement to produce 3.5 million SWU of
e. cnricWed i .raniu.. 2.35tJ. The two process bwil swill house theg eenti : mahies

* :. ;.associaled proc pipig,' Ea'ato IncnoN "computer's uiiia iispport;
.... . .. equipment. Otleicilitiesi to be used in the: Co Plant operatio * inchide the X-- :

* ; .3012 Process., pporL Building X-7726 tCetif ige Training and .Tied.acility,;X-7727H; :: . j;.:
*'.*. .b fer ZJ X-972 ..y. j- 1 0 12 Iiipl ibvi& ...Tras 5 * % 4

* -- * ... - ntenlance areas f or. the impa-plant- trnsporter. An intra-plant transp~orter. moves .centrilhge - .

@; *- *matchiest he X-7725 or the X-7726;tsr he X30X-300I30 Wu biO oee and r .
* environmentally. controlled X-7727HL In addition to thsefciities; US EC provides suport
.; ,:.. . facilities for th C:ommercial Plan. A Feed Fn Toll Transfer Facility, :and>Product and Tails.::-

. Withdrawval' Faciliy will be~ refizrbished/constniied adjacent to thec Process Bulins Some
areas anid facilities described hero and depicted in Att mn 1 are owned by the DOES and.
would be leased by USfC. USEC is also eala as part of the Evironmental Report, the
* siting and operdation ofadditional capacity direly south of the existing process buildings .

n(depicted n green i Attachment 1). New buildig(s) that would house the cenihifi w
approximately double thc SWVU capacity ofthe y..

* Es .et is tende to serve as informal consulation uder Secion 7 of the Endngeed

*pecies Act. In this regard, USaC requests an ed idated list of protected SpeCie9 and habitats on
ate PORTS reservation and solicits your recommendations and commentw about the potentIal
effects of this proposed action. Documentation of your ConsultatEon wiro be mncluded the
(dSEC Etnironmental Report for the American Centrifige Commeld Plant - -
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Information contained in Attachment I is considered proprietary to USEC and is requested to be
iwithheld from public disclosure.

If you need fiuther information on this proposed action, please do not hesitate to call me at 740-
897-2710 or Greg Pout at 740897-3823.

Pet Mie
a , .. i.t .

*,,att: .

*" '.;l 'oie-- .-- '**'t................ t '-' - . ....... 2 , ..'*, '.......... .'...

. J. J^ xticy, :.Gove:n or's o p

James Morgan
Mario Robles
Carol O'Clairc, Ohio Emrgency'Management Agency

K>Yfile-RO-390-03-OOlE
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United States Department of the Interior

. . .FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

*. gica Services
6950 Americana Parkway, Suite H
Reynoldsburg, Ohio .43068-4127

(614)469-6923
Fax.(614) 469-6919

June 21, 2004

Mr. Peter J. Miner .
* C/O Mr. Greg Fouit

P.O. Box 628, MS-9030'
, Piketon, Ohio 45661

Re: Aimericai Centrifuge Cornmercial Plant, Federally Listed Species ' - ' -

Dear Mr. Miner:

This is in response to your facsimile received in our office on June 6,2004, transmitting a letter originally
* dated November 12, 2003. In this letter, you request an updated list of Federally endangered and

threatened species potentially present in the project area, and comments regarding potential effects of the
proposed action. USEC proposes to use several former U.S. DOE Gag Centrifuge. Enrichment Plant
buildings, associated parking areas, and pedestrian/vehicle portals on the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant (PORTS) reservation ti construct and-operate' the American Centrifii.Coiqimerciaj Plant. The plant
would be used to; enrich uranium foruse.in nuclearowerplants.. The proposed ject siteis.thelPORTS
,re~setvation, locate-din-Piketon,:,PikC¢(:unty; ObQ;;* ; :..w ; i;'f -.. -', -. .a -

There are no Federal wilderness areas, wildlife refuges, or designated C~rit~ca Ha1itat vwithiin the vicinmty of

The Service is concerned with possible pollution resulting from construction and operation offhe proposed
facility. Operation of the now-closed PORTS facility caused contamination of soil, groundwater, and
nearby streams with volatile organic compounds, metals, PCBs, and radionuclides. The Service is,
concerned that the American Centrifuge Commercial Plant may contribute additional toxics to the
environment surrounding the PORTS reservtion. We recommend that contamination of the surrounding
landscape with radionuclides and other toxic materials be prevented using the best available technology.

.LISTED SPECIBS COMM S: The proposed project lies within'the range of the Federally endangered
Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis). Summer habitat requirements for the species are not well defined but the
following are thought to be of importance:

*v tree a4 sng th..-r, -,.
i. DeIad or live trees and snags 'with peein or exfoliating barkq split tree'triik and/or branches, or
cavities, which maybeusedas materityroost areas..-

2. Live trees (such as shagbark hickory) which have exfoliating bark.

3. Stream corridors, riparian areas, and upland woodlots which provide forage sites.

*Should te proposed site contain trees ex'hibiting any of the characteristics listed above, we recommend that
they and surrounding trees be saved wherever possible. If they musfbe cut, they should not be cut between
-April 15.and September 15.

if desirable trees arepresent and if the above *t restriction is unacceptable; mtnet o'iothet surveys'
* should be-condtud.tetemiincifbats.s'represent The survey should be designed and conducted in
coordination with the andangere'dspecies coordinator for this office. ;The survey- should be conducted in.
June orJuly since the-bats would onlybcxxpcteddin the project ire frmpproximately April 15 t',
September 15: . ..



SPECIES OF CONCERN: The project lies within the range'of the timber rattlesnake (Crotalus honidus .
horridus), a large shy rattlesnake that is declining throughout its national range. No Federal listing status
has been assigned to this species. Instead, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has initiated a pro-listing
Conservation Action Plan to support state and local conservation efforts. Your proactive efforts to
conserve this species now may help avoid the need to list the species under the Endangered Species Act in
the future. The timber rattlesnake is protected throughout much of its range and listed as endangered by
the State of Ohio. Due to their rarity and reclusive nature, we encourage early project coordination to
avoid potential impacts to timber rattlesnakes and their habitat.

In Ohio, the timber rattlesnake is restricted to the un-glaciated Allegheny Plateau and utilizes the specific
habitat types, depending upon season. Winters are, spent in dens usually associated with high, dry ridges.
These dens may face any direction, but southeast to southwest are most common. Such dens usually
consist of narrow crevices in the bedrock. Rocks may or may not be present on the surface. From these -
dens, timber rattlesnakes radiate throughout the surrounding hills and move distances as great as 4.5 miles.
In the fall, timber rattlesnakes return to the same den. Intensive efforts to transplant timber rittlesnakes
have not been successful. Thus protection of the winter dens is critical to the survival of this species. Some
project management ideas include the following *

1) At a minimum, project evaluations should contain delineations of timber rattlesnake habitat
within project boundaries. Descriptions should indicate the quality and quantity of timber
rattlesnake habitat (den sites, basking sites, and foraging area, etc.) that may be affected by the

*. project., --

2) In cases where timber rattlesnakes are known to occur or where potentil habitat is rated
moderate to high, timber rattlesnake surveys may be necessary: If surveys are to be conducted, it
may be helpfiul to inquire about timber rattlena ke'sightings with local resource agency personnel.
or reliable local residents. -In addition, local herpetologists snay. have knowledge of historical-
populations as well as precise knowledge of the habits, and especially the specific, local types of
habitats that may contain timber rattlesnakls. Surveys should be performed during the periods of::
spring emergence from dens (usually a narrow window in April or May) and throughout the active
season until October. The species is often easiest to locate during the summer months when
pregnant females seek open areas in early morning, especially afer cool evenings.

3) In portions of projects where timber-rattlesnakes will be affected, clearing and construction
activities should occur at distances greater than 100lfeet fivm known dens. Most importantly, tops
of ridges and areas of exposedrock should be avoided.

** In areas where timber rattlesnake dens are known or likely to exist, maintenance activities
,cutting, buning, etc.) should be conducted from November 1 to March 1, when timber

rattlesnakes are hibemnating. : .-

Should additional information on listed or proposed species or their critical habitat become available or if
* * new information reveals effects of the'action that were not previously considered, this determination may be-

reconsidered. Ifproject plas change or if portionsof the proposed project were not evaluated, it is our
recommendation that you contact our office for further review.



This technical assistance letter is submitted in accordance with provisions of the Fish and Wildlife
CoordinationAct (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16US.C.661 etseq:), the Endangered Species Act of 1973,

.-as amended, and is consistent with the intent of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Mitigation Policy.

If you have questions, or if we may be of further assistance in this matter, please contact Jeromy Applegate
at extension 21 in this office.

Sincerely,

. . W~ay KnppPh.D.
.-. . - - Y ~Superio

cc; ODNR, DO)W, SCEA Unit, Columibus, OH . . .-

1. ...

, . .. I .
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APPENDIX C

COST COMPARISON TO CONSTRUCT AND OPERATE THE
AMERICAN CENTRIFUGE PLANT IN PIKETON, OHIO VERSUS

PADUCAHI, KENTUCKY

.. . . . , . . .;
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The information contained in this appendix is being submitted to the NRC under separate
cover in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390

C-2
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APPENDIX D

WITHHELD ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FIGURES.
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The information contained in this appendix is being submitted to the NRC under separate
cover in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390

D-2
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APPENDIX E

EXPORT CONTROLLED INFORMATION
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The information contained in this appendix is considered to contain Export Controlled
Information and is being submitted to the NRC under separate cover

Information contained within
does not contain

Export Controlled Information

Reviewev Orleinal slrned by RL CorielI
Date: 04/29/05 I'.
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